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Ordering

Sound clips are sold individually, at the following rates:
Length (in seconds)     Cost Per Sound
1-15 $ 3
16-45 $ 6
45+ $10

There is a $3.95 shipping and handling charge per order.
NOTE:  There are often minor discrepencies between the times listed in the catalog and the actual times.  
Where they differ, we charge for the shorter time.

Mail your check to:

CompuWorks 
Sounds Orders
3850 Annapolis Lane Suite 100
Plymouth, MN 55447

Please make check payable to:  CompuWorks

When ordering, remember that high quality sound files are VERY large - over 10MB per minute after 
decompression.  Many sound editors and players work only from memory, which would require you to have
over 20MB of memory to edit or play a two minute wave file.  With more professional, disk based editing 
software,  this is not a problem, as the files are edited and played directly from disk.  (We use and 
recommend Sound Forge 2.0 from Sonic Foundry.  It's the best we've found.  

Files beginning with the prefix HE were created by The Hollywood Edge, and files with a SG prefix are from
Sound Ideas, Inc.  Additonal suppliers have been licensed and their sounds will soon appear in future 
catalogs.

Filename  Seconds  Description
HE06A7  101  acetylene blow torch: light, then strong steady,run with (oxygen) hiss.,50856,
SG13AC  18   adding machine, antique, adding numbers, total at end
SG13AA  4    adding machine, antique, pull crank fast
SG13A9  4    adding machine, antique, pull crank fast
SG13A7  5    adding machine, antique, pull crank slow
SG13A8  5    adding machine, antique, pull crank slow
SG13AB  5    adding machine, antique, pull crank, cash drawer open
SG13A4  1    adding machine, antique, single button
SG13A5  1    adding machine, antique, single button
SG13A6  1    adding machine, antique, single button
SG13B4  23   adding machine, electric, adding numbers, totaling
SG13B0  4    adding machine, electric, press cLear key
SG13B1  5    adding machine, electric, press plus key three times



SG13AF  3    adding machine, electric, press plus key, print total
SG13AE  1    adding machine, electric, single button
SG13AD  1    adding machine, electric, single button
SG13B3  1    adding machine, electric, tear off paper printout fast
SG13B2  2    adding machine, electric, tear off paper printout slow
SG13BE  28   adding machine, electronic, adding numbers
SG13C6  19   adding machine, electronic, adding numbers and printout total
SG13C3  4    adding machine, electronic, advance paper
SG13BD  1    adding machine, electronic, cLear button fast
SG13BC  1    adding machine, electronic, cLear button medium
SG13BB  1    adding machine, electronic, cLear button slow
SG13C1  1    adding machine, electronic, cLear key with printout
SG13C2  2    adding machine, electronic, cLear key with printout, three times
SG13BF  1    adding machine, electronic, plus key with printout
SG13B7  1    adding machine, electronic, single number button fast
SG13B6  1    adding machine, electronic, single number button medium
SG13B5  1    adding machine, electronic, single number button slow
SG13C5  1    adding machine, electronic, tear off paper printout, fast
SG13C4  1    adding machine, electronic, tear off paper printout, slow
SG13BA  1    adding machine, electronic, total key fast
SG13B9  1    adding machine, electronic, total key medium
SG13B8  1    adding machine, electronic, total key slow
SG13C0  1    adding machine, electronic, total key with printout
HE02D2  5    air brake hiss #1: logging truck, close,perspective.,82404,air brk 2,dds,00:00
HE02D3  3    air brake hiss #2: large truck, close,perspective.,81617,air brk 1,dds,00:00:0
HE02D4  4    air brake hiss #3: large truck, close perspective.,81617,air brk 1,dds,00:00:0
HE02D5  6    air brake hiss #4: large truck, short blasts,close perspective.,81617,air brk
HE069B  33   air chisel: harsh pneumatic metallic ratchet,sound with garage reverb.  short
SG0DD8  62   air conditioner, large wall unit, start, run, shut off
HE0698  52   air drill: short and long spurts.  interior shop,or garage reverb, medium pers
HE08E8  3    Air horn
HE02D7  10   air horn blasts: large truck, low-pitched, close,perspective.,52635,truk hrn3,
HE02D6  31   air horn blasts: logging truck, with medium,distant reverberation, close persp
HE0518  17   air pumps into arm band, (blood pressure cuff),then releases.,14003,hosppump1,
HE0694  22   air tool ratchet whir with tool movement and,metal clinks.,84628,toolair1,dds,
HE0695  14   air tool wrench whir #1: 1/2" impact wrench,lower pitch.,84629,toolair2,dds,00
HE0696  14   air tool wrench whir #2: nut on and off, with,pitch wavering low and high.,846
SG04CC  31   air, continuous fast release through valve
SG04CD  30   air, continuous release through valve with modulation
SG04CB  31   air, continuous slow release through valve
SG04D3  32   air, regulator, continuous fast release through regulator
SG04D4  34   air, regulator, continuous release through regulator, modulation
SG04D2  38   air, regulator, continuous slow release through regulator
SG04D6  61   air, regulator, fast breathing through regulator
SG04CE  1    air, regulator, quick release through regulator
SG04D1  3    air, regulator, short fast release through regulator
SG04D0  12   air, regulator, short slow release through regulator
SG04D5  60   air, regulator, slow breathing through regulator
SG04CF  2    air, regulator, three quick releases through regulator
SG1C98  7    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C97  6    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C96  4    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C95  4    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C94  3    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C93  3    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C92  3    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C91  2    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C90  2    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG1C8F  2    air, release, pressurized air released through hose
SG04CA  3    air, short fast release through valve
SG04C9  2    air, short slow release through valve
SG11A6  92   aircraft carrier, general interior rumble
HE025A  20   airplane, 1940's prop plane by low overhead left to right.,38713,prop by 1,ads



HE0254  36   airplane, 1940's single prop plane idles, close,perspective.,38715,prop idle,a
SG0007  56   airplane, biplane, Stearman, exterior, idle, take off
SG0008  10   airplane, biplane, Stearman, exterior, pass by
SG0009  9    airplane, biplane, Stearman, exterior, pass by
SG0006  113  airplane, biplane, Stearman, exterior, start, idle, shut off
SG0002  96   airplane, biplane, Stearman, from cockpit, idle, take off
SG0003  90   airplane, biplane, Stearman, from cockpit, in flight
SG0004  64   airplane, biplane, Stearman, from cockpit, in flight
SG0005  139  airplane, biplane, Stearman, from cockpit, in flight, land, idle, shut off
SG0001  107  airplane, biplane, Stearman, from cockpit, start, idle
SG0094  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, announcement bell
SG0093  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, announcement bell
SG00A2  6    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, armrest mounted tray table, close
SG009F  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, armrest mounted tray table, close cover
SG00A1  6    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, armrest mounted tray table, open
SG00A0  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, armrest mounted tray table, open cover
SG009E  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, ash tray, close
SG009D  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, ash tray, open
SG00A6  4    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, cabin door emergency chute alarm
SG00A5  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, cabin door emergency chute alarm
SG0092  97   airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, descend and land
SG00AA  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, galley storage door, close
SG00A9  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, galley storage door, close
SG00A8  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, galley storage door, open
SG00A7  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, galley storage door, open
SG008D  60   airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, idling with air conditioning
SG008E  30   airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, idling without air conditioning
SG0091  120  airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, in flight
SG00AE  2    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory door, close
SG00AD  2    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory door, close
SG00AF  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory door, lock
SG00AB  2    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory door, open
SG00AC  2    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory door, open
SG00B1  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory door, unlock
SG00B0  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory door, unlock
SG00B2  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory paper cup dispenser, remove cup
SG00B3  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory paper cup dispenser, remove cup
SG00B5  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory towel dispenser, remove towel
SG00B4  2    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, lavatory towel dispenser, remove towel
SG009A  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, overhead light switch, off
SG0099  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, overhead light switch, on
SG0098  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, overhead storage bin, close
SG0097  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, overhead storage bin, close
SG0096  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, overhead storage bin, open
SG0095  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, overhead storage bin, open
SG00A4  2    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, public address phone, put into holder
SG00A3  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, public address phone, remove from holder
SG009B  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, seat belt, fasten
SG009C  1    airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, seat belt, unfasten
SG008C  82   airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, start engines
SG0090  204  airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, take off and climb
SG008F  60   airplane, cabin, interior, cabin, taxiing to runway
SG0075  129  airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, descend and land
SG0078  6    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, engine fire alarm
SG007A  32   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, engine stall warning
SG007E  14   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, glide slope warning
SG007C  31   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, ground proximity warning
SG007B  16   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, ground proximity, landing gear warning
SG0074  60   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, in flight
SG0086  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, instrument panel rotary switch
SG0085  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, instrument panel rotary switch
SG0087  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, instrument panel rotary switch
SG0080  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, instrument panel switch



SG0081  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, instrument panel switch
SG0082  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, instrument panel switch
SG0084  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, instrument panel switch
SG0083  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, instrument panel switch
SG007D  17   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, landing gear warning
SG0079  16   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, maximum air speed warning
SG007F  9    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, outer marker indicator
SG0088  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, parking brake, apply
SG0089  1    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, parking brake, release
SG008B  2    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, seat, slide back
SG008A  2    airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, seat, slide forward
SG0077  12   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, stabilizer trim function indicator
SG0076  16   airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, take off abort warning
SG0073  129  airplane, cockpit, interior, cockpit, take off and climb
SG00B7  27   airplane, jet F15, two pass by overhead
SG0049  23   airplane, jet, 727, exterior, landing
SG0048  44   airplane, jet, 727, exterior, landing
SG0047  24   airplane, jet, 727, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG0046  30   airplane, jet, 727, exterior, take off
SG0045  48   airplane, jet, 727, exterior, take off
SG1B82  74   airplane, jet, 727, landing, passes by, reverse jets in distance
SG1B81  23   airplane, jet, 727, pass by overhead
SG004B  35   airplane, jet, 737, exterior, accelerate down runway from stand still
SG0051  36   airplane, jet, 737, exterior, landing
SG0050  44   airplane, jet, 737, exterior, landing
SG004E  24   airplane, jet, 737, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG004F  30   airplane, jet, 737, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG004C  43   airplane, jet, 737, exterior, take off
SG004D  65   airplane, jet, 737, exterior, take off
SG004A  54   airplane, jet, 737, exterior, taxi past
SG0067  56   airplane, jet, 747, exterior, landing
SG0068  42   airplane, jet, 747, exterior, landing
SG0066  19   airplane, jet, 747, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG0064  35   airplane, jet, 747, exterior, take off
SG0065  38   airplane, jet, 747, exterior, take off
SG0063  46   airplane, jet, 747, exterior, taxi past
SG005F  47   airplane, jet, 767, exterior, accelerate down runway from stand still
SG0062  41   airplane, jet, 767, exterior, landing
SG0061  31   airplane, jet, 767, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG0060  21   airplane, jet, 767, exterior, take off
SG005A  39   airplane, jet, a-320, exterior, landing
SG0059  27   airplane, jet, a-320, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG0058  22   airplane, jet, a-320, exterior, take off
SG0057  37   airplane, jet, a-320, exterior, take off
SG0056  50   airplane, jet, a-320, exterior, taxi past
SG1B85  57   airplane, jet, a-320, landing, passes by, reverse jets in distance
SG0055  22   airplane, jet, DC-9, exterior, landing
SG0053  41   airplane, jet, DC-9, exterior, take off
SG0054  39   airplane, jet, DC-9, exterior, take off
SG0052  88   airplane, jet, DC-9, exterior, taxi past
SG1B83  63   airplane, jet, DC-9, landing, passes by, reverse jets in distance
SG1B80  16   airplane, jet, DC-9, pass by overhead
SG0070  120  airplane, jet, exterior, ambience, jets idling and pulling away
SG006F  120  airplane, jet, exterior, ambience, jets idling and pulling away
SG0071  120  airplane, jet, exterior, ambience, jets idling and taking off
SG0072  120  airplane, jet, exterior, ambience, jets taxiing past
SG006A  60   airplane, jet, exterior, idling on tarmac
SG006D  60   airplane, jet, exterior, in flight
SG006C  60   airplane, jet, exterior, in flight
SG006B  53   airplane, jet, exterior, pull away from terminal
SG006E  86   airplane, jet, exterior, pull up to terminal, shut off
SG0069  162  airplane, jet, exterior, start one jet engine
SG00B6  32   airplane, jet, F-15, pass by overhead



SG00B8  50   airplane, jet, F-15, two pass by overhead, distant
SG00BB  31   airplane, jet, F-16, passby far overhead
SG00BA  18   airplane, jet, F-16, passby overhead
SG00B9  21   airplane, jet, F-16, passby overhead
SG00C2  19   airplane, jet, f/a-18 Hornet, arrested landing on aircraft carrier
SG00BF  35   airplane, jet, f/a-18 Hornet, catapult from aircraft carrier
SG00C0  30   airplane, jet, f/a-18 Hornet, catapult from aircraft carrier
SG00C1  30   airplane, jet, f/a-18 Hornet, pass by from aircraft carrier
SG00BE  79   airplane, jet, f/a-18 Hornet, taxi, catapult from aircraft carrier
SG0038  30   airplane, jet, Lear, exterior, approach, land
SG0034  40   airplane, jet, Lear, exterior, approach, take off
SG0032  61   airplane, jet, Lear, exterior, first engine start
SG0035  32   airplane, jet, Lear, exterior, pass by
SG0036  30   airplane, jet, Lear, exterior, pass by
SG0037  35   airplane, jet, Lear, exterior, pass by
SG0033  62   airplane, jet, Lear, exterior, second engine start
SG0039  64   airplane, jet, Lear, exterior, taxi out
SG002C  93   airplane, jet, Lear, interior, idle
SG0030  209  airplane, jet, Lear, interior, in flight to descend, land
SG002F  174  airplane, jet, Lear, interior, in flight, banking
SG002B  137  airplane, jet, Lear, interior, start, idle
SG002E  149  airplane, jet, Lear, interior, take off
SG002D  151  airplane, jet, Lear, interior, taxi to runway
SG0031  75   airplane, jet, Lear, interior, taxi to tarmac, pilot check list
SG005B  46   airplane, jet, md-80, exterior, accelerate down runway from stand still
SG005E  41   airplane, jet, md-80, exterior, landing
SG005D  23   airplane, jet, md-80, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG005C  37   airplane, jet, md-80, exterior, take off
SG1B84  93   airplane, jet, md-80, landing, passes by, reverse jets in distance
SG00BC  52   airplane, jet, s-3b Viking, catapult from aircraft carrier
SG00BD  31   airplane, jet, s-3b vVking, arrested landing on aircraft carrier
SG0017  25   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, abort landing, pass by
SG0013  35   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, approach, left, take off
SG0012  59   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, idle, approach, left, take off
SG0019  26   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, landing
SG0018  28   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, landing
SG0015  38   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, pass by
SG0016  56   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, pass by
SG0014  21   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, pass by
SG0011  69   airplane, single prop, Cessna, exterior, start, idle, shut off
SG000B  33   airplane, single prop, Cessna, interior, idle, shut off
SG000E  72   airplane, single prop, Cessna, interior, in flight
SG000F  70   airplane, single prop, Cessna, interior, land
SG000A  70   airplane, single prop, Cessna, interior, start, idle
SG000D  59   airplane, single prop, Cessna, interior, take off
SG000C  77   airplane, single prop, Cessna, interior, taxi to runway
SG0010  60   airplane, single prop, Cessna, interior, taxi to tarmac
SG0043  30   airplane, turbo prop, c-2 greyhound, interior, in flight
SG0044  70   airplane, turbo prop, c-2 greyhound, interior, landing
SG0042  69   airplane, turbo prop, c-2 greyhound, interior, take off
SG0041  30   airplane, turbo prop, c-2 greyhound, interior, taxi before take off
SG0040  40   airplane, turbo prop, dash 8, exterior, landing
SG003F  26   airplane, turbo prop, dash 8, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG003E  16   airplane, turbo prop, dash 8, exterior, take off
SG003D  38   airplane, turbo prop, dash 8, exterior, taxi past
SG003C  32   airplane, turbo prop, gulfstream, exterior, landing
SG003B  17   airplane, turbo prop, gulfstream, exterior, pass overhead before landing
SG003A  18   airplane, turbo prop, gulfstream, exterior, take off
SG0029  30   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, approach, land
SG0023  40   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, approach, take off
SG0026  42   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, pass by, fast
SG0027  56   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, pass by, fast
SG0025  38   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, pass by, medium



SG0024  41   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, pass by, slow
SG0028  55   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, pass overhead, distant
SG002A  39   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, shut off
SG0021  205  airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, start, idle
SG0022  74   airplane, twin prop, King Air, exterior, taxi to runway
SG001F  98   airplane, twin prop, King Air, interior, descend, land
SG001B  60   airplane, twin prop, King Air, interior, idle, bell, flaps
SG001E  91   airplane, twin prop, King Air, interior, inflight
SG001A  133  airplane, twin prop, King Air, interior, start, idle
SG001D  91   airplane, twin prop, King Air, interior, take off
SG001C  80   airplane, twin prop, King Air, interior, taxi to runway
SG0020  177  airplane, twin prop, King Air, interior, taxi to tarmac, shut off
HE0141  147  airport interior near ticket counter.  large,interior space reverberation with
HE0142  187  airport interior with p.a. announcements and,pages, male and female.  walla an
HE0243  108  airport, exterior: large, busy tarmac area with,loud, whining jet idles, slow
HE0244  106  airport, exterior: loading area with medium,distant traffic and jet idles, lug
HE0245  183  airport, interior: p.a. announcements and pages,voices and footsteps close to
HE0332  2    ak-47 automatic rifle #1: single shot.,paton,ak47 ss 01,ads,00:00:02
HE0333  1    ak-47 automatic rifle #2: single shot.  short, high pitched.,paton,ak 47 ss02,
HE0334  2    ak-47 automatic rifle #3: single shot.  short,with light ring off.,paton,gn ak
HE0335  4    ak-47 full automatic rifle: multiple shots.,paton,ak47 bst03,ads,00:00:04
HE07D3  5    ak-47, multiple bursts.
HE07D4  8    ak-47; (1) single shot; (2) multiple bursts; (3) single shot w/ metal ring-off
HE072E  31   alarm #1, contemporary, factory - science lab - space ship, warning signal, ra
HE072F  31   alarm #2, contemporary, factory, - science lab - spaceship synthesized, warnin
HE0730  34   alarm #3, interior, submarine - military,giant low pitched aa-ooo-gah type war
HE0731  31   alarm #4, contemporary, factory - science lab - spaceship, interior warning al
HE00DA  133  alarm - close perspective building alarm, like,whooper siren.  sparse traffic,
HE00DB  124  alarm - distant perspective of building alarm,in track 1006-52.  reflected ech
HE00DC  161  alarm - distant perspective with slower,oscillations than tracks 1006-52, 53.
HE00D9  115  alarm - fast oscillations, close.  a few cars,by medium.  natural end of alarm
HE0732  61   alarm clock, wind - up; (1) low pitched,buzzy, fast ringing; (2) medium pitche
SG04D7  31   alarm, burglar, burglar alarm going off
SG04DA  22   alarm, car, car alarm going off
SG04D9  1    alarm, car, disarm car alarm
SG04D8  1    alarm, car, set car alarm
SG04DB  12   alarm, distress, personal distress alarm going off
SG11A8  10   alarm, ship, chemical alarm on aircraft carrier
SG11A9  10   alarm, ship, collision alarm on aircraft carrier
SG11A7  11   alarm, ship, general alarm on aircraft carrier
SG04DC  30   alarm, smoke detector, residential smoke detector going off
HE0734  59   alarms; (1) low pitched, burglar alarm;(2) medium pitched burglar alarm; (3) h
SG0103  29   alligator, hissing
HE0420  1    aluminum bat hits baseball with natural decay #1.,83139,al bat 01,dds,00:00:01
HE0421  2    aluminum bat hits baseball with natural decay #2.,83139,al bat 02,dds,00:00:02
HE0422  2    aluminum bat hits baseball with natural decay #3.,83139,al bat2jh,dds,00:00:02
HE0170  125  Amazon jungle ambience #1: bird calls medium and,distant perspective.  distant
HE0171  174  Amazon jungle ambience #2: bird calls medium and,distant perspectives.  loud i
HE00C9  49   ambulance siren in from distant, echoed off tall,buildings.  pause in siren as
HE00EE  180  Amtrak train between two cars, could play for,exterior steady.  starts with op
HE00EC  18   Amtrak train blow by with doppler horn close,and away.,678 16,dds,00:00:18
HE00ED  99   Amtrak train interior medium speed steady with,conductor walla at head, walkie
HE00EF  93   Amtrak train interior.  starts with between cars,perspective (sim. to 1007-17)
SG1BED  122  animal, bats, large group squeeking
SG1B27  30   animal, bee, buzzing in jar
SG1B24  46   animal, birds, various birds chirping
SG1BEA  2    animal, creature, giant wing flap
SG1BEC  2    animal, creature, giant wing flap
SG1BE6  1    animal, creature, giant wing flap
SG1BE9  2    animal, creature, giant wing flap
SG1BE8  2    animal, creature, giant wing flap
SG1BEB  1    animal, creature, giant wing flap
SG1BE7  1    animal, creature, giant wing flap



SG1BEF  10   animal, creature, heavy breathing
SG1BEE  10   animal, creature, heavy breathing
SG1C03  11   animal, creature, large animal death scream
SG1BF4  6    animal, creature, large animal growl
SG1BF3  6    animal, creature, large animal growl
SG1BF2  4    animal, creature, large animal growl
SG1BF1  1    animal, creature, large animal growl
SG1BF5  4    animal, creature, large animal growl
SG1C04  15   animal, creature, large animal moving, growling
SG1BF8  4    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BF7  2    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BFF  3    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BF9  3    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BFA  2    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BFB  4    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BFC  2    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BFD  3    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BFE  3    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1C00  2    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1C02  4    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BF6  2    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1C01  3    animal, creature, large animal roar
SG1BF0  18   animal, creature, slimey, crawling mass
SG1B28  55   animal, crickets, chirping in field, distant rumble
SG1B25  26   animal, dogs, alley dogs barking, close up and distant
SG1B26  15   animal, horse, canter up and stop on soft surface
SG1B1F  68   animal, leopard, various growls
SG1B1D  38   animal, lion, pride roars and groans
SG1B1E  34   animal, lion, purrs and snarls
SG1B20  28   animal, monkey, panting
SG1B21  16   animal, monkey, various screams
SG1B23  54   animal, wildlife, wildlife ambience on plaines
SG1B22  46   animal, wolves, howling in a pack
SG13C8  23   answering machine, play message, beep, stop;function sounds only
SG13C9  24   answering machine, play message, stop;function sounds only
SG13CA  37   answering machine, rewind, play message, stop;function sounds only
SG13C7  2    answering machine, single beep
HE05EB  6    antique camera shutter clicks and winds #1.,93418,antq cam1,ddm,00:00:06
HE05EC  7    antique camera shutter clicks and winds #2.,56419,antq cam2,adm,00:00:07
HE0680  35   antique fire engine or cable car bell clangs,close perspective.,82717,firebell
HE0601  121  antique timer clicks.,and servo whine.,72227,clk alarm4,dds,00:02:01
HE0602  122  antique wind-up wall clock ticks.,86512,antqclk1,dds,00:02:02
SG04E0  24   anvil, continuous hammering on anvil
SG04DD  2    anvil, single hit on anvil with hammer
SG04DE  4    anvil, single hit on anvil with hammer
SG04DF  3    anvil, two hits on anvil with hammer
HE0166  9    apartment door buzzer, close.  interior small,lobby.  two buzzes, open door du
HE0167  17   apartment door buzzer, medium close up.  a few,short buzzes, then buzz and ope
SG07C8  16   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, large crowd
SG07C7  27   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, large crowd
SG07C6  20   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, large crowd
SG07C2  32   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07BA  7    applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07BB  16   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07BC  29   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07BD  11   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07BE  10   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07BF  15   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07C1  14   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07C0  13   applause, cheering, indoor, hockey arena, medium crowd
SG07C5  14   applause, cheering, indoor, large convention crowd
SG07C3  32   applause, cheering, indoor, large crowd in concert hall
SG07C4  45   applause, cheering, indoor, large crowd in concert hall



SG07B4  9    applause, cheering, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG07B7  15   applause, cheering, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG07B6  10   applause, cheering, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG07B5  45   applause, cheering, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG07B3  10   applause, cheering, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG07B9  6    applause, cheering, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG07B8  11   applause, cheering, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG07B1  10   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in bar
SG07B0  18   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in bar
SG07AF  13   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in bar
SG07B2  9    applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in bar
SG07A8  18   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, heavy
SG07A7  8    applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, heavy
SG07A3  8    applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, light
SG07A4  18   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, light
SG07A5  8    applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, medium
SG07A6  18   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, medium
SG07AE  19   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, whistling, heavy
SG07AD  9    applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, whistling, heavy
SG07AA  16   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, whistling, light
SG07A9  7    applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, whistling, light
SG07AB  9    applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, whistling, medium
SG07AC  17   applause, cheering, indoor, small crowd in large room, whistling, medium
SG079B  7    applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, heavy
SG079C  17   applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, heavy
SG0797  7    applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, light
SG0798  17   applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, light
SG0799  7    applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, medium
SG079A  17   applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, medium
SG07A1  7    applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, with whistling, heavy
SG07A2  17   applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, with whistling, heavy
SG079D  7    applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, with whistling, light
SG079E  15   applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, with whistling, light
SG07A0  17   applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, with whistling, medium
SG079F  7    applause, cheering, indoor, small studio audience, with whistling, medium
SG07C9  13   applause, cheering, outdoor, small crowd
SG07CA  14   applause, cheering, outdoor, small crowd
SG07CB  27   applause, cheering, outdoor, small crowd
SG07CC  12   applause, cheering, outdoor, small crowd
SG07D4  23   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07D1  17   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07D2  34   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07D3  37   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07D5  8    applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07D6  11   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07D7  12   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07D8  13   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07D9  13   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07DA  30   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07CE  16   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, medium crowd
SG07CD  9    applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, medium crowd
SG07D0  12   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, medium crowd
SG07CF  12   applause, cheering, outdoor, stadium, medium crowd
SG078A  9    applause, crowd, indoor, large convention crowd
SG078B  11   applause, crowd, indoor, large convention crowd
SG078C  8    applause, crowd, indoor, large convention crowd
SG078D  12   applause, crowd, indoor, large convention crowd
SG0789  15   applause, crowd, indoor, large crowd at recital
SG0788  17   applause, crowd, indoor, large crowd at recital
SG0783  10   applause, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0782  21   applause, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0784  9    applause, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0785  9    applause, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater



SG0781  17   applause, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0786  12   applause, crowd, indoor, medium crowd, clap in unison
SG0787  14   applause, crowd, indoor, medium crowd, unison to applause
SG0794  7    applause, crowd, indoor, medium stadium crowd
SG0795  9    applause, crowd, indoor, medium stadium crowd
SG0796  10   applause, crowd, indoor, medium stadium crowd
SG0793  9    applause, crowd, indoor, medium stadium crowd
SG077E  8    applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in bar
SG0780  7    applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in bar
SG077F  9    applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in bar
SG077D  18   applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room, heavy
SG077C  9    applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room, heavy
SG0779  17   applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room, light
SG0778  8    applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room, light
SG077B  18   applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room, medium
SG077A  8    applause, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room, medium
SG0776  21   applause, crowd, indoor, small studio audience, clapping in unison
SG0775  18   applause, crowd, indoor, small studio audience, heavy
SG0774  8    applause, crowd, indoor, small studio audience, heavy
SG0771  16   applause, crowd, indoor, small studio audience, light
SG0770  7    applause, crowd, indoor, small studio audience, light
SG0773  17   applause, crowd, indoor, small studio audience, medium
SG0772  7    applause, crowd, indoor, small studio audience, medium
SG0777  18   applause, crowd, indoor, small studio audience, unison to applause
SG0792  9    applause, crowd, outdoor, medium crowd
SG0791  10   applause, crowd, outdoor, medium crowd
SG078E  17   applause, crowd, outdoor, small crowd
SG078F  9    applause, crowd, outdoor, small crowd
SG0790  26   applause, crowd, outdoor, small crowd
HE032D  4    ar-15 automatic rifle #1: single shot with,bullet shell eject onto grass.,pato
HE032E  3    ar-15 automatic rifle #2: single shot.,paton,gn ar15 05,ads,00:00:03
HE032F  4    ar-15 automatic rifle #3: single shot with,bullet shell ejects onto grass.,pat
HE0331  14   ar-15 full automatic rifle, multiple shots.,paton,ar15auto2,ads,00:00:14
HE0330  6    ar-15 semi-automatic rifle, multiple shots.,paton,ar15 auto1,ads,00:00:06
SG04E1  90   arcade, video, ambience in video arcade
SG15A9  2    archery, arrow hitting paper target
SG15A7  2    archery, arrow hitting target
SG15A8  2    archery, arrow hitting target
SG15A6  1    archery, arrow pass by and hit target
SG15A5  2    archery, arrow pass by and hit target
SG15A4  8    archery, draw back bow and shoot
SG15A3  6    archery, draw back bow and shoot
SG1C66  2    archery, whoosh and impact
SG1C60  2    archery, whoosh and impact
SG1C61  2    archery, whoosh and impact
SG1C62  2    archery, whoosh and impact
SG1C63  2    archery, whoosh and impact
SG1C65  2    archery, whoosh and impact
SG1C64  2    archery, whoosh and impact
HE0789  3    arrow swish; (1) regular; (2) reversed.
HE06A9  99   assembly line ambience: close perspective,machinery hum with medium to distant
HE04F5  9    audience reactions, 100 men laugh with some claps,interior large hall, reverbe
SG0421  63   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, fast speed
SG0420  95   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, medium speed
SG041F  74   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, slow speed
SG0422  68   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, very fast spe
SG0439  4    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, door close, person inside
SG0435  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, door close, person outside
SG0437  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, door open slow, person inside
SG0433  3    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, door open slow, person outside
SG0438  3    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, door open, person inside
SG0434  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, door open, person outside
SG043A  4    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, door slam close, person inside



SG0436  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, door slam close, person outside
SG0446  1    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, gas cap flap close
SG0445  1    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, gas cap flap open
SG0447  5    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, gas cap remove
SG0448  5    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, gas cap replace
SG0443  11   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, hood close
SG0442  8    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, hood open, set prop bar
SG0441  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, hood release lever, pull
SG0444  3    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, hood slam close
SG0452  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, horn, double blast, close up
SG0453  5    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, horn, long blast, close up
SG0451  1    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, horn, short blast, close up
SG0432  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, key in door, lock fast, remove key
SG0431  3    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, key in door, lock slow, remove key
SG0430  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, key in door, unlock fast, remove key
SG042F  4    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, key in door, unlock slow, remove key
SG043B  1    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, manual door lock engage, person inside
SG043C  1    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, manual door lock release, person inside
SG044F  3    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, parking brake apply
SG0450  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, parking brake release
SG041A  52   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, pull up from l, fast speed, stop, idle, shut o
SG0419  78   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, pull up from l, medium speed, stop, idle, shut
SG0418  84   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, pull up from l, slow speed, stop, idle, shut o
SG041E  46   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, pull up head on, fast speed, stop, idle, shut
SG041D  39   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, pull up head on, med speed, stop, idle, shut o
SG041C  44   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, pull up head on, slow speed, stop, idle, shut
SG042E  33   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, reverse up fast from rear, stop, idle, shut of
SG042B  34   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, reverse up fast from right, stop, idle, shut o
SG042D  41   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, reverse up med from rear, stop, idle, shut off
SG042A  36   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, reverse up med from right, stop, idle, shut of
SG042C  40   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, reverse up slow from rear, stop, idle, shut of
SG0429  36   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, reverse up slow from right, stop, idle, shut o
SG041B  36   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start in dist., pull up head on, idle, shut of
SG0417  38   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start in distance, pull up from l, idle, shut
SG0416  130  auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, drive at fast speed, stop, shut o
SG0415  123  auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, drive at med speed, stop, shut of
SG0414  122  auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, drive at slow speed, stop, shut o
SG040D  58   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, exit r
SG0412  64   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, from rear
SG040C  75   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, exit r
SG0411  57   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, from rea
SG040B  92   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, exit r
SG0410  54   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, from rear
SG040E  61   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, exit
SG0413  54   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, from
SG040F  43   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very slow speed from r
SG040A  64   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very slow speed, exit
SG0425  32   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, reverse away fast, exit left
SG0428  36   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, reverse away fast, from front
SG0424  34   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, reverse away medium, exit left
SG0427  35   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, reverse away medium, from front
SG0423  37   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, reverse away slow, exit left
SG0426  37   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, reverse away slow, from front
SG0407  63   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, shut off from distance
SG0406  67   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, shut off from rear
SG0405  56   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, start, idle, shut off from side
SG0408  60   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, stationary revs;short, long, group of five, si
SG0409  47   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, re
SG043F  5    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, trunk close
SG043D  2    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, trunk remote release
SG0440  5    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, trunk slam close
SG043E  7    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, trunk unlock with key, open
SG0449  4    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, window, roll down



SG044A  4    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, window, roll up
SG044E  7    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, windshield washers
SG044D  3    auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, windshield wipers, single wipe
SG044C  31   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, fast spee
SG044B  26   auto'90 Honda accord, exterior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, slow spee
SG046B  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, door close, person inside
SG0467  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, door close, person outside
SG0469  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, door open slow, person inside
SG0465  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, door open slow, person outside
SG046A  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, door open, person inside
SG0466  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, door open, person outside
SG046C  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, door slam close, person inside
SG0468  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, door slam close, person outside
SG045C  41   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, drive at fast speed, slow to stop, idle, shut
SG045D  34   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, drive at med speed, slow to stop, idle, shut o
SG0478  1    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, gas cap flap close
SG0477  1    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, gas cap flap open
SG0479  4    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, gas cap remove
SG047A  6    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, gas cap replace
SG0486  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, glove compartment close
SG0485  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, glove compartment open
SG0488  29   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, hazard signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG0494  1    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, headlight switch off
SG0493  1    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, headlight switch on
SG0475  9    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, hood close
SG0474  9    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, hood open, set prop bar
SG0473  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, hood release lever, pull
SG0476  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, hood slam close
SG0499  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, horn, double blast
SG049A  6    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, horn, long blast
SG0498  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, horn, short blast
SG0464  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, key in door, lock fast, remove key
SG0463  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, key in door, lock slow, remove key
SG0462  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, key in door, unlock fast, remove key
SG0461  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, key in door, unlock slow, remove key
SG0489  31   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, key in ignition warning signal
SG046D  1    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, manual door lock engage, person inside
SG046E  1    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, manual door lock release, person inside
SG0483  1    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, parking brake apply
SG0484  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, parking brake release
SG048F  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seat adjustment back, full
SG048E  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seat adjustment back, halfway
SG048D  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seat adjustment back, single notch
SG0492  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seat adjustment forward, full
SG0491  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seat adjustment forward, halfway
SG0490  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seat adjustment forward, single notch
SG048A  7    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seatbelt warning signal
SG048B  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seatbelt, pull and lock
SG048C  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, seatbelt, unlock and release
SG045B  44   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, accelerate fast continuously
SG0457  88   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, accelerate normally to medium spe
SG0459  95   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, accelerate quickly to high speed
SG0458  100  auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, accelerate quickly to medium spee
SG045A  94   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, accelerate slow continuously
SG0456  81   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, accelerate slowly to low speed
SG0460  41   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, reverse fast, stop, idle, shut of
SG045F  41   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, reverse medium, stop, idle, shut
SG045E  45   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, reverse slow, stop, idle, shut of
SG0454  67   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, start, idle, shut off
SG0455  55   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four
SG046F  2    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, trunk automatic release
SG0471  5    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, trunk close
SG0472  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, trunk slam close



SG0470  6    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, trunk unlock with key, open
SG0487  30   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, turn signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG0497  28   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, high
SG0495  34   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, low
SG0496  33   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, mediu
SG047B  5    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, window, roll down
SG047C  5    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, window, roll up
SG0482  8    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, windshield washers
SG0480  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, windshield wipers, single wipe
SG0481  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, windshield wipers, single wipe and stop
SG047F  3    auto'90 Honda accord, interior, windshield wipers, start and single wipe
SG047E  31   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, fast spee
SG047D  31   auto'90 Honda accord, interior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, slow spee
SG0255  42   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, fast speed
SG0254  82   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, medium speed
SG0253  76   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, slow speed
SG0256  74   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, very fast sp
SG026D  1    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, door close, person inside
SG0269  1    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, door close, person outside
SG026B  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, door open slow, person inside
SG0267  3    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, door open slow, person outside
SG026C  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, door open, person inside
SG0268  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, door open, person outside
SG026E  1    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, door slam close, person inside
SG026A  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, door slam close, person outside
SG027A  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, gas cap flap close
SG0279  1    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, gas cap flap open
SG027B  7    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, gas cap remove
SG027C  7    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, gas cap replace
SG0277  9    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, hood close
SG0276  7    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, hood open, set prop bar
SG0275  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, hood release lever, pull
SG0278  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, hood slam close
SG0286  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, horn, double blast, close up
SG0289  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, horn, double blast, distant
SG0287  5    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, horn, long blast, close up
SG028A  5    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, horn, long blast, distant
SG0285  1    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, horn, short blast, close up
SG0288  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, horn, short blast, distant
SG0266  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, key in door, lock fast, remove key
SG0265  3    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, key in door, lock slow, remove key
SG0264  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, key in door, unlock fast, remove key
SG0263  4    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, key in door, unlock slow, remove key
SG026F  1    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, manual door lock engage, person inside
SG0270  1    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, manual door lock release, person inside
SG0283  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, parking brake apply
SG0284  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, parking brake release
SG024E  58   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, pull up from l, fast speed, stop, idle, shut
SG024D  47   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, pull up from l, medium speed, stop, idle, shu
SG024C  55   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, pull up from l, slow speed, stop, idle, shut
SG0252  57   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, pull up head on, fast speed, stop, idle, shut
SG0251  47   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, pull up head on, med speed, stop, idle, shut
SG0250  53   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, pull up head on, slow speed, stop, idle, shut
SG0262  42   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, reverse up fast from rear, stop, idle, shut o
SG025F  44   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, reverse up fast from right, stop, idle, shut
SG0261  39   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, reverse up med from rear, stop, idle, shut of
SG025E  42   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, reverse up med from right, stop, idle, shut o
SG0260  54   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, reverse up slow from rear, stop, idle, shut o
SG025D  54   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, reverse up slow from right, stop, idle, shut
SG024F  47   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start in dist., pull up head on, idle, shut o
SG024B  48   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start in distance, pull up from l, idle, shut
SG024A  145  auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, drive at fast speed, stop, shut
SG0249  135  auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, drive at med speed, stop, shut o



SG0248  133  auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, drive at slow speed, stop, shut
SG0241  51   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, exit r
SG0246  55   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, from rear
SG0240  53   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, exit r
SG0245  53   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, from re
SG023F  44   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, exit r
SG0244  53   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, from rear
SG0242  47   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, exit
SG0247  47   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, from
SG023E  67   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very slow speed, exit
SG0243  66   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very slow speed, from
SG0259  35   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, reverse away fast, exit left
SG025C  40   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, reverse away fast, from front
SG0258  47   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, reverse away medium, exit left
SG025B  45   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, reverse away medium, from front
SG0257  57   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, reverse away slow, exit left
SG025A  55   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, reverse away slow, from front
SG023B  64   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, shut off from distance
SG023A  67   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, shut off from rear
SG0239  67   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, start, idle, shut off from side
SG023D  72   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, r
SG023C  72   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, s
SG0273  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, trunk close
SG0271  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, trunk remote release
SG0274  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, trunk slam close
SG0272  8    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, trunk unlock with key, open
SG027D  5    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, window, roll down
SG027E  5    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, window, roll up
SG0282  9    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, windshield washers with wipers, start, run, s
SG0281  2    auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, windshield wipers, single wipe
SG0280  30   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, fast spe
SG027F  35   auto, '90 ford escort, exterior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, slow spe
SG02C2  7    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, automatic shoulder belt engage
SG02C3  4    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, automatic shoulder belt release
SG02A2  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, door close, person inside
SG029E  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, door close, person outside
SG02A0  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, door open slow, person inside
SG029C  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, door open slow, person outside
SG02A1  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, door open, person inside
SG029D  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, door open, person outside
SG02A3  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, door slam close, person inside
SG029F  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, door slam close, person outside
SG0293  42   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, drive at fast speed, slow to stop, idle, shut
SG0294  41   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, drive at med speed, slow to stop, idle, shut
SG02AF  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, gas cap flap close
SG02AE  1    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, gas cap flap open
SG02B0  7    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, gas cap remove
SG02B1  7    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, gas cap replace
SG02BD  1    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, glove compartment close
SG02BC  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, glove compartment open
SG02BF  29   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, hazard signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG02CD  1    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, headlight switch off
SG02CC  1    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, headlight switch on
SG02AC  11   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, hood close
SG02AB  8    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, hood open
SG02AA  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, hood release lever, pull
SG02AD  4    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, hood slam close
SG02D2  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, horn, double blast
SG02D3  5    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, horn, long blast
SG02D1  1    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, horn, short blast
SG029B  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, key in door, lock fast, remove key
SG029A  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, key in door, lock slow, remove key
SG0299  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, key in door, unlock fast, remove key



SG0298  4    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, key in door, unlock slow, remove key
SG02C0  27   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, key in ignition warning signal
SG02A4  1    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, manual door lock engage, person inside
SG02A5  1    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, manual door lock, release, person inside
SG02BA  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, parking brake apply
SG02BB  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, parking brake release
SG02C8  5    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seat adjustment back, full
SG02C7  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seat adjustment back, halfway
SG02C6  4    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seat adjustment back, single notch
SG02CB  6    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seat adjustment forward, full
SG02CA  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seat adjustment forward, halfway
SG02C9  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seat adjustment forward, single notch
SG02C1  7    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seatbelt warning signal
SG02C4  4    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seatbelt, pull and lock
SG02C5  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, seatbelt, unlock and release
SG0292  59   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, accelerate fast continuously
SG028E  89   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, accelerate normally to medium sp
SG0290  98   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, accelerate quickly to high speed
SG028F  88   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, accelerate quickly to medium spe
SG0291  122  auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, accelerate slow continuously
SG028D  84   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, accelerate slowly to low speed
SG0297  55   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, reverse fast, stop, idle, shut o
SG0296  54   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, reverse medium, stop, idle, shut
SG0295  52   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, reverse slow, stop, idle, shut o
SG028B  71   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, start, idle, shut off
SG028C  72   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four
SG02A6  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, trunk automatic release
SG02A8  5    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, trunk close
SG02A7  8    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, trunk unlock with key, open
SG02A9  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, trunk, slam close
SG02BE  26   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, turn signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG02D0  31   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, high
SG02CE  32   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, low
SG02CF  29   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, medi
SG02B2  5    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, window, roll down
SG02B3  6    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, window, roll up
SG02B9  10   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, windshield washers with wipers, start, run, s
SG02B7  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, windshield wipers, single wipe
SG02B8  3    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, windshield wipers, single wipe and stop
SG02B6  2    auto, '90 ford escort, interior, windshield wipers, start and single wipe
SG02B5  32   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, fast spe
SG02B4  33   auto, '90 ford escort, interior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, slow spe
SG01FD  21   auto, '90 frd.mustang, exterior, approach left, spin, pull away, very fast, ex
SG01FC  16   auto, '90 frd.mustang, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, very fast
SG01FB  15   auto, '90 frd.mustang, exterior, pull away very fast, exit right
SG01FA  12   auto, '90 frd.mustang, exterior, pull away very fast, exit right
SG0200  11   auto, '90 frd.mustang, exterior, pull up fast from left, skid to stop, idle
SG01FF  10   auto, '90 frd.mustang, exterior, pull up fast from left, skid to stop, idle
SG01FE  14   auto, '90 frd.mustang, exterior, reverse up from left, spin, pull away, exit r
SG0205  14   auto, '90 frd.mustang, interior, drive fast, skid to stop, idle
SG0203  24   auto, '90 frd.mustang, interior, drive fast, spin, accelerate
SG0204  18   auto, '90 frd.mustang, interior, reverse fast, spin, accelerate
SG04B5  112  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, drive on dirt, coast to stop, engine off, rear
SG04B1  109  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, drive on dirt, coast to stop, engine off, side
SG04AD  67   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pass by left to right on dirt, fast speed
SG04AC  97   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pass by left to right on dirt, medium speed
SG04AB  131  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pass by left to right on dirt, slow speed
SG04A2  71   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull away spinning tires on dirt, from rear
SG04A6  65   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull up fast on dirt from l, skid to stop, idle
SG04A5  71   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull up fast on dirt from l, stop, idle, shut of
SG04AA  65   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull up fast on dirt head on, skid to stop, idle
SG04A9  71   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull up fast on dirt head on, stop, idle, off
SG04A4  69   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull up med on dirt from l, stop, idle, shut off



SG04A8  68   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull up med on dirt head on, stop, idle, off
SG04A3  92   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull up slow on dirt from l, stop, idle, shut of
SG04A7  93   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, pull up slow on dirt head on, stop, idle, off
SG04B4  114  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, spin tires, drive fast on dirt, skid stop, rear
SG04B0  118  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, spin tires, drive fast on dirt, skid stop, side
SG04C8  98   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, spin tires, drive fast on gravel, skid stop, rea
SG04C5  94   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, spin tires, drive fast on gravel, skid stop, sid
SG04C0  120  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive fast on rocks, stop, shut off, rear
SG04BD  112  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive fast on rocks, stop, shut off, side
SG04B3  121  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive med on dirt, stop, shut off, rear
SG04AF  126  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive med on dirt, stop, shut off, side
SG04C7  101  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive med on gravel, stop, shut off, rear
SG04C4  100  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive med on gravel, stop, shut off, side
SG04BF  118  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive med on rocks, stop, shut off, rear
SG04BC  106  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive med on rocks, stop, shut off, side
SG04B2  128  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive slow on dirt, stop, shut off, rear
SG04AE  145  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive slow on dirt, stop, shut off, side
SG04C6  99   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive slow on gravel, stop, shut off, rea
SG04C3  74   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive slow on gravel, stop, shut off, sid
SG04BE  115  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive slow on rocks, stop, shut off, rear
SG04BB  104  auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, drive slow on rocks, stop, shut off, side
SG04A1  70   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, idle, pull away fast on dirt, from rear
SG04A0  78   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, idle, pull away med on dirt, from rear
SG049D  70   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, idle, pull away on dirt, fast speed, exit
SG049C  83   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, idle, pull away on dirt, med speed, exit
SG049B  99   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, idle, pull away on dirt, slow speed, exit
SG049F  97   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, idle, pull away slow on dirt, from rear
SG049E  67   auto, '90 grand am, exterior, start, pull away spinning tires on dirt, exit r
SG04BA  82   auto, '90 grand am, interior, spin tires, drive fast on dirt, skid to stop
SG04B9  122  auto, '90 grand am, interior, spin tires, drive fast on dirt, skid to stop
SG04C2  102  auto, '90 grand am, interior, start, drive fast on rocks, stop, idle, shut off
SG04C1  99   auto, '90 grand am, interior, start, drive slow on rocks, stop, idle, shut off
SG04B8  144  auto, '90 grand am, interior, start, idle, drive on dirt, fast, stop, shut off
SG04B7  136  auto, '90 grand am, interior, start, idle, drive on dirt, med, stop, shut off
SG04B6  140  auto, '90 grand am, interior, start, idle, drive on dirt, slow, stop, shut off
SG0388  53   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, fast speed
SG0387  70   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, medium speed
SG0386  84   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, slow speed
SG0389  43   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, very fast speed
SG03A0  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, door close, person inside
SG039C  3    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, door close, person outside
SG039E  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, door open slow, person inside
SG039A  3    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, door open slow, person outside
SG039F  3    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, door open, person inside
SG039B  3    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, door open, person outside
SG03A1  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, door slam close, person inside
SG039D  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, door slam close, person outside
SG03AE  1    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, gas cap flap close
SG03AD  1    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, gas cap flap open
SG03AC  1    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, gas cap flap remote release
SG03AF  6    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, gas cap remove
SG03B0  8    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, gas cap replace
SG03AA  3    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, hood close
SG03A9  4    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, hood open
SG03A8  3    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, hood release lever, pull
SG03AB  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, hood slam close
SG03BC  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, horn, double blast, close up
SG03BF  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, horn, double blast, distant
SG03BD  6    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, horn, long blast, close up
SG03C0  6    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, horn, long blast, distant
SG03BB  1    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, horn, short blast, close up
SG03BE  1    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, horn, short blast, distant
SG0399  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, key in door, lock fast, remove key



SG0398  3    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, key in door, lock slow, remove key
SG0397  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, key in door, unlock fast, remove key
SG0396  3    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, key in door, unlock slow, remove key
SG03A2  1    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, manual door lock engage, person inside
SG03A3  1    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, manual door lock release, person inside
SG03B9  1    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, parking brake apply
SG03BA  2    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, parking brake release
SG03B8  7    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, power antenna down
SG03B7  7    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, power antenna up
SG0381  72   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, pull up from l, fast speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG0380  76   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, pull up from l, medium speed, stop, idle, shut of
SG037F  87   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, pull up from l, slow speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG0385  60   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, pull up head on, fast speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG0384  56   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, pull up head on, med speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG0383  78   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, pull up head on, slow speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG0395  38   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, reverse up fast from rear, stop, idle, shut off
SG0392  34   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, reverse up fast from right, stop, idle, shut off
SG0394  37   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, reverse up med from rear, stop, idle, shut off
SG0391  38   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, reverse up med from right, stop, idle, shut off
SG0393  46   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, reverse up slow from rear, stop, idle, shut off
SG0390  44   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, reverse up slow from right, stop, idle, shut off
SG0382  42   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start in dist., pull up head on, idle, shut off
SG037E  39   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start in distance pull up from l, idle, shut off
SG037D  134  auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, drive at fast speed, stop, shut off
SG037C  128  auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, drive at med speed, stop, shut off
SG037B  125  auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, drive at slow speed, stop, shut off
SG0374  72   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, exit r
SG0379  70   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, from rear
SG0373  61   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, exit r
SG0378  72   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, from rear
SG0372  71   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, exit r
SG0377  64   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, from rear
SG0375  58   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, exit r
SG037A  63   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, from rea
SG0371  68   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very slow speed, exit r
SG0376  48   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very slow speed, from rea
SG038C  40   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, reverse away fast, exit left
SG038F  39   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, reverse away fast, from front
SG038B  39   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, reverse away medium, exit left
SG038E  42   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, reverse away medium, from front
SG038A  46   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, reverse away slow, exit left
SG038D  45   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, reverse away slow, from front
SG036E  69   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, shut off from distance
SG036D  66   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, shut off from rear
SG036C  68   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, start, idle, shut off from side
SG0370  45   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, rear
SG036F  48   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, side
SG03A6  6    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, trunk close
SG03A4  5    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, trunk remote release
SG03A7  5    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, trunk slam close
SG03A5  6    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, trunk unlock with key, open
SG03B1  4    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, window, roll down
SG03B2  5    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, window, roll up
SG03B6  15   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, windshield washers with wipers, start, run, stop
SG03B5  4    auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, windshield wipers, single wipe
SG03B4  27   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, fast speed
SG03B3  29   auto, '90 lincoln, exterior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, slow speed
SG03D8  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, door close, person inside
SG03D4  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, door close, person outside
SG03D6  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, door open slow, person inside
SG03D2  3    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, door open slow, person outside
SG03D7  1    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, door open, person inside
SG03D3  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, door open, person outside



SG03D9  3    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, door slam close, person inside
SG03D5  3    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, door slam close, person outside
SG03C9  40   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, drive at fast speed, slow to stop, idle, shut off
SG03CA  41   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, drive at med speed, slow to stop, idle, shut off
SG03E5  6    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, gas cap flap close
SG03E4  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, gas cap flap open
SG03E6  9    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, gas cap remove
SG03E7  4    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, gas cap replace
SG03F5  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, glove compartment close
SG03F4  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, glove compartment open
SG03F7  37   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, hazard signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG03FE  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, headlight switch off
SG03FD  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, headlight switch on
SG03E2  5    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, hood close
SG03E1  4    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, hood open
SG03E0  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, hood release lever, pull
SG03E3  4    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, hood slam close
SG0403  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, horn, double blast
SG0404  5    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, horn, long blast
SG0402  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, horn, short blast
SG03D1  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, key in door, lock fast, remove key
SG03D0  3    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, key in door, lock slow, remove key
SG03CF  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, key in door, unlock fast, remove key
SG03CE  3    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, key in door, unlock slow, remove key
SG03F8  37   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, key in ignition warning signal
SG03DA  1    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, manual door lock engage, person inside
SG03DB  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, manual door lock release, person inside
SG03F2  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, parking brake apply
SG03F3  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, parking brake release
SG03F1  6    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, power antenna down
SG03F0  6    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, power antenna up
SG03FB  10   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, seat adjustment back, full
SG03FC  11   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, seat adjustment forward, full
SG03F9  3    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, seatbelt, pull and lock
SG03FA  2    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, seatbelt, unlock and release
SG03C8  52   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, accelerate fast continuously
SG03C4  80   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, accelerate normally to medium speed
SG03C6  76   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, accelerate quickly to high speed
SG03C5  80   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, accelerate quickly to medium speed
SG03C7  119  auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, accelerate slow continuously
SG03C3  66   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, accelerate slowly to low speed
SG03CD  37   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, reverse fast, stop, idle, shut off
SG03CC  40   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, reverse medium, stop, idle, shut off
SG03CB  46   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, reverse slow, stop, idle, shut off
SG03C1  49   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, start, idle, shut off
SG03C2  49   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four
SG03DC  5    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, trunk automatic release
SG03DE  5    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, trunk close
SG03DF  5    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, trunk slam close
SG03DD  9    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, trunk unlock with key, open
SG03F6  39   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, turn signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG0401  29   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, high
SG03FF  21   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, low
SG0400  28   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, medium
SG03E8  6    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, window, roll down
SG03E9  36   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, window, roll up
SG03EF  15   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, windshield washers with wipers, start, run, stop
SG03ED  4    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, windshield wipers, single wipe
SG03EE  5    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, windshield wipers, single wipe and stop
SG03EC  4    auto, '90 lincoln, interior, windshield wipers, start and single wipe
SG03EB  33   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, fast speed
SG03EA  37   auto, '90 lincoln, interior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, slow speed
SG02F0  81   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, fast speed



SG02EF  82   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, medium speed
SG02EE  92   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, slow speed
SG02F1  97   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, very fast sp
SG0308  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, door close, person inside
SG0304  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, door close, person outside
SG0306  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, door open slow, person inside
SG0302  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, door open slow, person outside
SG0307  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, door open, person inside
SG0303  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, door open, person outside
SG0309  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, door slam close, person inside
SG0305  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, door slam close, person outside
SG0314  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, gas cap flap close
SG0313  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, gas cap flap open
SG0315  5    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, gas cap remove
SG0316  7    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, gas cap replace
SG0311  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, hood close
SG0310  5    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, hood open
SG030F  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, hood release lever, pull
SG0312  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, hood slam close
SG0320  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, horn, double blast, close up
SG0323  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, horn, double blast, distant
SG0321  6    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, horn, long blast, close up
SG0324  6    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, horn, long blast, distant
SG031F  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, horn, short blast, close up
SG0322  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, horn, short blast, distant
SG0301  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, key in door, lock fast, remove key
SG0300  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, key in door, lock slow, remove key
SG02FF  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, key in door, unlock fast, remove key
SG02FE  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, key in door, unlock slow, remove key
SG030A  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, manual door lock engage, person inside
SG030B  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, manual door lock release, person inside
SG031D  5    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, parking brake apply
SG031E  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, parking brake release
SG02E9  80   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, pull up from l, fast speed, stop, idle, shut
SG02E8  61   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, pull up from l, medium speed, stop, idle, shu
SG02E7  44   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, pull up from l, slow speed, stop, idle, shut
SG02ED  66   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, pull up head on, fast speed, stop, idle, shut
SG02EC  81   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, pull up head on, med speed, stop, idle, shut
SG02EB  62   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, pull up head on, slow speed, stop, idle, shut
SG02FD  43   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, reverse up fast from rear, stop, idle, shut o
SG02FA  53   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, reverse up fast from right, stop, idle, shut
SG02FC  37   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, reverse up med from rear, stop, idle, shut of
SG02F9  51   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, reverse up med from right, stop, idle, shut o
SG02FB  39   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, reverse up slow from rear, stop, idle, shut o
SG02F8  48   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, reverse up slow from right, stop, idle, shut
SG02EA  40   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start in dist., pull up head on, idle, shut o
SG02E6  39   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start in distance, pull up from l, idle, shut
SG02E5  129  auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, drive at fast speed, stop, shut
SG02E4  119  auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, drive at med speed, stop, shut o
SG02E3  135  auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, drive at slow speed, stop, shut
SG02DC  51   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, exit r
SG02E1  69   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, from rear
SG02DB  53   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, exit r
SG02E0  53   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, from re
SG02DA  52   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, exit r
SG02DF  61   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, from rear
SG02DD  81   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, exit
SG02E2  78   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, from
SG02D9  51   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very slow speed, exit
SG02DE  69   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away, very slow speed, from
SG02F4  37   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, reverse away fast, exit left
SG02F7  41   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, reverse away fast, from front
SG02F3  39   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, reverse away medium, exit left



SG02F6  41   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, reverse away medium, from front
SG02F2  39   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, reverse away slow, exit left
SG02F5  38   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, reverse away slow, from front
SG02D6  67   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, shut off from distance
SG02D5  65   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, shut off from rear
SG02D4  70   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, shut off from side
SG02D8  56   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, r
SG02D7  47   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, s
SG030D  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, trunk close
SG030E  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, trunk slam close
SG030C  6    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, trunk unlock with key, open
SG0317  6    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, window, roll down
SG0318  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, window, roll up
SG031C  14   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, windshield washers with wipers, start, run, s
SG031B  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, windshield wipers, single wipe
SG031A  35   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, fast spe
SG0319  35   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, exterior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, slow spe
SG033C  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, door close, person inside
SG0338  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, door close, person outside
SG0336  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, door open sl0w, person outside
SG033A  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, door open slow, person inside
SG033B  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, door open, person inside
SG0337  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, door open, person outside
SG033D  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, door slam close, person inside
SG0339  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, door slam close, person outside
SG032D  48   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, drive at fast speed, slow to stop, idle, shut
SG032E  53   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, drive at med speed, slow to stop, idle, shut
SG0348  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, gas cap flap close
SG0347  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, gas cap flap open
SG0349  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, gas cap remove
SG034A  5    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, gas cap replace
SG0356  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, glove compartment close
SG0355  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, glove compartment open
SG0357  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, glove compartment slam close
SG0359  32   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, hazard signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG0365  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, headlight switch off
SG0364  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, headlight switch on
SG0345  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, hood close
SG0344  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, hood open
SG0343  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, hood release lever, pull
SG0346  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, hood slam close
SG036A  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, horn, double blast
SG036B  6    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, horn, long blast
SG0369  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, horn, short blast
SG0335  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, key in door, lock fast, remove key
SG0334  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, key in door, lock slow, remove key
SG0333  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, key in door, unlock fast, remove key
SG0332  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, key in door, unlock slow, remove key
SG035A  36   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, key in ignition warning signal
SG033E  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, manual door lock engage, person inside
SG033F  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, manual door lock release, person inside
SG0353  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, parking brake apply
SG0354  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, parking brake release
SG0360  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seat adjustment back, full
SG035F  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seat adjustment back, halfway
SG035E  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seat adjustment back, single notch
SG0363  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seat adjustment forward, full
SG0362  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seat adjustment forward, halfway
SG0361  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seat adjustment forward, single notch
SG035B  8    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seatbelt warning signal
SG035C  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seatbelt, pull and lock
SG035D  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, seatbelt, unlock and release
SG032C  48   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, accelerate fast gradually



SG0328  90   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, accelerate normally to medium sp
SG032A  96   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, accelerate quickly to high speed
SG0329  88   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, accelerate quickly to medium spe
SG032B  150  auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, accelerate slow gradually
SG0327  96   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, accelerate slowly to low speed
SG0331  39   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, reverse fast, stop, idle, shut o
SG0330  41   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, reverse medium, stop, idle, shut
SG032F  44   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, reverse slow, stop, idle, shut o
SG0325  66   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, start, idle, shut off
SG0326  56   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, stationary revs;short, long, group of four
SG0341  2    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, trunk close
SG0342  1    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, trunk slam close
SG0340  6    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, trunk unlock with key, open
SG0358  33   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, turn signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG0368  36   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, high
SG0366  35   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, low
SG0367  36   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, ventilation fan, turn on, run, turn off, medi
SG034B  5    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, window, roll down
SG034C  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, window, roll up
SG0352  12   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, windshield washers with wipers, start, run, s
SG0350  3    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, windshield wipers, single wipe
SG0351  5    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, windshield wipers, single wipe and stop
SG034F  4    auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, windshield wipers, start and single wipe
SG034E  36   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, fast spe
SG034D  35   auto, '90 old.Cutlass, interior, windshield wipers, start, run, stop, slow spe
SG01EE  67   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, drive fast, wet road, coast to stop, engine o
SG01ED  76   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, drive slow, wet road, coast to stop, engine o
SG01F2  48   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, idle, drive fast on slushy road, stop, idle
SG01EC  71   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, idle, drive fast on wet road, stop, idle
SG01EB  79   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, idle, drive medium on wet road, stop, idle
SG01F3  67   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, idle, drive on snowy road, stop, idle
SG01F1  79   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, idle, drive slow on slushy road, stop, idle
SG01EA  67   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, idle, drive slow on wet road, stop, idle
SG01EF  61   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, passby left to right on wet road
SG01F0  49   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, passby left to right on wet road
SG01E9  32   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, pull up on wet road from l, stop, idle, shut
SG01E8  51   auto, '91 old.Cutlass, exterior, start, idle, pull away on wet road, exit righ
HE0294  18   auto, 1964 cadillac: in very slow, then rough idle,take out of gear, and off w
HE0279  127  auto, 1983 chevy v-6: idle or,slow steady for :23, gradual acceleration then,s
HE0278  96   auto, 1983 v-6 chevy stick shift: start, revs, fast,acceleration, then deceler
HE0281  79   auto, 1986 4-cylinder sports car: long deceleration,from high rpm with down sh
HE027D  27   auto, 1986 4-cylinder sports car: quiet idle with a few,low revs, gear shift c
HE027F  104  auto, 1986 4-cylinder sports car: short idle,accelerate to high rpm variable s
HE0280  38   auto, 1986 4-cylinder sports car: steady; medium high,rpm.,754-50b,dds,00:00:3
HE027C  210  auto, 1986 4-cylinder sports,car: accel to high speed, then long gradual decel
HE027E  23   auto, 1986 4-cylinder sports,car: fast accelerate in first gear to high rpm,th
HE027B  80   auto, 1986 sports car, 4-cylinder: idles, then fast,acceleration through gears
HE029C  16   auto, 1986 toyota celica: in fast and skid to stop on,dirt, close perspective.
HE029B  21   auto, 1986 toyota celica: in fast and stop on dirt,close perspective.  away wi
HE0297  14   auto, 1986 toyota celica: in fast and stop with brake,squeals, close perspecti
HE0298  46   auto, 1987 chevrolet corsica: long in medium fast,close perspective smooth sto
HE028B  106  auto, 1988 v-8, car: idle, close perspective.,869-01j2,dds,00:01:46
SG020A  12   auto, crash, car approach fast, skid, head on collision
SG020D  19   auto, crash, car off ramp, dive bomb onto second car
SG1C5B  12   auto, crash, car skid and crash
SG1C5C  13   auto, crash, car skid and crash
SG1C5D  6    auto, crash, car smashes crate
SG0206  10   auto, crash, crash into rear quarter panel
SG0208  9    auto, crash, crash into side of second car
SG0209  10   auto, crash, crash into side of second car
SG020B  16   auto, crash, head on collision
SG020C  18   auto, crash, head on collision
SG0207  8    auto, crash, rear end collision



SG01E1  12   auto, race, dragster, dragster idle
SG01E3  24   auto, race, dragster, rev up and race away, from start
SG01E6  13   auto, race, dragster, rev up and race by
SG01E5  11   auto, race, dragster, rev up and race by
SG01E4  10   auto, race, dragster, rev up and race by
SG01E2  12   auto, race, dragster, tire burn out
SG01E7  138  auto, race, dragster, track ambience, burn outs and races
SG01D0  74   auto, race, formula 1, down into corner
SG01CF  9    auto, race, formula 1, down into corner, single car
SG01CE  5    auto, race, formula 1, down into corner, single car
SG01D7  154  auto, race, formula 1, general ambience during race
SG01D2  15   auto, race, formula 1, in and out of corner and away, two cars
SG01D3  106  auto, race, formula 1, in and out of hairpin
SG01D1  8    auto, race, formula 1, out of corner and away, single car
SG01D6  110  auto, race, formula 1, pit ambience before race
SG01CD  48   auto, race, formula 1, straight away
SG01CC  7    auto, race, formula 1, straight away, single car pass by
SG01CB  8    auto, race, formula 1, straight away, single car pass by
SG01D4  15   auto, race, formula 1, straight away, single car, wet track
SG01D5  80   auto, race, formula 1, straight away, wet track
SG01C6  98   auto, race, indy, down into corner
SG01C4  12   auto, race, indy, down into corner, single car
SG01C5  16   auto, race, indy, down into corner, two cars
SG01CA  137  auto, race, indy, general ambience during race
SG01C9  107  auto, race, indy, out of corner and away
SG01C7  7    auto, race, indy, out of corner and away, single car
SG01C8  9    auto, race, indy, out of corner and away, two cars
SG01C3  6    auto, race, indy, straight away, single car pass by
SG01C2  6    auto, race, indy, straight away, single car pass by
SG01BC  84   auto, race, pro stocks, oval, off straight and into corner
SG01BD  89   auto, race, pro stocks, oval, pit ambience, car idles and revs
SG01BB  71   auto, race, pro stocks, oval, pulling out onto track, ambience
SG01C0  50   auto, race, pro stocks, road course, down into corner
SG01C1  49   auto, race, pro stocks, road course, out of corner and away
SG01BF  48   auto, race, pro stocks, road course, straight away
SG01BE  10   auto, race, pro stocks, road course, straight away, single car pass by
SG01DD  22   auto, race, stock drag, rev up and race away from start
SG01DF  15   auto, race, stock drag, rev up and race by
SG01DE  15   auto, race, stock drag, rev up and race by, single car
SG01DC  9    auto, race, stock drag, tire burn out
SG01E0  106  auto, race, stock drag, track ambience, burn outs and races
SG01B7  90   auto, race, stocks, oval, off straight and into corner
SG01B9  46   auto, race, stocks, oval, pit ambience between races
SG01BA  95   auto, race, stocks, oval, race ambience from distance
SG01B8  72   auto, race, stocks, oval, track centre ambience during race
SG1B7C  12   auto, race, vintage, pass by very fast
SG1B7B  10   auto, race, vintage, pass by very fast
SG1B7D  9    auto, race, vintage, pull up fast, skid to stop
SG01DA  46   auto, race, vintage, straight away
SG01DB  75   auto, race, vintage, straight away, close to corner
SG01D8  11   auto, race, vintage, straight away, single car pass by
SG01D9  9    auto, race, vintage, straight away, two cars pass by
SG1B7A  16   auto, race, vintage, two cars, pass by fast
SG0212  10   auto, roll, car roll and slide on roof
SG0211  16   auto, roll, car roll, continuous, down slope
SG0210  12   auto, roll, car roll, several revolutions
SG020E  13   auto, roll, car roll, single revolution
SG020F  14   auto, roll, car roll, two revolutions
SG0202  5    auto, skid, big skid
SG0201  4    auto, skid, big skid
SG021E  4    auto, smash, hit car door with sledge-hammer
SG021D  3    auto, smash, hit car door with sledge-hammer
SG021B  6    auto, smash, hit car hood with sledge-hammer



SG021C  5    auto, smash, hit car hood with sledge-hammer
SG0221  2    auto, smash, hit car hub cap with sledge-hammer
SG021F  4    auto, smash, hit car roof with sledge-hammer
SG0220  4    auto, smash, hit car roof with sledge-hammer
SG0229  4    auto, smash, large headlight smash
SG0228  2    auto, smash, medium light smash
SG0225  7    auto, smash, pull sledge-hammer out from car windshield
SG0227  2    auto, smash, small light smash
SG0226  3    auto, smash, small light smash
SG0222  6    auto, smash, smash car windshield with sledge-hammer
SG0223  4    auto, smash, smash car windshield with sledge-hammer
SG0224  4    auto, smash, smash sledge hammer through car rear window
SG0217  15   auto, swipe, exterior, short side swipe of second car
SG0218  18   auto, swipe, exterior, side swipe of second car
SG0219  15   auto, swipe, exterior, side swipe of second car
SG0215  10   auto, swipe, interior, side swipe of second car
SG0216  10   auto, swipe, interior, side swipe of second car
SG0213  11   auto, swipe, pass by and knock off open door on second car
SG0214  11   auto, swipe, pass by and knock off open door on second car
SG021A  22   auto, swipe, two cars moving together swiping each other
SG01F5  12   auto, tire spin, long tire spin in snow
SG01F6  12   auto, tire spin, long varied tire spin in snow
SG01F7  24   auto, tire spin, several tire spins in snow
SG01F8  22   auto, tire spin, tire spins in snow, rocking car back and forth
SG01F9  22   auto, tire spin, tire spins in snow, rocking car, car gets free
SG01F4  9    auto, tire spin, two short tire spins in snow
HE0292  23   auto, v-8 car: start, close,perspective, peel out on dirt and away fast to,dis
HE0290  22   auto, v-8 car: start, close,perspective, then away medium fast.,547-62j,ads,00
HE033E  5    automatic machine gun rapid fire with distinctive,bolt and band action.,paton,
HE07D6  3    automatic weapon #1, single shot, in echoey canyon.
HE07D7  7    automatic weapon #2, single & multiple bursts, in echoey canyon.
HE07D8  17   automatic weapon #3, (1-3) single &multiple bursts, echoey.
HE07D9  15   automatic weapon #4, (1-3) single &multiple bursts, echoey.
HE0767  56   avalanche #1, many large rocks falling w/heavy rumble.
HE0768  56   avalanche #2; (1) many large & small rocks& debris falling; (2) rumble, cracki
HE0769  24   avalanche #3, (1-3) single rock falls.
HE0693  114  avalanche rumble with rocks rolling and debris.,-----,rumbaval,ads,00:01:54
SG1C86  59   avalanche, large avalanche, debris, approach, rumble away
HE03EA  2    ax impact into wood #1.,ygb/u,ax dt  04,adm,00:00:02
HE03EB  1    ax impact into wood #2.,ygb/u,ax dt  07,adm,00:00:01
HE03EC  1    ax impact into wood #3.,ygb/u,ax dt  10,adm,00:00:01
SG04EB  7    axe, chopping tree with axe
SG04EA  9    axe, chopping tree with axe
SG04EC  31   axe, hatchet, chopping kindling with hatchet
SG04E9  16   axe, several chops into tree stump
SG04E2  2    axe, single chop into wood with axe
SG04E4  2    axe, single chop into wood with axe
SG04E3  2    axe, single chop into wood with axe
SG04E8  2    axe, single chop splitting wood
SG04E5  2    axe, single chop splitting wood
SG04E6  2    axe, single chop splitting wood
SG04E7  2    axe, single chop splitting wood
HE0364  6    b0ttle rocket #1: piccolo whistle and large,burst.  [special mix],mix,ads,00:0
HE0505  22   baby coo.,899o7,baby coo 1,dds,00:00:22
HE0508  12   baby cries in hospital nursery.,75825,babies 2,adm,00:00:12
HE0506  64   baby crying slowly.,jrdat,baby cry3,dds,00:01:04
HE050A  48   baby feeding, with breathing and grunts.,jrdat,baby feed,ddm,00:00:48
HE050E  11   baby gurgles.,75805,babygrgl,ads,00:00:11
HE050F  0    baby hiccups.,75807,baby hic2,ads,00:00:00
HE050D  34   baby laughs, giggles and sputters.,89903,babylaff5,dds,00:00:34
HE050C  16   baby laughs, various, short.,amtrk,babylaf11,dds,00:00:16
HE050B  11   baby moaning with pleasure.,jrdat,baby moan,dds,00:00:11
HE0504  4    baby playing, short breaths.,jrdat,babyplay9,dds,00:00:04



HE0512  3    baby sneezes.,amtrk,baby snz,dds,00:00:03
HE0513  15   baby squeals, excited, high-pitched.,amtrk,baby sqldds,00:00:15
HE0514  3    baby sucking pacifier.,-------------ads,00:00:03
HE0515  3    baby talking.,amtrk,baby talk1,dds,00:00:03
HE0510  19   baby vocals, with spitting and brrrs.,89906,baby voc1,dds,00:00:19
HE0511  61   baby vocals.  [playful],jrdat,baby play1,dds,00:01:01
HE0516  14   baby whines and cries, with huffs and puffs.,jrdat,baby whindds,00:00:14
HE0507  49   baby whining short cries, with snorts.,75814,babycry 1,adm,00:00:49
HE076A  26   baby; (1) cries; (2) laughs.
SG15B1  28   badminton, rally, two players
SG15B0  9    badminton, rally, two players
SG15AF  1    badminton, raquet swoosh
SG15AD  2    badminton, return smash
SG15AC  2    badminton, return smash
SG15AA  1    badminton, serve
SG15AB  1    badminton, serve
SG15AE  2    badminton, shuttle hitting floor
SG04F6  3    bag, paper, blow up paper bag
SG04EF  4    bag, paper, close top of paper bag
SG04F5  4    bag, paper, crumple up paper bag
SG04F3  7    bag, paper, open new bag, place item in, close top
SG04F4  5    bag, paper, open top of bag, remove item
SG04F0  3    bag, paper, open top of paper bag
SG04ED  2    bag, paper, open up new bag with hand
SG04F1  3    bag, paper, place item into paper bag
SG04F7  1    bag, paper, pop paper bag
SG04F2  2    bag, paper, remove item from paper bag
SG04EE  2    bag, paper, shake open new bag
SG04FD  5    bag, plastic, crumple up plastic bag
SG04F9  5    bag, plastic, open new bag with hand
SG04FA  7    bag, plastic, open new bag, place item in
SG04FC  5    bag, plastic, open top of bag, remove item
SG04FB  6    bag, plastic, open top of bag, remove item
SG04F8  4    bag, plastic, shake open new bag
HE0043  171  balloon vendor in park, close.  not much vendor,walla, mostly percussive sound
SG0501  5    balloon, hot air, single blast of propane burner, long
SG04FF  5    balloon, hot air, single blast of propane burner, medium
SG0500  6    balloon, hot air, single blast of propane burner, medium
SG04FE  3    balloon, hot air, single blast of propane burner, short
SG0507  3    balloon, rubber, balloon flying around and landing on floor
SG0503  5    balloon, rubber, blowing up balloon, single breath
SG0504  7    balloon, rubber, blowing up balloon, three breaths
SG0508  2    balloon, rubber, pop balloon
SG0509  2    balloon, rubber, pop balloon
SG0505  4    balloon, rubber, release air from balloon
SG0506  2    balloon, rubber, release air from balloon
SG050B  3    balloon, rubber, short rubbing squeak
SG050C  2    balloon, rubber, short rubbing squeak
SG050A  3    balloon, rubber, short rubbing squeak
SG0510  1    balloon, rubber, single tap on balloon
SG050F  2    balloon, rubber, single tap on balloon
SG050E  1    balloon, rubber, single tap on balloon
SG0502  1    balloon, rubber, snap empty balloon
SG050D  9    balloon, rubber, various rubbing squeaks
HE080E  11   balloon; (1) deflate very quickly; (2)longer deflate, raspberry sound; (3) lon
HE0831  61   bar ambience, 30 people in small busy bar,mixed, happy chatter w/ occasional g
HE052D  187  bar ambience: 30 people in small busy bar, mixed,happy chatter with occassiona
HE052F  49   bar ambience: 5 people in light conversation,some laughter, ordering from wait
HE052E  90   bar ambience: 50 people in large busy bar, mixed,happy chatter with glass, dis
SG1594  120  bar, pub, large crowd
SG1593  120  bar, pub, large crowd
SG1591  120  bar, pub, medium crowd
SG1592  120  bar, pub, medium crowd



SG158F  120  bar, pub, small crowd
SG1590  120  bar, pub, small crowd
HE0855  12   baseball mitt impact, (1-6) ball hitting mitt, close perspective.
HE041C  1    baseball mitt impacts with natural decay #1.,83203,bbmitt4jh,dds,00:00:01
HE041D  1    baseball mitt impacts with natural decay #2.,83106,bbmitt4jh,dds,00:00:01
HE041E  1    baseball mitt impacts with natural decay #3.,83109,bbmitt4jh,dds,00:00:01
SG15B6  1    baseball, catch hardball
SG15B5  1    baseball, catch hardball
SG15B9  1    baseball, catch softball
SG15BA  1    baseball, catch softball
SG15BB  1    baseball, catch softball
SG15B4  1    baseball, hit hardball
SG15B3  1    baseball, hit hardball
SG15B2  1    baseball, hit hardball
SG15B7  1    baseball, hit softball
SG15B8  1    baseball, hit softball
SG15BC  90   baseball, professional baseball practice
SG15C2  15   basketball, indoor, bounce ball on the spot
SG15C1  15   basketball, indoor, bounce ball on the spot
SG15BD  2    basketball, indoor, double ball bounce
SG15BE  2    basketball, indoor, double ball bounce
SG15C0  11   basketball, indoor, dribble ball past
SG15CD  90   basketball, indoor, game, in gymnasium
SG15C4  6    basketball, indoor, lay up
SG15C3  7    basketball, indoor, lay up
SG15C9  1    basketball, indoor, shot, ball through net
SG15CA  1    basketball, indoor, shot, ball through net
SG15CC  2    basketball, indoor, shot, ball through net and bounce
SG15CB  2    basketball, indoor, shot, ball through net and bounce
SG15C6  1    basketball, indoor, shot, hit hoop
SG15C8  4    basketball, indoor, shot, hit hoop and bounce
SG15C7  3    basketball, indoor, shot, hit hoop and bounce
SG15C5  3    basketball, indoor, shot, off backboard and bounce
SG15BF  3    basketball, indoor, single heavy ball bounce
SG15CE  5    basketball, outdoor, dribble ball past
SG15D0  6    basketball, outdoor, lay up
SG15CF  6    basketball, outdoor, lay up
SG15D4  3    basketball, outdoor, shot, ball through net and bounce
SG15D1  4    basketball, outdoor, shot, hit backboard and bounce
SG15D2  3    basketball, outdoor, shot, hit hoop and bounce
SG15D3  3    basketball, outdoor, shot, hit hoop and bounce
HE0859  60   basketball, pick up game in highschool gymnasium, lots of shouting to one anot
HE0856  6    bat hits ball #1, (1-3) wooden bat hits baseball.
HE0857  6    bat hits ball #2, (1-3) wooden bat hits baseball.
HE0858  6    bat hits ball #3, (1-3) wooden bat hits baseball.
HE0815  15   bathtub drain.
HE0737  5    bats squeal, high pitched.
SG0511  120  battle, military, military battle ambience, gunfire, explosions
SG0512  95   battle, space, space battle ambience, fighters, lasers, explosions
SG1182  2    bayonet, remove from sheath
SG1183  2    bayonet, remove from sheath
SG1184  1    bayonet, remove from sheath
SG1185  1    bayonet, remove from sheath
SG1188  2    bayonet, replace into sheath
SG1187  2    bayonet, replace into sheath
SG1189  2    bayonet, replace into sheath
SG1186  1    bayonet, replace into sheath
HE08BA  2    Bazooka firing
HE08D7  18   Bear Growls
HE075A  15   bee swarm, intense buzzing, interior large room.
SG0514  6    beeper, electronic beeper, long
SG0513  2    beeper, electronic beeper, short
HE076B  14   beeps, (1-8) single tones, short & long,various frequencies.



HE0027  69   beggar:  vietnam veteran in subway train begs for,money close-up, "...i was ex
HE04CC  1    belch #1; medium belch, close perspective.,belch2,dds,00:00:01
HE04CD  1    belch #2; short, close perspective.,belch 3,dds,00:00:01
HE04CE  1    belch #3; short, close perspective.,voxburp 4,dds,00:00:01
HE04CF  1    belch #4; high-pitched and short, close,perspective.,belch 1,dds,00:00:01
HE04D0  1    belch #5; wet and short, close perspective.,voxburpa2,dds,00:00:01
HE04D1  1    belch #6; low-pitched and wet, close perspective.,voxburpa1,dds,00:00:01
HE04D2  1    belch #7; long, disgusting burp, close,perspective.,voxburpa1,dds,00:00:01
HE04D3  1    belch #8; long, disgusting burp, comical, close,perspective.,voxburp 5,dds,00:
HE0818  11   belches, (1-5) various belches.
HE002D  31   bell tower, single low-pitched bell toll close,with long ring-off.  classic cl
HE002E  27   bell tower, three low-pitched bell tolls medium,close, slow.  classic clock to
HE0036  32   bell tower: close perspective bells play a fast,bright and short fanfare with
HE0037  37   bell tower: close perspective bells play a fast,celebration song with a full r
HE0035  62   bell tower: close perspective bells play a fast,melody with higher bells and m
HE0034  57   bell tower: close perspective bells play middle,register melody, faster than t
HE0033  48   bell tower: close perspective bells play slow,somber low-pitched melody.  coul
HE0673  38   bell tower: high-pitched bells chime an up-tempo,celebration song with full ra
HE0672  63   bell tower: high-pitched bells chime traditional,fast-paced melody, with more
HE0670  48   bell tower: low-pitched bells chime slow, somber,melody. could be used for fun
HE0030  37   bell tower: medium perspective bell tolls five,times, slow.  same pitch as tra
HE0031  58   bell tower: medium perspective bell tolls seventeen times.  same pitch as trac
HE0032  17   bell tower: medium perspective three bells struck,once simultaneously.,778 38,
HE066E  38   bell tower: medium-pitched bell tolls five times,slow, medium perspective. cla
HE0671  58   bell tower: medium-pitched bells chime,conservative, medium-paced melody, clos
HE066C  30   bell tower: single low-pitched bell toll close,with long ring-off.  classic cl
HE066D  27   bell tower: three low-pitched bell tolls medium,close, slow, with long ring-of
SG125B  10   bell tree, ascending long
SG125A  9    bell tree, ascending medium
SG1259  6    bell tree, ascending short
SG125C  9    bell tree, descending
SG125D  21   bell tree, rain drops
SG0515  32   bell, alarm, alarm bell ringing
SG0517  7    bell, bicycle, bicycle bell, double ring
SG0516  6    bell, bicycle, bicycle bell, single ring
SG051A  38   bell, church, church bell tolling, birds singing in b/g
SG0519  62   bell, church, many church bells ringing
SG0518  36   bell, church, single church bell tolling
SG051B  8    bell, desk, desk bell, single ring
SG051C  10   bell, desk, desk bell, two rings
SG051D  15   bell, fight, boxing ring fight bell, single ring
SG0524  20   bell, hand, large brass bell, long ring
SG0525  39   bell, hand, large brass bell, long ring while swinging arm
SG0523  11   bell, hand, large brass bell, short ring
SG0522  10   bell, hand, large brass bell, single ring
SG0520  10   bell, hand, small brass bell, long ring
SG0521  8    bell, hand, small brass bell, long ring
SG051F  6    bell, hand, small brass bell, short ring
SG051E  2    bell, hand, very small brass bell, short ring
SG0526  29   bell, railroad, railroad crossing signal bell, ringing
SG052A  23   bell, ship, large brass ship's bell, continuous fast ringing
SG0529  23   bell, ship, large brass ship's bell, continuous slow ringing
SG0527  10   bell, ship, large brass ship's bell, single ring
SG0528  17   bell, ship, large brass ship's bell, two rings
SG052B  1    bell, steel, single muted ring
SG052C  6    bell, steel, single ring
SG052D  12   bell, triangle, iron triangle dinner bell, ringing
SG08EF  23   bellows, large bellows, blowing on fire
SG08F0  24   bellows, large bellows, blowing on fire, wood squeaks
SG08ED  2    bellows, small hand bellows, one pump
SG08EE  2    bellows, small hand bellows, two pumps
HE0044  104  bells:  musical clock in park plays "mary had a,little lamb" medium perspectiv
HE0807  21   bic lighter; (1) c/u; (2) distant perspective; (3) flint rubs.



HE0669  11   bicycle bell rings; small metal bell with manual,lever.,75019,bike bell,ddm,00
HE076E  6    bicycle bell, close perspective.
SG0533  9    bicycle, passby left to right, coasting
SG0532  10   bicycle, passby left to right, peddle at fast speed
SG0531  13   bicycle, passby left to right, peddle at medium speed
SG052E  12   bicycle, pull away, exit right
SG0530  6    bicycle, pull up from left, skid to stop
SG052F  6    bicycle, pull up from left, stop
SG0534  61   bicycle, start, peddle at medium speed, coast down hill, stop
HE0047  35   bicycles by close with bicycle brake squeak at,tail.  sparse boy walla on bys,
HE063C  5    big rolling wood door close.,-----,37909bja,adm,00:00:05
SG15D5  11   billiards, assemble two piece cue
SG15DB  1    billiards, ball bounce on table
SG15E7  1    billiards, ball hit ball
SG15E6  1    billiards, ball hit ball
SG15F0  90   billiards, billiard hall ambience
SG15E0  3    billiards, break shot
SG15E1  3    billiards, break shot
SG15EC  3    billiards, bumper shot
SG15ED  2    billiards, bumper shot
SG15D9  7    billiards, chalking cue
SG15D8  3    billiards, chalking cue
SG15D7  3    billiards, chalking cue
SG15DA  10   billiards, chalking cue
SG15E4  1    billiards, hit cue ball
SG15E5  2    billiards, hit cue ball
SG15E3  1    billiards, miscue
SG15E2  1    billiards, miscue
SG15DD  6    billiards, place balls in rack and shuffle
SG15DC  12   billiards, remove balls from pocket
SG15EE  2    billiards, shot into empty pocket
SG15EF  3    billiards, shot into full pocket
SG15E8  2    billiards, shot, ball into bumper
SG15E9  2    billiards, shot, ball into bumper
SG15EB  1    billiards, shot, ball into bumper
SG15EA  3    billiards, shot, ball into bumper and pocket
SG15DE  2    billiards, shuffle rack
SG15DF  2    billiards, shuffle rack
SG15D6  11   billiards, take apart two piece cue
SG13CD  1    binder, large binder, pop open
SG13D0  1    binder, large binder, snap close
SG13CB  1    binder, small empty binder, pop open
SG13CE  1    binder, small empty binder, snap close
SG13CC  1    binder, small full binder, pop open
SG13CF  1    binder, small full binder, snap close
HE073E  184  bird atmospheres; (1) jungle atmosphere;(2) meadow at dawn, dense happy birds;
SG00F7  5    bird, black bird, red winged black bird, calling
SG00C4  17   bird, blue jay, single calls
SG00C3  6    bird, blue jay, single calls
SG00C5  47   bird, budgies, ambience, various calls
HE0184  24   bird, cactus wren; rhythmic chirps, close,perspective.,36712,cactuswren,ads,00
SG00C6  72   bird, canaries, ambience, various calls
HE0185  12   bird, canary; singing, close perspective.,36704,canary,ads,00:00:12
SG00CF  3    bird, cockatiel, single call
SG00CD  17   bird, cockatiel, single cockatiel, angry
SG00CE  15   bird, cockatiel, two cockatiels, angry
SG00D0  17   bird, crow, common crow, calls
HE0187  4    bird, crow; caws, close perspective.,-----,b crw caw,ads,00:00:04
HE0188  12   bird, duck; quacks, close perspective.,-----,duck q 01,ads,00:00:12
SG00D2  86   bird, ducks, ambience on pond
SG00D1  25   bird, ducks, mallard, two ducks calling
SG00D3  10   bird, eagle, bald eagle, call
SG00C8  6    bird, farm chick, single chick, three calls



SG00CA  54   bird, farm chickens, ambience, farm chickens
SG00C9  91   bird, farm chickens, ambience, farm chickens
SG00C7  35   bird, farm chicks, small farm, group chicks
SG00D4  9    bird, flamingoes, various, calls
HE0189  24   bird, flicker; rhythmic chirps, close,perspective.,36715,36715,ads,00:00:24
SG00D5  32   bird, flycatcher, singing
SG00D6  121  bird, geese, barn ambience, geese, ducks, rooster
SG00DC  36   bird, geese, canada geese, flock overhead
SG00D7  40   bird, geese, many geese exiting barn
SG00D8  6    bird, goose, buff goose, calling
SG00D9  3    bird, goose, buff goose, calling
SG00DA  5    bird, goose, buff goose, calling
SG00DB  5    bird, goose, canada goose, calls
SG00DD  10   bird, hawk, calls
SG00DE  30   bird, hawk, falcon hawk, two hawks calling
SG00E0  9    bird, hawk, red tailed hawk, calling
SG00E2  2    bird, hawk, red tailed hawk, single, calling
SG00E1  12   bird, hawk, red tailed hawk, single, calling
SG00DF  4    bird, hawk, sparrow hawk, single, calling
HE018E  1    bird, hawk; single call, close perspective, very,short #2.,39862,39862,ads,00:
HE018D  1    bird, hawk; single call, very short, close,perspective #1.,39862,39862k 01,ads
HE018B  2    bird, hawk; single screech, classic, medium close,perspective.,39862,39862,adm
HE018C  2    bird, hawk; single screech, excited, medium close,perspective.  [note: this ef
SG00E3  6    bird, japanese quail, calling
SG00E4  2    bird, loon, common loon, single call
SG00E5  2    bird, loon, common loon, single call
SG00E6  3    bird, loon, common loon, single call
SG00E7  3    bird, loon, common loon, single call
HE018F  10   bird, meadow lark; happy chirps, close,perspective.,36701,36701,ads,00:00:10
SG0101  7    bird, meadowlark, western meadowlark, singing
SG00E8  30   bird, nightingale, singing
HE0194  3    bird, north american forest; song bird singing,close perspective.,36711,367 11
SG00EB  13   bird, owl, angry
SG00E9  3    bird, owl, calling
SG00EA  2    bird, owl, calling
SG00F2  2    bird, parrot, large, single call
SG00EF  2    bird, parrot, small, single call
SG00EE  2    bird, parrot, small, single call
SG00EC  2    bird, parrot, small, single call
SG00ED  2    bird, parrot, small, single call
SG00F0  2    bird, parrot, small, single call, "hello"
SG00F1  2    bird, parrot, small, single call, "pretty bird"
HE0190  7    bird, parrot; various squawks, close perspective.,39866,398 66 jh,ads,00:00:07
SG00F3  56   bird, parrots, store front ambience
HE0191  5    bird, peacock; calls, close perspective.,36702,36702,ads,00:00:05
SG00F6  10   bird, pigeon, flapping wings, close up
SG00F4  5    bird, pigeon, fly by, land on perch
SG00F5  5    bird, pigeon, fly by, land on perch
SG00F9  18   bird, robin, black tail robin, singing
SG00F8  29   bird, robin, calling
SG00FA  3    bird, rooster, morning call
SG00FB  3    bird, rooster, morning call
HE0192  6    bird, rooster; two crows, classic, close,perspective.,85418,rooster 2,ads,00:0
HE0193  10   bird, seagull; four single cries, close,perspective.,79209,79209gull,ddm,00:00
SG00FC  61   bird, seagulls, large flock, heavy ambience
HE0739  22   bird, shore bird chirps & squawks, singles& group, some water in background.
SG00CC  11   bird, silky chicken, rapid calls
SG00CB  5    bird, silky chicken, single calls
SG00FD  31   bird, skylark, singing
HE0195  10   bird, sparrow; singing, close perspective.,36710,36710,ads,00:00:10
SG00FE  22   bird, spring peeper, calling
HE0196  3    bird, vulture; two very short squawks, close,perspective.,-----,b vultur1,ads,
SG0100  18   bird, warbler, garden warbler, singing



SG00FF  30   bird, warbler, singing
SG0102  31   bird, woodlark, singing
HE0197  18   bird, woodpecker; chirping, close perspective.,36714,woodpeckr,ads,00:00:18
HE0198  15   bird, wren; singing, close perspective.,36706,wren,ads,00:00:15
HE016B  93   birds chirp, close to distant perspective.,morning dove, insects, dog barks in
HE0186  47   birds, chickens; cackling, with wing flaps at,head of fx.  some movement throu
HE018A  28   birds, geese; quacking, with wing flaps and,movement.  single goose honks and
HE04C0  35   bite and chew apple with close wet crunches, lip,smacks and a few swallows.,lb
HE04BF  8    bites; four wet, muffled and crunchy bites into,corn, close perspective.,voxch
HE04BD  17   bites; six crunchy bites into a handful of chips,single chomps, no chewing. cl
HE04BE  13   bites; six wet, crunchy bites of raw vegetables;,carrot, cabbage and sweet pot
HE04BC  5    bites; three crunchy bites into hard food (candy,or nuts).,bone brk#,dds,00:00
HE000C  151  black males street walla medium close, a few have,jamaican accent.  traffic am
HE031D  1    black powder musket #1: single shot.,lonrh,msksht 15,dds,00:00:01
HE031E  1    black powder musket #2, single shot, lonrh,msksht 56,dds,00:00:01
HE031F  5    black powder musket #3, single shot. ,chmix,un mssk 01,dds,00:00:05
HE0320  4    black powder musket #4, single shot, chmix,un msk 19,ads,00:00:04
HE0321  4    black powder musket #5, single shot.  powerful,with light powder load, chmix,u
HE0322  6    black powder musket #6, single shot.  powerful,with heavier powder,chmix,rb ms
HE0323  3    black powder musket #7, single shot.  powerful,close perspective.,chmix,rb msk
HE07F7  47   blender, medium speed; (1) without ice;(2) w/ ice.
SG0DDA  3    blinds, venetian, lower down
SG0DD9  3    blinds, venetian, raise up
SG0DDC  4    blinds, venetian, swivel slats closed
SG0DDB  3    blinds, venetian, swivel slats open
SG0DE8  2    blinds, vertical, large, adjust slats
SG0DE5  6    blinds, vertical, large, draw closed, continuous pull
SG0DE4  7    blinds, vertical, large, draw closed, several pulls
SG0DE3  6    blinds, vertical, large, draw open, continuous pull
SG0DE2  7    blinds, vertical, large, draw open, several pulls
SG0DE7  2    blinds, vertical, large, swivel slats closed
SG0DE6  2    blinds, vertical, large, swivel slats open
SG0DE1  3    blinds, vertical, small, adjust slats
SG0DDE  5    blinds, vertical, small, draw closed
SG0DDD  5    blinds, vertical, small, draw open
SG0DE0  2    blinds, vertical, small, swivel slats closed
SG0DDF  2    blinds, vertical, small, swivel slats open
HE057F  66   blow dryer turn on, and dry hair on high speed,and turn off.,-----,appblow 1,d
HE0581  47   blow dryer turn on, and dry hair on low speed,and turn off.,-----,appblow 3,dd
HE0580  101  blow dryer turn on, and dry hair on medium speed,and turn off.,-----,appblow 2
SG0FC8  76   blower, leaf, gas leaf blower, start, run, stop
HE0819  4    blowing nose.
HE073F  10   boar grunts & squeals.
HE0199  16   boar, wild; grunts and squeals, medium to close,perspective.,53106,boar,adm,00
HE0117  124  board and exit subway train.  starts on platform,train in and stop, announcer,
HE00F1  179  boarding a commuter train: doors open and close,air hiss, interior train idle
HE0137  5    boat air horn blasts medium perspective.  three,short low double-pitched honks
SG1065  62   boat, ferry, driving normal speed, on board
SG1066  108  boat, ferry, driving slow, docking, on board
SG1064  77   boat, ferry, entrance ramp close, leave deck, on board
SG1067  87   boat, ferry, leave dock, drive normal speed, from cabin
SG104B  48   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, docking, shut off, from interior
SG104A  58   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, docking, shut off, from rear
SG1049  47   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, drive fast, from front
SG104E  55   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, pass by, fast speed
SG104D  62   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, pass by, medium speed
SG104C  80   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, pass by, slow speed
SG1048  108  boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, start, drive fast, shut off, from rear
SG1047  96   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, start, drive med, shut off, from rear
SG1046  94   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, start, drive med, shut off, interior
SG1045  85   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, start, drive slow, shut off, from rear
SG1044  90   boat, inboard, 325 hp inboard, start, drive slow, shut off, interior
SG1056  72   boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, drive fast, down to slow, from cabin



SG1053  66   boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, drive fast, increase to top speed
SG1052  58   boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, drive medium, increase to fast speed
SG1054  107  boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, drive medium, slow to idle
SG1059  76   boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, drive slow to fast, from engine room
SG1057  105  boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, drive slow, dock, shut off, from cabin
SG1051  86   boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, drive slow, increase to medium speed
SG1050  64   boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, drive slow, leave harbour
SG1055  219  boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, start, drive slow to fast, from cabin
SG1058  85   boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, start, drive slow, from engine room
SG104F  43   boat, inboard, cabin cruiser, start, idle
SG1041  67   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, approach dock, shut off
SG103E  45   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, drive fast, slow to dock, shut off
SG103F  68   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, drive medium, slow to deck, shut off
SG1043  41   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, pass by, fast
SG1042  63   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, pass by, slow
SG103D  68   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, start, drive fast, on board
SG103C  65   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, start, drive medium, on board
SG103B  78   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, start, drive slow, on board
SG1040  47   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, start, idle, pull away
SG103A  64   boat, outboard, 25 hp outboard, start, idle, shut off
SG1035  43   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, approach, dock, shut off
SG1039  14   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, driving over wake
SG1038  54   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, pass by, fast speed
SG1037  80   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, pass by, medium speed
SG1036  63   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, pass by, slow speed
SG1032  77   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, start, drive fast, shut off, on board
SG1031  76   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, start, drive med, shut off, on board
SG1030  74   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, start, drive slow, shut off, on board
SG1034  46   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, start, idle, pull away
SG102F  54   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, start, idle, shut off, on board
SG1033  30   boat, outboard, 9.9 hp outboard, start, reverse, shut off, on board
SG106B  56   boat, race, outboard, boats pass by
SG106A  24   boat, race, outboard, boats pass by
SG1069  61   boat, race, outboard, boats pass by
SG1068  83   boat, ship, ocean liner, prop wash ambience at stern
SG1060  6    boat, tug, air horn, long blast
SG1063  8    boat, tug, air horn, long blast, short blast
SG1062  8    boat, tug, air horn, three blasts
SG1061  5    boat, tug, air horn, two short blasts
SG105F  62   boat, tug, cutting through water, on board
SG105E  59   boat, tug, docking, on board
SG105C  46   boat, tug, drive normal speed, from crew quarters
SG105B  64   boat, tug, drive normal speed, on board
SG105D  56   boat, tug, drive various speeds, from engine room
SG105A  109  boat, tug, idle, pull away from dock, on board
SG0104  3    bobcat, growl
HE07C7  6    body falling, fight scuffle.
HE039E  7    body falls into brush with leaf rustles.,09214,brush fal,adm,00:00:07
HE03A6  4    body falls into debris.,73213,debri fal,adm,00:00:04
HE03A9  3    body falls into snow.,82624,snow fall,adm,00:00:03
HE03AA  5    body falls into water, with splash #1.,77511,splash 6,adm,00:00:05
HE03AB  3    body falls into water, with splash #2.,50610,splash 4,adm,00:00:03
HE03A3  2    body falls off from chair.,95886,bf 958-86,adm,00:00:02
HE03A2  1    body falls onto car hood.,95808,bf 958-08,adm,00:00:01
HE03A8  3    body falls onto racket ball court, reverberant.,09712,rktbl fal,adm,00:00:03
HE03AC  1    body falls onto wooden floor #1.,73138,wood fall,adm,00:00:01
HE03AD  1    body falls onto wooden floor #2, with slight,flop.,73138,wood fall,adm,00:00:0
HE03AE  1    body falls onto wooden floor #3, with slight,flop.,73138,wood fall,adm,00:00:0
HE03AF  1    body falls onto wooden floor #4, with flop.,73138,wood fall,adm,00:00:01
HE03B0  2    body falls onto wooden floor #5, with flop.,73138,wood fall,adm,00:00:02
HE07C8  23   body falls, (1-10) various body falls.
HE0443  3    body slamming into racquetball court wall #1.,097-racket 07,ads,00:00:03
HE0444  3    body slamming into raquetball court wall #2.,097-racket 07,ads,00:00:03



SG1C9F  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on concrete
SG1C9A  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on concrete
SG1C9E  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on concrete
SG1C99  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on concrete
SG1C9B  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on concrete
SG1C9C  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on concrete
SG1CA0  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on concrete
SG1C9D  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on concrete
SG1CA8  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CB1  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CB0  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CAF  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CAE  2    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CAD  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CAC  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CAB  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CA9  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CAA  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on dirt
SG1CA4  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on wood
SG1CA7  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on wood
SG1CA5  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on wood
SG1CA3  2    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on wood
SG1CA2  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on wood
SG1CA1  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on wood
SG1CA6  1    bodyfall, human, bodyfall on wood
HE03B1  1    bone break #1.,62654,bone brk3,ads,00:00:01
HE03B2  1    bone break #2.,62650,bone brk2,ads,00:00:01
HE03B3  1    bone break #3.,62650,bone brk1,dds,00:00:01
HE03B4  0    bone break #4.,62650,bone brk1,dds,00:00:00
HE03B5  1    bone break #5.,62659,bone brk9,dds,00:00:01
HE03B6  1    bone break #6.,62659,bone brk8,dds,00:00:01
SG1261  3    bongos, accent
SG1264  4    bongos, accent
SG1262  3    bongos, accent
SG1263  5    bongos, accent
SG125E  31   bongos, latin rhythm
SG125F  5    bongos, roll, long
SG1260  5    bongos, roll, long
HE0805  7    book match strike sequence.
SG13D2  1    book, close
SG13D3  1    book, close hard
SG13DB  2    book, drop on floor
SG13DA  2    book, drop on floor
SG13D9  2    book, drop on floor
SG13D7  3    book, flip through
SG13D6  11   book, leaf through
SG13D1  4    book, open
SG13D8  2    book, throw on couch
SG13D4  2    book, turn page
SG13D5  8    book, turn three pages
HE035F  4    bottle rocket #1: piccolo whistle and burst.,wdf90,pickalo jh,ads,00:00:04
HE0360  4    bottle rocket #2: piccolo whistle and burst.,wdf90,pickalojh,ads,00:00:04
HE0361  4    bottle rocket #3: piccolo whistle and burst.,wdf90,pickalojh,ads,00:00:04
HE0365  6    bottle rocket #3: piccolo whistle and large,burst, distant perspective.  [spec
HE0362  4    bottle rocket #4: piccolo whistle and burst.,wdf90,pickalojh,ads,00:00:04
HE0363  4    bottle rocket #5: piccolo whistle and burst.,wdf90,pickalojh,ads,00:00:04
SG0DEA  2    bottle, beer, open bottle with opener
SG0DE9  2    bottle, beer, pop off cap with opener
SG0DEE  22   bottle, beer, pour beer into glass
SG0DEF  23   bottle, beer, pour beer into glass
SG0DEC  1    bottle, beer, twist cap, open
SG0DEB  1    bottle, beer, twist cap, open
SG0DED  1    bottle, beer, twist cap, open and remove cap



SG0DF1  1    bottle, champagne, pop cork out of bottle
SG0DF0  1    bottle, champagne, pop cork out of bottle
SG0DF6  19   bottle, champagne, pour into glass and fizz
SG0DF3  26   bottle, champagne, pour into glass and fizz
SG0DF5  17   bottle, champagne, pour into glass and fizz
SG0DF4  29   bottle, champagne, pour into glass and fizz
SG0DF2  16   bottle, champagne, remove foil wrap and wire restrainer
SG0DFB  2    bottle, liquor, remove cork, fast
SG0DFD  2    bottle, liquor, remove cork, fast
SG0DFE  3    bottle, liquor, remove cork, fast
SG0DF9  3    bottle, liquor, remove cork, slow
SG0DFA  3    bottle, liquor, remove cork, slow
SG0DFC  2    bottle, liquor, remove cork, slow
SG0DF7  2    bottle, liquor, remove screw top
SG0DF8  2    bottle, liquor, replace screw top
SG0E01  1    bottle, plastic, flip lid and snap close, fast
SG0E00  1    bottle, plastic, flip lid and snap close, slow
SG0DFF  1    bottle, plastic, flip open lid
SG0E04  35   bottle, soft drink, pour into glass and fizz
SG0E07  16   bottle, soft drink, pour into glass and fizz, fast
SG0E06  12   bottle, soft drink, pour into glass and fizz, slow
SG0E05  38   bottle, soft drink, pour into glass with ice and fizz
SG0E02  6    bottle, soft drink, remove screw lid
SG0E03  4    bottle, soft drink, replace screw lid
SG0E0B  2    bottle, spray, trigger spray bottle, several sprays
SG0E08  1    bottle, spray, trigger spray bottle, single spray
SG0E09  1    bottle, spray, trigger spray bottle, single spray, release trigger
SG0E0A  2    bottle, spray, trigger spray bottle, two sprays
SG0E0D  9    bottle, spritzer, spray into glass, long
SG0E0E  8    bottle, spritzer, spray into glass, running dry
SG0E0C  8    bottle, spritzer, spray into glass, short
SG0E12  9    bottle, squeeze, several squeezes of near empty bottle
SG0E10  2    bottle, squeeze, single squeeze of near empty bottle
SG0E0F  2    bottle, squeeze, single squeeze of near empty bottle
SG0E11  1    bottle, squeeze, single squeeze of near empty bottle
SG0E14  19   bottle, wine, open bottle with corkscrew, pull cork
SG0E16  13   bottle, wine, pour into wine glass
SG0E15  16   bottle, wine, pour into wine glass
SG0E13  1    bottle, wine, pull cork out of bottle
HE0468  5    bounce on diving board with ring off.,727-swim  16,ads,00:00:05
HE08B5  9    Bow and arrow (X2)
HE0470  196  bow wash #1: very close perspective.  large,boat, forty feet long.,79418,794 1
HE0471  149  bow wash #2: very close perspective.  small boat,about 20 feet long.,79419,794
HE0472  143  bow wash #3: ferry boat deck, steady cruising,speed.,82326,823 26faz,dds,00:02
HE0473  24   bow wash #4: interior perspective.,54419,5441921jh,dds,00:00:24
HE0432  21   bowling alley ambience, very active.  pin re-set,and ball retrieval machines c
HE0431  61   bowling ball retrieval machine, close,perspective.,72804,bowling05,adm,00:01:0
HE0437  3    bowling pins are knocked down, close perspective.,728-bowling04,adm,00:00:03
SG15FD  90   bowling, bowling alley ambience
SG15F2  6    bowling, gutter ball, from alley
SG15F3  9    bowling, gutter ball, from alley
SG15F1  5    bowling, gutter ball, from line
SG15F4  5    bowling, hit one pin, from pins
SG15F5  7    bowling, hit several pins, from line
SG15F6  6    bowling, hit several pins, from pins
SG15FC  50   bowling, pin setting machine
SG15F8  6    bowling, strike, from alley
SG15F9  5    bowling, strike, from alley
SG15F7  5    bowling, strike, from line
SG15FA  5    bowling, strike, from pins
SG15FB  5    bowling, strike, from pins
SG0536  4    box, cardboard, cardboard box falling on ground
SG0535  3    box, cardboard, cardboard box falling on ground



SG13DE  6    box, cardboard, fold top closed
SG13DF  11   box, cardboard, fold top closed
SG13DC  3    box, cardboard, open top flaps
SG13DD  4    box, cardboard, open top flaps
HE076F  10   boxing bell; (1) single ring; (2) double ring.
HE085A  25   boxing glove impact, (1-2) boxing gloves hitting large punching bag.
SG15FE  35   boxing, punching bag
SG15FF  31   boxing, punching speed bag
HE067B  2    brass door bells jing-a-ling, high-pitched,close perspective.,dattm,lb77abell,
HE067C  3    brass door chimes jing-a-ling, high-pitched,close perspective.,dattm,lb78bell,
HE048B  26   breathing, agitated; male, trembling, with,sniffs, close perspective.,voxbreat
SG11A2  118  bridge, ship, ambience on bridge of aircraft carrier
HE057B  16   briefcase opens and closes, with latch noise.,-----,briefcase,dds,00:00:16
SG13E8  1    briefcase, close lid
SG13F0  3    briefcase, close lid and lock shut
SG13E9  3    briefcase, close lid, lock latches
SG13F6  3    briefcase, close lid, lock latches
SG13F4  1    briefcase, lock both latches
SG13E6  1    briefcase, lock both latches
SG13E7  2    briefcase, lock both latches
SG13EB  2    briefcase, lock clasp
SG13EE  2    briefcase, lock down lid
SG13F3  1    briefcase, lock single latch
SG13E5  2    briefcase, lock single latch
SG13F2  1    briefcase, unlock both latches
SG13E4  1    briefcase, unlock both latches
SG13E3  1    briefcase, unlock both latches
SG13ED  1    briefcase, unlock both sides of lid
SG13EA  3    briefcase, unlock clasp
SG13F5  4    briefcase, unlock latches, open lid
SG13EF  4    briefcase, unlock lid and open
SG13EC  1    briefcase, unlock one side of lid
SG13F1  1    briefcase, unlock single latch
SG13E2  1    briefcase, unlock single latch
HE081A  15   brush teeth.
HE077B  13   bubble gum, (1-5) blowing bubbles &popping.
HE023E  18   bubbles from underwater #1: with mic in oil.,steady small bubbles.,23001,under
HE023F  22   bubbles from underwater #2: with mic in oil.,steady small bubbles, and thicker
HE0779  15   bubbles, ascending bubbles.
HE0776  25   bubbles, boiling water.
HE0777  25   bubbles, jacuzzi, cauldron.
SG0538  40   bubbles, mud, heavy, thick mud pot bubbles
SG0537  31   bubbles, mud, thick, gloppy mud bubbles
HE0778  10   bubbles, science lab.
HE077A  11   bubbles, single bubbles pop.
SG053A  61   bubbles, underwater, heavy underwater bubbles
SG0539  60   bubbles, underwater, steady underwater bubbles
SG0544  4    bubbles, water cooler, large single bubble inside glass water cooler
SG0543  5    bubbles, water cooler, large single bubble inside glass water cooler
SG0541  31   bubbles, water, large bubbles surfacing from deep water
SG0540  45   bubbles, water, large cauldron boiling
SG053F  45   bubbles, water, large, heavy boiling bubbles
SG053D  41   bubbles, water, small, steady, rapid bubbles, high intensity
SG053B  31   bubbles, water, small, steady, rapid bubbles, low intensity
SG053C  23   bubbles, water, small, steady, rapid bubbles, medium intensity
SG053E  45   bubbles, water, steady boiling bubbles
SG0542  29   bubbles, water, violent bubbles surfacing
HE0239  30   bubbles; cauldron of liquid.,78040,cauldron,adm,00:00:30
HE023A  37   bubbles; fish tank bubbling very fast.aquarium,47157,fish tank,adm,00:00:37
HE023C  24   bubbles; gurgling up of big fast bubbles.,79315,gurgle 3,adm,00:00:24
HE023B  15   bubbles; gurgling up of big slow bubbles.,79313,gurgle 1,adm,00:00:15
HE023D  36   bubbles; gurgling up of fast bubbles slowed down,65%.,79313,gurgle 2&3,dds,00:
HE0242  6    bubbles; loud gum chews with bubble blow.,foley,lb60 gchew,dds,00:00:06



HE06DD  8    bubbling and rising synth tone. reverby and,complex in texture.,twb/u,arcing 0
SG0547  5    bucket, metal, kick over
SG0545  4    bucket, metal, pick up
SG0546  4    bucket, metal, set down
SG0548  4    bucket, metal, slide away
SG0549  4    bucket, metal, slide up
SG06F7  58   buffer, electric, polishing marble
HE070F  5    bull growls, processed; low frequency.,73524,scifgrwl3,dds,00:00:05
HE070C  37   bull growls, processed; several, low frequency.,73524,scifgla1,dds,00:00:37
HE019A  3    bull roar, medium perspective.,ygb/u,bull b 02,dds,00:00:03
HE03BD  3    bull whip crack #1: with swish.,mix,whipgypsy,dds,00:00:03
HE03BE  3    bull whip crack #2: single.,----whipgypsy,dds,00:00:03
HE03C0  3    bull whip crack #4: single with swish.,----whipgypsy,dds,00:00:03
HE03BF  5    bull whip cracks #3: five in rapid succession.,----whipbull1,dds,00:00:05
HE089E  17   bull whip; (1-2) quick swish & crack;(3-4) swinging whip in circular motion
HE06B0  53   bulldozer crane: heavy engine revs and maneuvers,with piercing metal squeaks a
HE06AA  74   bulldozer: blade drops hard on ground, then,maneuvers with brake squeals.,6007
HE03F0  1    bullet bounces off from heavy metal plate #1.,wylie,metbulet1,ads,00:00:01
HE03F1  3    bullet bounces off from heavy metal plate #2.,wylie,metbulet2,ads,00:00:03
HE03F2  2    bullet bounces off from heavy metal plate #3.,wylie,metbulet7,ads,00:00:02
HE03ED  3    bullet impact into dirt.,plton,drtimpm60,dds,00:00:03
HE03EE  2    bullet impact into metal, hollow sounding, like,an empty 55 gallon drum or a c
HE03EF  1    bullet impact into metal, hollow sounding, like,an empty 55 gallon drum or a c
HE03DF  1    bullet impact into wood.,ygb/u,wood dt09,ads,00:00:01
HE03F3  2    bullet impact sweetener #1, into tin cup.,ygb/u,imp sw 17,ads,00:00:02
HE03F4  2    bullet impact sweetener #2, into heavy metal,object.,ygb/u,imp sw 20,ads,00:00
HE03F5  2    bullet impact sweetener #3, into wood.,ygb/u,imp sw 22,ads,00:00:02
HE03F6  1    bullet impact sweetener #4, into flesh.,ygb/u,imp sw 25,ads,00:00:01
HE03F7  2    bullet impact sweetener #5, into flesh or dirt.,ygb/u,imp sw 01,ads,00:00:02
HE03F8  1    bullet impact sweetener #6, into flesh.,ygb/u,imp sw 03,ads,00:00:01
HE03F9  1    bullet impact sweetener #7, into dirt.,ygb/u,imp sw 30,ads,00:00:01
HE03FA  2    bullet impact sweetener #8, into glass and,debris.,ygb/u,ip sw  37,ads,00:00:0
HE03FB  1    bullet impact sweetener #9, into glass.,ygb/u,ip sw  39,ads,00:00:01
HE03D9  1    bullet impact through glass with debris #1.,ygb/u,glas ip07,ddm,00:00:01
HE03DA  1    bullet impact through glass with debris #2.,ygb/u,glas ip01,ddm,00:00:01
HE03DB  2    bullet impact through glass with debris #3.,ygb/u,glas ip02,ddm,00:00:02
HE08B2  3    Bullet Impacts (X2)
HE03E1  2    bullet impacts, multiple, into wood.,ygb/u,wood m 03,ads,00:00:02
HE0350  2    bullet ricochet off dirt #5.,ygb/u,ricco a12,dds,00:00:02
HE0351  2    bullet ricochet off dirt #6.,ygb/u,ricco a14,dds,00:00:02
HE0353  2    bullet ricochet off dirt #8.,ygb/u,ricco a27,dds,00:00:02
HE034F  2    bullet ricochet off hard surface #4.,ygb/u,ricco a06,dds,00:00:02
HE0352  2    bullet ricochet off hard surface #7.,ygb/u,ricco a19,dds,00:00:02
HE0354  2    bullet ricochet off hard surface #9.,ygb/u,ricco a21,dds,00:00:02
HE034C  2    bullet ricochet off metal surface #1.,ygb/u,ricco ao3,dds,00:00:02
HE034E  1    bullet ricochet off rock surface #3.,ygb/u,ricco a07,dds,00:00:01
HE034D  3    bullet ricochet off wood surface #2.,ygb/u,ricco a63,dds,00:00:03
HE0029  28   bums laugh, walla, close to medium, two old men.,street ambience, traffic roar
HE02EC  59   bus by #1: bus long in with gear shifts from,distant left, and by to the right
HE02ED  16   bus by #2: bus fast in from the left with gear,shifts, and by to the right wit
HE00E3  12   bus by close, medium speed.,168,dds,00:00:12
HE02D1  6    bus door: manual open with squeak and close,close perspective.,82812,bus door1
HE02E9  112  bus exterior steady, through gears.,57515,bus steady,ads,00:01:52
HE00E1  49   bus idle, very close and airy.  could play for,generator or general industrial
HE00DE  56   bus in and stop close, open doors, quiet idle.,people enter, coins drop into b
HE00E2  18   bus in slow with close piercing brake squeaks and,air brake hiss.,478,dds,00:0
HE00DF  164  bus stop:  bus in and stop close with piercing,brake squeals, driver voice ove
HE00E0  158  bus stop:  busy city traffic with sidewalk walla,and footsteps, medium horn ho
SG183D  19   bus, city, transit, exterior, approach, pass by, left to right
SG183C  16   bus, city, transit, exterior, approach, pass by, left to right
SG1844  2    bus, city, transit, exterior, door close
SG1843  4    bus, city, transit, exterior, door open
SG183E  34   bus, city, transit, exterior, driving between stops



SG1836  44   bus, city, transit, exterior, idle, from rear, side
SG1838  26   bus, city, transit, exterior, pull away from front side door
SG1839  38   bus, city, transit, exterior, pull away from front side door
SG1837  34   bus, city, transit, exterior, pull away from rear
SG183B  10   bus, city, transit, exterior, pull up to side from left
SG183A  24   bus, city, transit, exterior, pull up to side, air release
SG1835  53   bus, city, transit, exterior, start, idle, shut off
SG1842  2    bus, city, transit, interior, door close
SG1841  4    bus, city, transit, interior, door open
SG1847  2    bus, city, transit, interior, driver releases money
SG1846  2    bus, city, transit, interior, driver releases money into safety box
SG1848  2    bus, city, transit, interior, driver releases money, with bell
SG1840  62   bus, city, transit, interior, driving between stops
SG1845  2    bus, city, transit, interior, dropping money into fare box
SG1849  5    bus, city, transit, interior, electronic fare box, money in, motor runs
SG183F  54   bus, city, transit, interior, start, idle, shut off
SG184D  2    bus, city, transit, interior, stop request bell, pull cord
SG184C  1    bus, city, transit, interior, stop request bell, push button
SG184B  3    bus, city, transit, interior, window, slide closed
SG184A  2    bus, city, transit, interior, window, slide open
HE005C  104  busy intersection, medium,  with traffic cop,blowing whistle.  different locat
HE0105  86   busy subway platform ambience: distant roar with,turnstile clatter, medium wal
HE077D  9    button pushes; (1-3) metal button; (4-5)plastic button .
HE08EE  11   Buttons (X6)
HE06CA  9    buzz #1: multi-pitched, oscillating, processed,buzz.,twb/u,synth buz,dds,00:00
HE06CB  13   buzz #2: multi-pitched, oscillating, pprocessed,buzz.  lower pitched.,twb/u,sy
SG054A  9    buzzer, arena, arena scoreboard buzzer, going off
SG054C  5    buzzer, game show, game show buzzer, long
SG054B  3    buzzer, game show, game show buzzer, short
SG054E  5    buzzer, small, small high pitched buzzer
SG054D  4    buzzer, small, small high pitched buzzer
SG054F  1    buzzer, x-ray, short x-ray machine buzzer
SG13E1  4    cabinet, metal, metal storage cabinet, close doors
SG13E0  4    cabinet, metal, metal storage cabinet, open doors
HE0273  25   cable car by close with bell ring, loud metal,rail thumps.,26120,trn cable1,ad
SG1853  5    cable car, exterior, bell clanging
SG1850  55   cable car, exterior, driving on board
SG184F  16   cable car, exterior, pass by, left to right
SG184E  25   cable car, exterior, pass by, left to right, bell clanging
SG1852  41   cable car, interior, around corner, wheels squealing
SG1851  44   cable car, interior, driving on board
HE0740  10   camel grunts.
SG0105  5    camel, low calls
SG0556  6    camera, 35 mm slr with auto winder, several shots
SG0554  2    camera, 35 mm slr with auto winder, single shot
SG0555  2    camera, 35 mm slr with auto winder, two shots
SG055A  2    camera, 35 mm slr, drop in new roll of film
SG0557  1    camera, 35 mm slr, pop open back
SG0559  11   camera, 35 mm slr, rewind film
SG0551  1    camera, 35 mm slr, single shutter click
SG0552  1    camera, 35 mm slr, single shutter click
SG0553  2    camera, 35 mm slr, single wind
SG0558  1    camera, 35 mm slr, snap back closed
HE05FC  2    camera, 35mm still camera #1: electronic shutter click,with wind.,09732,35mm m
HE05FD  2    camera, 35mm still camera #2: electronic shutter click,with manual film wind.,
HE05FE  1    camera, 35mm still camera #3: electronic shutter click,with automatic rewind,
HE05FF  9    camera, 35mm still camera shooting multiple shots with,autowinder #1: rapid sh
HE0600  10   camera, 35mm still camera shooting multiple shots with,autowinder #2: rapid sh
HE05F7  19   camera, 8mm newsreel motion picture camera on, run, and,off, with clicks and c
SG0565  3    camera, antique, box camera, close and lock
SG0562  2    camera, antique, box camera, shutter click, fast
SG0561  2    camera, antique, box camera, shutter click, slow
SG0564  3    camera, antique, box camera, unlock and open



SG0563  2    camera, antique, box camera, wind film
SG056F  4    camera, antique, folding camera, close and lock
SG0567  3    camera, antique, folding camera, close bed
SG0566  2    camera, antique, folding camera, open bed
SG0568  2    camera, antique, folding camera, pull out lens
SG0569  1    camera, antique, folding camera, push lens in
SG056B  6    camera, antique, folding camera, push lens in, close bed and lock
SG056D  1    camera, antique, folding camera, shutter click, fast
SG056C  2    camera, antique, folding camera, shutter click, slow
SG056E  3    camera, antique, folding camera, unlock and open back
SG056A  4    camera, antique, folding camera, unlock and open bed, pull out lens
SG0560  3    camera, compact automatic 35 mm, close back
SG055F  3    camera, compact automatic 35 mm, open back
SG055D  2    camera, compact automatic 35 mm, pop up flash
SG055E  2    camera, compact automatic 35 mm, push down flash
SG055C  16   camera, compact automatic 35 mm, rewind film
SG055B  3    camera, compact automatic 35 mm, single shot and auto wind
SG0570  1    camera, flash, electronic flash bulb, large single pop
SG0571  23   camera, flash, electronic flash, flash pop and charging whine
SG0575  1    camera, lens cap, 35 mm slr, pull off lens cap
SG0576  1    camera, lens cap, 35 mm slr, snap on lens cap
SG0577  1    camera, lens cap, 35 mm slr, twist off lens cap
SG0578  1    camera, lens cap, 35 mm slr, twist on lens cap
SG0572  2    camera, lens, 35 mm slr, adjust lens aperature
SG0573  2    camera, lens, 35 mm slr, remove lens
SG0574  2    camera, lens, 35 mm slr, replace lens
SG057B  53   camera, movie, 16 mm, filming
SG057C  54   camera, movie, 35 mm, start, film, stop
SG0550  4    camera, polaroid, single shot and dispense picture
SG0579  2    camera, timer, 35 mm slr, set timer
SG057A  13   camera, timer, 35 mm slr, timer wind down, shutter click
SG0585  2    camera, video, battery compartment cover, close
SG0584  2    camera, video, battery compartment cover, open
SG0580  3    camera, video, eject tape
SG057E  2    camera, video, insert tape
SG0586  2    camera, video, load battery
SG057F  11   camera, video, load tape
SG0587  1    camera, video, remove battery
SG0582  2    camera, video, remove lens cap
SG0581  2    camera, video, remove tape
SG0583  2    camera, video, replace lens cap
SG057D  36   camera, video, start, record, stop
SG0E1C  16   can opener, electric, remove lid with electric can opener
SG0E1B  18   can opener, electric, remove lid with electric can opener
SG0E17  1    can opener, large juice tin, puncture open
SG0E18  1    can opener, large juice tin, puncture open
SG0E19  1    can opener, large juice tin, puncture open
SG0E1A  20   can opener, manual, remove lid with manual can opener
SG0E1D  2    can, beer, open beer can
SG0E1E  2    can, beer, open beer can
SG0E1F  2    can, beer, open beer can
SG0E21  12   can, beer, pour into glass and fizz
SG0E20  15   can, beer, pour into glass and fizz
SG0E22  2    can, crush, crush tin can
SG0E23  1    can, crush, crush tin can
SG0E24  1    can, crush, fold tin can
SG0E25  1    can, crush, stomp on tin can
SG0E26  1    can, crush, stomp on tin can
SG0E27  1    can, crush, stomp on tin can
SG0E2A  3    can, fall, tin can fall on concrete
SG0E2B  3    can, fall, tin can fall on concrete
SG0E28  2    can, fall, tin can fall on concrete
SG0E29  5    can, fall, tin can fall on concrete



SG0E2E  5    can, fall, tin can fall on wood floor
SG0E2C  3    can, fall, tin can fall on wood floor
SG0E2D  3    can, fall, tin can fall on wood floor
SG0E2F  11   can, juice, pour into glass from large juice tin, fast
SG0E30  23   can, juice, pour into glass from large juice tin, slow
SG0E31  2    can, metal tin, pull lid off large metal tin
SG0E32  3    can, metal tin, replace lid on large metal tin
SG0E33  5    can, metal tin, replace lid on large metal tin
SG0E34  4    can, shake, shake large full tin
SG0E35  1    can, soft drink, open soft drink can
SG0E36  2    can, soft drink, open soft drink can
SG0E37  20   can, soft drink, open soft drink can and fizz
SG0E38  38   can, soft drink, pour into glass and fizz
SG0E39  24   can, soft drink, pour into glass and fizz
SG0E46  7    can, spray, long spray
SG0E45  8    can, spray, long spray
SG0E3A  1    can, spray, remove lid from aerosol can
SG0E3B  1    can, spray, remove lid from aerosol can
SG0E3E  2    can, spray, replace lid and slap on aerosol can
SG0E3C  1    can, spray, replace lid on aerosol can
SG0E3D  1    can, spray, replace lid on aerosol can
SG0E42  12   can, spray, shake large spray can with ball bearing, long
SG0E41  6    can, spray, shake large spray can with ball bearing, short
SG0E40  16   can, spray, shake small spray can with ball bearing, long
SG0E3F  3    can, spray, shake small spray can with ball bearing, short
SG0E43  2    can, spray, short spray
SG0E44  3    can, spray, short spray
SG0E47  4    can, spray, spray polish on to table
HE073D  30   canadian geese honk, large flock, nice moody track.
HE02F0  157  canning machine steady chug with metal edge.,60711,607 11,dds,00:02:37
HE030C  3    cannon ball whiz, left to right.,bldat,canbal 02,dds,00:00:03
SG110F  5    cannon, single blast
SG1110  9    cannon, single blast
HE0209  35   canoe paddle through water.,-----,paddle 01,adm,00:00:35
SG1073  25   canoe, paddle, fast paddling, simulated
SG1071  29   canoe, paddle, light paddling, in canoe
SG1072  60   canoe, paddle, light paddling, in canoe
SG1075  6    canoe, paddle, single paddle stroke, foley
SG1074  5    canoe, paddle, single paddle stroke, in canoe
HE08C7  99   Car alarm FX (X8)
HE0733  66   car alarm series; (1) activation /deactivation chirps; (2) car alarm without h
HE00D8  51   car alarm, close, with fast oscillations.,click off at tail.  no traffic.,642,
HE00D7  13   car alarm, medium perspective.  honks and siren,off at tail.  traffic roar.,03
HE02A6  11   car alarm: activate and de-activate chirps.,76816,cralrm on,dds,00:00:11
HE02A9  50   car alarm: fast oscillator type, steady, and off.,close perspective.,cart,car
HE02A7  31   car alarm: rapid, high-pitched whooper siren,steady, with single horn honks, c
HE02A8  13   car alarm: rapid, high-pitched whooper siren,steady, without honks, close pers
HE0883  49   car away; (1) loud chugging revs medium c/u, peel out w/ tire chirps, long awa
HE08C9  84   Car bys - fast
HE006E  71   car bys close, left to right, light traffic.,medium perspective walla, birds c
HE08A2  4    Car Crash
HE08A3  21   Car Crash and Roll (X3)
HE03D1  10   car crash, car peels out and hits wall in,underground parking lot, and fast aw
HE0797  8    car crash, over cliff, end over end downhill, lots of metal bangs & smashes.
HE03D3  2    car crash, small #1; short metal impact, with,small glass shatter.,lakta,kota
HE03D4  3    car crash, small #2; two metal impacts, with,crunches, scrapes and slight ratt
HE03D5  4    car crash, small #3; metal impact with shatter,debris fall and ring off.,lakta
HE02AB  9    car door open and close #1: 1987 chevrolet,corsica, interior, close perspectiv
HE02AC  20   car door open and close #2: lincoln town car,close perspective.  good for poli
HE02AD  9    car door open and close #3: lincoln town car,close perspective. ,87210,car dr4
HE02AE  4    car door open and close #4: bmw, close,perspective.,74054,car dr2,adm,00:00:04
HE02AF  9    car door open and close #5: large, old and rusty,door open with creak and clos
HE02B0  4    car door open and close #6: 1964 cadillac, large,rusty door open and close wit



HE088B  34   car door, o/c; (1) small car, light door,small handle squeak; (2) large heavy
HE08C6  7    Car doors open/close (X2)
HE08C3  41   Car engine die and diesel off (X3)
HE08C2  48   Car false starts (X3)
HE0277  45   car false starts, v-8, close perspective; several,attempts.  one successful st
HE03D2  2    car fender bang; hard metal impact with rattle.,71651,fendr imp,adm,00:00:02
HE03D6  15   car hits and drags a hot dog stand; long,sustained dragging.,lakta,kota f 3,ad
HE02BB  11   car hood open and close: bmw hydraulic hood with,piston hiss, close perspectiv
HE02B9  5    car hood open and close: mercedes, close,perspective.,74022,md cr hd1,ads,00:0
HE02BE  24   car horn beeps: high double-pitched, from small,car, various lengths.,67616,cr
HE02BD  38   car horn beeps: high-pitched nasal, various,lengths.,67618,cr hrn 2,dds,00:00:
HE008D  32   car horn honk close. medium pitch horn, various,lengths.,67614cu,dds,00:00:32
HE008E  25   car horn honk close. mitsubishi horn, doublepitched; higher and more nasal tha
HE02BC  13   car horn honk: medium-pitched with various,lengths.,67614,cr hrn 1,dds,00:00:1
HE0090  13   car horn interior parking structure or underground garage.  several close honk
HE0096  14   car horn long:  in, doppler by, and away. medium,pitch.,667,dds,00:00:14
HE08C5  28   Car Horns (X7)
HE028A  32   car idle with fan on, close perspective.  fan,shuts off, car continues to idle
HE028D  37   car in slow to idle, then off, close perspective.,360-08,ads,00:00:37
HE0882  63   car in; (1) long in, fast speed, stop,idle medium c/u & off; (2) long in,
HE02A2  19   car long in 10 mph and pass by close perspective,then long away on dirt road.,
HE008C  7    car short screech by around corner and away.,648,dds,00:00:07
HE02A1  2    car tire squeal, short.,00430,cartrsql2,ads,00:00:02
HE02CA  15   car trunk open and close:  mercedes,close,perspective. 74022,md crtrnk,adm,00:
SG0237  94   car wash, exterior, spraying car in manual car wash
SG0236  186  car wash, interior, car going through automatic car wash
SG0238  72   car wash, interior, spraying car in manual car wash
HE02CB  13   car window roll up and down: manual hand crank,style, close perspective.,06915
HE02CD  13   car window up and down, electric: bmw, interior,close perspective.,74072,el wi
HE02CC  29   car window up and down, electric: interior,close perspective.,87218,el windo2,
HE02AA  11   car's dash switches, general.,74060,cr swtcha,ads,00:00:11
HE0888  55   car, horn honks; (1) large car, low pitched, various lengths; (2) large car,
HE0286  157  car, interior:  highway steady with windows,partially down.  smooth engine, ti
HE0886  23   car, peel out; (1) quick pull out w/ long tire squeal; (2) quick pull out w/ s
HE0885  41   car, performing maneuvers on dirt, w/suspension rattles , quick starts & stops
HE0881  83   car, revs; (1) loud, deep chugging revs,various lengths, large car; (2) start,
HE0880  38   car, revs; (1) loud, deep revs, large car;(2) start , loud short revs, large c
HE0887  30   car, skid; (1) in fast w/ sputtering engine, medium skid, idle & off; (2) shor
HE0884  31   car, tire squeal, erratic driving in parking garage, fast swerves w/ lots of
HE087E  125  car; (1) sports car, long in, very fast medium c/u by, long away; (2) medium i
HE0525  6    card shuffle #1: cards being shuffled.,lb61,lb crds a,dds,00:00:06
HE0526  33   card shuffle #2: multiple card shuffle.,44118,card shfl,adm,00:00:33
SG0592  10   cards, deal cards from hand
SG0595  10   cards, deal cards from shoe
SG0591  2    cards, deal single card from hand
SG0594  1    cards, deal single card from shoe
SG0593  1    cards, deal single card from shoe
SG058E  1    cards, flip deck from one hand to the other
SG0596  1    cards, flip over single card
SG058C  1    cards, flip through deck, fast
SG058B  2    cards, flip through deck, slow
SG058D  1    cards, flip through deck, very fast
SG0598  2    cards, handle single card
SG0597  3    cards, play single card from hand
SG0589  3    cards, single shuffle
SG0588  1    cards, single shuffle
SG058A  7    cards, single shuffle
SG0590  3    cards, slap deck on table
SG058F  1    cards, slap two halves of deck together after cut
HE0735  47   carnival midway background; (1) carnival walla, crowds & games; (2) carnival
HE087F  35   cars, doppler horn by; (1) fast speed, midsize car, one long blast; (2) fast s
SG0599  14   cart, delivery, push away large cart in warehouse
SG059B  20   cart, delivery, push large cart by in warehouse



SG059A  12   cart, delivery, push up large cart in warehouse
SG059C  16   cart, shopping, push away shopping cart down store aisle
SG059E  17   cart, shopping, push shopping cart by in store aisle
SG059D  17   cart, shopping, push up shopping cart in store aisle
HE0785  13   cartoon air blows; (1-3) various types.
HE0571  2    cartoon boing, jew's harp #1.,-----,demo1jwhp,dds,00:00:02
HE0572  3    cartoon boing, jew's harp #2.,-----,demo1jwhp,dds,00:00:03
HE08DE  16   Cartoon Boings (X5)
HE0787  5    cartoon boings; (1) short descending; (2)longer ascending.
HE08E1  3    Cartoon boink and horn (X2)
HE08DF  29   Cartoon drums (X12)
HE0784  8    cartoon farts; (1) high pitched raspberry;(2) high pitched ascending; (3) high
HE08E3  3    Cartoon pops (X2)
HE078B  15   cartoon raspberries & spits; (1) whoosh by& splat, long ; (2) whoosh by & spla
HE08E1  11   Cartoon streaks (X6)
HE08E0  31   Cartoon twangs (X12)
HE0786  4    cartoon twangs; (1) lower pitched ascending twang; (2) higher pitched        a
HE08E4  9    Cartoon wood twangs (X3)
HE0788  11   cartoon zooms; (1-4) various fast whoosh bys.
SG05A0  2    case, handle, drop handle on large case
SG059F  2    case, handle, pick up handle on large case
SG05A6  3    case, latch, large clasp on flight case, fasten
SG05A8  3    case, latch, large clasp on flight case, fasten two clasps
SG05A5  3    case, latch, large clasp on flight case, unfasten
SG05A7  4    case, latch, large clasp on flight case, unfasten two clasps
SG05A4  2    case, latch, small clasp on suitcase, fasten
SG05A1  1    case, latch, small clasp on suitcase, pop open
SG05A2  1    case, latch, small clasp on suitcase, snap closed
SG05A3  2    case, latch, small clasp on suitcase, unfasten
SG05AE  4    case, luggage, close lid and lock latches
SG05B5  3    case, luggage, close lid and snap latches closed
SG05AC  3    case, luggage, lock both latches
SG05AA  3    case, luggage, lock single latch
SG05B2  1    case, luggage, pop open both latches
SG05B4  3    case, luggage, pop open latches and open lid
SG05B0  1    case, luggage, pop open single latch
SG05AF  3    case, luggage, slam lid closed and lock latches
SG05B6  2    case, luggage, slam lid closed and snap latches closed
SG05B3  1    case, luggage, snap closed both latches
SG05B1  1    case, luggage, snap closed single latch
SG05AB  3    case, luggage, unlock both latches
SG05AD  4    case, luggage, unlock latches and open lid
SG05A9  2    case, luggage, unlock single latch
SG05BE  3    case, plastic, close lid
SG05BA  1    case, plastic, fasten single clasp, fast
SG05B9  1    case, plastic, fasten single clasp, slow
SG05BD  2    case, plastic, open lid
SG05BB  1    case, plastic, pop open clasp
SG05BC  1    case, plastic, snap clasp closed
SG05B8  1    case, plastic, unfasten single clasp, fast
SG05B7  1    case, plastic, unfasten single clasp, slow
SG13FC  1    cash box, metal, close lid
SG13FB  3    cash box, metal, open lid
SG1401  3    cash register, antique, empty drawer close
SG1402  3    cash register, antique, full drawer close, bill holders snap down
SG13FF  4    cash register, antique, single key with bell, drawer open
SG13FE  4    cash register, antique, single key with bell, fast
SG13FD  4    cash register, antique, single key with bell, slow
SG1400  3    cash register, antique, single key, drawer open
SG140C  21   cash register, electric, add several entries, total, drawer open
SG1409  4    cash register, electric, drawer close
SG140A  2    cash register, electric, drawer close, bill holders snap down
SG140B  2    cash register, electric, plus key



SG1404  1    cash register, electric, single button
SG1403  1    cash register, electric, single button
SG1407  8    cash register, electric, single entry, total with bell, drawer open
SG1405  7    cash register, electric, total key with bell
SG1406  7    cash register, electric, total key with bell, drawer open
SG1418  24   cash register, electronic, adding several entries, total
SG1419  4    cash register, electronic, close drawer
SG141A  4    cash register, electronic, close drawer, bill holders snap down
SG1414  5    cash register, electronic, four digit entry, print receipt
SG1416  5    cash register, electronic, hit no sale, print receipt, drawer open
SG140E  5    cash register, electronic, long beep
SG140D  1    cash register, electronic, short function beep
SG1412  1    cash register, electronic, single button
SG1411  1    cash register, electronic, single button with beep, fast
SG1410  1    cash register, electronic, single button with beep, medium
SG140F  1    cash register, electronic, single button with beep, short
SG1417  1    cash register, electronic, tear off paper receipt
SG1413  6    cash register, electronic, three digit entry, print receipt
SG1415  9    cash register, electronic, total button, print receipt, drawer open
SG1408  10   cash register, single entry, crank handle, drawer open
HE078E  34   cash registers; (1) modern electric w/button pushes, receipt print out & drawe
SG13F8  4    cash, bills, counting bills in hand, fast
SG13F7  5    cash, bills, counting bills in hand, slow
SG13FA  4    cash, bills, counting bills on table, fast
SG13F9  5    cash, bills, counting bills on table, slow
SG05BF  8    cash, bills, electric bill counter, start, count bills, stop
SG141D  3    cash, drawer, several bill holders, pull up
SG1420  4    cash, drawer, several bill holders, snap down
SG141B  2    cash, drawer, single bill holder, pull up
SG141C  3    cash, drawer, single bill holder, pull up
SG141E  2    cash, drawer, single bill holder, snap down
SG141F  2    cash, drawer, single bill holder, snap down
SG05C0  90   casino, ambience in large casino
SG05CA  3    casino, chips, rake in large pot
SG05C9  2    casino, chips, rake in small pot
SG05C7  2    casino, chips, several players tossing several chips into pot
SG05C6  2    casino, chips, several players tossing single chips into pot
SG05CD  1    casino, chips, shuffle stack of chips
SG05CC  1    casino, chips, shuffle stack of chips
SG05CB  22   casino, chips, stacking chips
SG05C4  1    casino, chips, toss a few chips into pot
SG05C8  2    casino, chips, toss large pile of chips into pot
SG05C5  1    casino, chips, toss many chips into pot
SG05C1  1    casino, chips, toss single chip into pot
SG05C2  1    casino, chips, toss single chip into pot
SG05C3  1    casino, chips, toss single chip into pot
SG05D4  22   casino, slot machine, antique, bet coin, pull handle, large payout, bell
SG05D2  8    casino, slot machine, antique, bet coin, pull handle, no win
SG05D3  16   casino, slot machine, antique, bet coin, pull handle, small payout
SG05D0  41   casino, slot machine, bet three coins, pull handle, large payout
SG05CE  8    casino, slot machine, bet three coins, pull handle, no win
SG05D1  21   casino, slot machine, bet three coins, pull handle, payout, no electronics
SG05CF  19   casino, slot machine, bet three coins, pull handle, small payout
SG05D6  16   casino, wheel, gaming wheel with heavy wood pointer, long spin
SG05D5  17   casino, wheel, gaming wheel with thin pointer, long spin
HE0741  57   cat meows & eats; (1) cat meows, interior;(2) cat meows exterior; (3) cat eats
SG010B  6    cat, domestic, meowing
SG010C  5    cat, domestic, meowing
SG010D  21   cat, domestic, meowing
SG010E  24   cat, domestic, purring
SG0106  1    cat, domestic, single meow
SG0107  2    cat, domestic, single meow
SG0108  2    cat, domestic, single meow



SG010A  2    cat, domestic, single meow
SG0109  2    cat, domestic, single meow
SG0118  10   cat, wild, chasing leash, angry
SG0113  2    cat, wild, growl
SG0111  14   cat, wild, growl, hissing
SG0112  9    cat, wild, growl, hissing
SG010F  35   cat, wild, growl, hissing, two cats
SG0110  7    cat, wild, growl, hissing, two cats
SG0114  2    cat, wild, hiss
SG0115  2    cat, wild, hiss
SG0116  3    cat, wild, hiss, swat
SG0117  7    cat, wild, hissing, growl, swat
HE019C  5    cat; meows, close perspective.,59506,cat meow,ads,00:00:05
HE019E  12   cat; purring, very close perspective.,-----,catprr,ads,00:00:12
SG1CB2  41   catapult, wheels, catapult moving on dirt road
HE019D  20   cats, two; angry yowls during cat fight, close,perspective.,53108,cats,ads,00:
HE019B  10   cats, two; meowing, close perspective.,53108,cats,ads,00:00:10
SG069F  1    caulking gun, caulking gun, insert cartridge
SG06A0  20   caulking gun, caulking gun, press trigger, squeeze out contents
SG069E  1    caulking gun, caulking gun, pull back piston
SG05D7  45   cement mixer, mixing cement
HE025B  38   cessna prop plane in from distant, lands close,with tire skid, away.,33842,pro
HE0257  43   cessna prop plane take off.,33841,prop to 2,dds,00:00:43
HE080F  45   chain movement; (1) movement; (2-3)through metal bars; (4-5) dropping chain.
HE0128  22   chain saw medium perspective at construction,site, with engine idle noise near
HE06AE  23   chain saw, construction site ambience #4: medium,perspective chain saw with en
HE06A6  80   chain saw: false starts then starts with short,revs and runs, then off.  close
SG05DC  2    chain, chain falling on concrete
SG05DB  2    chain, chain falling on concrete
SG05DD  2    chain, chain falling on dirt
SG05DF  2    chain, chain falling on metal
SG05DE  1    chain, chain falling on metal
SG05DA  6    chain, chain rattling and movement
SG05D9  5    chain, chain rattling and movement
SG05D8  17   chain, pull chain over wooden pulley
SG05E4  59   chainsaw, cutting in distance
SG05E0  7    chainsaw, pull starter several times
SG05E1  10   chainsaw, pull starter several times, start, run, stall
SG05E3  39   chainsaw, start, run, make long cut, shut off
SG05E2  47   chainsaw, start, run, make several short cuts, shut off
SG05E6  4    chair, barber shop, lower
SG05E5  9    chair, barber shop, raise with foot pump
SG05E8  4    chair, couch, get up off couch
SG05E9  13   chair, couch, movement on couch
SG05E7  3    chair, couch, sit down on couch
SG05EB  4    chair, kitchen, get up out of kitchen chair
SG05EC  17   chair, kitchen, movement in kitchen chair
SG05EE  2    chair, kitchen, put down kitchen chair and slide on hard floor
SG05EF  3    chair, kitchen, scrape kitchen chair on hard floor
SG05EA  3    chair, kitchen, sit down in kitchen chair
SG05ED  2    chair, kitchen, slide kitchen chair on hard floor
SG05F8  3    chair, lawn, adjust lawn chair several notches
SG05F6  3    chair, lawn, adjust lawn chair single notch
SG05F7  3    chair, lawn, adjust lawn chair two notches
SG05F1  4    chair, lawn, get up out of lawn chair
SG05F2  15   chair, lawn, movement in lawn chair
SG05F4  3    chair, lawn, put down lawn chair and slide on concrete
SG05F5  3    chair, lawn, scrape lawn chair on concrete
SG05F0  3    chair, lawn, sit down in lawn chair
SG05F3  3    chair, lawn, slide lawn chair on concrete
SG05FA  5    chair, leather, get up out of leather chair
SG05FB  18   chair, leather, movement in leather chair
SG05F9  3    chair, leather, sit down in leather chair



SG05FD  4    chair, office, get up out of office chair
SG05FE  20   chair, office, movement in office chair
SG0600  2    chair, office, put down office chair and roll on hard floor
SG0601  5    chair, office, roll office chair on hard floor
SG05FF  3    chair, office, roll office chair on hard floor
SG05FC  3    chair, office, sit down in office chair
SG0603  24   chair, rocking, rocking chair creaks, fast rocking
SG0602  29   chair, rocking, rocking chair creaks, slow rocking
SG0605  4    chair, wicker, get up out of wicker chair
SG0606  15   chair, wicker, movement in wicker chair
SG0609  4    chair, wicker, scrape wicker chair with metal legs on hard floor
SG0608  2    chair, wicker, set down wicker chair with metal legs on floor
SG0604  4    chair, wicker, sit down in wicker chair
SG0607  3    chair, wicker, slide wicker chair with metal legs on hard floor
SG0611  2    chair, wood, folding wooden chair, fold
SG0610  3    chair, wood, folding wooden chair, unfold
SG060B  3    chair, wood, get up out of wooden chair
SG060C  22   chair, wood, movement in wooden chair
SG060F  4    chair, wood, scrape wooden chair on hard floor
SG060E  2    chair, wood, set down and slide wooden chair on hard floor
SG060A  3    chair, wood, sit down in wooden chair
SG060D  2    chair, wood, slide wooden chair on hard floor
HE0313  1    chamber spins a few times.,ygb/u,gun c e11,ddm,00:00:01
SG07DD  27   cheering, crowd, indoor, hockey arena, goal scored
SG07DC  34   cheering, crowd, indoor, hockey arena, goal scored
SG07DE  25   cheering, crowd, indoor, hockey arena, goal scored
SG07DF  58   cheering, crowd, indoor, hockey arena, goal scored
SG07E0  16   cheering, crowd, indoor, hockey arena, large crowd
SG07E1  51   cheering, crowd, indoor, hockey arena, large crowd
SG07E4  23   cheering, crowd, indoor, large arena concert
SG07E5  16   cheering, crowd, indoor, large arena concert
SG07E2  41   cheering, crowd, indoor, large concert hall
SG07E3  61   cheering, crowd, indoor, large concert hall
SG07DB  66   cheering, crowd, indoor, medium bar crowd
SG07F0  97   cheering, crowd, outdoor, horse racing, start of race, crowd cheers on
SG07E7  37   cheering, crowd, outdoor, large concert crowd
SG07E8  88   cheering, crowd, outdoor, large concert crowd
SG07E9  98   cheering, crowd, outdoor, large concert crowd
SG07EA  30   cheering, crowd, outdoor, large party crowd
SG07E6  18   cheering, crowd, outdoor, small group
SG07EE  30   cheering, crowd, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07ED  23   cheering, crowd, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07EC  29   cheering, crowd, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07EB  27   cheering, crowd, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07EF  33   cheering, crowd, outdoor, stadium, large crowd
SG07F1  32   cheering, one person, outdoor, single person in crowd cheering on
SG07F2  13   cheering, two persons, outdoor, two people in crowd cheering on
SG1267  18   chime, "here comes the bride"
SG1268  14   chime, doorbell
SG1269  17   chime, doorbell
SG126C  41   chime, joyful bells
SG1265  10   chime, single note
SG1266  17   chime, single note, low
SG126A  19   chime, tower clock, fast
SG126B  22   chime, tower clock, slow
SG011A  7    chimpanzee, excited call
SG011B  6    chimpanzee, excited call
SG0119  5    chimpanzee, excited call
SG011C  16   chimpanzee, panting, vocal
SG011D  12   chimpanzee, panting, vocal, heavy
SG011E  9    chimpanzee, whimper
HE01C1  66   chimpanzee; screeches and vocals, various,medium to close perspective.,53109,c
HE0006  171  chinatown sidewalk market ambience with close to,distant walla and close plast



HE0008  130  chinatown sidewalk walla, close woman and child,with sparse male walla medium.
HE0005  121  chinatown street walla: two men and three women,close chinese walla with mediu
HE0007  116  chinatown street, three women close walla with,busy medium perspective movemen
SG011F  4    chipmunk, call
SG06A6  3    chisel, concrete, hammer and chisel, breaking concrete
SG06A8  4    chisel, concrete, hammer and chisel, breaking concrete
SG06A7  2    chisel, concrete, hammer and chisel, breaking concrete
SG06A2  26   chisel, wood, chisel, chipping away at wood
SG06A3  36   chisel, wood, chisel, slowly peeling away wood
SG06A4  42   chisel, wood, hammer and chisel, chisel notch out of wood
SG06A5  40   chisel, wood, hammer and chisel, splitting wood
SG06A1  22   chisel, wood, sharpening stone, sharpen chisel
HE07C6  4    chopping off fingers, (1-3) quick juicy chops.
HE055F  14   chugging soda pouring into glass, with fizz #1.,-----,demo1por3,dds,00:00:14
HE0561  6    chugging soda pouring into glass, with fizz #2.,-----,demo1por3,dds,00:00:06
HE076D  46   church bell, strikes 12 times.
HE08D0  41   City background #1 busy
HE08D1  47   City background #2 medium busy
HE0010  194  city basketball (exterior) game, wide angle with,close spectator walla; primar
HE000F  180  city basketball (exterior); just a few guys,shooting baskets, wide perspective
HE000E  190  city basketball game (exterior) close perspective,with active movement, walla
HE0038  24   city church bells: distant bell tolls nine times,with a few double rings.  cla
HE066F  34   city church bells: low-pitched, distant bell,tolls nine times with ring out. c
HE0039  33   city church bells: medium distant bell tolls nine,times, lower pitch than trac
HE003A  92   city church bells: medium perspective bells toll,continuously.  one mid-range
HE000B  18   city sidewalk walla, medium perspective group of,black males hanging out, laug
HE08D2  67   City traffic #1 third world
HE08D3  59   City traffic #2 third world
HE08D4  54   City traffic #3 third world
HE0069  159  city traffic medium busy.  starts with close car,door close.  cars and trucks
HE0065  131  city traffic, heavy, with busy sidewalk ambience.,outside building entrance as
HE0061  124  city traffic, heavy.  close car and truck bys,truck honk, clunks on by.,424,dd
HE0062  165  city traffic, heavy.  many cars and trucks by,close with constant medium roar.
HE0064  138  city traffic, mid-day heavy.  garment district
SG1560  120  city, heavy, traffic & city rumble from balcony
SG155A  120  city, heavy, traffic and pedestrians, city rumble
SG155F  120  city, heavy, traffic, ventilation & city rumble from roof top
SG155B  120  city, light, general city rumble from hillside
SG1557  120  city, light, traffic and pedestrians, city rumble
SG155C  120  city, medium, traffic and city rumble from balcony
SG155E  120  city, medium, traffic and city rumble from balcony
SG155D  120  city, medium, traffic and city rumble from balcony
SG1559  120  city, medium, traffic and pedestrians, city rumble
SG1558  120  city, medium, traffic and pedestrians, horns, city rumble
SG1561  120  city, wet, light traffic, pedestrians & city rumble after rain
SG1562  120  city, wet, traffic and city rumble after rain
SG1563  120  city, wet, traffic and city rumble after rain
HE031B  7    civil war cannon shot with long ring-off and,slapback echo.,glory,canon0012,ad
HE031A  4    civil war cannon shot with long ring-off.,bldat,cannon 09,dds,00:00:04
SG126D  14   claves, rhythm
HE0790  19   clicks, switches, on - off pairs; (1-6)plastic switches; (7-8) metal switches.
HE0791  30   clock ticks, antique clock, c/u perspective, very clean .
SG0E4A  18   clock, alarm, electronic alarm clock, beeping
SG0E4D  21   clock, alarm, electronic clock alarm buzzing
SG0E4C  15   clock, alarm, electronic clock radio alarm buzzing
SG0E4B  16   clock, alarm, electronic wristwatch alarm, beeping
SG0E49  16   clock, alarm, large alarm clock, bell ringing
SG0E48  16   clock, alarm, small alarm clock, bell ringing
SG0E59  12   clock, cuckoo, strike eight o'clock
SG0E5C  15   clock, cuckoo, strike eleven o'clock
SG0E56  11   clock, cuckoo, strike five o'clock
SG0E55  10   clock, cuckoo, strike four o'clock
SG0E5A  13   clock, cuckoo, strike nine o'clock



SG0E52  8    clock, cuckoo, strike one o'clock
SG0E58  12   clock, cuckoo, strike seven o'clock
SG0E57  11   clock, cuckoo, strike six o'clock
SG0E5B  14   clock, cuckoo, strike ten o'clock
SG0E54  10   clock, cuckoo, strike three o'clock
SG0E5D  16   clock, cuckoo, strike twelve o'clock
SG0E53  9    clock, cuckoo, strike two o'clock
SG0E4E  57   clock, cuckoo, ticking
SG0E51  6    clock, cuckoo, wind, long
SG0E50  3    clock, cuckoo, wind, medium
SG0E4F  2    clock, cuckoo, wind, short
SG0E5E  61   clock, electric, electric clock motor, running
SG0E6A  58   clock, grandfather, westminster, eight o'clock chime
SG0E6D  65   clock, grandfather, westminster, eleven o'clock chime
SG0E67  51   clock, grandfather, westminster, five o'clock chime
SG0E66  47   clock, grandfather, westminster, four o'clock chime
SG0E61  31   clock, grandfather, westminster, half hour chime
SG0E6B  60   clock, grandfather, westminster, nine o'clock chime
SG0E63  40   clock, grandfather, westminster, one o'clock chime
SG0E60  25   clock, grandfather, westminster, quarter hour chime
SG0E69  55   clock, grandfather, westminster, seven o'clock chime
SG0E68  53   clock, grandfather, westminster, six o'clock chime
SG0E6C  63   clock, grandfather, westminster, ten o'clock chime
SG0E65  45   clock, grandfather, westminster, three o'clock chime
SG0E62  33   clock, grandfather, westminster, three quarter hour chime
SG0E6E  68   clock, grandfather, westminster, twelve o'clock chime
SG0E64  42   clock, grandfather, westminster, two o'clock chime
SG0E5F  12   clock, grandfather, wind up with crank
SG0E71  31   clock, stopwatch, running
SG0E6F  1    clock, stopwatch, start click
SG0E70  1    clock, stopwatch, stop click
SG0E72  61   clock, tick, electric clock ticking
SG0E75  29   clock, tick, large clock with pendulum, ticking
SG0E73  61   clock, tick, large wind up clock ticking
SG0E74  31   clock, tick, small wind up clock ticking
HE0135  112  close bow wash; constant water rush of large boat,or ferry through the water.
HE007B  157  close car tire roll on wet cobblestones.  crisp,definition, tire through puddl
HE013B  168  close rain drops on metal air conditioner outside,window.  loud metal splats a
HE002B  46   close single footsteps, boots on sidewalk.,street ambience, wet car by medium,
HE0101  159  close subway turnstiles and token booth ratchet,and coin clinks, walla and foo
HE00FC  170  close to information booth (different station,than tracks 1007-29, 30).  clean
HE00FA  124  close to information booth in grand central,station: variety of people asking
HE0103  11   close turnstile ratchet at subway platform.,busy ambience.,562,dds,00:00:11
HE011B  6    close up subway door opens.,366,dds,00:00:06
HE080B  7    cloth tears, (1-3) tearing cloth into pieces.
HE046D  43   coast guard cutter ship #2: fast steady, with,lots of bow wash.,85107,85107a j
HE046E  55   coast guard cutter ship #3: fast steady, with,lots of spray.,85107,85107b jh,d
HE046C  44   coast guard cutter ship#1: in and by, medium,perspective.,85012,850 12,adm,00:
HE053B  59   cocktail party: 50 busy mixed adult voices,chatting happily with no movement;
HE07FB  31   coffee can open; (1) plastic lid, open;(2) close.
SG0E76  93   coffee maker, coffee maker brewing
HE0832  61   coffee shop, lots of movement in distance,subdued voices, occasional cup movem
HE0544  226  coffee shop: busy restaurant crowd chatter with,dish clatter, cash register ri
HE05E7  4    coin dropping into pay phone coin return.,09203,fonpaycn2,dds,00:00:04
HE05E6  4    coin dropping into slot in pay phone.,09203,fonpayc4a,dds,00:00:04
HE0809  16   coin movement; (1) jingling coins around in hand; (2) dropping handful of coin
HE05E8  2    coin removed from pay phone coin return.,09203,fonpaycn3,dds,00:00:02
HE05E9  2    coin return empty slot movement.,09203,fonpaycn1,ads,00:00:02
SG1424  1    coin, drop several coins into bakelite cash drawer
SG1428  4    coin, drop several coins into metal cash drawer
SG142C  1    coin, drop several coins into plastic coin tray
SG1430  3    coin, drop several coins into wood cash drawer
SG1423  1    coin, drop single coin into bakelite cash drawer



SG1427  3    coin, drop single coin into metal cash drawer
SG142B  1    coin, drop single coin into plastic coin tray
SG142F  1    coin, drop single coin into wood cash drawer
SG1422  2    coin, remove several coins from bakelite cash drawer
SG1426  3    coin, remove several coins from metal cash drawer
SG142A  1    coin, remove several coins from plastic coin tray
SG142E  1    coin, remove several coins from wood cash drawer
SG1421  1    coin, remove single coin from bakelite cash drawer
SG1425  3    coin, remove single coin from metal cash drawer
SG1429  1    coin, remove single coin from plastic coin tray
SG142D  2    coin, remove single coin from wood cash drawer
HE056F  5    coins being poured on hard surface.,-----,demo1coin,dds,00:00:05
HE052A  12   coins dropping out of slot machine.,51108,pay off a,adm,00:00:12
SG062B  3    comedy, accent, "banged my head"
SG0632  6    comedy, accent, "i'll catch that wabbit"
SG0638  5    comedy, accent, "that's it folks"
SG0635  8    comedy, accent, big crash
SG0621  3    comedy, accent, big crash
SG0619  3    comedy, accent, big horn, single blow
SG0623  4    comedy, accent, bong
SG063E  11   comedy, accent, clock repair
SG0633  7    comedy, accent, comic drums
SG062D  5    comedy, accent, crash and burn
SG062E  8    comedy, accent, crash and cuckoo
SG061D  3    comedy, accent, cuckoo whistle
SG061C  1    comedy, accent, duck horn, single blow
SG061B  1    comedy, accent, duck horn, single blow
SG061A  1    comedy, accent, duck horn, single blow
SG0644  8    comedy, accent, finnish cooking
SG063D  8    comedy, accent, halloween music
SG062A  12   comedy, accent, hopping
SG0629  14   comedy, accent, hopping
SG0639  12   comedy, accent, indian tom tom
SG0637  11   comedy, accent, kazoo marching band
SG0640  11   comedy, accent, kitchen band
SG063A  10   comedy, accent, kunte kinte
SG0620  6    comedy, accent, large jews harp, bullfrog
SG062F  5    comedy, accent, long crash
SG063C  5    comedy, accent, mexican jumping bean
SG063F  9    comedy, accent, mountain music
SG0631  3    comedy, accent, mr. spike jones
SG0641  6    comedy, accent, pots and pans 1
SG0642  5    comedy, accent, pots and pans 2
SG0643  7    comedy, accent, pots and pans 3
SG0636  7    comedy, accent, short tattoo
SG062C  5    comedy, accent, slide down and hit
SG0612  2    comedy, accent, slide whistle down
SG0614  5    comedy, accent, slide whistle floating down
SG0615  2    comedy, accent, slide whistle up
SG0622  10   comedy, accent, small gong
SG061F  11   comedy, accent, small jews harp, hopping
SG0634  5    comedy, accent, stumble and fall
SG063B  9    comedy, accent, sum yung guy
SG0630  6    comedy, accent, twirly burly
SG061E  3    comedy, accent, vibraslap
SG0613  3    comedy, accent, warbly slide whistle down
SG0616  4    comedy, accent, warbly slide whistle up
SG0618  5    comedy, accent, whoop whistle, long
SG0617  4    comedy, accent, whoop whistle, short
SG0624  4    comedy, accent, wood xylophone, hop up
SG0626  4    comedy, accent, wood xylophone, hop up with bell
SG0625  2    comedy, accent, wood xylophone, run up
SG0627  6    comedy, accent, wood xylophone, stagger down and fall



SG0628  9    comedy, accent, wood xylophone, tension
HE00F3  164  commuter train interior: door opens, bell rings.,move to between the cars poin
HE08CD  46   Commuter trains bys (X2)
SG06F8  8    compressor, compressor air release
SG06FA  60   compressor, start, run, auto shut off
SG06F9  11   compressor, start, run, shut off
HE08F0  5    Computer keystrokes (X3)
HE0838  17   computer printer printing document.
SG1435  2    computer, beep, single computer beep
SG1433  1    computer, beep, single computer beep
SG1434  1    computer, beep, single short computer blip
SG143F  7    computer, floppy disk, eject and remove 3 1/2 inch floppy disk
SG143E  1    computer, floppy disk, eject and remove 3 1/2 inch floppy disk, fast
SG143D  5    computer, floppy disk, eject and remove 3 1/2 inch floppy disk, slow
SG1440  26   computer, floppy disk, floppy drive running
SG143C  4    computer, floppy disk, load 3 1/2 inch floppy disk
SG143B  4    computer, floppy disk, load 3 1/2 inch floppy disk, fast
SG143A  4    computer, floppy disk, load 3 1/2 inch floppy disk, slow
SG1437  4    computer, floppy disk, load 5 1/4 inch floppy disk, fast
SG1436  6    computer, floppy disk, load 5 1/4 inch floppy disk, slow
SG1439  3    computer, floppy disk, remove 5 1/4 inch floppy disk, fast
SG1438  4    computer, floppy disk, remove 5 1/4 inch floppy disk, slow
SG144A  28   computer, keyboard 1, key in long entry
SG1449  11   computer, keyboard 1, key in medium entry
SG1447  1    computer, keyboard 1, key in short entry
SG1448  2    computer, keyboard 1, key in short entry
SG1446  1    computer, keyboard 1, return key, fast
SG1445  1    computer, keyboard 1, return key, slow
SG1442  1    computer, keyboard 1, single letter key, fast
SG1441  1    computer, keyboard 1, single letter key, slow
SG1444  1    computer, keyboard 1, space bar, fast
SG1443  1    computer, keyboard 1, space bar, slow
SG1453  1    computer, keyboard 2, caps lock key, fast
SG1452  1    computer, keyboard 2, caps lock key, off
SG1451  1    computer, keyboard 2, caps lock key, on
SG1456  23   computer, keyboard 2, key in long entry
SG1455  7    computer, keyboard 2, key in medium entry
SG1454  2    computer, keyboard 2, key in short entry
SG144E  1    computer, keyboard 2, return key, fast
SG144D  1    computer, keyboard 2, return key, slow
SG144C  1    computer, keyboard 2, single letter key, fast
SG144B  1    computer, keyboard 2, single letter key, slow
SG1450  1    computer, keyboard 2, space bar, fast
SG144F  1    computer, keyboard 2, space bar, slow
SG1458  6    computer, monitor, computer monitor screen, switch off
SG1457  6    computer, monitor, computer monitor screen, switch on
SG145C  1    computer, mouse, computer mouse, double click
SG145B  1    computer, mouse, computer mouse, double click
SG145A  1    computer, mouse, computer mouse, single click
SG1459  1    computer, mouse, computer mouse, single click
SG145E  1    computer, mouse, computer roller ball, double click
SG1461  18   computer, mouse, computer roller ball, rolling
SG145D  1    computer, mouse, computer roller ball, single click
SG1460  1    computer, mouse, computer roller ball, single roll fast
SG145F  1    computer, mouse, computer roller ball, single roll slow
SG1462  32   computer, printer, dot matrix printer, bidirectional printing
SG1467  26   computer, printer, dot matrix printer, bidirectional printing, fast
SG1466  34   computer, printer, dot matrix printer, bidirectional printing, slow
SG1465  38   computer, printer, dot matrix printer, unidirectional printing, fast
SG1464  38   computer, printer, dot matrix printer, unidirectional printing, slow
SG146C  75   computer, printer, high speed line printer, printing in computer room
SG146B  33   computer, printer, laser printer, start up, print, wind down
SG1463  5    computer, printer, single form feed of printer



SG146A  6    computer, printer, single form feed of printer
SG1468  3    computer, printer, single line feed of printer
SG1469  4    computer, printer, three line feeds of printer
SG1432  37   computer, running, hard drive working
SG1431  88   computer, start up, run, shut down
SG11D1  7    computer, submarine, analog computer, dialing in data
SG11D2  9    computer, submarine, analog computer, dialing in data
SG1470  29   computer, tape drive, 1/2 inch reel drive, load reel
SG1472  64   computer, tape drive, 1/2 inch reel drive, run
SG1471  17   computer, tape drive, 1/2 inch reel drive, unload reel
SG146D  7    computer, tape drive, data cartridge tape drive, load tape
SG146F  36   computer, tape drive, data cartridge tape drive, rewind
SG146E  54   computer, tape drive, data cartridge tape drive, run
HE0762  18   concert audience applauds loudly w/ yells.
SG1271  14   concert bass drum, galley music
SG1273  11   concert bass drum, hard hit with gong
SG126E  3    concert bass drum, loud hit
SG1272  6    concert bass drum, march intro
SG126F  6    concert bass drum, soft hit
SG1270  15   concert bass drum, thunder
SG0684  53   constr, cement truck, backing up, brake air release
SG0685  28   constr, cement truck, fast drum rotation before pour
SG0687  51   constr, cement truck, final pour, shovelling
SG0686  49   constr, cement truck, initial pour
SG0676  120  constr., backhoe, case 680, digging hole
SG0677  60   constr., backhoe, case 680, digging hole
SG0674  25   constr., backhoe, case 680, pass by
SG0675  14   constr., backhoe, case 680, pull up, shut off
SG0672  30   constr., backhoe, case 680, start, fast idle, shut off
SG0671  30   constr., backhoe, case 680, start, idle, shut off
SG0673  20   constr., backhoe, case 680, start, pull away
SG067B  36   constr., bulldozer, cat d7, pass by
SG067C  31   constr., bulldozer, cat d7, pull up, shut off
SG0679  30   constr., bulldozer, cat d7, start, fast idle, shut off
SG0678  30   constr., bulldozer, cat d7, start, idle, shut off
SG067A  33   constr., bulldozer, cat d7, start, pull away
SG0681  30   constr., bulldozer, cat d7, steel track, moving along
SG067D  120  constr., bulldozer, cat d7, working around site
SG067F  120  constr., bulldozer, cat d7, working on machine
SG067E  101  constr., bulldozer, cat d8, working around site
SG0680  30   constr., bulldozer, jd 15, steel track, moving along
SG066A  60   constr., curb cutter, concrete cutter, cutting, distant
SG0669  60   constr., curb cutter, concrete cutter, cutting, up close
SG0683  126  constr., dump truck, back in, dump, lower box, pull away
SG0682  42   constr., dump truck, dumping dirt up close
SG0694  30   constr., engine, diesel engine, fast idle
SG0692  30   constr., engine, diesel engine, fast idle
SG0693  30   constr., engine, diesel engine, fast idle
SG068F  30   constr., engine, diesel engine, idle
SG0690  30   constr., engine, diesel engine, idle
SG0691  30   constr., engine, diesel engine, idle
SG068C  111  constr., excavator, moving earth
SG068B  78   constr., excavator, ripping up road
SG068D  60   constr., grinder, asphalt grinder, grinding old asphalt
SG0668  60   constr., jack hammer, several jack hammers, compressor
SG0667  34   constr., jack hammer, single jack hammer
SG066C  24   constr., loader, bobcat, pass by
SG066D  20   constr., loader, bobcat, pull up, shut off
SG066B  22   constr., loader, bobcat, start, pull away
SG066F  30   constr., loader, bobcat, start, ride along
SG066E  88   constr., loader, bobcat, working around site
SG0670  123  constr., loader, bobcat, working, on machine
SG068A  60   constr., pile driver, driving steel girder



SG0688  108  constr., scraper, gradall, loading dirt into truck
SG0689  106  constr., scraper, gradall, loading dirt into truck, distant
SG068E  60   constr., spreader, asphalt spreader, spreading new asphalt
HE06AB  74   construction site ambience #1: interior with,close to medium perspective voice
HE06AC  61   construction site ambience #2: large apartment,building with generator hum, po
HE06AD  142  construction site ambience #3: city, distant,perspective.  busy with hammers,
SG0664  117  construction, amb., bridge repair, jack hammers, compressed air
SG065C  83   construction, amb., building construction, hammers, saws
SG065D  112  construction, amb., building construction, hammers, saws, motors
SG065E  83   construction, amb., building construction, hammers, voices, machinery
SG065F  120  construction, amb., building construction, machinery, motors
SG0660  120  construction, amb., building construction, machinery, pile drivers
SG0661  97   construction, amb., excavation, scrapers, bulldozer
SG0659  108  construction, amb., home construction, hammers, saws
SG065A  111  construction, amb., home construction, hammers, saws, machinery
SG065B  115  construction, amb., home construction, machinery
SG0663  120  construction, amb., road construction, asphalt rollers
SG0662  120  construction, amb., road construction, asphalt spreader and trucks
SG0666  61   construction, amb., road repair, several jack hammers
SG0665  73   construction, amb., road repair, two jack hammers, compressor
SG0645  30   conveyor, industry, start, run, stop
HE02C5  96   corvair: drives slowly over bumps with interior,light rattles, acceleration, t
HE019F  11   cougar cubs; purr and whine, close perspective.,77515,cogr cubs,ads,00:00:11
HE047E  1    cough; male, close perspective.,voxmcoff6,dds,00:00:01
HE0480  9    coughing fit; male, close perspective.,voxmcof2,3,dds,00:00:09
HE047D  10   coughs; male, a few short bursts, close,perspective.,voxmcoff4,ddm,00:00:10
HE047F  2    coughs; male, three short wheezing coughs, close,perspective.,cough 02,ddm,00:
HE080A  6    count bills.
HE017D  123  country night ambience #1: wide perspective,crickets and insects chirp and buz
HE017E  149  country night ambience #2: crickets and insects,chirp, medium to distant persp
SG156D  120  country, day, birds, cicadas, breeze through trees
SG156C  120  country, day, birds, crickets, cicadas, distant rumble
SG156B  120  country, day, birds, crickets, steady breeze
SG156E  120  country, night, crickets chirping at night
SG1570  120  country, night, crickets, distant highway rumble at night
SG156F  120  country, night, crickets, dog, distant highway at night
HE0532  117  courtroom or church: large mixed crowd murmurs,very quietly in large wide hall
HE0530  62   courtroom or convention: large mixed crowd busy,murmur in wide, reverberant ar
SG0649  54   courtroom, crowd, courtroom gallery, exit courtroom at end of trial
SG0646  24   courtroom, crowd, courtroom gallery, murmer then quiet
SG0647  6    courtroom, crowd, courtroom gallery, rise
SG0648  7    courtroom, crowd, courtroom gallery, sit
HE0531  136  courtroom: large crowd murmur in medium sized,room with natural reverb, predom
SG0127  31   cow, ambience, cattle drive, large group
SG0126  20   cow, ambience, small group, mooing
SG0121  4    cow, single moo
SG0125  4    cow, single moo
SG0124  3    cow, single moo
SG0122  3    cow, single moo
SG0120  4    cow, single moo
SG0123  4    cow, single moo
HE01A0  7    cow; moos, three times, close perspective.,ygb/u,cow m02/11,ads,00:00:07
SG1274  15   cowbell, latin rhythm
SG1276  6    cowbell, rattle, long
SG1275  3    cowbell, rattle, short
HE01A1  28   cows, herd; multiple moos, close perspective, as,they pass.  distant cowboy ye
HE06B1  33   crane: interior, engine hum with pulley chain,clinks and gear shift movement.,
HE03C1  2    crash [special mix] #1: metal impact and slight,shatter (no glass).,mix,crsh m
HE03CA  5    crash [special mix] #10: metal impact with big,and long glass shatter, medium
HE03CB  4    crash [special mix] #11: medium perspective,skid, impact and long glass shatte
HE03CC  4    crash [special mix] #12: wood and glass impact,with wood movement, wood bounce
HE03CD  4    crash [special mix] #13: wood and glass impact,with small glass shatters and s
HE03CE  7    crash [special mix] #14: huge impact with long,metal scrapes, small glass roll



HE03CF  7    crash [special mix] #15: car flip and roll in,dirt with metal and glass bounce
HE03D0  9    crash [special mix] #16: huge, exaggerated,train and car collission with exten
HE03C2  2    crash [special mix] #2: metal impact with metal,crunch and slight shake after
HE03C3  3    crash [special mix] #3: metal impact with scrapes,(no glass).,mix,crsh mx08,dd
HE03C4  3    crash [special mix] #4: metal impact with scrapes,and squeaks (no glass).,mix,
HE03C5  4    crash [special mix] #5: metal collission with,bounce and bang (no glass).,mix,
HE03C6  3    crash [special mix] #6: metal impact and glass,shatter.,mix,crsh mx01,dds,00:0
HE03C7  2    crash [special mix] #7: swish impact with metal,and glass.,mix,crsh mx05,dds,0
HE03C8  3    crash [special mix] #8: big low end impact with,medium perspective glass shatt
HE03C9  3    crash [special mix] #9: impact with metal crunch/,scrape and glass shatter.,mi
SG0230  4    crash, glass, large glass smash
SG0231  4    crash, glass, large heavy glass smash
SG064B  5    crash, heavy tumbling crash
SG064C  6    crash, large glass crash
SG064D  9    crash, large tumbling crash
SG064E  10   crash, large tumbling crash with glass
SG064F  10   crash, large, heavy tumbling crash with glass
SG1CB5  6    crash, metal, garbage container lid crash closed
SG1CB4  4    crash, metal, garbage container lid crash closed
SG1CB3  4    crash, metal, garbage container lid crash closed
SG0655  4    crash, metal, heavy metal crash
SG022F  4    crash, metal, large metal and glass crash
SG022E  4    crash, metal, large metal and glass crash
SG022D  4    crash, metal, large metal and glass crash
SG022C  4    crash, metal, large metal crash
SG022B  4    crash, metal, large metal crash
SG0654  4    crash, metal, large metal crash
SG1CB6  5    crash, metal, large petroleum tank hit
SG0651  4    crash, metal, medical instrument carts crash together
SG0650  4    crash, metal, medical instrument carts crash together
SG022A  4    crash, metal, metal crash
SG1CB7  2    crash, metal, muted thump
SG1CB8  2    crash, metal, muted thump
SG1CB9  2    crash, metal, muted thump, two times
SG0652  5    crash, metal, small metal clang
SG0653  4    crash, metal, small metal pieces dropping
SG0656  5    crash, metal, various metal pieces dropping
SG064A  6    crash, small tumbling crash
SG0657  24   creak, leather, various leather creaks
SG0658  57   creak, ship, ship creaks inside cargo hold
HE079E  30   creaks, (1-2) slow wooden creaks, ship creaks.
HE079D  10   creaks, (1-3) wooden stairs creaking.
SG1473  2    credit card, addressograph, place credit card in
SG1474  1    credit card, addressograph, remove credit card
SG1478  4    credit card, addressograph, slide handle across, fast
SG1477  4    credit card, addressograph, slide handle across, fast
SG1475  5    credit card, addressograph, slide handle across, slow
SG1476  4    credit card, addressograph, slide handle across, slow
HE0738  18   crow cawing.
HE0018  98   crowd dispersing, near stadium entrance and parking lot.  medium to distant re
HE04F7  2    crowd reaction, 10 people in shock..."ooh!",90942,react 1,adm,00:00:02
SG083C  19   crowd, "encore", indoor, small crowd, applause with "encore"
SG083D  23   crowd, "encore", indoor, small crowd, applause with "encore"
SG083F  23   crowd, "more", indoor, small crowd, applause with "more"
SG083E  21   crowd, "more", indoor, small crowd, applause with "more"
HE0766  16   crowd, (1-2) large crowd boos.
HE04F8  31   crowd, 100 men chant that turns into cheers and,applause.  interior large hall
SG0824  13   crowd, angry, indoor, medium crowd, angry
SG0822  19   crowd, angry, indoor, small crowd, angry
SG0821  16   crowd, angry, indoor, small crowd, angry
SG0820  10   crowd, angry, indoor, small crowd, angry
SG081F  8    crowd, angry, indoor, small crowd, angry
SG0823  9    crowd, angry, indoor, small crowd, angry



SG082C  12   crowd, booing, indoor, hockey arena
SG082D  29   crowd, booing, indoor, hockey arena
SG082E  12   crowd, booing, indoor, hockey arena
SG082B  8    crowd, booing, indoor, medium crowd
SG0825  7    crowd, booing, indoor, small crowd
SG0828  18   crowd, booing, indoor, small crowd
SG0826  6    crowd, booing, indoor, small crowd
SG0827  18   crowd, booing, indoor, small crowd
SG082A  17   crowd, booing, indoor, small crowd, booing and hissing
SG0829  8    crowd, booing, indoor, small crowd, booing and hissing
SG0830  13   crowd, booing, outdoor, stadium crowd
SG082F  11   crowd, booing, outdoor, stadium crowd
SG0831  18   crowd, bravo, indoor, small crowd, applause with "bravo"
SG0832  23   crowd, bravo, indoor, small crowd, applause with "bravo"
SG0837  23   crowd, chant, indoor, large crowd
SG0835  24   crowd, chant, indoor, large crowd, political rally
SG0836  36   crowd, chant, indoor, large crowd, political rally
SG0838  12   crowd, chant, indoor, medium crowd, "hell no we won't go"
SG0839  12   crowd, chant, indoor, medium crowd, "we want freedom"
SG0834  16   crowd, chant, indoor, medium crowd, hockey arena
SG0833  20   crowd, chant, indoor, medium crowd, hockey arena
SG083B  12   crowd, chant, indoor, small crowd, "go team go"
SG083A  14   crowd, chant, indoor, small crowd, "go-go"
SG1CBA  127  crowd, fighting, exterior, large crowd fighting, rioting
SG1CBB  138  crowd, fighting, interior, large crowd fighting, rioting
SG086E  121  crowd, indoor, children, elementary school, hallway ambience
SG086D  120  crowd, indoor, children, pre school, children playing
SG0869  119  crowd, indoor, large crowd, airport, general ambience
SG0868  120  crowd, indoor, large crowd, convention ambience
SG0867  120  crowd, indoor, large crowd, convention ambience
SG086C  120  crowd, indoor, large crowd, hockey arena foyer, general ambience
SG086B  102  crowd, indoor, large crowd, hockey arena, general ambience
SG086A  120  crowd, indoor, large crowd, market, general ambience
SG085E  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, airport, general ambience
SG0866  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, college cafeteria, general ambience
SG085A  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, convention ambience
SG0864  60   crowd, indoor, medium crowd, entering hall, coughing, light voices
SG0862  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, entering large hall
SG0861  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, hockey arena foyer
SG085D  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, hotel lobby, heavy ambience
SG085C  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, hotel lobby, light ambience
SG0863  43   crowd, indoor, medium crowd, in hall being seated, no voices
SG0865  75   crowd, indoor, medium crowd, office tower lobby, people passing
SG0858  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, party ambience
SG0857  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, party ambience
SG085B  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, stock exchange, general ambience
SG0860  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, theater foyer
SG085F  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, train station, general ambience
SG0859  120  crowd, indoor, medium crowd, wedding, dinner ambience
SG0854  120  crowd, indoor, small crowd, conversation
SG0855  97   crowd, indoor, small crowd, conversation
SG0856  60   crowd, indoor, small crowd, whispering
HE0902  27   Crowd, large
HE0903  22   Crowd, medium
SG0840  39   crowd, new years, indoor, medium crowd, countdown from 10, celebration
SG086F  120  crowd, outdoor, children, elementary school, playing at recess
SG0870  120  crowd, outdoor, children, elementary school, playing at recess
SG087C  120  crowd, outdoor, foreign, cairo, market ambience
SG087B  117  crowd, outdoor, foreign, hong kong, market ambience, traffic
SG0876  119  crowd, outdoor, large crowd, fair ambience, children and adults
SG0878  120  crowd, outdoor, large crowd, general ambience, children and adults
SG0877  120  crowd, outdoor, large crowd, general ambience, children and adults
SG0879  116  crowd, outdoor, large crowd, stadium entrance, under concrete roof



SG087A  120  crowd, outdoor, large crowd, stadium, general ambience
SG0873  97   crowd, outdoor, medium crowd, entering building, city ambience
SG0875  120  crowd, outdoor, medium crowd, fair ambience, game caller
SG0874  120  crowd, outdoor, medium crowd, general ambience, light traffic
SG0871  45   crowd, outdoor, small crowd, conversation
SG0872  29   crowd, outdoor, small crowd, conversation, laughter
SG084A  5    crowd, reaction "ahh", indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0848  2    crowd, reaction "gee", indoor, small studio crowd
SG0849  2    crowd, reaction "gee", indoor, small studio crowd
SG0843  3    crowd, reaction "oh", indoor, small studio crowd
SG0844  3    crowd, reaction "oh", indoor, small studio crowd
SG0845  3    crowd, reaction "ooo", indoor, small studio crowd
SG0847  3    crowd, reaction "wow", indoor, small studio crowd
SG0846  2    crowd, reaction "wow", indoor, small studio crowd
SG0842  3    crowd, reaction, "ahh", indoor, small studio crowd, heavy
SG0841  3    crowd, reaction, "ahh", indoor, small studio crowd, light
SG084F  9    crowd, reaction, indoor, hockey arena
SG084C  6    crowd, reaction, indoor, hockey arena
SG084D  8    crowd, reaction, indoor, hockey arena
SG084E  12   crowd, reaction, indoor, hockey arena
SG084B  14   crowd, reaction, indoor, medium crowd in theater, many voices
HE0904  21   Crowd, very large
SG0853  18   crowd, yelling, indoor, small crowd yelling
SG0852  8    crowd, yelling, indoor, small crowd yelling
SG0851  11   crowd, yelling, indoor, small crowd yelling
SG0850  5    crowd, yelling, indoor, small crowd yelling
HE048C  15   crying/sobbing; woman, reacting to something,saying "no!", close perspective.,
HE0603  12   cuckoo clock striking nine 0'clock.,86531,coocoojh,dds,00:00:12
HE0795  9    cuckoo clock, 12 cuckoos, has door movement.
SG1609  90   curling, curling rink ambience
SG1605  2    curling, rock hitting rock
SG1603  2    curling, rock hitting rock
SG1604  2    curling, rock hitting rock
SG1608  3    curling, rock hitting several rocks
SG1606  3    curling, rock hitting several rocks
SG1607  3    curling, rock hitting several rocks
SG1602  6    curling, sweep, cloth broom
SG1601  8    curling, sweep, straw broom
SG1600  5    curling, throw rock
SG0761  12   cutters, metal, tin snips, cut galvanized steel
SG0760  8    cutters, metal, tin snips, cut galvanized steel
SG075F  7    cutters, metal, tin snips, cut galvanized steel
SG127E  14   cymbal, 14" crash, bell hit
SG1282  2    cymbal, 14" crash, crescendo
SG127D  10   cymbal, 14" crash, double hit
SG1283  13   cymbal, 14" crash, many hits
SG127F  14   cymbal, 14" crash, muted
SG1280  2    cymbal, 14" crash, muted
SG1281  2    cymbal, 14" crash, muted
SG127C  9    cymbal, 14" crash, single hit
SG1287  11   cymbal, 16" crash, bell hit
SG128C  15   cymbal, 16" crash, crescendo
SG128B  16   cymbal, 16" crash, crescendo
SG128A  14   cymbal, 16" crash, crescendo
SG1289  18   cymbal, 16" crash, crescendo
SG1285  13   cymbal, 16" crash, double hit
SG1286  10   cymbal, 16" crash, light hit
SG1288  2    cymbal, 16" crash, muted
SG1284  9    cymbal, 16" crash, single hit
SG1292  18   cymbal, 18" crash, crescendo
SG128E  10   cymbal, 18" crash, double hit
SG128F  11   cymbal, 18" crash, light hit
SG1290  2    cymbal, 18" crash, muted



SG1291  2    cymbal, 18" crash, muted
SG128D  11   cymbal, 18" crash, single hit
SG127B  6    cymbal, splash, crescendo
SG1278  6    cymbal, splash, double hit
SG127A  5    cymbal, splash, light hit
SG1279  1    cymbal, splash, muted
SG1277  7    cymbal, splash, single hit
SG160A  1    darts, dart hitting board
SG160B  1    darts, dart hitting board
SG160C  1    darts, dart hitting board
SG160D  1    darts, dart hitting board
SG1611  1    darts, dart hitting dart
SG160E  1    darts, dart hitting metal on board
SG160F  1    darts, dart hitting metal on board
SG1610  1    darts, dart hitting metal on board
HE0528  42   dealer calls out dice throws.,44920,dealer wl,adm,00:00:42
HE079C  25   debris crash; (1-2) crashes w/ glass,metal & other debris, short; (3) large
HE057E  12   deflating small balloon.,-----,balloon 2,dds,00:00:12
SG0E77  74   dehumidifier, start, compressor starts, run, stop
HE014C  172  delicatessen walla: large deli meat counter with,close to medium walla, people
HE014D  131  delicatessen walla: large deli meat counter,calling out numbers close.  closer
SG0699  6    demo., hydraulic jaw, cutting steel bar
SG069A  4    demo., hydraulic jaw, cutting steel bar
SG069B  9    demo., hydraulic jaw, knocking down a wall
SG0698  75   demo., hydraulic jaw, ripping apart concrete & metal
SG0C48  60   demolition, ambience, demolition ambience with wrecking ball
SG0697  102  demolition, ambience, machinery picking up concrete & metal
SG0696  120  demolition, ambience, machinery pushing around concrete & metal
SG0695  120  demolition, ambience, various jack hammers, hammering
HE07A2  91   dentist drill, (1-2) drilling tooth,various length bursts.
HE07A3  13   dentist drill; (1) drilling tooth, high pitched, long; (2) drilling tooth, hig
HE07A1  50   dentist drill; (1) short bursts; (2)steady.
HE0870  50   dentist drill; (1) various short bursts;(2) steady.
HE0871  105  dentist drill; (1-2) drilling tooth,various length bursts; (3-4) drilling
SG0C4B  23   dentist, drill, drilling teeth
SG0C4A  9    dentist, polish, polishing teeth with drill
SG0C49  17   dentist, probe, checking teeth with metal pick
SG0C4C  8    dentist, spraying water
SG0C4D  15   dentist, suction, cLearing mouth with suction
HE0533  171  department store ambience, busy: people walking,and talking, paging bell dings
HE0534  159  department store ambience, light activity: people,mill around and talk with ge
HE0674  11   department store paging bell rings, close,perspective. first singles, then mul
HE06D7  6    descending soundwaves: 2 various oscillating,descending tones.  to low frequen
SG157A  120  desert, day, desert wind over sand
SG157C  120  desert, night, desert crickets at night
SG157B  120  desert, night, owl, crickets
HE0770  7    desk bell rings.
HE0604  120  desk top clock ticks.,86524,dskclkjh1,dds,00:02:00
SG1485  1    desk, drawer, handle, wood desk drawer, drop metal handle, drawer closed
SG1487  1    desk, drawer, handle, wood desk drawer, drop metal handle, drawer open
SG1484  1    desk, drawer, handle, wood desk drawer, grasp metal handle, drawer closed
SG1486  1    desk, drawer, handle, wood desk drawer, grasp metal handle, drawer open
SG1483  2    desk, drawer, old wood desk, close drawer
SG1482  2    desk, drawer, old wood desk, open drawer
SG147D  4    desk, drawer, wood desk, close bottom drawer
SG1481  3    desk, drawer, wood desk, close lower drawer
SG147B  3    desk, drawer, wood desk, close top drawer
SG147F  4    desk, drawer, wood desk, close upper drawer
SG147C  3    desk, drawer, wood desk, open bottom drawer
SG1480  2    desk, drawer, wood desk, open lower drawer
SG1479  3    desk, drawer, wood desk, open top drawer
SG147A  3    desk, drawer, wood desk, open top drawer
SG147E  2    desk, drawer, wood desk, open upper drawer



SG0C5A  2    dice, pick up and put in backgammon cup
SG0C57  2    dice, roll on backgammon board
SG0C58  2    dice, roll on backgammon board
SG0C59  4    dice, shake and roll on backgammon board
SG0C56  3    dice, shake backgammon cup, long
SG0C55  2    dice, shake backgammon cup, short
SG0C4F  6    dice, shake dice in hand, long
SG0C4E  1    dice, shake dice in hand, short
SG0C50  3    dice, shake dice in two hands
SG0C52  8    dice, shake large dice in hand, long
SG0C51  2    dice, shake large dice in hand, short
SG0C54  6    dice, shake large dice in two hands, long
SG0C53  2    dice, shake large dice in two hands, short
HE00A3  7    diesel truck start close with loud airy whine.,608 08 st,dds,00:00:07
HE08DA  15   Dinosoaur growls (X4)
HE0802  34   dish movement & clatter; (1) setting plates down on wooden table w/ small
SG0E7C  3    dishes, bowl, pick up single bowl from stack
SG0E7D  2    dishes, bowl, set down single bowl onto stack
SG0E7E  2    dishes, casserole, remove glass lid from casserole dish
SG0E7F  2    dishes, casserole, replace glass lid on casserole dish
SG0E79  62   dishes, general dish noise at dinner table
SG0E78  58   dishes, general dish noise at dinner table
SG0E7A  33   dishes, general stacking noise of dishes
SG0E87  1    dishes, glass, ice, drop single ice cube into glass tumbler
SG0E88  2    dishes, glass, ice, drop single ice cube into glass tumbler
SG0E8A  1    dishes, glass, ice, drop single ice cube into plastic tumbler
SG0E89  2    dishes, glass, ice, drop two ice cubes into glass tumbler
SG0E8B  3    dishes, glass, ice, drop two ice cubes into plastic tumbler
SG0E91  6    dishes, glass, ice, ice in empty glass, tip forward and back
SG0E90  5    dishes, glass, ice, ice in empty glass, tip forward and back
SG0E92  3    dishes, glass, ice, ice in empty plastic tumbler, tip forward and back
SG0E86  4    dishes, glass, ice, ice out of bucket and into cocktail glass
SG0E82  3    dishes, glass, ice, ice out of bucket and into glass tumbler
SG0E83  3    dishes, glass, ice, ice out of bucket and into glass tumbler
SG0E84  4    dishes, glass, ice, ice out of bucket and into mug
SG0E85  6    dishes, glass, ice, ice out of bucket and into short glass
SG0E8D  5    dishes, glass, ice, ice tinkling in full glass
SG0E8E  9    dishes, glass, ice, ice tinkling in full glass
SG0E8C  6    dishes, glass, ice, ice tinkling in full glass
SG0E8F  4    dishes, glass, ice, ice tinkling in full glass
SG0E81  2    dishes, glass, set glass down on table
SG0E80  2    dishes, glass, set glass down on table
SG0E9D  1    dishes, glass, toast, two glass beer mugs, clink together
SG0E9C  1    dishes, glass, toast, two glass beer mugs, clink together
SG0E9B  1    dishes, glass, toast, two very full glass goblets, clink together
SG0E96  2    dishes, glass, toast, two wine glasses, clink together
SG0E93  2    dishes, glass, toast, two wine glasses, clink together
SG0E94  3    dishes, glass, toast, two wine glasses, clink together
SG0E95  3    dishes, glass, toast, two wine glasses, clink together
SG0E98  1    dishes, glass, toast, two wine goblets, clink together
SG0E99  1    dishes, glass, toast, two wine goblets, clink together
SG0E9A  1    dishes, glass, toast, two wine goblets, clink together
SG0E97  1    dishes, glass, toast, two wine goblets, clink together
SG0E9E  1    dishes, plastic tub, remove lid from plastic container
SG0E9F  1    dishes, plastic tub, remove lid from plastic container
SG0EA0  2    dishes, plastic tub, replace lid on plastic container
SG0EA1  2    dishes, plastic tub, replace lid on plastic container
SG0EA2  2    dishes, plate, pick up single plate from stack
SG0EA3  2    dishes, plate, set down single plate on stack
SG0EA4  2    dishes, plate, set down single plate on table
SG0EA5  4    dishes, pot, remove metal lid from pot
SG0EA6  2    dishes, pot, replace metal lid on pot
SG0EA9  13   dishes, pour, fill two glasses with ice water from pitcher



SG0EAA  12   dishes, pour, pour carbonated beverage into glass
SG0EA7  11   dishes, pour, pour liquid into glass with ice and stir
SG0EA8  9    dishes, pour, pour liquid into glass with ice and stir
SG0EAB  10   dishes, pour, pour water into glass, slow
SG0E7B  30   dishes, setting table
SG0EAC  1    dishes, squeak, rub thumb across clean plate
SG0EAD  1    dishes, squeak, rub thumb across clean plate
SG0EAF  6    dishes, stir, stir coffee in mug
SG0EB0  4    dishes, stir, stir tea in cup, set down spoon
SG0EB1  4    dishes, stir, stir tea in cup, set down spoon
SG0EAE  10   dishes, stir, stir two drinks in glass tumblers with ice
SG0EB2  4    dishes, utensil, set knife and fork down on plate
SG0EB3  2    dishes, utensil, set knife and fork down on plate
SG0EB4  62   dishes, wash, wash dishes by hand, rinse
HE058C  175  dishwasher turn on, run (wash dishes), turn off,drain water, run (rinse dishes
SG0EB6  3    dishwasher, close door
SG0EB5  3    dishwasher, open door
SG0EB8  156  dishwasher, run, drain, fill, run
SG0EB7  63   dishwasher, start up, run
HE00DD  150  distant alarm - interior closed window point of,view.  very distant traffic ro
HE0085  155  distant heavy city traffic.  distant honks and,brake squeals stand out from th
HE0086  124  distant highway traffic; roar with some,definition of bys.  large truck by wit
HE00D6  45   distant siren in city traffic.  starts as,whooper then changes to wailer.  clo
HE002F  24   distant version of track 1002-25:  three bell,tolls with long ring-off.  class
HE00D4  45   distant wailer siren by in highway traffic roar.,ambulance or firetruck with h
HE00D3  19   distant whooper siren with traffic roar.,309,dds,00:00:19
HE0055  4    dog bark: close medium size dog.  short bark with,distant traffic roar.,586,dd
HE074B  5    dog barks & snarls viciously.
HE074A  3    dog barks, medium distant.
HE074C  7    dog barks, snarls & growls viciously.
HE0754  14   dog cries, high pitched.
HE0747  8    dog drinking water.
HE0752  6    dog growls viciously.
HE0751  11   dog growls, snarls & snorts.
HE0744  4    dog howls plaintively.
HE0750  14   dog snarls & moans, tugging on object.
HE0748  1    dog sneezes, close perspective.
HE0749  4    dog sniffs, close perspective.
HE0753  10   dog whines & cries.
HE0746  4    dog whines, (1-2) high pitched whines.
HE0745  1    dog yelps, high pitched.
SG0130  17   dog, collie, large dog, barking
SG0141  10   dog, drinking, dog drinking water from bowl
SG0131  10   dog, huskie, large dog, barking
SG0142  55   dog, kennel, interior, various breeds barking
HE074D  5    dog, large dog barks.
HE01A9  40   dog, large; angry barks and growls, close,perspective.,90410,dogbrkgrl,adm,00:
HE01A2  16   dog, large; barks, interior, medium perspective.,lily,dog brks,dds,00:00:16
HE01AE  42   dog, large; drinks water from bowl, close,perspective.,90428,dog drnks,adm,00:
HE01AF  42   dog, large; eats hard crunchy food, close,perspective.,90521,dog eats,adm,00:0
HE01AC  39   dog, large; growls,sneezes, huffs and puffs as it,plays with object in mouth,
HE01AD  33   dog, large; pants, very rapid, close perspective.,14537,dog pants,adm,00:00:33
HE01AB  29   dog, large; vicious growls, close perspective.,-----,dog grwl1,adm,00:00:29
SG0143  3    dog, licking, dog licking mouth while panting
SG0132  24   dog, mastiff, large dog, barking
SG0133  3    dog, mastiff, large dog, barking
HE01A3  29   dog, medium; barks, interior, medium close,perspective.,? b/u,dog sm 01,ads,00
SG012F  16   dog, mixed breed, exterior, medium dog inside, barking
SG013A  16   dog, mixed breed, large dog, bark with light growl
SG0139  7    dog, mixed breed, large dog, barking
SG013B  12   dog, mixed breed, large dog, growling, pulling at object
SG013C  16   dog, mixed breed, large dog, whining
SG013D  4    dog, mixed breed, large dog, whining



SG013E  14   dog, mixed breed, large dog, whining
SG013F  5    dog, mixed breed, large dog, whining
SG0140  5    dog, mixed breed, large dog, whining
SG012C  5    dog, mixed breed, medium dog, barking
SG012E  5    dog, mixed breed, medium dog, growling
SG012D  9    dog, mixed breed, medium dog, growling
SG0145  14   dog, panting, heavy panting
SG0144  7    dog, panting, light panting
SG0128  7    dog, pomeranian, small dog, barking
SG012B  43   dog, rottweiler, medium dog, barking
SG0129  3    dog, samoyed, medium dog, barking
SG012A  3    dog, samoyed, medium dog, barking
SG0135  4    dog, shepherd, large dog, barking
SG0136  15   dog, shepherd, large dog, barking in kennel
SG0137  10   dog, shepherd, large dog, barking in kennel
SG0138  10   dog, shepherd, large dog, barking in kennel
SG0134  1    dog, shepherd, large dog, single bark
HE01A5  10   dog, small; angry barks, close perspective.,88601,dog sml 2,adm,00:00:10
HE01A4  27   dog, small; yelps and barks, close perspective.,88601,dog sml 1,adm,00:00:27
HE0056  50   dogs bark: close medium size dog barks halfheartedly, then is answered by simi
HE0058  83   dogs bark: exterior group, two distant medium,size steady and one close and sp
HE0057  47   dogs bark: exterior group.  one large dog close,one medium, and another distan
HE074F  7    dogs, 2 dogs barking, growling & snarling.
HE01AA  47   dogs, three; barks and howls.  single large dog,close perspective, one medium
HE0743  14   dogs; (1) large dog snarls; (2) large dog growls & snorts; (3) large dog growl
HE0742  14   dogs; (1) small dog barks; (2) small dog growls; (3) medium size dog barks; (4
SG0147  9    dolphin, two dolphins chirping
SG0148  57   dolphin, two dolphins chirping underwater
SG0146  9    dolphin, two dolphins singing
HE01B1  4    dolphin; chirps/vocals, classic, close,perspective.,43858,dolphin 2,adm,00:00:
HE0755  29   dolphins; (1) crying & splashing; (2)chirping; (3) swimming w/ blow hole noise
SG0149  5    donkey, calling
SG014A  5    donkey, calling
HE01B2  26   donkey; brays, medium to close perspective.,39858,donkey,adm,00:00:26
HE0771  13   door bells; (1) avon style 2 tone; (2)multiple bell.
HE068C  13   door buzzer, apartment security type: loud,mid-range buzz with door latch open
HE02B1  16   door buzzer, economy car.  high, nasal, whining,buzz.,75324,dr buzzra,ddm,00:0
HE068B  11   door buzzer, industrial type: loud, mid-range,bursts, short and long.,08820,do
HE077E  5    door buzzer; (1) high pitched; (2) low pitched.
HE067D  4    door camel bells jingle, close perspective.,dattm,j bells,dds,00:00:04
HE07A0  38   door creaks, medium perspective, squeaky creaks.
HE08AA  9    Door Kick in with wood crack (X5)
HE0626  15   door knob jiggle.,08128,--------,adm,00:00:15
HE07B0  16   door knob shaken & rattled.
HE07AF  20   door latches locked; (1) single metal latch click; (2) 2 latches turned &
HE08F2  25   Door open and close (X3)
HE0161  33   door open and close: industrial push-bar door.,metal clunks of push-bar, squea
HE07A6  8    door slams; (1) small, rattly door; (2)squeaky door; (3) small, wooden door; (
SG0C5E  5    door, bell, double ring
SG0C5C  6    door, bell, old style ring
SG0C5B  8    door, bell, old style ring
SG0C5D  6    door, bell, single ring
SG0C66  1    door, cabinet, close
SG0C64  1    door, cabinet, close
SG0C68  3    door, cabinet, close
SG0C69  2    door, cabinet, close
SG0C63  2    door, cabinet, open
SG0C65  3    door, cabinet, open
SG0C67  3    door, cabinet, open
SG0CBC  8    door, castle, close
SG0CBD  9    door, castle, close
SG0CBB  7    door, castle, close
SG0CBE  5    door, castle, close, fast



SG0CBF  6    door, castle, close, fast
SG1CBF  6    door, creak, very loud creaks from wooden door
SG1CBE  9    door, creak, very loud creaks from wooden door
SG1CBD  6    door, creak, very loud creaks from wooden door
SG1CBC  5    door, creak, very loud creaks from wooden door
SG0C6D  2    door, cupboard, close
SG0C6F  3    door, cupboard, close
SG0C6B  2    door, cupboard, close
SG0C6A  2    door, cupboard, open
SG0C6C  2    door, cupboard, open
SG0C6E  3    door, cupboard, open
SG1C6F  5    door, dungeon, dungeon door, firm close
SG1C72  3    door, dungeon, dungeon door, large, firm close
SG1C70  6    door, dungeon, dungeon door, large, slow, firm close
SG1C6E  7    door, dungeon, dungeon door, light close and latch
SG1C75  16   door, dungeon, dungeon door, open and close
SG1C73  2    door, dungeon, dungeon door, quick close
SG1C74  3    door, dungeon, dungeon door, quick close
SG1C71  3    door, dungeon, dungeon door, small, firm close
SG1C6D  7    door, dungeon, dungeon door, unlatch and open
SG1C79  6    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, close
SG1C78  5    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, close
SG1C7A  4    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, close
SG1C7F  2    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, close only, no swing
SG1C80  3    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, latch only
SG1C76  7    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, open
SG1C77  6    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, open
SG1C7C  2    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, quick close
SG1C7E  2    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, quick close
SG1C7D  2    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, quick close
SG1C7B  7    door, dungeon, dungeon door, very large, slow close
SG0C8D  14   door, garage, electric door, close
SG0C8F  12   door, garage, electric door, close
SG0C8E  13   door, garage, electric door, open
SG0C8C  14   door, garage, electric door, open
SG0C71  8    door, gas station, garage door, close
SG0C70  8    door, gas station, garage door, open
SG1B53  5    door, jail, metal cell door close
SG0C73  5    door, jail, slide closed
SG0C77  5    door, jail, slide closed
SG0C75  4    door, jail, slide closed, fast
SG0C72  5    door, jail, slide open
SG0C76  6    door, jail, slide open
SG0C74  4    door, jail, slide open, fast
SG0C79  4    door, jail, sliding peek hole closed
SG0C7B  2    door, jail, sliding peek hole closed, fast
SG0C78  3    door, jail, sliding peek hole open
SG0C7A  2    door, jail, sliding peek hole open, fast
SG0CCD  1    door, lock, bathroom door, push and lock
SG0CCE  1    door, lock, bathroom door, unlock
SG0CC1  2    door, lock, close and latch
SG0CCB  1    door, lock, deadbolt, lock
SG0CC9  2    door, lock, deadbolt, lock
SG0CCC  1    door, lock, deadbolt, unlock
SG0CCA  1    door, lock, deadbolt, unlock
SG0CCF  3    door, lock, lock with key
SG0CD1  7    door, lock, lock with skeleton key
SG0CC2  1    door, lock, turn and lock
SG0CC3  1    door, lock, turn and lock
SG0CC4  1    door, lock, turn and lock
SG0CC6  2    door, lock, turn and lock
SG0CC7  1    door, lock, turn and lock
SG0CC5  1    door, lock, turn and unlock



SG0CC8  1    door, lock, turn and unlock
SG0CC0  2    door, lock, unlatch and open
SG0CD0  2    door, lock, unlock with key
SG0CD2  5    door, lock, unlock with skeleton key
SG0C7F  2    door, locker, large, close
SG0C7E  3    door, locker, large, open
SG0C80  3    door, locker, large, slam close
SG0C81  12   door, locker, shaking locker door
SG0C7D  2    door, locker, small, close
SG0C7C  2    door, locker, small, open
SG0C85  3    door, metal, close, no latch
SG0C84  2    door, metal, furnace door, close
SG0C83  2    door, metal, furnace door, open
SG1CC3  2    door, metal, large metal door closing
SG1CC0  2    door, metal, large metal door closing
SG1CC2  2    door, metal, large metal door closing
SG1CC4  2    door, metal, large metal door closing
SG1CC5  3    door, metal, large metal door closing
SG1CC6  3    door, metal, large metal door closing
SG1CC1  2    door, metal, large metal door closing
SG0C89  5    door, metal, meat locker door, close
SG0C88  8    door, metal, meat locker door, open
SG0C87  2    door, metal, roll closed
SG0C86  2    door, metal, roll open
SG1B59  4    door, metal, screechy door slam
SG1B58  5    door, metal, screechy door slam
SG1B57  8    door, metal, screechy door slam
SG0C8B  8    door, metal, slide open
SG0C8A  9    door, metal, slide open
SG0C82  4    door, metal, very large door, close
SG1CC7  11   door, metal, very large metal door sliding open
SG1CC8  24   door, metal, very large metal door sliding open
SG0CBA  3    door, patio, slide closed
SG0CB9  4    door, patio, slide open
SG0CB8  11   door, penalty box, close
SG0CB7  9    door, penalty box, open
SG0C91  3    door, screen, close
SG0C90  4    door, screen, open
SG0C60  3    door, shower, shower curtain, close
SG0C5F  2    door, shower, shower curtain, open
SG0C62  3    door, shower, swing closed
SG0C61  3    door, shower, swing open
SG0CB6  3    door, squash court, close
SG0CB5  2    door, squash court, open
SG0CAA  4    door, wood, bifold on track, close
SG0CA9  3    door, wood, bifold on track, open
SG0CA8  3    door, wood, bifold, close
SG0CA7  5    door, wood, bifold, open
SG0CA1  2    door, wood, close
SG0CA0  2    door, wood, close
SG0C9F  2    door, wood, close
SG0CA2  1    door, wood, close
SG0C97  2    door, wood, close
SG0C99  4    door, wood, close
SG0C9C  1    door, wood, close
SG0C9E  2    door, wood, close
SG0C9D  1    door, wood, close
SG0CA4  2    door, wood, close with squeak
SG0CAE  1    door, wood, closet door, close
SG0CB0  1    door, wood, closet door, close
SG0CB2  1    door, wood, closet door, close
SG0CB4  4    door, wood, closet door, close, rub on carpet
SG0CAF  3    door, wood, closet door, open



SG0CAD  2    door, wood, closet door, open
SG0CB1  2    door, wood, closet door, open
SG0CB3  4    door, wood, closet door, open, rub on carpet
SG0C95  1    door, wood, front door, close
SG0C94  2    door, wood, front door, open
SG0CA6  3    door, wood, heavy squeak, close up
SG0CA5  5    door, wood, heavy squeak, close up
SG0C9A  2    door, wood, open
SG0C98  3    door, wood, open
SG0C96  3    door, wood, open
SG0C9B  2    door, wood, open
SG0CA3  4    door, wood, open with squeak
SG0CAC  4    door, wood, pocket door, slide closed
SG0CAB  3    door, wood, pocket door, slide open
SG0C93  4    door, wood, very large door, close
SG0C92  4    door, wood, very large door, close
HE02C0  6    doppler car horn by approximately 35 mph.  highpitched horn.,67612,hrn dplr1,d
HE02C1  11   doppler car horn by approximately 40 mph.  medium,pitched horn.,64009,hrn dplr
HE0094  8    doppler horn by, high nasal double-pitch horn.,jeep in and by at 50 mph.,67611
HE0095  7    doppler horn by, high pitch, less nasal than,track 1005-29.  toyota corolla in
HE02D8  13   doppler horn by, left to right: semi-truck.,81102,truk hrn4,dds,00:00:13
HE0093  11   doppler horn by, medium pitch.  car in and by at,40 mph.,67609by,dds,00:00:11
HE0569  3    double glass ding, crystal champagne flute toast,#1.,-----,demo1tost,dds,00:00
HE056A  4    double glass ding, crystal champagne flute toast,#2.,-----,demo1tost,dds,00:00
HE0386  2    double sword hits.,----swrd 2,dds,00:00:02
HE0385  2    double sword scrape #1.,----swrd 2,dds,00:00:02
HE0384  2    double sword scrape #1.,----swrd 3,dds,00:00:02
SG0EC0  6    drapes, large, draw closed, continuous pull
SG0EBF  9    drapes, large, draw closed, several pulls
SG0EBE  5    drapes, large, draw open, continuous pull
SG0EBD  8    drapes, large, draw open, several pulls
SG0EBC  3    drapes, medium, draw closed
SG0EBB  3    drapes, medium, draw open
SG0EBA  2    drapes, small, draw closed
SG0EB9  2    drapes, small, draw open
SG1CCB  8    draw bridge, bridge released, falls to ground
SG1CCA  9    draw bridge, bridge released, falls to ground
SG1CCC  7    draw bridge, chains hoisting bridge
SG1CCD  8    draw bridge, chains hoisting bridge
SG1CCE  8    draw bridge, chains hoisting bridge
SG1CCF  8    draw bridge, chains hoisting bridge
SG1CD0  9    draw bridge, chains hoisting bridge
SG1CD1  13   draw bridge, chains hoisting bridge
SG1CD2  17   draw bridge, chains hoisting bridge
SG1CC9  28   draw bridge, chains hoisting bridge open
SG0CD8  2    drawer, close
SG0CD4  2    drawer, close
SG0CDC  2    drawer, close
SG0CD6  2    drawer, close
SG0CDA  3    drawer, close
SG0CDE  2    drawer, close on track
SG0CE0  2    drawer, close, contents rattle
SG0CE1  2    drawer, close, contents rattle
SG0CD3  2    drawer, open
SG0CDB  1    drawer, open
SG0CD7  2    drawer, open
SG0CD5  2    drawer, open
SG0CD9  2    drawer, open
SG0CDD  2    drawer, open on track
SG0CDF  2    drawer, open, contents rattle
SG1B64  48   drill, dentist, dentist drill, c.u. with air noise;start, run, stop
SG1B63  70   drill, dentist, dentist drill, start, run, wind down, two times
SG0707  24   drill, hammer, 1/2" hammer drill, drill hole into concrete



SG0706  2    drill, hammer, 1/2" hammer drill, quick rev of motor
SG0705  2    drill, hammer, 1/2" hammer drill, quick rev of motor
SG070A  10   drill, hammer, 3/4" hammer drill, drill hole into concrete
SG0709  15   drill, hammer, 3/4" hammer drill, drill small hole, sev. attempts
SG0708  11   drill, hammer, 3/4" hammer drill, rev and small hole into concrete
SG070E  22   drill, hammer, wood drill press, bore one hole, fast speed
SG070D  14   drill, hammer, wood drill press, bore one hole, fast speed
SG070C  16   drill, hammer, wood drill press, bore one hole, med speed
SG070B  22   drill, hammer, wood drill press, bore one hole, slow speed
SG0703  23   drill, hand, 1/2" electric, bore one hole
SG0702  9    drill, hand, 1/2" electric, drill one hole
SG0704  14   drill, hand, 1/2" electric, drill several holes
SG06FE  4    drill, hand, 1/2" electric, install bit, tighten with motor
SG0701  2    drill, hand, 1/2" electric, quick rev of motor
SG0700  2    drill, hand, 1/2" electric, quick rev of motor
SG06FF  5    drill, hand, 1/2" electric, remove bit with chuck key
SG06FB  5    drill, hand, 3/8" cordless, drill one hole
SG06FC  16   drill, hand, 3/8" cordless, drill one hole
SG06FD  16   drill, hand, 3/8" cordless, drill several holes
SG0762  25   drill, press, drill and tap press, drill one hole
SG0763  26   drill, press, drill and tap press, drill two holes
SG0764  23   drill, press, drill and tap press, tap one hole
HE086F  38   drills; (1) electric drill, various short bursts; (2) drill press motor w/ squ
HE01F2  25   drinking fountain running with ons and offs.,-----,drinkjh1--,dds,00:00:25
HE082A  28   drinking, (1-5) w/ loud swallows & bottle glubs.
HE01FD  1    drip, single, falls into liquid #1.,-----,jh drop 1,dds,00:00:01
HE01FE  1    drip, single, falls into liquid #2.,-----,jh drop 2,dds,00:00:01
HE01FF  1    drip, single, falls into liquid #3.,-----,jh drop 2,dds,00:00:01
HE0200  1    drip, single, falls into liquid #4.,-----,jh drop 2,dds,00:00:01
HE0201  1    drip, single, falls into liquid #5.,-----,jh drop 2,dds,00:00:01
HE0202  1    drip, single, falls into liquid #6.,-----,jh drop 2,dds,00:00:01
HE01F5  62   drips fall into large metal rain barrel filled,with water.,-----,jhdrip 03,dds
HE01F6  48   drips from faucet into water in sink.,-----,jhdrip 04,ads,00:00:48
HE01FB  64   drips of water fall onto china.,-----,jhdrip 09-,ads,00:01:04
HE01FA  61   drips, hard and thick, fall sometimes quickly,onto hard surface.,-----,jhdrip
HE01F8  59   drips, heavy and splatty, fall onto hard surface.,-----,jhdrip 06,dds,00:00:59
HE01FC  27   drips, heavy, fall into liquid.,-----,jhdrip 10,ads,00:00:27
HE01F4  33   drips, slow and big, from shower faucet in gym,shower room.,-----,jhdrip 02,ad
HE01F3  48   drips, slow and small, into water in reverberant,space.,-----,jhdrip 01,dds,00
HE01F7  45   drips, small, fall onto metal pan.,-----,jhdrip 05,dds,00:00:45
HE01F9  28   drips, splatty, fall onto leaves.,-----,jhdrip 07-,dds,00:00:28
HE0221  13   drips, water, from wringing out wet cloth.,-----,cloth  02,dds,00:00:13
HE0081  146  driving fast in tunnel, windows open, interior,car point of view.  light traff
SG0CE7  5    drum, lottery, door close
SG0CE6  2    drum, lottery, door open
SG0CE5  29   drum, lottery, drum spinning fast, balls inside
SG0CE4  23   drum, lottery, drum spinning, balls inside, long
SG0CE3  8    drum, lottery, drum spinning, balls inside, short
SG0CE2  37   drum, lottery, empty drum spinning
SG1293  6    drums, accent
SG1294  3    drums, accent
SG1295  8    drums, accent
SG1296  6    drums, accent
SG1297  3    drums, accent
SG12B5  4    drums, comedy accent
SG12B7  6    drums, comedy accent
SG12B8  3    drums, comedy accent
SG12B9  3    drums, comedy accent
SG12BF  12   drums, comedy accent
SG12BA  10   drums, comedy accent
SG12B6  6    drums, comedy accent
SG12BC  4    drums, comedy accent
SG12BD  4    drums, comedy accent



SG12BE  4    drums, comedy accent
SG12BB  9    drums, comedy accent
SG12B0  2    drums, drum short shot
SG12B4  2    drums, drum short shot
SG12B3  2    drums, drum short shot
SG12B1  2    drums, drum short shot
SG12B2  2    drums, drum short shot
SG12AF  33   drums, drum solo
SG1298  13   drums, hihat rhythm
SG129C  30   drums, jazz rhythm, brushes on snare
SG129B  36   drums, jazz rhythm, brushes on snare
SG1299  33   drums, jazz rhythm, hihat
SG129A  33   drums, jazz rhythm, ride
SG129D  33   drums, jazz rhythm, snare
SG12A8  9    drums, jungle beat, long
SG12A7  37   drums, jungle beat, short
SG12AB  11   drums, march, long
SG12AD  34   drums, march, long, kick and snare
SG12AC  33   drums, march, long, snare only
SG12AA  10   drums, march, short
SG12A9  35   drums, march, short
SG12AE  35   drums, rock beat
SG129E  31   drums, syncopated rhythm
SG129F  4    drums, tom roll
SG12A1  4    drums, tom roll
SG12A0  4    drums, tom roll
SG12A2  4    drums, tom roll
SG12A6  8    drums, tom roll with cymbal
SG12A5  7    drums, tom roll with cymbal
SG12A3  8    drums, tom roll with cymbal
SG12A4  8    drums, tom roll with cymbal
SG0CE9  3    dryer, clothes, door close
SG0CE8  3    dryer, clothes, door open
SG0CEA  91   dryer, clothes, start, run, stop
HE06B2  13   dump truck: backs up and dumps coal.,60811,trkdumpa,ads,00:00:13
HE08B9  4    Dynamite plunger
SG0CEB  1    dynamite plunger, lift handle fast
SG0CEC  1    dynamite plunger, lift handle slow
SG0CED  2    dynamite plunger, push handle down fast
SG1C89  43   earthquake, earthquake, rumble only
SG1B31  42   earthquake, heavy rumbling
SG1C88  60   earthquake, large earthquake, rumble, shaking
SG1C87  59   earthquake, large earthquake, rumble, shaking
HE07F9  15   eat potato chips.
HE04C2  49   eating cereal close up.  milk slurps and crunchy,chewing with some spoon clink
HE04C1  110  eating; man, interior kitchen close perspective.,sloppy and obnoxious chewing,
HE02F6  64   edge trimmer steady, 2 horsepower briggs and,stratton, with fast r.p.m.'s.,679
HE02F5  45   edge trimmer steady, 2 horsepower briggs and,stratton, with medium r.p.m.'s.,6
HE0707  3    eerie low frequency synth gusts.,01323,scifspacy,dds,00:00:03
HE06DB  9    eerie synth tone rising and falling in pitch and,intensity.,twb/u,cristal05,dd
HE01D8  31   eerie wind with a deep moaning.,wind e 38,ads,00:00:31
HE0715  102  eerie, multi-pitched, reverberant metallic moans.,64817,scifamb17,dds,00:01:42
HE07FD  24   egg crack & fry w/ grease spatters.
HE0686  17   egg timer bell dings with long ring-off, close,perspective.  some with timer t
HE0605  30   egg timer with rapid clicks.,62921,eggtimrjh,dds,00:00:30
HE07FE  23   eggs, (1-5) cracks & crunches.
HE011E  148  el train exterior long in, by and away, with,others in distance.  long rumble,
HE011D  113  el train exterior long in, by and away.  100 feet,away, rumbling with constant
HE0584  17   elecrtic shaver #3: turn on, shave and turn off.,-----,demo1razr,dds,00:00:17
HE0585  7    elecrtic shaver #4: turn on and dies.,-----,demo1di,dds,00:00:07
HE07B3  15   electric arcing #1; (1) short; (2) long.
HE07B4  30   electric arcing #2, long steady.
HE0697  28   electric drill through wood.  various short,bursts.,43024,tooldril34,dds,00:00



HE058F  71   electric fan #1: turn on and off.,-----,applfan3a,dds,00:01:11
HE0590  51   electric fan #2: turn on with oscillations, and,off.,-----,applfan 2,dds,00:00
HE06A3  71   electric saw: cuts through metal.  medium,perspective.,49919,toolsaw8,ddm,00:0
HE0582  64   electric shaver #1: turn on, shave and turn off.,-----,appshave1,dds,00:01:04
HE0583  6    electric shaver #2: multiple ons and offs.,-----,demo1razr,dds,00:00:06
HE0811  21   electric shaver, sounds huge could play for larger machine.
HE0586  5    electric toaster #1: bread down and up.,-----,apptoast1,dds,00:00:05
HE0587  29   electric toaster #2: bread down, toast and bread,pop up.,-----,apptoast2,dds,0
HE06BE  15   electrical buzz from neon light transformer.,close perspective.,54834,buzz 1,a
HE06C2  6    electrical hum with buzz.,00616,hum+buzz,dds,00:00:06
HE06C0  39   electrical sparking: constant with slight,rythmic pulsing.,twb/u,elecstdy2,dds
HE06BD  11   electrical zaps and arcs: 4 short fx of various,pitches and intensities.,-----
HE06B9  23   electricity arcing #1: low pitched energy hum,with zapping.,twb/u,arcing 02,dd
HE06BA  58   electricity arcing #2: steady sparking changes to,pulsating zaps.,twb/u,arcing
HE06BB  27   electricity arcing #3: steady sparking on and,off.,twb/u,arcing01,dds,00:00:27
SG1B4F  65   electricity, hi volt, large high voltage electrical arcing
SG1B4E  91   electricity, hi volt, large high voltage electrical arcing
SG1B52  84   electricity, hum, various drones from hum tube
SG1C2C  3    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C2D  4    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C2E  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C2F  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C30  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C31  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C32  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C33  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C34  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C35  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C36  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C37  2    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C38  4    electricity, spark, high voltage spark
SG1C39  9    electricity, spark, high voltage spark, very large
SG1C3B  33   electricity, spark, high voltage sparks, continuous arcing
SG1C3A  23   electricity, spark, high voltage sparks, continuous arcing
SG1C3C  28   electricity, spark, high voltage sparks, continuous arcing
SG1B50  48   electricity, sparks, electraloaf, small sparks from coil to wire tesla
SG1B51  46   electricity, sparks, electraloaf, sparks from wire, close up
SG0CF0  4    electricity, stage light arcinc, close up
SG0CF1  3    electricity, stage light arcing
SG0CEE  31   electricity, transformer hum
SG0CEF  31   electricity, transformer hum
HE0519  30   electrocardiogram.,14002,hospcardo,ads,00:00:30
HE068D  5    electronic buzzer: long, single buzz.,amsbu,buzsynth,dds,00:00:05
HE0665  5    electronic computer beeps.,67713,compbeep,dds,00:00:05
HE0667  29   electronic telemetry beeps, steady.,amsbu,beeps15,ddm,00:00:29
SG1B49  32   electronic, alarm, distorted electronic alarm with beep
SG1B47  40   electronic, alarm, oscillating electronic tone, high
SG1B48  43   electronic, alarm, oscillating electronic tone, low
SG1C09  120  electronic, ambience, low ominous ambience
SG1B4A  11   electronic, bell, electronic department store bell
SG0CF3  10   electronic, computer displaying type, long
SG0CF2  2    electronic, computer displaying type, short
SG0CF4  10   electronic, computer displaying type, various
SG1B46  80   electronic, engine, electronic tank engine, idle and drive
SG1C27  7    electronic, magical appearance
SG1C28  6    electronic, magical appearance
SG1C2A  3    electronic, magical disappearance
SG1C2B  2    electronic, magical disappearance
SG1C29  3    electronic, magical disappearance
SG1C26  6    electronic, magical energy burst
SG1C11  2    electronic, magical poof
SG1C10  2    electronic, magical poof
SG1C12  2    electronic, magical poof



SG1C13  2    electronic, magical poof
SG1C14  1    electronic, magical poof
SG1C15  2    electronic, magical poof
SG1C0F  3    electronic, magical swish
SG1C0E  2    electronic, magical swish
SG1C0D  3    electronic, magical swish
SG1C0C  4    electronic, magical swish
SG1C21  2    electronic, magical zap
SG1C23  4    electronic, magical zap
SG1C20  4    electronic, magical zap
SG1C1F  2    electronic, magical zap
SG1C1E  4    electronic, magical zap
SG1C1D  2    electronic, magical zap
SG1C22  3    electronic, magical zap
SG1C1A  2    electronic, magical zing
SG1C16  7    electronic, magical zing
SG1C17  13   electronic, magical zing
SG1C19  1    electronic, magical zing
SG1C1B  2    electronic, magical zing
SG1C1C  3    electronic, magical zing
SG1C18  1    electronic, magical zing
SG1C25  3    electronic, magical zip
SG1C24  1    electronic, magical zip
SG1B4C  59   electronic, tones, pulsing oscillation tones
HE04FD  81   elementary school kids in hallway, reverberant.,talking and yelling, sneaker s
HE0012  200  elementary school playground close perspective,with many energetic children pl
SG014B  2    elephant, single trumpet
HE01B4  32   elephant; honks, blows and kissing sounds through,trunk, close perspective.  b
HE01B3  21   elephant; trumpeting, medium to close,perspective.,72611,elphnt3jh,adm,00:00:2
HE0756  26   elephants trumpet angrily, c/u & distant.
HE08CE  35   Elevated train by
HE067E  2    elevator bell dings loud, close perspective.,52414,elevbel1,dds,00:00:02
HE067F  1    elevator bell dings soft, medium close,perspective.,-----,elevbel2,dds,00:00:0
HE0644  9    elevator buzzer, then door close #4.,-----,52413d,dds,00:00:09
HE0646  11   elevator buzzer, then door close #6.,-----,52408d,dds,00:00:11
HE0643  19   elevator door ding, then open #3.,-----,52413d,dds,00:00:19
HE0645  24   elevator door ding, then open #5. ,-----,52408d,dds,00:00:24
HE0641  30   elevator door ding, then open and close #1.,-----,52414d,dds,00:00:30
HE0642  13   elevator door ding, then open and close #2.,-----,52420d,dds,00:00:13
HE07B2  55   elevator doors open & close w/ bell ring;(1) modern; (2) old.
HE06CE  81   elevator servo motor #1: with various electronic,switching and motor whir with
HE06CF  25   elevator servo motor #2: switches on and off and,various motor speeds.  metal
HE06D0  7    elevator servo motor #3: switches on and off with,motor whine; reverberant.,tw
SG0CF7  26   elevator, freight, freight, door close, operate, door open, interior
SG0CF8  24   elevator, freight, freight, start, operate, stop, in shaft, exterior
SG1B54  47   elevator, freight, large freight elevator, start, run, stop
SG1B55  52   elevator, freight, large freight elevator, start, run, stop
SG0CF6  6    elevator, passenger, passenger, door close
SG0CF5  5    elevator, passenger, passenger, door open
SG1B56  79   elevator, passenger, plaza elevator interior;start, run, stop;3 floors
HE0163  181  elevator: first 1:10 is waiting for elevator ambience; quiet clunks, buzz and
HE0165  59   elevator: old-style with metal chain and gate.,medium chain rattle, close up m
HE0164  66   elevator: old-style with metal gate.  exterior,point of view, close two gates
HE01B5  25   elk; honks and squeals, medium to close,perspective.,53113,elk,adm,00:00:25
SG11A5  92   engine room, large machine room on aircraft carrier
SG11A4  93   engine room, small machine room on aircraft carrier
HE02B3  8    engine shut off with long diesel.,64113,dsl off1,adm,00:00:08
SG11C7  78   engine, submarine, interior, engine start, idle, shut off
SG11C8  48   engine, submarine, interior, increase engine throttle
HE0154  95   escalator motor light hum and rattle in department store.  medium perspective
SG16C3  13   exercise equipment, abdominal press
SG16C5  18   exercise equipment, arm curl
SG16C4  18   exercise equipment, bench press, lifting



SG16CF  90   exercise equipment, exercise room ambience
SG16C6  25   exercise equipment, rotary twist
SG16C7  25   exercise equipment, rowing machine, rowing
SG16C8  58   exercise equipment, rowing machine, rowing
SG16C9  22   exercise equipment, squat rack, squatting
SG16CA  45   exercise equipment, stair climber, climbing, with beeps
SG16C2  60   exercise equipment, stationary bike, ride
SG16C1  3    exercise equipment, stationary bike, seat adjust
SG16CB  57   exercise equipment, treadmill, walking
SG16CC  26   exercise equipment, tricep extension
SG16CD  3    exercise equipment, weight bang
SG16CE  3    exercise equipment, weight bang
HE00F0  104  exit train to station.  starts with doors open,and conductor, "watch your step
HE0183  206  exotic rain forest [special mix]: insects chirp,close to medium perspective.
HE07B5  2    explosion #1, short, small.
HE0356  4    explosion #1: medium sized, sharp.,glory,explo 03,ads,00:00:04
HE07BE  5    explosion #10, short, booming.
HE07BF  3    explosion #11, small, distant.
HE07C0  5    explosion #12, large, booming.
HE07C1  4    explosion #13, low, rumbling, distant.
HE07C2  5    explosion #14, large, rumbling, echoey.
HE07C3  6    explosion #15, large, low, rumbling,distant.
HE07B6  4    explosion #2, short, medium size.
HE0357  3    explosion #2: medium sized, sharp, boomy.,glory,explo 06,ads,00:00:03
HE07B7  4    explosion #3, medium size, reverberant.
HE0358  4    explosion #3: medium sized, boomy.,glory,explo lg2,ads,00:00:04
HE07B8  3    explosion #4, medium size, medium distant.
HE07B9  4    explosion #5, large, medium distant.
HE07BA  3    explosion #6, large, short, distant.
HE07BB  4    explosion #7, large, booming.
HE07BC  4    explosion #8, large, reverberant.
HE07BD  4    explosion #9, large, medium distant.
HE08BC  54   Explosion (X10)
SG1B8F  5    explosion, artillery explosion
SG0232  15   explosion, auto, large car explosion
SG0233  19   explosion, auto, large car explosion
SG0235  52   explosion, auto, large car explosion and fire
SG0234  52   explosion, auto, large car explosion and fire
SG119C  17   explosion, energy blast
SG119D  28   explosion, increasing rumble leading to explosion
SG119A  7    explosion, large explosion
SG1199  5    explosion, large explosion
SG1198  5    explosion, large explosion
SG1197  9    explosion, large explosion
SG1195  4    explosion, large explosion
SG1194  5    explosion, large explosion
SG1193  4    explosion, large explosion
SG119B  6    explosion, large explosion
SG1196  4    explosion, large explosion
SG1CDF  14   explosion, large explosion
SG1CDE  11   explosion, large explosion
SG1CDD  17   explosion, large explosion
SG1CDC  14   explosion, large explosion
SG1CDB  11   explosion, large explosion
SG1CE0  9    explosion, large explosion
SG1CD9  7    explosion, large explosion
SG1CD8  8    explosion, large explosion
SG1CD7  8    explosion, large explosion
SG1CD6  4    explosion, large explosion
SG1CD5  5    explosion, large explosion
SG1CD4  5    explosion, large explosion
SG1CD3  3    explosion, large explosion
SG1CDA  12   explosion, large explosion



SG1CE3  13   explosion, large explosion with debris
SG1CE2  12   explosion, large explosion with debris
SG1B91  6    explosion, large explosion with debris
SG1B90  6    explosion, large explosion with debris
SG1CE1  14   explosion, large explosion with debris
HE0355  8    explosion, large: oil or gas type, distant,perspective.,glory,exp ch 01,ads,00
SG118F  4    explosion, medium explosion
SG1190  4    explosion, medium explosion
SG1192  5    explosion, medium explosion
SG1191  5    explosion, medium explosion
SG118E  3    explosion, small blast
SG118D  3    explosion, small grenade blast
SG1CE4  8    explosion, two large explosions
HE0359  5    explosion: large, sharp crack with falling,debris, #1.,glory,explos 59,ads,00:
HE035A  4    explosion: large, sharp, boomy crack with fall,debris, #2.,glory,explos 62,ads
HE0019  27   exterior large crowd of pedestrians, mid-crowd,point-of-view as we walk down c
HE0250  31   f-111 fighter-bomber plane in and by with big,roar on away.,kimrl,kimjet 10,dd
HE0251  31   f-111 fighter-bomber plane slow by with,afterburner on for away.,kimrl,kimjet
HE024E  25   f-15 fighter plane in and by right to left, and,away.,kimrl,kim jet 1,ads,00:0
HE024F  46   f-15 fighter plane maneuvers medium to distant,perspective.,kimrl,kimjet 12,ad
HE07C4  8    face & body punches, (1-5) wet jabs.
HE077F  5    factory buzzer, reverberant, interior.
SG0CF9  30   fan, exhaust fan, running
SG0CFB  31   fan, exhaust fan, running, exterior
SG0CFA  30   fan, exhaust fan, start, run, stop, interior
SG0EC3  52   fan, exhaust, ceiling exhaust fan, on, run, shut off
SG0EC5  65   fan, exhaust, range hood, switch on, run, switch off, high speed
SG0EC4  66   fan, exhaust, range hood, switch on, run, switch off, low speed
SG0EC2  68   fan, portable fan, switch on, run, switch off, high speed
SG0EC1  61   fan, portable fan, switch on, run, switch off, low speed
SG0D02  60   farm, milking, milking machine, running
SG0D01  79   farm, tractor, moving with manure spreader
SG0CFE  49   farm, tractor, pass by
SG0D00  45   farm, tractor, pass by, pulling manure spreader
SG0CFD  47   farm, tractor, pull up, shut off
SG0CFF  72   farm, tractor, start, idle, drive onboard
SG0CFC  53   farm, tractor, start, idle, pull away
HE04D5  1    fart #1; medium fart, close perspective.,fart demo,adm,00:00:01
HE04D6  1    fart #2; short fart, close perspective.,farts 726,ddm,00:00:01
HE04D7  1    fart #3; very short and wet fart, close,perspective.,farts 726,ddm,00:00:01
HE04D8  1    fart #4; very short, high-pitched fart, close,perspective.,frt 50505,dds,00:00
HE04D9  1    fart #5; a squeaker fart, close perspective.,frts50505,dds,00:00:01
HE04DA  1    fart #6; very short, wet, dribbler fart, close,perspective.,voxfarta1,dds,00:0
HE04DB  1    fart #7; low-pitched, juicy, like whoopee,cushion, close perspective.,voxfartb
HE04DC  1    fart #8; comical, high-pitched squeak like,balloon deflating, close perspectiv
HE04DD  1    fart #9; wet squish, could play for impact,close perspective.,fart 2,dds,00:00
HE081C  9    farts, (1-5) various farts.
HE0312  1    fast chamber spin.,ygb/u,gun c e02,ddm,00:00:01
HE0546  144  fast food restaurant: large mixed crowd busy,milling, activity and voices with
HE06DA  16   fast sequence on synth changes and distorts;,reverberant.,01205,ff synth1,dds,
HE0836  73   fax machine receiving document, ring,machine power up, words being printed,
SG1488  1    fax, beep, single function beep
SG148C  79   fax, receive, fax machine, receive fax
SG148D  108  fax, receive, fax machine, receive fax
SG1489  89   fax, send, fax machine, send fax, print transmission report
SG148A  83   fax, send, fax machine, send fax, print transmission report
SG148B  125  fax, send, fax with memory, send fax, print transmission report
HE02E0  141  federal air horn siren: long steady with good,tail out.,jhdat,firetkjh2,dds,00
HE0026  125  female beggar in stairway drones, "any spare,change?..." with very busy pedest
HE0823  19   female having orgasm #1.
HE0824  13   female having orgasm #2.
HE0822  7    female screaming in terror.
HE0024  130  female street preacher through megaphone or small,speaker, close.  talks about



SG161D  60   fencing, match
SG161C  27   fencing, match, no foot movement
SG1616  3    fencing, sabre hit floor
SG1617  3    fencing, sabre hit floor
SG1613  3    fencing, sabre slide
SG1612  1    fencing, sabre slide
SG1615  1    fencing, sabre strike
SG1614  1    fencing, sabre strike
SG161A  1    fencing, sabre swipe, double
SG1619  1    fencing, sabre swipe, single
SG1618  1    fencing, sabre swipe, single
SG161B  2    fencing, sabre swipe, triple
HE047A  77   ferry boat #1: cruise steady, with low level,water splashes.,05617,056 17,dds,
HE047B  158  ferry boat #2: cruise steady, with low level,water splashes.  higher pitched m
HE0133  34   ferry horn blast, medium close.  preparing to,depart; metal clunks, chain move
HE0134  181  ferry preparing to leave close perspective with,vendor.  walla of workers and
SG14A1  4    file cabinet, large metal file cabinet, close drawer
SG14A0  4    file cabinet, large metal file cabinet, open drawer
SG149E  3    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, close drawer
SG149A  4    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, close drawer
SG1497  5    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, close drawer
SG1496  4    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, open drawer
SG149C  4    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, open drawer
SG1498  3    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, open drawer
SG149D  3    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, open drawer fast
SG1499  4    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, open drawer fast
SG149B  5    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, slam drawer closed
SG149F  4    file cabinet, metal file cabinet, slam drawer closed
SG14A4  3    file cabinet, small metal card file, close drawer
SG14A5  3    file cabinet, small metal card file, close drawer fast
SG14A2  3    file cabinet, small metal card file, open drawer
SG14A3  3    file cabinet, small metal card file, open drawer fast
SG14A7  4    file cabinet, small metal file, close drawer
SG14A6  4    file cabinet, small metal file, open drawer
SG14A8  3    file cabinet, small metal file, short push closed
SG1490  4    file cabinet, wood file cabinet, close drawer
SG1491  3    file cabinet, wood file cabinet, close drawer
SG1493  4    file cabinet, wood file cabinet, close drawer
SG1495  4    file cabinet, wood file cabinet, close vertical sliding door
SG148E  4    file cabinet, wood file cabinet, open drawer
SG148F  3    file cabinet, wood file cabinet, open drawer
SG1492  4    file cabinet, wood file cabinet, open drawer
SG1494  3    file cabinet, wood file cabinet, open vertical sliding door
SG14AA  2    file folder, close folder
SG14AF  6    file folder, close folder and replace file in cabinet drawer
SG14AB  26   file folder, leaf through file folders in cabinet drawer
SG14A9  2    file folder, open folder
SG14AD  5    file folder, remove file folder from cabinet and open folder
SG14AC  4    file folder, remove file folder from cabinet drawer
SG14AE  3    file folder, replace file folder in cabinet drawer
SG0766  12   file, metal, file, continuous filing on copper pipe
SG0765  9    file, metal, file, single passes on copper pipe
SG06AB  21   file, wood, file, filing wood
SG06AA  1    file, wood, file, single stroke on wood
SG06A9  1    file, wood, file, single stroke on wood
SG06AD  26   file, wood, rasp, filing wood
SG06AC  1    file, wood, rasp, single stroke on wood
HE04C4  22   finger-licking and lip smacks, medium close,interior perspective.  (as if afte
SG1CE5  4    fire ball, pass by, catapulted ball of fire
SG1CE6  6    fire ball, pass by, catapulted ball of fire
SG1CE7  4    fire ball, pass by, catapulted ball of fire
SG1CE8  4    fire ball, pass by, catapulted ball of fire
SG1CE9  8    fire ball, pass by, catapulted ball of fire



SG1CEA  6    fire ball, pass by, catapulted ball of fire
HE08B7  3    Fire Ignite
HE02E8  12   fire truck siren and close perspective horn,honks, off at tail.,ctvso,srn6>13+
SG08FF  42   fire truck, approach, pass by in city, siren, air horn, traffic
SG08F6  52   fire truck, approach, pass by, siren
SG0907  4    fire truck, door, cab door, close, exterior
SG0909  3    fire truck, door, cab door, close, interior
SG0906  4    fire truck, door, cab door, open, exterior
SG0908  4    fire truck, door, cab door, open, interior
SG090D  2    fire truck, door, compartment door, close
SG090B  3    fire truck, door, compartment door, close
SG090A  2    fire truck, door, compartment door, open
SG090C  2    fire truck, door, compartment door, open
SG08F9  28   fire truck, drive away in city, siren, air horn
SG0913  12   fire truck, hose, 1 inch hose, reel in, electric motor
SG0914  14   fire truck, hose, 1 inch hose, reel in, from above
SG0912  13   fire truck, hose, 1 inch hose, unreel
SG0916  6    fire truck, hose, hose, connect to truck
SG0917  4    fire truck, hose, hose, disconnect from truck
SG0915  24   fire truck, hose, hose, pulling from back of truck
SG0918  34   fire truck, hose, hose, spraying water
SG08F8  87   fire truck, interior, start, drive, siren, stop, shut off
SG091A  31   fire truck, mask, breathing apparatus
SG0919  37   fire truck, mask, breathing apparatus
SG091B  21   fire truck, mask, resuscitator, oxygen mask
SG08F7  111  fire truck, on board, start, drive, sirens, horn, shut off
SG08FC  18   fire truck, pull out of hall, pass by, siren
SG08FB  15   fire truck, pull out of hall, pass by, siren, air horn
SG08F3  56   fire truck, pull up, from left, siren, shut off
SG08FD  12   fire truck, pull up, head on, siren, air horn
SG08F4  46   fire truck, pull up, head on, siren, shut off
SG0910  39   fire truck, pump, portable hydraulic pump, engine, start, idle, stop
SG0911  22   fire truck, pump, portable hydraulic pump, engine, supplying pressure
SG090F  29   fire truck, pump, pumper, engage pump
SG090E  22   fire truck, pump, pumper, priming water pump
SG08FE  12   fire truck, slow pull up, siren, air horn
SG08F1  66   fire truck, start, idle, exterior
SG08F2  58   fire truck, start, idle, pull away from side, siren
SG08F5  77   fire truck, start, pull away, from rear, siren
SG08FA  27   fire truck, two trucks pass by, stop
SG088F  92   fire, bonfire, bonfire, crackling, popping
SG0896  3    fire, burst, small burst of flames in wood stove
SG0899  2    fire, burst, small burst of flames in wood stove
SG0898  2    fire, burst, small burst of flames in wood stove
SG0897  2    fire, burst, small burst of flames in wood stove
SG088D  100  fire, campfire, small campfire, crackling
SG088E  92   fire, campfire, small campfire, crackling, hissing, popping
SG0889  39   fire, crackle, crackling after fire burns out
SG08C1  4    fire, extinguisher, group of 3 short blasts at fire, dry chemical type
SG08C2  10   fire, extinguisher, long blast at fire, dry chemical type
SG08C7  7    fire, extinguisher, long blast, co2
SG08C0  5    fire, extinguisher, long blast, dry chemical extinguisher
SG08C6  4    fire, extinguisher, medium blast, co2
SG08C5  2    fire, extinguisher, short blast, co2
SG08C3  2    fire, extinguisher, short blast, co2
SG08C4  2    fire, extinguisher, short blast, co2
SG08BF  1    fire, extinguisher, short blast, dry chemical extinguisher
SG1B30  78   fire, fireplace, indoor fireplace, raging high
SG088A  4    fire, fireplace, moving coals
SG088B  4    fire, fireplace, stoking fire
SG088C  5    fire, fireplace, stoking fire
SG0885  86   fire, fireplace, wood burning in fireplace
SG0886  91   fire, fireplace, wood burning in fireplace



SG0888  82   fire, fireplace, wood burning in fireplace, distant
SG0884  90   fire, fireplace, wood burning in fireplace, lots of crackling
SG0887  58   fire, fireplace, wood burning in fireplace, wet wood hissing
SG0893  87   fire, forest, forest fire, crackling, rumble
SG0894  94   fire, forest, forest fire, crackling, rumble, some roar
SG0895  97   fire, forest, forest fire, rumble and crackle
SG0892  84   fire, forest, forest fire, trees falling, branches breaking
SG1CEB  138  fire, forest, large forest fire, crackle, rumble
SG087E  16   fire, gas, gas fire, igniting
SG087F  17   fire, gas, gas fire, igniting
SG087D  13   fire, gas, gas fire, igniting
SG0880  33   fire, gas, small gas flame, close up
SG0881  26   fire, gas, small gas flame, close up
SG0882  51   fire, paper, sheet of newspaper, burning
SG0883  48   fire, paper, sheet of newspaper, burning in stove
SG0890  100  fire, weeds, dry weeds and grass burning, crackle
SG0891  91   fire, weeds, dry weeds burning, rumble, crickets
HE0238  180  fire; large, roar and hiss with crackles.,-----,lg firemix,dds,00:03:00
HE0237  180  fire; medium roar and hiss with crackles and,pops.,-----,medfiroar,dds,00:03:0
HE0235  180  fire; medium wood, with roar, hiss, crackle and,light pops.,69626,med fire1,dd
HE0236  180  fire; medium wood, with roar, hiss, crackle, pops,and the sound of sap whining
HE0234  180  fire; small wood, with roar, hiss and crackle.,-----,smallfire,dds,00:03:00
SG08B1  23   fireball, impact and large fire burst, rumble
SG08AF  4    fireball, long, burst of flame
SG08B0  4    fireball, long, burst of flame
SG08AE  3    fireball, medium, burst of flame
SG08AD  4    fireball, medium, burst of flame
SG08AC  4    fireball, medium, burst of flame
SG08AB  4    fireball, short, large burst of flame
SG08AA  3    fireball, short, large burst of flame
SG08A9  3    fireball, short, large burst of flame
HE035B  15   firecracker explosions #1: five various takes,one burst with no fuse.,wdf90,fi
HE035C  16   firecracker explosions #2: five various takes,one burst with no fuse.,wdf90,fi
HE035D  26   firecracker explosions: multiple.,wdf90,frwrkjha,ads,00:00:26
HE00B4  8    firetruck horn blasts only, four times close.,669,dds,00:00:08
HE00B7  28   firetruck or ambulance siren and constant horn,blasts.  starts distant, in and
HE00B6  140  firetruck siren and horn blasts start medium,distant, in and by close with hor
HE00B5  76   firetruck siren and horn blasts start medium,distant, in to medium and off, th
HE00B3  14   firetruck siren and loud horn honks close.  siren,off at tail.  no traffic noi
HE08BF  12   Fireworks - firecrackers (X2)
HE08BE  12   Fireworks - whisters (X2)
HE08BD  30   Fireworks -spinners (X5)
SG08B2  2    fireworks, cherry bomb, loud blast
SG08B5  10   fireworks, firecrackers, rapid fire
SG08B9  34   fireworks, hissing, shooting
SG08BA  32   fireworks, hissing, shooting, ends with large blast
SG08B6  16   fireworks, hissing, sizzling, close up
SG08BB  27   fireworks, hissing, sizzling, ends with large burst
SG08BC  29   fireworks, hissing, sizzling, shooting, zings
SG08B4  22   fireworks, long string of firecrackers
SG08B8  6    fireworks, rapid fire
SG08BD  26   fireworks, sequence of fireworks
SG08BE  21   fireworks, sequence of fireworks, sputtering
SG1B92  38   fireworks, various medium and large explosions
SG08B3  22   fireworks, whistling with small blast
SG08B7  36   fireworks, whistling, screaming, sizzling
HE0053  89   fireworks:  almost constant close fire crackers,explode, multiples.  some medi
HE0054  254  fireworks:  sparse compared to track 1003-25.,firecrackers, whistlers, rockets
HE07CC  48   fireworks; (1) fireworks & skyrockets w/reverb from buildings; (2) fuse burnin
HE0439  30   fishing pole, reel in line, various speeds.,79105,fishing r,ads,00:00:30
HE0429  13   five various wood and aluminum bats,hitting a baseball with bat swishes.,mix,b
SG091E  22   flag, flapping in wind
SG091C  22   flag, large flag, flapping in wind



SG091D  2    flag, large flag, single flap
SG091F  3    flag, single flap
SG0920  8    flag, small flag, flapping in wind
SG0921  2    flag, small flag, single flap
SG08A1  6    flame thrower, long burst
SG08A0  5    flame thrower, long burst
SG08A4  16   flame thrower, long burst runs down
SG08A5  2    flame thrower, medium burst
SG08A8  2    flame thrower, medium burst
SG08A7  3    flame thrower, medium burst
SG08A6  2    flame thrower, medium burst
SG089F  3    flame thrower, medium burst
SG089E  4    flame thrower, medium burst
SG089D  4    flame thrower, medium burst
SG089C  3    flame thrower, medium burst
SG08A3  7    flame thrower, medium burst runs down
SG089B  2    flame thrower, short burst
SG089A  2    flame thrower, short burst
SG08A2  3    flame thrower, short burst runs down
HE06E6  6    flanged oscillating tones. with rise and fall in frequency.,01006,phaswoosh,dd
HE06E5  2    flanged whoosh, short.,01006,phaswoosh,dds,00:00:02
HE06D8  7    flanging synth tone fades into electronic buzz.,54823,flaresynt,dds,00:00:07
SG0D07  1    flash pot, small powder flash
SG0D06  1    flash pot, small powder flash
SG0D03  1    flash pot, small powder flash
SG0D04  1    flash pot, small powder flash
SG0D05  1    flash pot, small powder flash
HE0783  11   flashbulb pops; (1-4) w/ glass crackle;(5) flash powder ignite.
HE02B7  16   floor type gear shifter movement; bmw.,74064,crgrshft1,adm,00:00:16
HE075C  35   fly; (1) buzzes against window, c/u; (2)buzzes against window then swatted w/
HE08E9  11   Fog horn (X2)
SG0EC8  2    food, banana, break and single peel
SG0EC7  1    food, banana, break banana off bunch
SG0EC6  2    food, banana, break banana off bunch
SG0EC9  2    food, banana, single peel
SG0ECA  2    food, banana, single peel
SG0ECB  23   food, beating, beat eggs in bowl with whisk
SG0ECC  65   food, boiling, water heat and boil in pot
SG0ECD  4    food, cereal, open top of new cereal box
SG0ED1  38   food, cereal, pour cereal into bowl, add milk, crackling
SG0ECF  5    food, cereal, pour cereal into bowl, fast
SG0ECE  7    food, cereal, pour cereal into bowl, slow
SG0ED0  34   food, cereal, pour milk on cereal, crackling
SG0ED3  4    food, egg, crack egg on bowl and open
SG0ED2  4    food, egg, crack egg on bowl and open
SG0ED4  3    food, egg, crunch egg shells
SG0ED6  59   food, frying, bacon frying in pan
SG0ED5  70   food, frying, place food in pan, fry
SG0ED7  19   food, grating, grate carrot with hand grater
SG0EE0  55   food, slicer, meat slicer, on, run, slice fast, shut off
SG0EDF  65   food, slicer, meat slicer, on, run, slice slow, shut off
SG0EDB  19   food, slicing, chop celery on cutting board
SG0EDE  4    food, slicing, cut single slice of bread
SG0EDD  5    food, slicing, cut single slice of bread
SG0EDC  31   food, slicing, mince carrots on cutting board
SG0ED9  12   food, slicing, slice carrots on cutting board, fast
SG0ED8  9    food, slicing, slice carrots on cutting board, slow
SG0EDA  21   food, slicing, slice celery on cutting board
SG0EE4  2    food, vegetable, break celery stick in half
SG0EE8  4    food, vegetable, break lettuce apart, fast
SG0EE7  3    food, vegetable, break lettuce apart, slow
SG0EE6  4    food, vegetable, break lettuce head in half
SG0EE2  1    food, vegetable, pull single celery stick off stalk



SG0EE1  2    food, vegetable, pull tops off a bunch of carrots
SG0EE9  11   food, vegetable, rip lettuce into small pieces
SG0EE3  1    food, vegetable, snap carrot in half
SG0EE5  1    food, vegetable, snap celery stick in half
HE0445  3    foot stomps hard on raquetball court floor with,reverberant ring out #1.,097-r
HE0446  4    foot stomps hard on raquetball court floor with,reverberant ring out #2.,097-r
HE0447  3    foot stomps hard on raquetball court floor with,reverberant ring out #3.,097-r
HE085B  4    football kick, (1-2) kicking football off a tee.
SG1627  12   football, amateur, conversion
SG1628  87   football, amateur, game
SG1625  8    football, amateur, single play with hits
SG1626  33   football, amateur, touch down
SG1620  1    football, catch ball
SG161F  1    football, catch ball
SG161E  1    football, catch ball
SG1621  1    football, catch ball
SG1622  1    football, kick ball
SG1624  1    football, kick ball
SG1623  1    football, kick ball
SG1629  90   football, professional football practice
HE002C  23   footsteps in and by medium, female.  street ambience: distant traffic roar.,40
HE08FC  21   Footsteps on cement double
HE08F5  18   Footsteps on cement, single
HE08FD  23   Footsteps on dirt double
HE07CF  9    footsteps on dirt, medium quick.
HE08F6  15   Footsteps on dirt, single
HE08FF  21   Footsteps on grass, double
HE08F8  20   Footsteps on grass, single
HE08FE  20   Footsteps on gravel, double
HE08F7  21   Footsteps on gravel, single
HE0900  22   Footsteps on hollow wood, double
HE08F9  23   Footsteps on hollow wood, single
HE0901  22   Footsteps on linoleum
HE08FB  16   Footsteps on wood, double
HE08F4  16   Footsteps on wood, single
HE07D0  15   footsteps w/ scuffs in reverberant hallway.
SG09D9  11   footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, down stairs
SG09D8  11   footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, down stairs
SG09D1  1    footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, individual left
SG09D2  1    footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, individual right
SG09D4  18   footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, jogging
SG09D3  2    footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, jump
SG09D5  15   footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, running
SG09D0  13   footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, scuff
SG09D6  12   footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, up stairs
SG09D7  9    footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, up stairs
SG09CF  30   footsteps, con, gritty, combat boots, walk
SG09E4  10   footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, down stairs
SG09E5  10   footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, down stairs
SG09DC  2    footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, individual left
SG09DD  2    footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, individual right
SG09E0  18   footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, jogging
SG09DF  2    footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, jump
SG09DE  2    footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, jump
SG09E1  15   footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, running
SG09DB  10   footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, scuff
SG09E2  11   footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, up stairs
SG09E3  8    footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, up stairs
SG09DA  29   footsteps, con, gritty, cowboy boots, walk
SG09BF  2    footsteps, con, gritty, female heels, individual left
SG09C0  2    footsteps, con, gritty, female heels, individual right
SG09C3  20   footsteps, con, gritty, female heels, jogging
SG09C2  2    footsteps, con, gritty, female heels, jump



SG09C1  2    footsteps, con, gritty, female heels, jump
SG09C4  17   footsteps, con, gritty, female heels, running
SG09BE  13   footsteps, con, gritty, female heels, scuff
SG09BD  31   footsteps, con, gritty, female heels, walk
SG09CE  9    footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, down stairs
SG09C7  2    footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, individual left
SG09C8  2    footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, individual right
SG09CA  21   footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, jogging
SG09C9  2    footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, jump
SG09CB  17   footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, running
SG09C6  13   footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, scuff
SG09CD  7    footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, up stairs
SG09CC  9    footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, up stairs
SG09C5  30   footsteps, con, gritty, female sneakers, walk
SG09B2  11   footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, down stairs
SG09B1  7    footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, down stairs
SG09AA  2    footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, individual left
SG09AB  2    footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, individual right
SG09AD  18   footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, jogging
SG09AC  2    footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, jump
SG09AE  15   footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, running
SG09A9  14   footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, scuff
SG09B0  7    footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, up stairs
SG09AF  10   footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, up stairs
SG09A8  30   footsteps, con, gritty, male leather sole, walk
SG09BC  7    footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, down stairs
SG09B5  2    footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, individual left
SG09B6  2    footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, individual right
SG09B8  20   footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, jogging
SG09B7  3    footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, jump
SG09B9  19   footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, running
SG09B4  10   footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, scuff
SG09BA  8    footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, up stairs
SG09BB  7    footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, up stairs
SG09B3  31   footsteps, con, gritty, male sneakers, walk
SG099B  8    footsteps, concrete, combat boots, down stairs
SG099A  8    footsteps, concrete, combat boots, down stairs
SG0992  2    footsteps, concrete, combat boots, individual left
SG0993  2    footsteps, concrete, combat boots, individual right
SG0996  18   footsteps, concrete, combat boots, jogging
SG0994  2    footsteps, concrete, combat boots, jump
SG0995  2    footsteps, concrete, combat boots, jump
SG0997  13   footsteps, concrete, combat boots, running
SG0991  11   footsteps, concrete, combat boots, scuff
SG0999  8    footsteps, concrete, combat boots, up stairs
SG0998  10   footsteps, concrete, combat boots, up stairs
SG0990  30   footsteps, concrete, combat boots, walk
SG09A7  11   footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, down stairs
SG09A6  9    footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, down stairs
SG099E  2    footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, individual left
SG099F  2    footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, individual right
SG09A2  18   footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, jogging
SG09A1  2    footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, jump
SG09A0  2    footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, jump
SG09A3  15   footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, running
SG099D  10   footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, scuff
SG09A4  11   footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, up stairs
SG09A5  8    footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, up stairs
SG099C  30   footsteps, concrete, cowboy boots, walk
SG098F  11   footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, down stairs
SG0989  2    footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, individual left
SG098A  2    footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, individual right
SG098C  15   footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, jogging



SG098B  2    footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, jump
SG098D  14   footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, running
SG0988  11   footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, scuff
SG098E  11   footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0987  31   footsteps, concrete, female barefoot, walk
SG097B  12   footsteps, concrete, female heels, down stairs
SG097C  8    footsteps, concrete, female heels, down stairs
SG0975  2    footsteps, concrete, female heels, individual left
SG0976  2    footsteps, concrete, female heels, individual right
SG0977  18   footsteps, concrete, female heels, jogging
SG0978  17   footsteps, concrete, female heels, running
SG0974  12   footsteps, concrete, female heels, scuff
SG0979  10   footsteps, concrete, female heels, up stairs
SG097A  6    footsteps, concrete, female heels, up stairs
SG0973  30   footsteps, concrete, female heels, walk
SG0986  11   footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, down stairs
SG097F  2    footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, individual left
SG0980  2    footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, individual right
SG0983  23   footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, jogging
SG0982  2    footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, jump
SG0981  2    footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, jump
SG0984  16   footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, running
SG097E  12   footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, scuff
SG0985  12   footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, up stairs
SG097D  28   footsteps, concrete, female sneakers, walk
SG0972  7    footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, down stairs
SG0971  10   footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, down stairs
SG096B  1    footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, individual left
SG096C  1    footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, individual right
SG096E  18   footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, jogging
SG096D  2    footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, jump
SG096F  11   footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, running
SG096A  11   footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, scuff
SG0970  11   footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0969  30   footsteps, concrete, male barefoot, walk
SG095B  6    footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, down stairs
SG095C  8    footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0954  2    footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, individual left
SG0955  2    footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, individual right
SG0957  18   footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, jogging
SG0956  2    footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, jump
SG0958  18   footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, running
SG0953  13   footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, scuff
SG095A  4    footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0959  6    footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0952  30   footsteps, concrete, male leather sole, walk
SG0968  11   footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0967  7    footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, down stairs
SG095F  2    footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, individual left
SG0960  2    footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, individual right
SG0963  20   footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, jogging
SG0962  2    footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, jump
SG0961  2    footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, jump
SG0964  17   footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, running
SG095E  13   footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, scuff
SG0966  7    footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0965  10   footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, up stairs
SG095D  30   footsteps, concrete, male sneakers, walk
SG0A02  14   footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, down stairs
SG09FC  2    footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, individual left
SG09FD  2    footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, individual right
SG09FF  18   footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, jogging
SG09FE  2    footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, jump



SG0A00  16   footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, running
SG09FB  11   footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, scuff
SG0A01  8    footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, up stairs
SG09FA  30   footsteps, creaky flr, female heels, walk
SG0A0B  11   footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, down stairs
SG0A05  2    footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, individual left
SG0A06  2    footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, individual right
SG0A08  17   footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, jogging
SG0A07  2    footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, jump
SG0A09  16   footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, running
SG0A04  15   footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, scuff
SG0A0A  13   footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0A03  30   footsteps, creaky flr, female sneakers, walk
SG09F9  6    footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, down stairs
SG09F1  1    footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, individual left
SG09F2  2    footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, individual right
SG09F5  22   footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, jogging
SG09F4  2    footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, jump
SG09F3  2    footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, jump
SG09F6  14   footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, running
SG09F0  10   footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, scuff
SG09F7  16   footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, up stairs
SG09F8  8    footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, up stairs
SG09EF  30   footsteps, creaky flr, male sneakers, walk
SG09EE  9    footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, down stairs
SG09E8  2    footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, individual left
SG09E9  2    footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, individual right
SG09EB  15   footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, jogging
SG09EA  2    footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, jump
SG09EC  15   footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, running
SG09E7  11   footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, scuff
SG09ED  11   footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, up stairs
SG09E6  29   footsteps, creaky flr, mens leather sole, walk
SG0A39  11   footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, down stairs
SG0A33  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, individual left
SG0A34  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, individual right
SG0A36  18   footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, jogging
SG0A35  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, jump
SG0A37  14   footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, running
SG0A32  10   footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, scuff
SG0A38  14   footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0A31  31   footsteps, creaky, rug, female barefoot, walk
SG0A27  9    footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, down stairs
SG0A21  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, individual left
SG0A22  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, individual right
SG0A24  16   footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, jogging
SG0A23  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, jump
SG0A25  6    footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, running
SG0A20  10   footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, scuff
SG0A26  14   footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, up stairs
SG0A1F  31   footsteps, creaky, rug, female heels, walk
SG0A30  13   footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, down stairs
SG0A2A  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, individual left
SG0A2B  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, individual right
SG0A2D  19   footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, jogging
SG0A2C  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, jump
SG0A2E  16   footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, running
SG0A29  9    footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, scuff
SG0A2F  14   footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0A28  30   footsteps, creaky, rug, female sneakers, walk
SG0A1D  11   footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, down stairs
SG0A1E  12   footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, down stairs
SG0A16  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, individual left



SG0A17  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, individual right
SG0A19  16   footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, jogging
SG0A18  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, jump
SG0A1A  13   footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, running
SG0A15  11   footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, scuff
SG0A1C  9    footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0A1B  12   footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0A14  31   footsteps, creaky, rug, male barefoot, walk
SG0A13  8    footsteps, creaky, rug, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0A0E  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, male leather sole, individual left
SG0A0F  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, male leather sole, individual right
SG0A11  21   footsteps, creaky, rug, male leather sole, jogging
SG0A10  2    footsteps, creaky, rug, male leather sole, jump
SG0A0D  9    footsteps, creaky, rug, male leather sole, scuff
SG0A12  12   footsteps, creaky, rug, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0A0C  30   footsteps, creaky, rug, male leather sole, walk
SG0A76  9    footsteps, deck, boots, down stairs
SG0A71  1    footsteps, deck, boots, individual left
SG0A72  1    footsteps, deck, boots, individual right
SG0A73  17   footsteps, deck, boots, jogging
SG0A74  16   footsteps, deck, boots, running
SG0A70  10   footsteps, deck, boots, scuff
SG0A75  12   footsteps, deck, boots, up stairs
SG0A6F  29   footsteps, deck, boots, walk
SG0A6E  13   footsteps, deck, female barefoot, down stairs
SG0A66  1    footsteps, deck, female barefoot, individual left
SG0A67  1    footsteps, deck, female barefoot, individual right
SG0A6A  15   footsteps, deck, female barefoot, jogging
SG0A68  1    footsteps, deck, female barefoot, jump
SG0A69  2    footsteps, deck, female barefoot, jump
SG0A6B  15   footsteps, deck, female barefoot, running
SG0A65  13   footsteps, deck, female barefoot, scuff
SG0A6C  14   footsteps, deck, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0A6D  7    footsteps, deck, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0A64  30   footsteps, deck, female barefoot, walk
SG0A63  13   footsteps, deck, female sneakers, down stairs
SG0A5B  1    footsteps, deck, female sneakers, individual left
SG0A5C  1    footsteps, deck, female sneakers, individual right
SG0A5F  17   footsteps, deck, female sneakers, jogging
SG0A5E  1    footsteps, deck, female sneakers, jump
SG0A5D  1    footsteps, deck, female sneakers, jump
SG0A60  15   footsteps, deck, female sneakers, running
SG0A5A  9    footsteps, deck, female sneakers, scuff
SG0A61  9    footsteps, deck, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0A62  6    footsteps, deck, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0A59  30   footsteps, deck, female sneakers, walk
SG0A58  10   footsteps, deck, male barefoot, down stairs
SG0A51  1    footsteps, deck, male barefoot, individual left
SG0A52  1    footsteps, deck, male barefoot, individual right
SG0A54  15   footsteps, deck, male barefoot, jogging
SG0A53  1    footsteps, deck, male barefoot, jump
SG0A55  13   footsteps, deck, male barefoot, running
SG0A50  10   footsteps, deck, male barefoot, scuff
SG0A56  11   footsteps, deck, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0A57  8    footsteps, deck, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0A4F  30   footsteps, deck, male barefoot, walk
SG0A43  7    footsteps, deck, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0A3C  2    footsteps, deck, male leather sole, individual left
SG0A3D  1    footsteps, deck, male leather sole, individual right
SG0A3F  24   footsteps, deck, male leather sole, jogging
SG0A3E  2    footsteps, deck, male leather sole, jump
SG0A40  18   footsteps, deck, male leather sole, running
SG0A3B  13   footsteps, deck, male leather sole, scuff



SG0A42  4    footsteps, deck, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0A41  8    footsteps, deck, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0A3A  31   footsteps, deck, male leather sole, walk
SG0A4D  7    footsteps, deck, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0A4E  6    footsteps, deck, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0A46  1    footsteps, deck, male sneakers, individual left
SG0A47  1    footsteps, deck, male sneakers, individual right
SG0A49  18   footsteps, deck, male sneakers, jogging
SG0A48  2    footsteps, deck, male sneakers, jump
SG0A4A  15   footsteps, deck, male sneakers, running
SG0A45  11   footsteps, deck, male sneakers, scuff
SG0A4B  10   footsteps, deck, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0A4C  7    footsteps, deck, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0A44  29   footsteps, deck, male sneakers, walk
SG0A97  1    footsteps, dirt, boots, individual left
SG0A98  2    footsteps, dirt, boots, individual right
SG0A9B  17   footsteps, dirt, boots, jogging
SG0A99  2    footsteps, dirt, boots, jump
SG0A9A  2    footsteps, dirt, boots, jump
SG0A9C  17   footsteps, dirt, boots, running
SG0A96  12   footsteps, dirt, boots, scuff
SG0A95  28   footsteps, dirt, boots, walk
SG0A89  1    footsteps, dirt, female heels, individual left
SG0A8A  2    footsteps, dirt, female heels, individual right
SG0A8C  18   footsteps, dirt, female heels, jogging
SG0A8B  2    footsteps, dirt, female heels, jump
SG0A8D  16   footsteps, dirt, female heels, running
SG0A88  12   footsteps, dirt, female heels, scuff
SG0A87  31   footsteps, dirt, female heels, walk
SG0A90  2    footsteps, dirt, female sneakers, individual left
SG0A91  2    footsteps, dirt, female sneakers, individual right
SG0A93  17   footsteps, dirt, female sneakers, jogging
SG0A92  2    footsteps, dirt, female sneakers, jump
SG0A94  14   footsteps, dirt, female sneakers, running
SG0A8F  12   footsteps, dirt, female sneakers, scuff
SG0A8E  28   footsteps, dirt, female sneakers, walk
SG0A79  1    footsteps, dirt, male leather sole, individual left
SG0A7A  1    footsteps, dirt, male leather sole, individual right
SG0A7D  18   footsteps, dirt, male leather sole, jogging
SG0A7B  2    footsteps, dirt, male leather sole, jump
SG0A7C  2    footsteps, dirt, male leather sole, jump
SG0A7E  17   footsteps, dirt, male leather sole, running
SG0A78  12   footsteps, dirt, male leather sole, scuff
SG0A77  29   footsteps, dirt, male leather sole, walk
SG0A81  2    footsteps, dirt, male sneakers, individual left
SG0A82  2    footsteps, dirt, male sneakers, individual right
SG0A85  18   footsteps, dirt, male sneakers, jogging
SG0A83  2    footsteps, dirt, male sneakers, jump
SG0A84  2    footsteps, dirt, male sneakers, jump
SG0A86  17   footsteps, dirt, male sneakers, running
SG0A80  12   footsteps, dirt, male sneakers, scuff
SG0A7F  32   footsteps, dirt, male sneakers, walk
HE07D2  21   footsteps, giant takes a walk.
SG0AAD  2    footsteps, gravel, boots, individual left
SG0AAE  2    footsteps, gravel, boots, individual right
SG0AB1  18   footsteps, gravel, boots, jogging
SG0AB0  2    footsteps, gravel, boots, jump
SG0AAF  2    footsteps, gravel, boots, jump
SG0AB2  14   footsteps, gravel, boots, running
SG0AAC  9    footsteps, gravel, boots, scuff
SG0AAB  30   footsteps, gravel, boots, walk
SG0AA6  1    footsteps, gravel, female shoe, individual left
SG0AA7  1    footsteps, gravel, female shoe, individual right



SG0AA9  20   footsteps, gravel, female shoe, jogging
SG0AA8  2    footsteps, gravel, female shoe, jump
SG0AAA  17   footsteps, gravel, female shoe, running
SG0AA5  15   footsteps, gravel, female shoe, scuff
SG0AA4  31   footsteps, gravel, female shoe, walk
SG0A9F  2    footsteps, gravel, male shoe, individual left
SG0AA0  2    footsteps, gravel, male shoe, individual right
SG0AA2  20   footsteps, gravel, male shoe, jogging
SG0AA1  2    footsteps, gravel, male shoe, jump
SG0AA3  17   footsteps, gravel, male shoe, running
SG0A9E  11   footsteps, gravel, male shoe, scuff
SG0A9D  29   footsteps, gravel, male shoe, walk
HE08FA  14   Footsteps, high heels, single
SG0AC5  2    footsteps, leaves, boots, individual left
SG0AC6  2    footsteps, leaves, boots, individual right
SG0AC8  18   footsteps, leaves, boots, jogging
SG0AC7  2    footsteps, leaves, boots, jump
SG0AC9  16   footsteps, leaves, boots, running
SG0AC4  10   footsteps, leaves, boots, scuff
SG0AC3  30   footsteps, leaves, boots, walk
SG0ABD  2    footsteps, leaves, female shoe, individual left
SG0ABE  2    footsteps, leaves, female shoe, individual right
SG0AC1  19   footsteps, leaves, female shoe, jogging
SG0ABF  2    footsteps, leaves, female shoe, jump
SG0AC0  2    footsteps, leaves, female shoe, jump
SG0AC2  14   footsteps, leaves, female shoe, running
SG0ABC  11   footsteps, leaves, female shoe, scuff
SG0ABB  31   footsteps, leaves, female shoe, walk
SG0AB5  2    footsteps, leaves, male shoe, individual left
SG0AB6  2    footsteps, leaves, male shoe, individual right
SG0AB9  21   footsteps, leaves, male shoe, jogging
SG0AB8  2    footsteps, leaves, male shoe, jump
SG0AB7  2    footsteps, leaves, male shoe, jump
SG0ABA  17   footsteps, leaves, male shoe, running
SG0AB4  14   footsteps, leaves, male shoe, scuff
SG0AB3  30   footsteps, leaves, male shoe, walk
HE07CD  53   footsteps, male going up & down cement stairs at various speeds in large
HE07D1  32   footsteps, male, slow & deliberate, on wood & up steps .
SG0BC9  10   footsteps, marble, boots, down stairs
SG0BC3  1    footsteps, marble, boots, individual left
SG0BC4  2    footsteps, marble, boots, individual right
SG0BC5  2    footsteps, marble, boots, jump
SG0BC6  15   footsteps, marble, boots, running
SG0BC2  10   footsteps, marble, boots, scuff
SG0BC7  12   footsteps, marble, boots, up stairs
SG0BC8  8    footsteps, marble, boots, up stairs
SG0BC1  29   footsteps, marble, boots, walk
SG0BC0  10   footsteps, marble, female heels, down stairs
SG0BB8  2    footsteps, marble, female heels, individual left
SG0BB9  2    footsteps, marble, female heels, individual right
SG0BBC  18   footsteps, marble, female heels, jogging
SG0BBB  2    footsteps, marble, female heels, jump
SG0BBA  2    footsteps, marble, female heels, jump
SG0BBD  15   footsteps, marble, female heels, running
SG0BB7  10   footsteps, marble, female heels, scuff
SG0BBE  14   footsteps, marble, female heels, up stairs
SG0BBF  8    footsteps, marble, female heels, up stairs
SG0BB6  31   footsteps, marble, female heels, walk
SG0BB5  9    footsteps, marble, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0BB4  12   footsteps, marble, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0BAD  1    footsteps, marble, male leather sole, individual left
SG0BAE  2    footsteps, marble, male leather sole, individual right
SG0BB0  20   footsteps, marble, male leather sole, jogging



SG0BAF  2    footsteps, marble, male leather sole, jump
SG0BB1  17   footsteps, marble, male leather sole, running
SG0BAC  12   footsteps, marble, male leather sole, scuff
SG0BB2  10   footsteps, marble, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0BB3  6    footsteps, marble, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0BAB  30   footsteps, marble, male leather sole, walk
SG0BFD  9    footsteps, metal, boots, down stairs
SG0BF6  2    footsteps, metal, boots, individual left
SG0BF7  2    footsteps, metal, boots, individual right
SG0BF9  19   footsteps, metal, boots, jogging
SG0BF8  2    footsteps, metal, boots, jump
SG0BFA  18   footsteps, metal, boots, running
SG0BF5  13   footsteps, metal, boots, scuff
SG0BFB  12   footsteps, metal, boots, up stairs
SG0BFC  9    footsteps, metal, boots, up stairs
SG0BF4  30   footsteps, metal, boots, walk
SG0BE6  11   footsteps, metal, female heels,  upstairs
SG0BE8  12   footsteps, metal, female heels, down stairs
SG0BE0  2    footsteps, metal, female heels, individual left
SG0BE1  1    footsteps, metal, female heels, individual right
SG0BE4  18   footsteps, metal, female heels, jogging
SG0BE2  2    footsteps, metal, female heels, jump
SG0BE3  2    footsteps, metal, female heels, jump
SG0BE5  17   footsteps, metal, female heels, running
SG0BDF  9    footsteps, metal, female heels, scuff
SG0BE7  8    footsteps, metal, female heels, up stairs
SG0BDE  31   footsteps, metal, female heels, walk
SG0BF3  13   footsteps, metal, female sneakers, down stairs
SG0BEB  2    footsteps, metal, female sneakers, individual left
SG0BEC  2    footsteps, metal, female sneakers, individual right
SG0BEF  19   footsteps, metal, female sneakers, jogging
SG0BED  2    footsteps, metal, female sneakers, jump
SG0BEE  2    footsteps, metal, female sneakers, jump
SG0BF0  15   footsteps, metal, female sneakers, running
SG0BEA  14   footsteps, metal, female sneakers, scuff
SG0BF2  5    footsteps, metal, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0BF1  12   footsteps, metal, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0BE9  30   footsteps, metal, female sneakers, walk
SG0BD2  6    footsteps, metal, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0BCB  1    footsteps, metal, male leather sole, individual left
SG0BCC  2    footsteps, metal, male leather sole, individual right
SG0BCE  20   footsteps, metal, male leather sole, jogging
SG0BCD  2    footsteps, metal, male leather sole, jump
SG0BCF  16   footsteps, metal, male leather sole, running
SG0BD1  11   footsteps, metal, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0BD0  9    footsteps, metal, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0BCA  28   footsteps, metal, male leather sole, walk
SG0BDD  7    footsteps, metal, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0BDC  12   footsteps, metal, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0BD5  2    footsteps, metal, male sneakers, individual left
SG0BD6  2    footsteps, metal, male sneakers, individual right
SG0BD8  19   footsteps, metal, male sneakers, jogging
SG0BD7  2    footsteps, metal, male sneakers, jump
SG0BD9  15   footsteps, metal, male sneakers, running
SG0BD4  11   footsteps, metal, male sneakers, scuff
SG0BDA  12   footsteps, metal, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0BDB  7    footsteps, metal, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0BD3  29   footsteps, metal, male sneakers, walk
SG0C09  2    footsteps, mud, female, individual left
SG0C07  2    footsteps, mud, female, individual left
SG0C0A  2    footsteps, mud, female, individual right
SG0C08  3    footsteps, mud, female, individual right
SG0C0D  17   footsteps, mud, female, jogging



SG0C0B  3    footsteps, mud, female, jump
SG0C0C  3    footsteps, mud, female, jump
SG0C0E  14   footsteps, mud, female, running
SG0C06  12   footsteps, mud, female, scuff
SG0C05  31   footsteps, mud, female, walk
SG0C00  3    footsteps, mud, male, individual left
SG0C01  3    footsteps, mud, male, individual right
SG0C03  17   footsteps, mud, male, jogging
SG0C02  3    footsteps, mud, male, jump
SG0C04  14   footsteps, mud, male, running
SG0BFF  12   footsteps, mud, male, scuff
SG0BFE  31   footsteps, mud, male, walk
SG0C29  2    footsteps, sand, dry, female barefoot, individual left
SG0C2A  2    footsteps, sand, dry, female barefoot, individual right
SG0C2D  16   footsteps, sand, dry, female barefoot, jogging
SG0C2B  2    footsteps, sand, dry, female barefoot, jump
SG0C2C  3    footsteps, sand, dry, female barefoot, jump
SG0C2E  18   footsteps, sand, dry, female barefoot, running
SG0C28  13   footsteps, sand, dry, female barefoot, scuff
SG0C27  32   footsteps, sand, dry, female barefoot, walk
SG0C21  2    footsteps, sand, dry, female sneakers, individual left
SG0C22  2    footsteps, sand, dry, female sneakers, individual right
SG0C25  21   footsteps, sand, dry, female sneakers, jogging
SG0C23  3    footsteps, sand, dry, female sneakers, jump
SG0C24  2    footsteps, sand, dry, female sneakers, jump
SG0C26  15   footsteps, sand, dry, female sneakers, running
SG0C20  9    footsteps, sand, dry, female sneakers, scuff
SG0C1F  30   footsteps, sand, dry, female sneakers, walk
SG0C19  2    footsteps, sand, dry, male barefoot, individual left
SG0C1A  2    footsteps, sand, dry, male barefoot, individual right
SG0C1D  16   footsteps, sand, dry, male barefoot, jogging
SG0C1C  3    footsteps, sand, dry, male barefoot, jump
SG0C1B  3    footsteps, sand, dry, male barefoot, jump
SG0C1E  14   footsteps, sand, dry, male barefoot, running
SG0C18  15   footsteps, sand, dry, male barefoot, scuff
SG0C17  30   footsteps, sand, dry, male barefoot, walk
SG0C11  3    footsteps, sand, dry, male sneakers, individual left
SG0C12  2    footsteps, sand, dry, male sneakers, individual right
SG0C15  20   footsteps, sand, dry, male sneakers, jogging
SG0C13  3    footsteps, sand, dry, male sneakers, jump
SG0C14  3    footsteps, sand, dry, male sneakers, jump
SG0C16  15   footsteps, sand, dry, male sneakers, running
SG0C10  13   footsteps, sand, dry, male sneakers, scuff
SG0C0F  31   footsteps, sand, dry, male sneakers, walk
SG0C38  2    footsteps, sand, wet, female barefoot, individual left
SG0C39  2    footsteps, sand, wet, female barefoot, individual right
SG0C3C  19   footsteps, sand, wet, female barefoot, jogging
SG0C3A  3    footsteps, sand, wet, female barefoot, jump
SG0C3B  3    footsteps, sand, wet, female barefoot, jump
SG0C3D  14   footsteps, sand, wet, female barefoot, running
SG0C37  11   footsteps, sand, wet, female barefoot, scuff
SG0C36  31   footsteps, sand, wet, female barefoot, walk
SG0C31  3    footsteps, sand, wet, male barefoot, individual left
SG0C32  2    footsteps, sand, wet, male barefoot, individual right
SG0C34  16   footsteps, sand, wet, male barefoot, jogging
SG0C33  3    footsteps, sand, wet, male barefoot, jump
SG0C35  14   footsteps, sand, wet, male barefoot, running
SG0C30  12   footsteps, sand, wet, male barefoot, scuff
SG0C2F  31   footsteps, sand, wet, male barefoot, walk
SG0C45  2    footsteps, snow, female, individual left
SG0C46  2    footsteps, snow, female, individual right
SG0C47  24   footsteps, snow, female, jogging
SG0C44  16   footsteps, snow, female, scuff



SG0C43  31   footsteps, snow, female, walk
SG0C40  2    footsteps, snow, male, individual left
SG0C41  2    footsteps, snow, male, individual right
SG0C42  21   footsteps, snow, male, jogging
SG0C3F  12   footsteps, snow, male, scuff
SG0C3E  30   footsteps, snow, male, walk
HE07CE  25   footsteps, walking on creaky wooden floor;(1) quickly up creaky wooden stairs;
SG0B1C  11   footsteps, wood, boots, down stairs
SG0B1D  8    footsteps, wood, boots, down stairs
SG0B14  2    footsteps, wood, boots, individual left
SG0B15  2    footsteps, wood, boots, individual right
SG0B18  19   footsteps, wood, boots, jogging
SG0B16  2    footsteps, wood, boots, jump
SG0B17  2    footsteps, wood, boots, jump
SG0B19  16   footsteps, wood, boots, running
SG0B13  11   footsteps, wood, boots, scuff
SG0B1B  10   footsteps, wood, boots, up stairs
SG0B1A  12   footsteps, wood, boots, up stairs
SG0B12  31   footsteps, wood, boots, walk
SG0B11  11   footsteps, wood, female barefoot, down stairs
SG0B0A  1    footsteps, wood, female barefoot, individual left
SG0B0B  2    footsteps, wood, female barefoot, individual right
SG0B0E  18   footsteps, wood, female barefoot, jogging
SG0B0D  2    footsteps, wood, female barefoot, jump
SG0B0C  2    footsteps, wood, female barefoot, jump
SG0B0F  13   footsteps, wood, female barefoot, running
SG0B09  10   footsteps, wood, female barefoot, scuff
SG0B10  13   footsteps, wood, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0B08  31   footsteps, wood, female barefoot, walk
SG0AFD  11   footsteps, wood, female high heels, down stairs
SG0AF6  1    footsteps, wood, female high heels, individual left
SG0AF7  1    footsteps, wood, female high heels, individual right
SG0AFA  19   footsteps, wood, female high heels, jogging
SG0AF9  2    footsteps, wood, female high heels, jump
SG0AF8  2    footsteps, wood, female high heels, jump
SG0AFB  17   footsteps, wood, female high heels, running
SG0AF5  10   footsteps, wood, female high heels, scuff
SG0AFC  11   footsteps, wood, female high heels, up stairs
SG0AF4  31   footsteps, wood, female high heels, walk
SG0AF3  7    footsteps, wood, female low heels, down stairs
SG0AEB  1    footsteps, wood, female low heels, individual left
SG0AEC  1    footsteps, wood, female low heels, individual right
SG0AEF  18   footsteps, wood, female low heels, jogging
SG0AEE  2    footsteps, wood, female low heels, jump
SG0AED  2    footsteps, wood, female low heels, jump
SG0AF0  17   footsteps, wood, female low heels, running
SG0AEA  11   footsteps, wood, female low heels, scuff
SG0AF1  10   footsteps, wood, female low heels, up stairs
SG0AF2  14   footsteps, wood, female low heels, up stairs
SG0AE9  31   footsteps, wood, female low heels, walk
SG0B07  10   footsteps, wood, female sneakers, down stairs
SG0B00  2    footsteps, wood, female sneakers, individual left
SG0B01  2    footsteps, wood, female sneakers, individual right
SG0B04  24   footsteps, wood, female sneakers, jogging
SG0B02  2    footsteps, wood, female sneakers, jump
SG0B03  2    footsteps, wood, female sneakers, jump
SG0B05  15   footsteps, wood, female sneakers, running
SG0AFF  8    footsteps, wood, female sneakers, scuff
SG0B06  12   footsteps, wood, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0AFE  30   footsteps, wood, female sneakers, walk
SG0AE8  9    footsteps, wood, male barefoot, down stairs
SG0AE1  1    footsteps, wood, male barefoot, individual left
SG0AE2  1    footsteps, wood, male barefoot, individual right



SG0AE5  16   footsteps, wood, male barefoot, jogging
SG0AE3  2    footsteps, wood, male barefoot, jump
SG0AE4  2    footsteps, wood, male barefoot, jump
SG0AE6  14   footsteps, wood, male barefoot, running
SG0AE0  12   footsteps, wood, male barefoot, scuff
SG0AE7  14   footsteps, wood, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0ADF  31   footsteps, wood, male barefoot, walk
SG0AD3  9    footsteps, wood, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0AD4  6    footsteps, wood, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0ACC  1    footsteps, wood, male leather sole, individual left
SG0ACD  1    footsteps, wood, male leather sole, individual right
SG0AD0  18   footsteps, wood, male leather sole, jogging
SG0ACF  2    footsteps, wood, male leather sole, jump
SG0ACE  1    footsteps, wood, male leather sole, jump
SG0ACB  12   footsteps, wood, male leather sole, scuff
SG0AD2  7    footsteps, wood, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0AD1  9    footsteps, wood, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0ACA  27   footsteps, wood, male leather sole, walk
SG0ADE  7    footsteps, wood, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0ADD  6    footsteps, wood, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0AD7  2    footsteps, wood, male sneakers, individual left
SG0AD8  2    footsteps, wood, male sneakers, individual right
SG0ADA  21   footsteps, wood, male sneakers, jogging
SG0AD9  3    footsteps, wood, male sneakers, jump
SG0ADB  16   footsteps, wood, male sneakers, running
SG0AD6  14   footsteps, wood, male sneakers, scuff
SG0ADC  8    footsteps, wood, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0AD5  30   footsteps, wood, male sneakers, walk
SG0B63  11   footsteps, wood, rug, boots, down stairs
SG0B5C  1    footsteps, wood, rug, boots, individual left
SG0B5D  2    footsteps, wood, rug, boots, individual right
SG0B5F  19   footsteps, wood, rug, boots, jogging
SG0B5E  2    footsteps, wood, rug, boots, jump
SG0B60  16   footsteps, wood, rug, boots, running
SG0B5B  14   footsteps, wood, rug, boots, scuff
SG0B62  9    footsteps, wood, rug, boots, up stairs
SG0B61  16   footsteps, wood, rug, boots, up stairs
SG0B5A  32   footsteps, wood, rug, boots, walk
SG0B59  13   footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, down stairs
SG0B51  2    footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, individual left
SG0B52  2    footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, individual right
SG0B55  18   footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, jogging
SG0B54  3    footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, jump
SG0B53  2    footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, jump
SG0B56  12   footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, running
SG0B50  12   footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, scuff
SG0B57  12   footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0B58  8    footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0B4F  30   footsteps, wood, rug, female barefoot, walk
SG0B45  9    footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, down stairs
SG0B3F  1    footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, individual left
SG0B40  2    footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, individual right
SG0B42  3    footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, jogging
SG0B41  2    footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, jump
SG0B43  20   footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, running
SG0B3E  13   footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, scuff
SG0B44  11   footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, up stairs
SG0B3D  31   footsteps, wood, rug, female heels, walk
SG0B4E  9    footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, down stairs
SG0B48  1    footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, individual left
SG0B49  2    footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, individual right
SG0B4B  19   footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, jogging
SG0B4A  2    footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, jump



SG0B4C  15   footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, running
SG0B47  13   footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, scuff
SG0B4D  13   footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0B46  28   footsteps, wood, rug, female sneakers, walk
SG0B3C  9    footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, down stairs
SG0B35  2    footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, individual left
SG0B36  1    footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, individual right
SG0B38  19   footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, jogging
SG0B37  2    footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, jump
SG0B39  12   footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, running
SG0B34  12   footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, scuff
SG0B3B  8    footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0B3A  13   footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0B33  31   footsteps, wood, rug, male barefoot, walk
SG0B28  7    footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0B27  6    footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0B20  1    footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, individual left
SG0B21  2    footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, individual right
SG0B23  18   footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, jogging
SG0B22  2    footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, jump
SG0B24  11   footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, running
SG0B1F  12   footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, scuff
SG0B26  6    footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0B25  8    footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0B1E  26   footsteps, wood, rug, male leather sole, walk
SG0B32  6    footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0B2B  1    footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, individual left
SG0B2C  2    footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, individual right
SG0B2E  20   footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, jogging
SG0B2D  2    footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, jump
SG0B2F  18   footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, running
SG0B2A  10   footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, scuff
SG0B30  9    footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0B31  7    footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0B29  29   footsteps, wood, rug, male sneakers, walk
SG0BAA  11   footsteps, wood, solid, boots, down stairs
SG0BA3  2    footsteps, wood, solid, boots, individual left
SG0BA4  2    footsteps, wood, solid, boots, individual right
SG0BA6  18   footsteps, wood, solid, boots, jogging
SG0BA5  3    footsteps, wood, solid, boots, jump
SG0BA7  16   footsteps, wood, solid, boots, running
SG0BA2  11   footsteps, wood, solid, boots, scuff
SG0BA9  10   footsteps, wood, solid, boots, up stairs
SG0BA8  11   footsteps, wood, solid, boots, up stairs
SG0BA1  32   footsteps, wood, solid, boots, walk
SG0BA0  10   footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, down stairs
SG0B99  2    footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, individual left
SG0B9A  2    footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, individual right
SG0B9C  16   footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, jogging
SG0B9B  3    footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, jump
SG0B9D  14   footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, running
SG0B98  12   footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, scuff
SG0B9F  7    footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0B9E  13   footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, up stairs
SG0B97  31   footsteps, wood, solid, female barefoot, walk
SG0B8B  12   footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, down stairs
SG0B83  2    footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, individual left
SG0B84  2    footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, individual right
SG0B87  17   footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, jogging
SG0B86  2    footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, jump
SG0B85  3    footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, jump
SG0B88  16   footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, running
SG0B82  10   footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, scuff



SG0B89  12   footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, up stairs
SG0B8A  6    footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, up stairs
SG0B81  30   footsteps, wood, solid, female heels, walk
SG0B95  10   footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, down stairs
SG0B96  7    footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, down stairs
SG0B8E  2    footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, individual left
SG0B8F  2    footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, individual right
SG0B91  22   footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, jogging
SG0B90  2    footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, jump
SG0B92  16   footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, running
SG0B8D  11   footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, scuff
SG0B94  6    footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0B93  12   footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, up stairs
SG0B8C  31   footsteps, wood, solid, female sneakers, walk
SG0B80  10   footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, down stairs
SG0B79  2    footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, individual left
SG0B7A  2    footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, individual right
SG0B7C  16   footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, jogging
SG0B7B  2    footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, jump
SG0B7D  14   footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, running
SG0B78  10   footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, scuff
SG0B7F  10   footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0B7E  11   footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, up stairs
SG0B77  28   footsteps, wood, solid, male barefoot, walk
SG0B6D  9    footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, down stairs
SG0B66  2    footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, individual left
SG0B67  2    footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, individual right
SG0B69  20   footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, jogging
SG0B68  2    footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, jump
SG0B6A  13   footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, running
SG0B65  10   footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, scuff
SG0B6B  10   footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0B6C  6    footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, up stairs
SG0B64  31   footsteps, wood, solid, male leather sole, walk
SG0B76  8    footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, down stairs
SG0B70  2    footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, individual left
SG0B71  2    footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, individual right
SG0B73  19   footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, jogging
SG0B72  4    footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, jump
SG0B74  16   footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, running
SG0B6F  12   footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, scuff
SG0B75  9    footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, up stairs
SG0B6E  30   footsteps, wood, solid, male sneakers, walk
HE0168  179  forest ambience #1: happy light bird chirps/,calls medium distant.  flies buzz
HE0169  113  forest ambience #2 [special mix]: happy bird,chirps and calls, close and dista
HE016A  159  forest ambience #3: distant birds and frogs  with,a few close bird calls. wind
SG1024  121  forest, africa, africa, daytime ambience, birds, insects
SG1025  119  forest, asia, asia, daytime ambience, birds
SG1026  120  forest, asia, asia, daytime ambience, birds
SG1028  121  forest, c.america, central america, evening ambience, crickets, birds
SG1027  119  forest, c.america, central america, evening ambience, heavy insects
SG1573  120  forest, day, birds, chipmunks, steady breeze through trees
SG1572  120  forest, day, birds, crickets, distant creek
SG1571  120  forest, day, birds, steady light breeze through trees
SG1C08  132  forest, fantasy, mystical forest ambience
SG102A  121  forest, france, france, daytime ambience, birds
SG1029  122  forest, france, france, daytime ambience, light birds
SG1574  120  forest, night, night time crickets, owl
SG1575  120  forest, night, strong wind through trees
SG102B  122  forest, s.america, south america, evening ambience, heavy insects
SG102E  120  forest, venezuela, venezuela, daytime ambience, birds
SG102C  98   forest, venezuela, venezuela, daytime ambience, birds, insects
SG102D  119  forest, venezuela, venezuela, daytime ambience, birds, insects



SG0D10  18   forklift, lower forks from full height
SG0D0E  11   forklift, lower forks halfway
SG0D11  12   forklift, lower forks to floor
SG0D0C  26   forklift, onboard
SG0D0B  28   forklift, pass by
SG0D09  34   forklift, pull away
SG0D0A  30   forklift, pull up
SG0D0D  7    forklift, raise forks halfway
SG0D0F  18   forklift, raise forks to full height
SG0D08  38   forklift, start, idle, shut off
HE0203  147  fountain #1: large, home garden type.,-----,fountjh1a,dds,00:02:27
HE0204  127  fountain #2: large, public park type.,-----,fountnjh2,dds,00:02:07
HE0041  167  fountain in park - same as track 1003-06 - medium,perspective.  constant water
HE0040  157  fountain in park, very close perspective.,constant water rush: high end noise
HE0042  116  fountain in park, wide perspective.  constant,water rush with some splashes an
HE0423  7    four aluminum bat impacts without decay.,83139,alumbatht,dds,00:00:07
HE03A4  11   four various body falls on dirt.,95857,bf 958-57,adm,00:00:11
HE0428  7    four wooden bat impacts without decay.,83127,woodbat 1,dds,00:00:07
HE0366  55   fourth of july fireworks demonstration with,crowd.  [special mix],----mix,ads,
HE062E  4    freezer door opens and closes, with metal latch.,50154,--------,ads,00:00:04
SG0EEB  2    freezer, close door
SG0EED  4    freezer, large, close lid
SG0EEC  5    freezer, large, open lid
SG0EEA  3    freezer, open door
HE0270  176  freight train close horn blow and air release.,by left to right very slow with
HE05A4  25   french fries dropped into hot grease and sizzle.,-----,fries 2,dds,00:00:25
HE0547  144  french restaurant: medium crowd voices converse,in a subdued manner with light
SG014D  14   frog, bull frog, call
SG014F  45   frog, night time ambience
SG014C  18   frog, striped chorus frog, call
SG014E  61   frog, swamp ambience
HE07FC  23   fry meat, c/u, dry sizzles.
HE07FF  20   fry water, steamy sizzles.
HE0621  4    full silverware drawer slide open and close.,76716,----------,dds,00:00:04
HE05A1  28   full sink draining.,-----,sinkjh 03,dds,00:00:28
SG0EEE  94   furnace, gas, burner ignites, burn, fan on, burner out, fan off
SG0EEF  49   furnace, oil, start, run, stop
HE08B8  35   Fuses (X2)
HE05B9  32   futzed (through the line) bell-type telephone,ring #1, with receiver pick up.,
HE05BA  32   futzed bell-type telephone ring #2.,56624,fonfutza5,adm,00:00:32
HE05BD  27   futzed busy signal #1.,-----,fon busya,adm,00:00:27
HE05BE  12   futzed busy signal #2.,-----,fonbusy2a,ads,00:00:12
HE05D3  8    futzed dial tone, and push button dialing generic,phone number.,56624,fonfutz3
HE05BC  8    futzed dial tone.,-----,fondialtn,adm,00:00:08
HE05BB  18   futzed foreign telephone ring.,-----,fonrgaa18,adm,00:00:18
HE05C1  8    futzed operator message:  "if you'd like to make,a call, please hang up and tr
HE05C3  16   futzed operator message:  "the number you have,reached is not in service at th
HE05C2  9    futzed operator message:  "we're sorry, it is not,necessary to dial a one when
HE05C0  8    futzed operator message:  "we're sorry, your call,cannot be completed as diale
HE05BF  21   futzed phone off hook signal.,65816,fonoffhk2,adm,00:00:21
HE05DA  1    futzed phone receiver hang-up #1.,-----,fonfhupu1,adm,00:00:01
HE05DB  1    futzed phone receiver hang-up #2.,-----,fonfhu 2a,dds,00:00:01
HE05DC  1    futzed phone receiver hang-up #3.,-----,fonfhu 1a,dds,00:00:01
HE05DD  1    futzed phone receiver hang-up #4.,-----,fonfhupu1,ddm,00:00:01
HE05D9  1    futzed phone receiver pick-up.,-----,fonfhupu1,adm,00:00:01
HE05D1  10   futzed rotary phone dial with receiver pick-up.,14238,fondial8a,ads,00:00:10
HE049E  14   gagged woman struggles to yell through taped or,covered mouth, close perspecti
HE04D4  7    gagging; man gags with long dry vomit.,voxpuke #,dds,00:00:07
HE0527  54   gambling casino background, voices, roulette,wheel, chips movement, bells ring
SG0EF4  2    garbage can, metal, drop lid on ground
SG0EF5  4    garbage can, metal, knock can over
SG0EF1  3    garbage can, metal, remove lid
SG0EF0  4    garbage can, metal, remove lid



SG0EF3  3    garbage can, metal, replace lid
SG0EF2  3    garbage can, metal, replace lid
SG0EF6  3    garbage can, plastic, remove lid
SG0EF7  3    garbage can, plastic, replace lid
HE058A  3    garbage disposal #1: ons and offs without water.,-----,appgarbg,dds,00:00:03
HE058B  36   garbage disposal #2: turn on and grind with,running water, then turn off.,----
HE05A0  33   garbage disposal #3: water running then disposal,turn on and off, with drain a
HE00AF  168  garbage truck medium distant, from interior,closed window point of view.  idle
HE00AA  173  garbage truck: close loading with worker movement,and sparse walla, garbage ba
HE00AB  90   garbage truck: close loading with worker walla,and loud dumpster metal bangs.
HE00A9  133  garbage truck: close loading, idle, compressing,motor on, movement.  pull up a
HE00AD  64   garbage truck: medium perspective loading with,high whine as garbage is compre
HE00AC  125  garbage truck: medium perspective loading with,idle, hydraulic whine, clunks a
HE00AE  115  garbage truck: medium perspective loud revs,clunks, many air hisses.  brake sq
SG0D15  3    garbage, bag, drop bag
SG0D13  2    garbage, bag, drop bag
SG0D14  5    garbage, bag, lift bag
SG0D12  3    garbage, bag, lift bag
SG0D16  86   garbage, truck, collecting garbage on street
SG0D17  140  garbage, truck, collecting garbage, compacting
SG1CEC  43   garburator, crunching garbage, very close up
SG0EF8  10   garburator, start, run, stop
SG0927  3    gas can, drop empty metal gas can
SG0926  2    gas can, drop empty metal gas can
SG092D  4    gas can, drop full plastic container, gas slosh
SG0923  4    gas can, gas sloshing in metal can
SG0924  2    gas can, gas sloshing in metal can
SG0922  3    gas can, gas sloshing in metal can
SG0925  3    gas can, gas sloshing in plastic can
SG0932  2    gas can, insert spout into plastic container
SG0928  3    gas can, lift empty metal gas can
SG092E  3    gas can, lift full plastic container, gas slosh
SG0931  2    gas can, pull spout out of plastic container
SG092B  4    gas can, screw cap on, empty metal can
SG092C  6    gas can, screw cap on, full metal can
SG0930  6    gas can, screw cap onto plastic container
SG0929  6    gas can, unscrew cap, empty metal can
SG092A  6    gas can, unscrew cap, full metal can
SG092F  4    gas can, unscrew cap, plastic container
SG0D2D  12   gas station, air chisel, chiselling on metal
SG0D2C  3    gas station, air chisel, chiselling on metal
SG0D2A  6    gas station, air chisel, chiselling on pavement
SG0D2B  3    gas station, air chisel, chiselling on pavement
SG0D29  7    gas station, air chisel, chiselling, long burst
SG0D27  2    gas station, air chisel, chiselling, short burst
SG0D28  2    gas station, air chisel, chiselling, short burst
SG0D34  14   gas station, air pump, filling tire
SG0D1B  13   gas station, electric hoist, start, run, stop
SG0D2F  6    gas station, floor jack, lower
SG0D31  10   gas station, floor jack, passby
SG0D32  10   gas station, floor jack, passby
SG0D30  7    gas station, floor jack, pull up
SG0D2E  16   gas station, floor jack, raise
SG0D33  11   gas station, floor jack, walk along
SG0D35  18   gas station, gas pump nozzle, insert, fill tank
SG0D37  2    gas station, gas pump nozzle, remove from pump
SG0D36  2    gas station, gas pump nozzle, remove from tank
SG0D38  2    gas station, gas pump nozzle, replace on pump
SG0D19  13   gas station, hoist, lower
SG0D18  25   gas station, hoist, raise
SG0D21  4    gas station, impact wrench, long burst
SG0D24  3    gas station, impact wrench, remove nut
SG0D22  2    gas station, impact wrench, remove nut



SG0D23  2    gas station, impact wrench, remove nut
SG0D25  2    gas station, impact wrench, replace nut
SG0D26  2    gas station, impact wrench, replace nut
SG0D1E  2    gas station, impact wrench, run free
SG0D20  2    gas station, impact wrench, short burst
SG0D1F  2    gas station, impact wrench, short burst
SG0D1C  8    gas station, service bell, single ring
SG0D1D  8    gas station, service bell, two rings
SG0D1A  25   gas station, steam wash
HE058D  13   gas stove turn on, ignite, and turn off.,-----,appstove1,dds,00:00:13
HE0490  10   gasping/straining to breathe; male, softly,choking, close perspective.,voxstro
HE048D  1    gasps #1; woman, close perspective.,voxfgasp1,adm,00:00:01
HE048E  1    gasps #2; woman, close perspective.,voxfgasp3,adm,00:00:01
HE048F  1    gasps; male, with  exhale-inhale, close,perspective.  could be fear or effort
HE08E7  5    Gavel hits
SG0D3B  3    gavel, five hits
SG0D39  2    gavel, single hit
SG0D3A  2    gavel, two hits
HE08C4  26   Gear grinds (X4)
SG0D3D  51   gears, large wooden gears, turning from above
SG0D3C  90   gears, large wooden gears, turning from below
HE016D  206  geese and ducks in pond, medium distant,perspective; very active.,todat,natrge
SG0D40  32   geiger counter, high intensity
SG0D41  32   geiger counter, high to extreme intensity
SG0D3E  32   geiger counter, low intensity
SG0D3F  34   geiger counter, medium intensity
HE01A6  8    german shepard; barks, close perspective.,-----,grmshpd,ads,00:00:08
HE0485  20   giggling; boy, close perspective.,voxlaff 6,ads,00:00:20
HE0486  7    giggling; two children, close perspective.,voxkidsl1,ads,00:00:07
HE08A9  8    Glass Breaks (X4)
HE08A8  17   Glass Crash (X3)
HE03DD  4    glass crash, sustained small pieces shatter and,drop, close perspective.,lakta
HE079B  23   glass crashes; (1-3) large window shattering w/ lots of tinkling glass       s
HE0565  4    glass ding #1, crystal champagne flute toast.,91101,gls dng1,dds,00:00:04
HE0566  3    glass ding #2, crystal champagne flute toast.,91101,gls dng2,dds,00:00:03
HE0567  3    glass ding #3, crystal champagne flute toast.,91101,gls dng3,dds,00:00:03
HE0568  4    glass ding #4, crystal champagne flute toast.,91102,gls dng4,dds,00:00:04
HE056B  1    glass ding #5, crystal champagne flute toast,muted.,-----,demo1tost,dds,00:00:
HE082B  14   glass impacts, (1-5) various glass crashes.
SG1C55  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C5A  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C59  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C58  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C56  3    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C54  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C53  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C52  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C51  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C50  4    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C4F  3    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C4E  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C4D  3    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C49  3    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C57  2    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C4B  3    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C4A  4    glass smash, glass breaking
SG1C4C  4    glass smash, glass breaking
HE07F6  12   glass toasts, (1-3) crystal.
HE0689  97   glass wind chimes ring lightly, sporadically.,40827,glasschm,dds,00:01:37
HE025C  59   glider, exterior perspective: heavy wind roar in,flight with hissy gusts.  sou
HE025D  41   glider, interior perspective: in flight, steady,wind roar.,39026,glidr 1,dds,0
HE02B8  12   glove compartment door open and close, metal,clicks and knob turns, close pers
SG0D42  3    glove, ski, put glove on



SG0D43  3    glove, ski, remove glove
SG0D44  4    glove, surgical, put glove on
SG0D45  2    glove, surgical, remove glove
HE0757  8    goat baas, c/u, classic.
HE01B6  5    goat; baas, close perspective.,ygb/u,goat 04,ads,00:00:05
HE0861  4    golf, (1-2) golf ball dropping into hole.
HE085F  5    golf, (1-2) golf ball hit w/ 9 iron, some dirt flies.
HE0860  10   golf, (1-4) golf ball putts.
HE085E  2    golf, golf ball hit w/ plastic golf club.
HE085D  1    golf, golf ball hit w/ wooden golf club.
SG162D  1    golf, iron, chip shot
SG162C  1    golf, iron, chip shot
SG162F  1    golf, iron, hit ball
SG162E  1    golf, iron, hit ball
SG162A  1    golf, iron, practice swing
SG162B  1    golf, iron, practice swing with divot
SG1635  2    golf, putt ball with putter
SG1636  2    golf, sink ball into cup
SG1637  2    golf, sink ball into cup
SG1638  2    golf, sink ball into cup, flag stick in
SG1634  1    golf, wood, hit ball
SG1633  1    golf, wood, hit ball
SG1631  1    golf, wood, practice swing
SG1630  1    golf, wood, practice swing
SG1632  1    golf, wood, practice swing with divot
HE085C  10   golf; (1) golf ball hit w/ 9 iron; (2)golf ball hit w/ 3 iron; (3-4) golf ball
SG12C1  14   gong, gong, hard hit
SG12C2  18   gong, gong, roll, build up
SG12C0  12   gong, gong, soft hit
SG1B5F  4    gong, indian, small indian gong, double hit
SG1B61  4    gong, indian, small indian gong, several hits
SG1B62  4    gong, indian, small indian gong, several hits
SG1B60  4    gong, indian, small indian gong, triple hit
HE06C1  37   gong: long scrape across with reverb and,ring-out.,51908,gong 1dy2,dds,00:00:3
SG0D47  18   gramophone, gramophone, play at end, lift needle, shut off
SG0D48  37   gramophone, gramophone, play at end, lift needle, shut off
SG0D46  8    gramophone, gramophone, start, place needle on record
SG0D4E  3    gramophone, lid, close
SG0D4D  3    gramophone, lid, open
SG0D4B  1    gramophone, scratch record on gramophone
SG0D4A  1    gramophone, scratch record on gramophone
SG0D49  1    gramophone, scratch record on gramophone
SG0D4C  1    gramophone, scratch record on gramophone
HE0796  42   grandfather clock ticks & plays westminster chimes.
HE08B6  5    Grenade/mortar launcher
SG0EF9  25   grinder, coffee, electric, on, grind, off
SG0751  28   grinder, electric, bench grinder, grinding
SG0752  58   grinder, electric, bench grinder, grinding
SG0754  38   grinder, electric, disc grinder, grinding metal rod
SG0753  52   grinder, electric, disc grinder, grinding thin metal
SG0750  37   grinder, electric, hand held grinder, grinding metal plate
SG074F  5    grinder, electric, hand held grinder, on and off
SG0755  85   grinder, electric, surface grinder, line up work, grind surface
HE0872  48   grinder, grinding metal, wind up, steady hum, various metallic scrapes & buzze
SG0F01  5    grinder, pepper, large pepper-mill, several grind
SG0F00  1    grinder, pepper, large pepper-mill, single grind
SG0EFE  1    grinder, pepper, large pepper-mill, single grind
SG0EFF  1    grinder, pepper, large pepper-mill, single grind
SG0F05  7    grinder, pepper, pepper grinder, several grinds
SG0F04  1    grinder, pepper, pepper grinder, single crank
SG0F02  1    grinder, pepper, pepper grinder, single crank
SG0F03  1    grinder, pepper, pepper grinder, single crank
SG0EFD  2    grinder, pepper, pepper-mill, several grinds



SG0EFB  1    grinder, pepper, pepper-mill, single grind
SG0EFC  1    grinder, pepper, pepper-mill, single grind
SG0EFA  1    grinder, pepper, pepper-mill, single grind
SG0F0A  6    grinder, salt, salt grinder, several grinds
SG0F06  1    grinder, salt, salt grinder, single grind
SG0F07  1    grinder, salt, salt grinder, single grind
SG0F09  1    grinder, salt, salt grinder, single grind
SG0F08  2    grinder, salt, salt grinder, single grind
HE06B3  61   grinding mulcher machine: grinding wood chips,into sawdust (mulch).,60012,mulc
HE014E  225  grocery store ambience near cashiers; medium,electronic register operation, re
HE014F  83   grocery store ambience: closer cash register,than track 1010-09, with beeps an
HE0536  174  grocery store: light activity with shopping carts,clatter, general movement, v
HE0782  7    group of cameras, simultaneous clicks.
HE0491  1    grunt #1; male, soft, interior perspective.,voxgrona1,ddm,00:00:01
HE049A  1    grunt #10; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrun
HE049B  1    grunt #11; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrun
HE049C  1    grunt #12; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrun
HE049D  1    grunt #13; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrun
HE0492  1    grunt #2; male, with exhale, close perspective.,voxgrona2,dds,00:00:01
HE0493  1    grunt #3; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrunt
HE0494  1    grunt #4; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrunt
HE0495  1    grunt #5; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrunt
HE0496  1    grunt #6; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrunt
HE0497  1    grunt #7; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrunt
HE0498  1    grunt #8; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrunt
HE0499  1    grunt #9; male, strained effort or punch,reaction, close perspective.,voxgrunt
HE029F  17   gto [special mix]: high revs and peel out with,heavy tire squeal and away on p
SG0150  21   guinea-pig, squealing
SG12C7  3    guitar, high note, harmonic, bend down
SG12C3  3    guitar, low note, bend down
SG12C6  3    guitar, low note, bend down
SG12C5  2    guitar, low note, bend down
SG12C4  3    guitar, low note, bend down
SG12C8  2    guitar, pick slide
SG12C9  2    guitar, pick slide
SG12CB  11   guitar, pick slide and chord
SG12CC  10   guitar, pick slide and chord
SG12CA  10   guitar, pick slide and chord
HE0800  19   gum wrapper; (1) open; (2) chew gum.
HE07DE  17   gun cocks; (1-6) various guns cocking; (7)cylinder spin .
HE07DB  9    gun, .22 &.357 magnum fire, close perspective,3 single shots.
HE0327  2    gun, .357 magnum pistol shot #1: close perspective.,rengd,22 357 cu,ads,00:00:
HE0328  4    gun, .357 magnum pistol shot #2: medium perspective..,rengd,357 med 1,ads,00:0
HE0329  3    gun, .357 magnum pistol shot #3: close perspective,.,rengd,357 cu 1,ads,00:00:
HE0340  3    gun, 12 gauge shotgun: blast with ring off.,61418,614 18 gs,ads,00:00:03
HE0341  3    gun, 16 gauge shotgun: blast with ring off.,61420,614 20 gs,ads,00:00:03
HE0324  2    gun, 22 caliber pistol shot #1: close perspective.,rengd,22 359 cu,ads,00:00:0
HE0325  4    gun, 22 caliber pistol shot #2: medium perspective,,rengd,22 medcu 1,ads,00:00
HE0326  2    gun, 22 caliber rifle shot, medium perspective.,paton,shot22 ro2,ads,00:00:02
HE07DA  7    gun, 25mm gun fires steady.
HE032C  6    gun, 30/o6 hunting rifle, single shot with echo and,long ring off.,wsdat,gn 30
HE032B  6    gun, 308 mauser, single shot.,wsdat,gnmous 20,dds,00:00:06
HE033F  3    gun, 8 gauge shotgun: single blast with ring off.,61419,614 19 gs,ads,00:00:03
HE0342  2    gun, 9mm uzi #1: single shot.,rengd,uzi 05,ads,00:00:02
HE0343  2    gun, 9mm uzi #2: single shot with debris fall.  lower,pitched .,rengd,uzi  11,
HE0344  5    gun, 9mm uzi automatic fire #1: debris and dirt,fall.,rengd,uzi  12,ads,00:00:
HE0345  5    gun, 9mm uzi automatic fire #2: bullet hits metal.,rengd,uzi  04,ads,00:00:05
HE0346  5    gun, 9mm uzi automatic fire #3: with ring off.,rengd,uzi  01,ads,00:00:05
SG1105  4    gun, anti tank, 20mm, single shot
SG1106  4    gun, anti tank, 20mm, single shot
SG1107  4    gun, anti tank, 20mm, two shots
HE0311  1    gun, classic pistol cock.,ygb/u,cock e 09,ddm,00:00:01
SG1076  4    gun, hand, .38 revolver, single shot



SG1077  3    gun, hand, .38 revolver, single shot
SG1079  5    gun, hand, .38 revolver, six shots
SG107A  5    gun, hand, .38 revolver, six shots
SG1078  4    gun, hand, .38 revolver, two shots
SG109B  3    gun, hand, 357 magnum, single shot
SG109A  3    gun, hand, 357 magnum, single shot
SG109E  4    gun, hand, 357 magnum, six shots
SG109D  4    gun, hand, 357 magnum, six shots
SG109C  3    gun, hand, 357 magnum, two shots
SG1093  4    gun, hand, 40 smith and wesson, eight shots, fast
SG108F  5    gun, hand, 40 smith and wesson, single shot
SG1090  5    gun, hand, 40 smith and wesson, single shot
SG1092  5    gun, hand, 40 smith and wesson, six shots, slow
SG1091  5    gun, hand, 40 smith and wesson, two shots
SG1095  3    gun, hand, 44 magnum, single shot
SG1094  3    gun, hand, 44 magnum, single shot
SG1099  5    gun, hand, 44 magnum, six shots
SG1098  4    gun, hand, 44 magnum, six shots
SG1097  5    gun, hand, 44 magnum, six shots
SG1096  3    gun, hand, 44 magnum, two shots
SG1086  4    gun, hand, colt 45 acp, eight shots
SG1085  4    gun, hand, colt 45 acp, eight shots
SG1087  4    gun, hand, colt 45 acp, eight shots
SG1084  5    gun, hand, colt 45 acp, single shot
SG1083  3    gun, hand, colt 45 acp, single shot
SG1082  3    gun, hand, colt 45 acp, single shot
SG107B  4    gun, hand, colt 45 frontier, single shot
SG107F  5    gun, hand, colt 45 frontier, single shot, black powder
SG107E  5    gun, hand, colt 45 frontier, six shots
SG107D  6    gun, hand, colt 45 frontier, six shots
SG1081  4    gun, hand, colt 45 frontier, six shots, black powder
SG107C  3    gun, hand, colt 45 frontier, two shots
SG1080  3    gun, hand, colt 45 frontier, two shots, black powder
SG1139  1    gun, hand, foley, .22 cal, dry fire
SG113A  1    gun, hand, foley, .22 cal, dry fire
SG1138  1    gun, hand, foley, .22 cal, pull and release slide
SG1135  7    gun, hand, foley, .22 cal, reloading
SG1137  2    gun, hand, foley, .22 cal, remove clip
SG1136  2    gun, hand, foley, .22 cal, replace clip
SG112C  1    gun, hand, foley, 40 smith and wesson, dry fire
SG112A  1    gun, hand, foley, 40 smith and wesson, pull and release slide
SG112B  1    gun, hand, foley, 40 smith and wesson, release slide
SG1127  6    gun, hand, foley, 40 smith and wesson, reloading
SG1128  1    gun, hand, foley, 40 smith and wesson, remove clip
SG1129  1    gun, hand, foley, 40 smith and wesson, replace clip
SG112F  2    gun, hand, foley, 44 magnum, close cylinder
SG1134  2    gun, hand, foley, 44 magnum, dry fire
SG1133  2    gun, hand, foley, 44 magnum, dry fire
SG1131  1    gun, hand, foley, 44 magnum, fast cock
SG112D  19   gun, hand, foley, 44 magnum, load six rounds
SG1132  1    gun, hand, foley, 44 magnum, release hammer
SG1130  1    gun, hand, foley, 44 magnum, slow cock
SG112E  3    gun, hand, foley, 44 magnum, unload cylinder
SG1120  1    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 acp, dry fire
SG111D  1    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 acp, pull and release slide, fast
SG111C  2    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 acp, pull and release slide, slow
SG111F  1    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 acp, pull back hammer
SG111E  1    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 acp, release slide
SG1119  6    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 acp, reloading
SG111A  2    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 acp, remove clip
SG111B  2    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 acp, replace clip
SG1113  8    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 frontier, cylinder clicks
SG1115  2    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 frontier, cylinder spin



SG1114  1    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 frontier, cylinder spin
SG1118  1    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 frontier, dry fire
SG1117  1    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 frontier, fast cock
SG1111  24   gun, hand, foley, colt 45 frontier, load six rounds
SG1116  2    gun, hand, foley, colt 45 frontier, slow cock
SG1112  15   gun, hand, foley, colt 45 frontier, unload cylinder
SG1126  1    gun, hand, foley, glock 10mm, dry fire
SG1124  1    gun, hand, foley, glock 10mm, pull and release slide
SG1125  1    gun, hand, foley, glock 10mm, release slide
SG1121  4    gun, hand, foley, glock 10mm, reloading
SG1122  2    gun, hand, foley, glock 10mm, remove clip
SG1123  2    gun, hand, foley, glock 10mm, replace clip
SG108D  4    gun, hand, glock 10mm, eight shots
SG108E  5    gun, hand, glock 10mm, eight shots
SG108A  3    gun, hand, glock 10mm, single shot
SG1089  3    gun, hand, glock 10mm, single shot
SG1088  3    gun, hand, glock 10mm, single shot
SG108B  3    gun, hand, glock 10mm, two shots
SG108C  3    gun, hand, glock 10mm, two shots
SG1179  1    gun, holster, draw hand gun from holster
SG1177  2    gun, holster, draw hand gun from holster
SG1178  1    gun, holster, draw hand gun from holster
SG117B  1    gun, holster, replace hand gun into holster
SG117A  2    gun, holster, replace hand gun into holster
SG117C  1    gun, holster, replace hand gun into holster
SG10DB  5    gun, machine, browning, long burst
SG10DA  5    gun, machine, browning, long burst
SG10D7  3    gun, machine, browning, short burst
SG10D6  4    gun, machine, browning, short burst
SG10D8  3    gun, machine, browning, short burst
SG10D9  3    gun, machine, browning, short burst
SG10D5  3    gun, machine, browning, single shot
SG10D4  4    gun, machine, browning, single shot
SG10D3  3    gun, machine, browning, single shot
SG1161  1    gun, machine, foley, hk53, dry fire
SG115F  2    gun, machine, foley, hk53, pull and lock charge handle
SG115E  1    gun, machine, foley, hk53, pull and release charge handle
SG1160  1    gun, machine, foley, hk53, release charge handle
SG115B  3    gun, machine, foley, hk53, reloading
SG115C  1    gun, machine, foley, hk53, remove clip
SG115D  2    gun, machine, foley, hk53, replace clip
SG116E  2    gun, machine, foley, m-14, dry fire
SG116C  2    gun, machine, foley, m-14, pull and lock charge handle
SG116B  2    gun, machine, foley, m-14, pull and release charge handle, fast
SG116A  2    gun, machine, foley, m-14, pull and release charge handle, slow
SG116D  2    gun, machine, foley, m-14, release charge handle
SG1168  1    gun, machine, foley, m-14, remove clip
SG1169  2    gun, machine, foley, m-14, replace clip
SG1175  1    gun, machine, foley, m-16, dry fire
SG1171  1    gun, machine, foley, m-16, extend stock
SG1176  18   gun, machine, foley, m-16, loading ammunition into clip
SG1173  2    gun, machine, foley, m-16, pull and release charge handle
SG1174  1    gun, machine, foley, m-16, release charge handle
SG116F  2    gun, machine, foley, m-16, remove clip
SG1170  2    gun, machine, foley, m-16, replace clip
SG1172  2    gun, machine, foley, m-16, retract stock
SG1165  2    gun, machine, foley, m-3, close safety door
SG1167  2    gun, machine, foley, m-3, dry fire
SG1164  2    gun, machine, foley, m-3, open safety door
SG1166  2    gun, machine, foley, m-3, pull and lock charge handle
SG1162  1    gun, machine, foley, m-3, remove clip
SG1163  2    gun, machine, foley, m-3, replace clip
SG114B  1    gun, machine, foley, mac 10, pull and lock charge handle



SG114D  1    gun, machine, foley, mac 10, pull and release charge handle
SG114C  1    gun, machine, foley, mac 10, release charge handle
SG1148  2    gun, machine, foley, mac 10, remove clip
SG114A  1    gun, machine, foley, mac 10, replace clip
SG1149  2    gun, machine, foley, mac 10, replace clip
SG1156  2    gun, machine, foley, mg34, close top cover
SG1155  2    gun, machine, foley, mg34, open top cover
SG1159  1    gun, machine, foley, mg34, pull and lock charge handle
SG1158  1    gun, machine, foley, mg34, pull and release charge handle
SG1157  1    gun, machine, foley, mg34, pull and release charge handle
SG115A  1    gun, machine, foley, mg34, release charge handle
SG1154  1    gun, machine, foley, mp5, dry fire
SG1152  1    gun, machine, foley, mp5, pull and lock charge handle
SG1151  1    gun, machine, foley, mp5, pull and release charge handle
SG1153  1    gun, machine, foley, mp5, release charge handle
SG114E  4    gun, machine, foley, mp5, reload
SG114F  1    gun, machine, foley, mp5, remove clip
SG1150  2    gun, machine, foley, mp5, replace clip
SG10D2  6    gun, machine, hk53, long burst
SG10D1  7    gun, machine, hk53, long burst
SG10D0  6    gun, machine, hk53, long burst
SG10CF  3    gun, machine, hk53, short burst
SG10CE  3    gun, machine, hk53, short burst
SG10CD  4    gun, machine, hk53, short burst
SG10CC  3    gun, machine, hk53, single shot
SG10CB  3    gun, machine, hk53, single shot
SG10CA  3    gun, machine, hk53, single shot
SG10E9  5    gun, machine, m-14, long burst
SG10EA  4    gun, machine, m-14, long burst
SG10EC  5    gun, machine, m-14, long burst
SG10E7  4    gun, machine, m-14, short burst
SG10E8  3    gun, machine, m-14, short burst
SG10E4  3    gun, machine, m-14, single shot
SG10E5  4    gun, machine, m-14, single shot
SG10E6  4    gun, machine, m-14, single shot
SG10EB  6    gun, machine, m-14, staggered burst
SG10EF  5    gun, machine, m-16, five shots, staggered
SG10F4  4    gun, machine, m-16, long burst
SG10F5  4    gun, machine, m-16, long burst
SG10F1  2    gun, machine, m-16, short burst
SG10F2  3    gun, machine, m-16, short burst
SG10F3  2    gun, machine, m-16, short burst
SG10EE  3    gun, machine, m-16, single shot
SG10ED  3    gun, machine, m-16, single shot
SG10F6  7    gun, machine, m-16, staggered burst
SG10F0  2    gun, machine, m-16, two round burst
SG10E0  8    gun, machine, m-3, long burst
SG10DF  8    gun, machine, m-3, long burst
SG10E1  7    gun, machine, m-3, long burst
SG10DD  4    gun, machine, m-3, short burst
SG10DE  4    gun, machine, m-3, short burst
SG10DC  4    gun, machine, m-3, single shot
SG10E2  9    gun, machine, m-3, staggered burst
SG10E3  8    gun, machine, m-3, staggered burst
SG10F7  4    gun, machine, m-60, short burst
SG10F8  7    gun, machine, m-60, short burst, long burst
SG10F9  9    gun, machine, m-60, six short bursts
SG10AB  3    gun, machine, mac 10, long burst
SG10AC  4    gun, machine, mac 10, long burst
SG10AD  5    gun, machine, mac 10, long burst
SG10AE  5    gun, machine, mac 10, long burst
SG10A9  3    gun, machine, mac 10, short burst
SG10AA  4    gun, machine, mac 10, short burst



SG10C7  5    gun, machine, mg34, long burst
SG10C6  5    gun, machine, mg34, long burst
SG10C5  4    gun, machine, mg34, short burst
SG10C4  4    gun, machine, mg34, short burst
SG10C2  4    gun, machine, mg34, single shot
SG10C3  3    gun, machine, mg34, single shot
SG10C8  6    gun, machine, mg34, staggered burst
SG10C9  6    gun, machine, mg34, staggered burst
SG10FA  55   gun, machine, military exercise, ambience, browning machine guns
SG10B9  4    gun, machine, mp5 suppressed, long burst
SG10B8  3    gun, machine, mp5 suppressed, short burst
SG10B5  5    gun, machine, mp5, long burst
SG10B4  6    gun, machine, mp5, long burst
SG10B3  3    gun, machine, mp5, short burst
SG10B1  3    gun, machine, mp5, short burst
SG10B2  3    gun, machine, mp5, short burst
SG10B0  4    gun, machine, mp5, single shot
SG10AF  3    gun, machine, mp5, single shot
SG10B7  6    gun, machine, mp5, staggered burst
SG10B6  7    gun, machine, mp5, staggered burst
SG10C1  3    gun, machine, thompson sub machine gun, long burst
SG10C0  4    gun, machine, thompson sub machine gun, long burst
SG10BB  2    gun, machine, thompson sub machine gun, short burst
SG10BE  2    gun, machine, thompson sub machine gun, short burst
SG10BC  3    gun, machine, thompson sub machine gun, short burst
SG10BF  3    gun, machine, thompson sub machine gun, short burst
SG10BD  3    gun, machine, thompson sub machine gun, short burst
SG10BA  2    gun, machine, thompson sub machine gun, single shot
SG1103  2    gun, ricochet, ricochet, single shot
SG1100  2    gun, ricochet, ricochet, single shot
SG10FE  2    gun, ricochet, ricochet, single shot
SG1104  2    gun, ricochet, ricochet, single shot
SG10FF  2    gun, ricochet, ricochet, single shot
SG1102  2    gun, ricochet, ricochet, single shot
SG1101  2    gun, ricochet, ricochet, single shot
SG10FD  3    gun, ricochet, ricochet, single shot
SG10A1  3    gun, rifle, browning 4570, single shot
SG109F  4    gun, rifle, browning 4570, single shot
SG10A0  4    gun, rifle, browning 4570, single shot
SG113F  1    gun, rifle, foley, browning 4570, close action
SG113C  1    gun, rifle, foley, browning 4570, cocking
SG1140  1    gun, rifle, foley, browning 4570, dry fire
SG113E  1    gun, rifle, foley, browning 4570, open action
SG113D  1    gun, rifle, foley, browning 4570, open action
SG113B  5    gun, rifle, foley, browning 4570, open and set ammunition
SG1147  1    gun, rifle, foley, winchester 1873 lever action, dry fire
SG1146  1    gun, rifle, foley, winchester 1873 lever action, fast lever action
SG1145  3    gun, rifle, foley, winchester 1873 lever action, slow lever action
SG10A2  4    gun, rifle, winchester 1873 lever action, single shot
SG10A3  3    gun, shotgun, 12 gauge, single shot
SG10A4  4    gun, shotgun, 12 gauge, single shot
SG10A5  3    gun, shotgun, 12 gauge, single shot
SG10A6  3    gun, shotgun, 12 gauge, single shot, black powder
SG10A7  4    gun, shotgun, 12 gauge, single shot, black powder
SG10A8  3    gun, shotgun, 12 gauge, single shot, black powder
SG1141  1    gun, shotgun, foley, 12 gauge, break open chamber
SG1142  1    gun, shotgun, foley, 12 gauge, close chamber
SG1144  1    gun, shotgun, foley, 12 gauge, dry fire
SG1143  3    gun, shotgun, foley, 12 gauge, load two rounds
SG1CEE  1    gun, silencer, single shot
SG1CED  1    gun, silencer, single shot
SG10FC  1    gun, silencer, suppressed hand gun, single shot
SG10FB  1    gun, silencer, suppressed hand gun, single shot



SG1108  4    gun, tank, howitzer, interior of tank, single shot
SG1109  3    gun, tank, howitzer, interior of tank, single shot
SG110E  6    gun, tank, howitzer, single shot
SG110B  10   gun, tank, howitzer, single shot
SG110C  9    gun, tank, howitzer, single shot
SG110A  9    gun, tank, howitzer, single shot
SG110D  8    gun, tank, howitzer, single shot
HE051A  46   gurney being wheeled down interior hallway.,born1,hospgny1a,ads,00:00:46
HE01E7  133  gusts;  medium wind blowing leaves and dirt, die,down to long quiet periods.
HE01DC  60   gusts; heavy cold wind, howling or whistling with,swirling.,wind c 41,dds,00:0
HE01E5  114  gusts; heavy howling and whistling wind with,strong blowing grass and sand.,wi
HE01E3  28   gusts; heavy wind whip sand and grass.,wind s 32,ads,00:00:28
HE01DD  37   gusts; heavy wind with leaf rustle in trees.,wind g 44,ads,00:00:37
HE01DA  45   gusts; heavy, whirling wind with sand blowing.,wind g 28,ads,00:00:45
HE01DF  52   gusts; medium howling wind, eerie with whistling.,wind h 34,ads,00:00:52
HE01E0  165  gusts; medium to heavy, with swirling low-end,at times howling.,wind h 50,ads,
HE01DB  39   gusts; medium, wind through trees with light,debris movement.,wind g 24,dds,00
HE01E4  59   gusts; very heavy come and go, whipping sand and,grass, with ominous moaning w
HE01DE  143  gusts; very heavy over light wind, with dirt and,grass movement.,wind ga28,ads
HE01E6  60   gusts; very heavy wind blowing dirt and sand,with periods of calm.,wind s 42,a
SG163A  4    gymnastics, balance beam, dismount
SG1639  2    gymnastics, balance beam, flip
SG163B  30   gymnastics, horizontal bar, routine and dismount
SG163C  5    gymnastics, matt, reverse handsprings across matts
SG163D  13   gymnastics, pommel horse, routine and dismount
SG163E  26   gymnastics, rings, routine and dismount
SG163F  6    gymnastics, trampoline, short bounces
SG1640  30   gymnastics, trampoline, various bounces
SG1641  17   gymnastics, uneven bars, routine and dismount
SG1642  6    gymnastics, vault, run and vault over horse
SG0F0C  62   hair-dryer, large, switch on, dry hair, switch off
SG0F0B  61   hair-dryer, small, switch on, dry hair, switch off
SG0D4F  22   haircut, cutting hair with scissors
SG0D51  6    haircut, electric cutters, start, cut hair, shut off
SG0D50  13   haircut, electric cutters, start, run, stop
SG0D52  18   haircut, electric trimmers, start, run, stop
SG0D53  10   haircut, electric trimmers, start, trim hair
SG0D54  26   haircut, electric trimmers, start, trim hair, shut off
HE0812  19   hairspray, aerosol & pump; (1-2) quick aerosol spray; (3) long aerosol spray;
HE0614  4    half glass / wood door #1: open with a creak.,37910,---------,adm,00:00:04
HE0615  5    half glass / wood door #2: open and close.,71331,---------,ads,00:00:05
HE0616  6    half glass / wood door #3: open with latch and long,time to close.,71331,-----
HE0617  4    half glass / wood door #4: opens and closes,quickly.,71331,---------,ads,00:00
HE0618  8    half glass / wood door #5: bang open and close hard,with a rattle.,71332,-----
HE05A5  37   hamburgers fry on grill with spatula hits.,-----,burgers 2,dds,00:00:37
HE069C  46   hammer #1: soft hits of nail into wood.,close perspective.,43022,toolhamr3,dds
HE069D  16   hammer #2: nail into wood, interior reverb.,medium perspective.,60519,toolhmr2
SG06B7  4    hammer, wood, hammer, knocking nails back out of wood
SG06B4  6    hammer, wood, hammer, nail into wood
SG06B0  3    hammer, wood, hammer, nail into wood
SG06B1  4    hammer, wood, hammer, nail into wood
SG06B2  6    hammer, wood, hammer, nail into wood
SG06B3  3    hammer, wood, hammer, nail into wood
SG06B5  5    hammer, wood, hammer, nail through wood into concrete
SG06B6  6    hammer, wood, hammer, nail through wood into concrete
SG06BA  1    hammer, wood, hammer, remove nail from wood
SG06BE  2    hammer, wood, hammer, remove nail from wood
SG06BD  1    hammer, wood, hammer, remove nail from wood
SG06BB  2    hammer, wood, hammer, remove nail from wood
SG06B9  1    hammer, wood, hammer, remove nail from wood
SG06B8  1    hammer, wood, hammer, remove nail from wood
SG06BC  2    hammer, wood, hammer, remove nail from wood
SG06AF  4    hammer, wood, tack hammer, nail into wood



SG06AE  4    hammer, wood, tack hammer, nail into wood
HE0873  4    hammering nail into wood.
HE02B4  8    hand brake set with clicks and release; bmw.,74065,cr em brk,adm,00:00:08
HE069F  18   hand-held saw #1: grinding back and forth motion,through wood.  close perspect
HE06A0  36   hand-held saw #2: higher-pitched and faster,motion.  interior reverb.,13711,sa
SG0D59  4    hanDCuffs, place on both wrists, fast
SG0D5B  4    hanDCuffs, place on both wrists, fast, rattling
SG0D58  3    hanDCuffs, place on both wrists, slow
SG0D5A  8    hanDCuffs, place on both wrists, slow, rattling
SG0D56  2    hanDCuffs, place on wrist
SG0D55  2    hanDCuffs, place on wrist
SG0D57  2    hanDCuffs, slap on wrist
SG0D5F  10   hanDCuffs, unlock both sides, and remove, fast
SG0D5E  10   hanDCuffs, unlock both sides, and remove, slow
SG0D5D  3    hanDCuffs, unlock one side, fast
SG0D5C  4    hanDCuffs, unlock one side, slow
SG11A3  89   hangar deck, ship, ambience on hangar deck of aircraft carrier
HE0139  50   harbor ambience: boat by, smaller boat than track,24.  medium perspective puls
HE0138  100  harbor ambience: deep, humming engine roar of,medium-large boat, medium distan
HE0130  70   harbor ambience: distant fog horn with ring-off.,quiet wind.,113-01,dds,00:01:
HE0132  199  harbor ambience: water lap medium perspective,ferry in from distant to dock cl
HE0131  59   harbor ambience: water lap on rocks close, gentle,surf medium perspective.  di
HE012F  166  harbor: industrial dock ambience, quiet.  distant,industrial roar, ship engine
SG1569  120  harbour, city, mast rigging, distant traffic & city rumble
SG156A  120  harbour, city, shipyard rumble, sea gulls, boat horns
HE000A  152  harlem block ambience: close to distant reverberated walla - young women, men,
HE0009  171  harlem block ambience: reverberated walla close,to distant - women, children.
SG12D1  9    harp, arpeggiated chord
SG12D2  8    harp, arpeggiated chord, first inversion
SG12D3  9    harp, arpeggiated chord, second inversion
SG12E3  9    harp, chordal gliss, down
SG12EA  13   harp, chordal gliss, down, repeating
SG12E2  8    harp, chordal gliss, up
SG12E4  11   harp, chordal gliss, up and down
SG12E5  17   harp, chordal gliss, up and down, repeating
SG12E6  13   harp, chordal gliss, up and down, repeating
SG12E9  14   harp, chordal gliss, up and down, repeating
SG12E8  11   harp, chordal gliss, up and down, repeating
SG12E7  17   harp, chordal gliss, up and down, repeating
SG12D4  9    harp, dominant 7th chord
SG12DD  14   harp, dominant 7th chord arpeggio, up and down
SG12D8  12   harp, dominant 7th chord, arpeggiated
SG12D9  10   harp, dominant 7th chord, arpeggiated, first inversion
SG12DA  8    harp, dominant 7th chord, arpeggiated, second inversion
SG12DB  7    harp, dominant 7th chord, arpeggiated, third inversion
SG12D5  9    harp, dominant 7th chord, first inversion
SG12D6  9    harp, dominant 7th chord, second inversion
SG12D7  7    harp, dominant 7th chord, third inversion
SG12EE  10   harp, dominant 7th gliss
SG12EF  11   harp, dominant 7th gliss, down
SG12F0  13   harp, dominant 7th gliss, up and down
SG12F2  13   harp, dominant 7th gliss, up and down, fast
SG12F1  14   harp, dominant 7th gliss, up and down, slow
SG12ED  16   harp, glisses, up, then down
SG12DC  13   harp, major chord arpeggio, up and down
SG12F3  8    harp, minor 7th gliss, down
SG12F4  9    harp, minor 7th gliss, up
SG12E1  12   harp, minor chord arpeggio, up
SG12CD  8    harp, single chord
SG12CE  6    harp, single chord, first inversion
SG12CF  4    harp, single chord, second inversion
SG12D0  5    harp, single chord, third inversion
SG12DE  10   harp, single minor chord



SG12DF  6    harp, single minor chord, first inversion
SG12E0  5    harp, single minor chord, second inversion
SG12F5  38   harp, tuning up
SG12EC  16   harp, two glisses, loud and soft
SG12EB  20   harp, two glisses, loud and soft
HE05F5  2    hassleblad shutter clicks with manual advance.,09737,hasslebld,adm,00:00:02
SG0935  2    hat, baseball cap, adjust position
SG0933  2    hat, baseball cap, put on
SG0934  2    hat, baseball cap, take off
SG0936  2    hat, felt hat, put on
SG0937  2    hat, felt hat, take off
SG093A  8    hat, straw hat, adjust position
SG0938  2    hat, straw hat, put on
SG0939  2    hat, straw hat, take off
SG093B  1    hat, wool hat, put on
SG093C  2    hat, wool hat, take off
SG11B1  3    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, close
SG11B0  5    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, close
SG11B2  2    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, close
SG11AE  3    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, open
SG11AA  5    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, open
SG11AB  8    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, open
SG11AF  4    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, open
SG11AD  3    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, open
SG11AC  4    hatch, ship, metal hatch on aircraft carrier, open
SG11CC  5    hatch, submarine, metal hatch on submarine, close
SG11CE  5    hatch, submarine, metal hatch on submarine, close
SG11CD  4    hatch, submarine, metal hatch on submarine, close
SG11CB  4    hatch, submarine, metal hatch on submarine, open
SG11C9  7    hatch, submarine, metal hatch on submarine, open
SG11CA  8    hatch, submarine, metal hatch on submarine, open
HE07AB  16   hatches, spaceship, submarine; (1) sliding metal door closes slowly w/ low pit
HE08E5  7    Head bonk and tweety bird
HE0522  180  heart beat, fast: 106 beats per minute.,14802,hartbtfst,adm,00:03:00
HE0524  86   heart beat, fluctuating.,14804,hartbeat 3,adm,00:01:26
HE0521  181  heart beat, medium: 80 beats per minute.,14802,hartbtmed,adm,00:03:01
HE0520  181  heart beat, slow: 63 beats per minute.,14801,hartbtslo,adm,00:03:01
HE0523  181  heart beat, very fast: 158 beats per minute.,14804,hartbtvft,adm,00:03:01
SG1C6B  61   heartbeat, heart beating, fast speed
SG1C6A  65   heartbeat, heart beating, normal speed
SG1C6C  61   heartbeat, heart beating, very fast speed
HE0591  79   heating pipes clanging in house.,-----,applheat1,dds,00:01:19
HE007E  95   heavy bumper-to-bumper traffic close in tunnel.,could play for confined street
HE0240  39   heavy rumble underwater #1: with slosh and,bubbles from the deep sea.,73520,de
HE0241  41   heavy rumble underwater #2: with roar and bubbles,from the deep sea.,73522,dee
HE061A  9    heavy screen door open with latch and close with,air hiss and a rattle.,54020,
HE061B  5    heavy screen door with creaky spring opens and,closes with bounce.,71621,-----
HE0078  113  heavy traffic bys on bridge, close.  middle of,bridge point of view, cars and
HE007F  145  heavy traffic in tunnel.  constant loud roar with,a few defined bys, many brak
HE0080  168  heavy traffic in tunnel.  more air and wider,stereo image than track 1005-08.
HE0063  147  heavy traffic under overpass, medium close.,reverberated traffic bys, distant
HE007A  123  heavy traffic, under solid bridge point of view.,more low end rumble, not as w
HE01E8  53   heavy wind in close trees, steady with a few,big gusts.  defined leaf movement
HE01EA  60   heavy wind steady with high-pitched whistling,and low rumbling gusts.,wind w26
HE01EF  58   heavy wind; gusting and howling.,wind w 33,ads,00:00:58
HE01F0  99   heavy wind; with sporadic gusts and low howling,roar.,wind w 29,ads,00:01:39
HE0613  8    heavy wood door with metal latch open with creaky,spring and close with slight
HE0661  19   heavy wood frame window squeaks while sliding.,08614,wd sqks,ads,00:00:19
HE072D  42   helicopter by, bell 47 chopper, long approach, fast by & away, good blade
HE072C  71   helicopter by, huey; (1) long approach &away, medium speed; (2) long approach
HE072B  68   helicopter by, jet ranger, (1) long approach & away, nice blade whine, doppler
HE025F  40   helicopter close perspective: steady blade thwop.,brndt,thwop,dds,00:00:40
HE0726  30   helicopter hover, bell 47 chopper,exterior perspective .



HE0729  30   helicopter hover, huey, interior perspective.
HE0728  30   helicopter hover, jet ranger, in flight interior, w/ blade thwops.
HE0727  30   helicopter hover, jet ranger, w/ blade thwops, exterior perspective.
HE012E  70   helicopter in and by distant with swirling,reflected sound.,332,dds,00:01:10
HE012D  33   helicopter in and by overhead, medium perspective,with distant city ambience.
HE0266  55   helicopter land close and wind down.,38217,heli land,dds,00:00:55
HE012C  60   helicopter long in from distant towards mic, by,close overhead, and away.  low
HE012B  178  helicopter start and idle close.  ascending whine,with high pitch, some light
HE025E  120  helicopter start and idle, close perspective:,high-pitched ascending whine, th
HE072A  76   helicopter start-up, jet ranger, start-up w/ engine & turbine whine, builds to
SG0DD5  77   helicopter, apache, exterior, engine idle
SG0DD6  94   helicopter, apache, exterior, in flight simulation
SG0DD7  175  helicopter, apache, exterior, land, shutoff
SG0DD4  112  helicopter, apache, exterior, start, idle
SG0DC2  8    helicopter, bell 206, audio warning system
SG0DBE  248  helicopter, bell 206, exterior, approach, hover, circle, land, idle
SG0DBA  48   helicopter, bell 206, exterior, approach, pass by, fast
SG0DB9  54   helicopter, bell 206, exterior, approach, pass by, medium
SG0DB8  84   helicopter, bell 206, exterior, approach, pass by, slow
SG0DBD  60   helicopter, bell 206, exterior, approach, pass overhead, fast
SG0DBC  54   helicopter, bell 206, exterior, approach, pass overhead, medium
SG0DBB  92   helicopter, bell 206, exterior, approach, pass overhead, slow
SG0DC0  172  helicopter, bell 206, exterior, hover, land, short idle
SG0DC1  124  helicopter, bell 206, exterior, idle, shut off
SG0DB7  102  helicopter, bell 206, exterior, idle, take off into distance
SG0DBF  126  helicopter, bell 206, exterior, idle, take off, hover
SG0DB6  73   helicopter, bell 206, exterior, start, idle
SG0DB4  45   helicopter, bell 206, interior, hovering
SG0DB5  58   helicopter, bell 206, interior, hovering, land, idle
SG0DB1  106  helicopter, bell 206, interior, idle, take off, radio communications
SG0DB2  181  helicopter, bell 206, interior, in flight, radio communication
SG0DB3  327  helicopter, bell 206, interior, land, idle, shut off
SG0DB0  210  helicopter, bell 206, interior, start, idle
HE0264  59   helicopter, close perspective: long in and by,overhead, away.,ct912,heli by,dd
HE0261  51   helicopter, medium close perspective: hovering,overhead with slight circling m
HE0265  33   helicopter, medium distant perspective: in and,by.,ct913,heli mdby,dds,00:00:3
SG0DD1  99   helicopter, twin huey, exterior, approach, land, idle
SG0DD0  100  helicopter, twin huey, exterior, approach, land, idle
SG0DCD  58   helicopter, twin huey, exterior, approach, pass by, fast
SG0DCC  86   helicopter, twin huey, exterior, approach, pass by, medium
SG0DCB  134  helicopter, twin huey, exterior, approach, pass by, slow
SG0DD2  46   helicopter, twin huey, exterior, hovering
SG0DD3  151  helicopter, twin huey, exterior, idle, shut off
SG0DC9  44   helicopter, twin huey, exterior, idle, take off into distance
SG0DCF  66   helicopter, twin huey, exterior, pass by, distant
SG0DCE  49   helicopter, twin huey, exterior, pass by, distant
SG0DC8  108  helicopter, twin huey, exterior, start, idle
SG0DCA  36   helicopter, twin huey, exterior, take off into distance
SG0DC5  119  helicopter, twin huey, interior, in flight
SG0DC4  97   helicopter, twin huey, interior, increase throttle to take off
SG0DC6  336  helicopter, twin huey, interior, land, idle, shut off
SG0DC3  120  helicopter, twin huey, interior, start, idle
SG0DC7  98   helicopter, twin huey, interior, take off, hover
SG0940  4    helmet, army helmet, drop in dirt
SG093F  3    helmet, army helmet, drop in dirt
SG093D  1    helmet, army helmet, put on
SG093E  2    helmet, army helmet, take off
SG0945  6    helmet, fire fighter's helmet, handling
SG0941  2    helmet, fire fighter's helmet, put on
SG0942  2    helmet, fire fighter's helmet, put on
SG0943  2    helmet, fire fighter's helmet, take off
SG0944  2    helmet, fire fighter's helmet, take off
SG094A  5    helmet, motorcycle helmet, handling



SG0946  4    helmet, motorcycle helmet, put on
SG0947  4    helmet, motorcycle helmet, take off
SG0949  4    helmet, motorcycle helmet, visor down
SG0948  1    helmet, motorcycle helmet, visor up
SG094F  5    helmet, police helmet, handle
SG094C  2    helmet, police helmet, put on
SG094B  2    helmet, police helmet, put on
SG094E  2    helmet, police helmet, take off
SG094D  2    helmet, police helmet, take off
SG0950  2    helmet, tapping helmet once
SG0951  2    helmet, tapping helmet, two times
HE04FE  178  high school hallway, reverberant.  busy voices,footsteps by, locker opening an
HE06BC  31   high voltage electrical sizzle, steady.,twb/u,spark 2,dds,00:00:31
HE00C6  55   high-low siren long in from distant, close,doppler by left to right fast.  awa
HE00BE  18   high-low siren, short bursts close.,srn 6a,dds,00:00:18
HE00BD  24   high-low siren, steady close.,srn 5,dds,00:00:24
HE0675  6    high-pitched desk bell rings 1x with ring-off,close perspective.,06718,deskbel
HE0676  6    high-pitched desk bell rings 2x with ring-off,close perspective.,06718,deskbel
HE065D  3    high-pitched metal squeaks #1.,73422,mtl sqk,adm,00:00:03
HE065E  14   high-pitched metal squeaks #2: with low-pitched,rubbing.,jdat1,j mtl sqk,dds,0
HE02E5  34   high/low siren: close perspective #1.,jhdat,firetkjh5,dds,00:00:34
HE02E6  16   high/low siren: close perspective #2.,ctvso,srn5+106,dds,00:00:16
HE0082  114  highway traffic bys close, left to right.  fast,steady traffic.,677,dds,00:01:
HE0084  135  highway traffic bys close, passing on both sides.,medium busy with a few pause
HE0083  227  highway traffic bys close, right to left.  tires,over bump.  constant bys.,114
HE02DA  221  highway traffic, busy: close perspective cars and,trucks.,80802,traffrew3,dds,
HE02DB  120  highway traffic, light: close perspective cars,trucks with doppler horns, tire
SG1B86  67   highway, medium, cars and trucks pass, 50-60 mph
SG164C  3    hockey, check player into boards
SG164B  3    hockey, check player into boards
SG164A  2    hockey, check player into boards
SG1652  90   hockey, indoor, game with small crowd
SG1653  90   hockey, outdoor, game
SG1649  3    hockey, player crashes into boards
SG1651  39   hockey, practice, shooting drills
SG1650  90   hockey, practice, skating, shooting, voices
SG1645  2    hockey, shot into boards
SG1644  3    hockey, shot into boards
SG1643  2    hockey, shot into boards
SG1646  3    hockey, shot into glass
SG1648  2    hockey, shot into goal post
SG1647  2    hockey, shot into goalie pads
SG164D  31   hockey, skate along, single person
SG164F  3    hockey, stop, single person
SG164E  2    hockey, stop, single person
SG1654  90   hockey, zamboni, cleaning ice
HE0677  2    home doorbell rings 1x: classic, high-pitched, at,close perspective.,syncl,db5
HE0679  6    home doorbell rings 1x: classic, low-pitched, at,close perspective.,syncl,db31
HE0678  3    home doorbell rings 2x: classic, high-pitched, at,close perspective.,syncl,db5
HE067A  6    home doorbell rings 2x: classic, low-pitched, at,close perspective.,syncl,db32
HE02BF  31   horn honks: jeep cherokee, various lengths.,73903,cr hrn 5,dds,00:00:31
SG0D65  8    horn, air, exterior, single blast, long
SG0D64  3    horn, air, exterior, single blast, short
SG0D63  5    horn, air, interior, single blast, long
SG0D61  4    horn, air, interior, single blast, long
SG0D62  1    horn, air, interior, single blast, short
SG0D60  3    horn, air, interior, single blast, short
SG0D66  1    horn, bicycle, bulb horn, single honk
SG0D67  2    horn, bicycle, bulb horn, two honks
SG11D0  3    horn, submarine, horn signaling dive
SG11CF  7    horn, submarine, horn signaling surface
HE07E0  14   horns #1, (1-7) various party / bike horns, short.
HE07E1  14   horns #2, (1-5) various party / bike horns, long.



HE07E2  12   horns #3, (1-3) various comic horn effects.
HE07E3  15   horns #4, (1-2) group / party, " new year's eve celebration ".
HE07E4  60   horror / sci-fi background #1, howling spooky tones & wind.
HE07E5  60   horror / sci-fi background #2, spooky tones & echoes, specific metal scrapes,
HE07E6  60   horror / sci-fi background #3, spooky whisps & spirit bys , varied, very weird
HE07E7  56   horror / sci-fi background #4, steel saw screeches, high pitched screeches & r
HE07E8  65   horror / sci-fi background #5, low steel saw screeches & tones, ominous sound.
SG0D68  181  horror, "house of horror"
SG0D85  2    horror, "insides" splat
SG0D84  3    horror, "insides" splat
SG0D83  2    horror, "insides" splat
SG0D69  2    horror, axe chop
SG0D6A  4    horror, axe chop, move side to side
SG0D6B  19   horror, axe chop, move side to side
SG0D99  5    horror, bell, single ring
SG0D70  3    horror, blood splat
SG0D71  5    horror, blood splat
SG0D74  28   horror, body crushing
SG0D72  58   horror, body squishing and crushing
SG0D73  28   horror, body squishing and crushing
SG0D7E  15   horror, chewing on bone
SG0D9B  48   horror, drone
SG0D9C  29   horror, drone
SG0D9A  7    horror, entity passby
SG0D7D  41   horror, flesh being chewed
SG0D7A  54   horror, flesh moving and sucking
SG0D7F  22   horror, flesh ripping
SG0D80  10   horror, flesh ripping
SG0D81  11   horror, flesh ripping
SG0D82  19   horror, flesh ripping, heavy
SG0D7C  22   horror, flesh scraping
SG0D76  49   horror, flesh squishing
SG0D75  69   horror, flesh squishing
SG0D7B  41   horror, flesh squishing and dropping
SG0D79  32   horror, flesh squishing and moving
SG0D77  36   horror, flesh squishing, fast
SG0D78  20   horror, flesh squishing, fast
SG0D88  1    horror, head crunch
SG0D8C  2    horror, head crunch
SG0D8B  2    horror, head crunch
SG0D89  1    horror, head crunch
SG0D87  1    horror, head crunch
SG0D86  1    horror, head crunch
SG0D8A  1    horror, head crunch
SG0D6C  1    horror, knife stab
SG0D6F  9    horror, knife stab and movement
SG0D6E  7    horror, knife stab and twist
SG0D6D  3    horror, knife stab and twist
SG0D95  5    horror, screech
SG0D93  4    horror, screech
SG0D98  28   horror, screech
SG0D96  5    horror, screech
SG0D94  4    horror, screech
SG0D91  3    horror, screech
SG0D90  2    horror, screech
SG0D8F  3    horror, screech
SG0D97  6    horror, screech
SG0D92  4    horror, screech
SG0D8E  24   horror, slimey slither
SG0D8D  10   horror, slimey slither
HE004A  51   horse and buggy in and by, then horse by in,city park.  close hoof clip clops
HE01B8  1    horse blow, single, close perspective.,ygb/u,blow21,adm,00:00:01
SG0D9D  13   horse race, bugle, call to track



SG0DA2  20   horse race, finish line, crowd in background
SG0DA1  9    horse race, horses, passby
SG0DA0  10   horse race, horses, passby
SG0D9F  6    horse race, start of race, bell ring
SG0D9E  6    horse race, start of race, bell ring
SG0163  50   horse, eating grain from floor tray
SG0164  56   horse, eating hay
SG0159  4    horse, exterior, horse whinny from interior of barn
SG0160  2    horse, exterior, low whinny
SG0161  2    horse, exterior, snorting
SG0162  5    horse, exterior, snorting
SG015F  3    horse, exterior, whinny
SG015E  4    horse, exterior, whinny
SG015D  3    horse, exterior, whinny
SG015C  4    horse, exterior, whinny
SG015B  4    horse, exterior, whinny
SG015A  4    horse, exterior, whinny
SG0184  21   horse, gallop, large group galloping, pass by, on dirt
SG0186  17   horse, gallop, large group galloping, pass by, on dirt
SG0187  29   horse, gallop, large group galloping, pass by, on dirt
SG0185  17   horse, gallop, large group galloping, pass by, on dirt
SG0182  21   horse, gallop, single horse galloping on concrete, foley
SG017B  20   horse, gallop, single horse galloping on dirt, bridle, foley
SG017C  20   horse, gallop, single horse galloping on dirt, foley
SG0183  19   horse, gallop, single horse galloping on gravel, foley
SG0181  13   horse, gallop, single horse galloping on wood, foley
SG0177  15   horse, gallop, single horse galloping, pass by on dirt
SG017D  22   horse, gallop, single horse galloping, pass by on gravel road
SG0180  19   horse, gallop, single horse galloping, pull away on gravel road
SG0179  20   horse, gallop, single horse galloping, pull up on dirt
SG017A  12   horse, gallop, single horse galloping, pull up on dirt
SG017F  20   horse, gallop, single horse galloping, pull up on gravel road
SG0178  15   horse, gallop, two horses galloping, pass by on dirt
SG017E  14   horse, gallop, two horses galloping, pass by on gravel road
SG0156  4    horse, interior, low whinny
SG0157  4    horse, interior, low whinny
SG0158  3    horse, interior, snort and grunt
SG0154  5    horse, interior, whinny
SG0155  2    horse, interior, whinny
SG0152  3    horse, interior, whinny
SG0153  5    horse, interior, whinny
SG0151  2    horse, interior, whinny
SG016E  23   horse, trot, horse trotting on dirt, foley
SG016F  23   horse, trot, horse trotting on dirt, leather bridle, foley
SG0175  27   horse, trot, single horse trot on concrete, foley
SG0174  25   horse, trot, single horse trot on gravel, foley
SG0176  23   horse, trot, single horse trot on wood, foley
SG016A  19   horse, trot, single horse trotting, pass by on dirt
SG0170  34   horse, trot, single horse trotting, pass by on gravel road
SG016D  16   horse, trot, single horse trotting, pull away on dirt
SG0172  20   horse, trot, single horse trotting, pull away on gravel road
SG0173  21   horse, trot, single horse trotting, pull away on gravel road
SG016C  17   horse, trot, single horse trotting, pull up on dirt
SG016B  22   horse, trot, two horses trotting, pass by on dirt
SG0171  28   horse, trot, two horses trotting, pass by on gravel road
SG018B  15   horse, wagon, approach, pull up, stop
SG018C  37   horse, wagon, pass by
SG018A  21   horse, wagon, pull away
SG0189  24   horse, wagon, pull away
SG0188  132  horse, wagon, start, ride, stop, on board
SG0168  35   horse, walk, horse walking on concrete, foley
SG0165  33   horse, walk, horse walking on dirt, foley
SG0166  33   horse, walk, horse walking on dirt, leather bridle, foley



SG0167  34   horse, walk, horse walking on gravel, foley
SG0169  32   horse, walk, horse walking on wood, foley
HE01B9  8    horse; gallop by on hard dirt, left to right., horse by dds,00:00:08
HE01BB  26   horses, four; full gallop, steady, on dirt and,weeds.,87503,horsesglp,adm,00:0
HE01B7  19   horses, several; whinnies and hoof steps, various,perspectives.,ygb/u,whinnys-
HE01BA  63   horses, two; gallop steady, stop and repeat, on,dirt.,85221,horsesrun,dds,00:0
HE01BC  34   horses, two; milling about on dirt with short,whinny at tail, medium perspecti
HE0758  36   horses; (1) 4 horses gallop; (2) herd galloping.
HE0759  10   horses; (1) high pitched whinny; (2)whinnies & snorts; (3) high pitched whinny
HE051B  37   hospital metal food cart, being wheeled down,hallway, with various rattles.,bo
HE051F  146  hospital nurses station in hallway: voices,pointed lines, paper shuffles, move
HE051D  6    hospital p.a. announcement, "doctor forest, dial,118 please...".,88207,hospano
HE051E  6    hospital p.a. announcement,"doctor cravitz, you,have a visitor in the main lob
HE0517  42   hospital respirator.,14004,hospresp4,ads,00:00:42
SG0DAB  4    hospital, blood pressure, place strap on arm
SG0DAE  5    hospital, blood pressure, pumping
SG0DAD  5    hospital, blood pressure, pumping
SG0DAF  8    hospital, blood pressure, pumping, fast
SG0DAC  1    hospital, blood pressure, remove strap
SG0DAA  40   hospital, e.e.g., running, pens moving
SG0DA5  16   hospital, heart monitor, "flat line"
SG0DA4  18   hospital, heart monitor, "heart attack"
SG0DA3  23   hospital, heart monitor, 76 bpm
SG0DA9  35   hospital, ventilator, fast rate
SG0DA8  33   hospital, ventilator, slow rate
SG0DA7  39   hospital, ventilator, start, run, normal rate
SG0DA6  36   hospital, ventilator, start, run, stop
HE02C3  8    hub cap falls on asphalt, rolls and spins.,64025,hub cap,ads,00:00:08
HE0262  37   huey helicopter steady, in "whisper mode.",38216,heli wis2,dds,00:00:37
HE0260  58   huey helicopter take off, close perspective: with,high-pitched whine.,38219,he
HE0267  71   huey helicopter, interior perspective: stop and,engine wind down, with one lou
HE0263  63   huey helicopter, interior perspective: with,high and low-pitched whine and vib
HE052B  163  huge auditorium with active, large crowd voices,occassional footsteps by: clos
HE04EE  28   huge exterior crowd applause, with boos, cheers,and claps; anticipatory excite
HE04E4  28   huge interior crowd (auditorium) applause that,becomes louder with cheers, yel
HE04EA  22   huge interior crowd applause and busy voices with,one cheer surge; very active
HE04E5  7    huge interior crowd applause, begins with,laughs, yells and whistles.  [reacti
HE04E6  20   huge interior crowd applause, with laughter and,cheers in a large auditorium.
HE04E9  19   huge interior crowd, applause only, with,occassional voices.,----jn apls 2,dds
HE0160  103  huge interior empty building: convention center,or coliseum.  starts with medi
HE015D  159  huge marble interior lobby, corporate building at,rush hour.  very reverberate
HE015C  154  huge marble interior lobby, corporate building.,very reverberated walla and fo
HE015E  145  huge marble interior lobby, museum.  busy walla,roar distant with some close f
SG16DD  5    human, baby, cooing
SG16DE  4    human, baby, cooing
SG16DC  58   human, baby, crying
SG16DB  64   human, baby, crying, whining
SG16DF  6    human, baby, sneeze
SG16E4  24   human, breath, blow up air mattress
SG16E2  5    human, breath, deep breath, female
SG16E0  5    human, breath, deep breath, male
SG16E3  19   human, breath, fast heavy breathing, female
SG16E1  19   human, breath, fast heavy breathing, male
SG16E5  27   human, brush, brushing teeth
SG16EA  1    human, burp, large burp
SG16E8  1    human, burp, medium burp
SG16E9  1    human, burp, medium burp
SG16E6  1    human, burp, small burp
SG16E7  1    human, burp, small burp
SG16EC  11   human, clap, solo clapping, fast
SG16EB  10   human, clap, solo clapping, slow
SG16F4  18   human, clothes, leather jacket, constant movement, running
SG16F1  9    human, clothes, leather jacket, put on



SG16F3  15   human, clothes, leather jacket, short movements
SG16F2  8    human, clothes, leather jacket, take off
SG16F0  18   human, clothes, suit jacket, constant movement, running
SG16ED  8    human, clothes, suit jacket, put on
SG16EF  12   human, clothes, suit jacket, short movements
SG16EE  8    human, clothes, suit jacket, take off
SG16FA  1    human, cough, cough and cLear throat, female
SG16FC  13   human, cough, cough and cLear throat, female
SG16FB  1    human, cough, cough and cLear throat, female
SG16F7  3    human, cough, cough and cLear throat, male
SG16F6  4    human, cough, cough and cLear throat, male
SG16FD  3    human, cough, cough, child
SG16FE  4    human, cough, cough, child
SG16F9  7    human, cough, cough, female
SG16F8  1    human, cough, cough, female
SG16F5  3    human, cough, cough, male
SG1702  1    human, crack, knuckle, single crack
SG1703  1    human, crack, knuckle, single crack
SG1706  1    human, crack, knuckles, fast cracking
SG1705  1    human, crack, knuckles, medium cracking
SG1704  2    human, crack, knuckles, slow cracking
SG1707  1    human, crack, neck, cracking
SG1701  34   human, cry, crying, child
SG1700  34   human, cry, heavy crying, female
SG16FF  26   human, cry, light crying, female
SG1708  4    human, drink, drink liquid from a mug, swallow
SG1713  15   human, eating, apple, bite, chew and swallow
SG1712  1    human, eating, apple, fast bite
SG1711  1    human, eating, apple, medium bite
SG1710  2    human, eating, apple, slow bite
SG170F  8    human, eating, banana, chew and swallow
SG170E  13   human, eating, banana, chew and swallow
SG1717  24   human, eating, celery, bite, chew and swallow
SG1716  1    human, eating, celery, fast bite
SG1715  1    human, eating, celery, medium bite
SG1714  2    human, eating, celery, slow bite
SG170B  1    human, eating, potato chips, bite
SG170A  1    human, eating, potato chips, bite
SG1709  1    human, eating, potato chips, bite
SG170D  11   human, eating, potato chips, fast chewing
SG170C  17   human, eating, potato chips, slow chewing
SG171C  1    human, fart, large fart
SG171A  1    human, fart, medium fart
SG171B  1    human, fart, medium fart
SG1718  1    human, fart, small fart
SG1719  1    human, fart, small fart
SG171F  9    human, gargle, gargle, female
SG171D  7    human, gargle, gargle, male
SG171E  10   human, gargle, gargle, male
SG1722  1    human, gasp, gasp, female
SG1723  1    human, gasp, gasp, female
SG1724  1    human, gasp, gasp, female
SG1720  1    human, gasp, gasp, male
SG1721  1    human, gasp, gasp, male
SG1727  18   human, groan, groan and grunt, male
SG1728  10   human, groan, groan and grunt, male
SG172C  13   human, groan, groan and moan, female
SG172A  2    human, groan, groan, female
SG172B  3    human, groan, groan, female
SG1729  1    human, groan, groan, female
SG1725  1    human, groan, groan, male
SG1726  2    human, groan, groan, male
SG172D  1    human, growl, growl, female



SG172E  2    human, growl, growl, female
SG1731  1    human, kiss, long kiss
SG1730  1    human, kiss, medium kiss
SG172F  1    human, kiss, short kiss
SG173A  3    human, laugh, belly laugh, female
SG1737  4    human, laugh, belly laugh, male
SG1738  3    human, laugh, comical laugh, male
SG1736  2    human, laugh, cynical laugh, male
SG173D  5    human, laugh, gafaw laugh, female
SG1740  10   human, laugh, giggling, child
SG173C  3    human, laugh, giggly laugh, female
SG1739  2    human, laugh, goofy laugh, female
SG1733  3    human, laugh, goofy laugh, male
SG1732  1    human, laugh, goofy laugh, male
SG1735  5    human, laugh, high pitched laugh, male
SG173F  37   human, laugh, laughs and gasps, female
SG173E  25   human, laugh, laughs and snorts, female
SG173B  5    human, laugh, sinister laugh, female
SG1741  15   human, laugh, squealing, child
SG1734  3    human, laugh, straight laugh, male
SG1742  3    human, nose, blowing nose
SG1743  2    human, nose, blowing nose
SG1744  2    human, nose, blowing nose
SG1746  2    human, nose, blowing nose, honk
SG1747  1    human, nose, blowing nose, honk
SG1748  2    human, nose, blowing nose, honk
SG1745  2    human, nose, blowing nose, post nasal drip
SG174B  3    human, scratch, scratch beard, fast
SG174A  3    human, scratch, scratch beard, medium
SG1749  5    human, scratch, scratch beard, slow
SG174C  2    human, scratch, scratch head
SG174D  4    human, scratch, scratch head
SG174E  3    human, scream, scream, female
SG174F  4    human, scream, scream, female
SG1750  3    human, scream, scream, female
SG1751  6    human, scream, scream, female
SG1756  10   human, shave, shave, dab shaving cream on face
SG1757  2    human, shave, shave, lather cream with brush
SG1758  23   human, shave, shave, lather cream with brush
SG1759  43   human, shave, shave, shaving with razor
SG175B  5    human, shave, shave, shaving with razor, four strokes
SG175A  3    human, shave, shave, shaving with razor, one long stroke
SG175F  1    human, shush, shush, long, female
SG175D  1    human, shush, shush, long, male
SG175E  1    human, shush, shush, short, female
SG175C  1    human, shush, shush, short, male
SG1762  3    human, sigh, sigh, female
SG1763  4    human, sigh, sigh, female
SG1761  2    human, sigh, sigh, male
SG1760  2    human, sigh, sigh, male
SG1764  1    human, slap, slap, hand
SG1765  1    human, slap, slap, hand
SG1766  1    human, snap, snap, fingers
SG1770  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, female
SG176F  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, female
SG176E  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, female
SG176D  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, female
SG1771  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, female
SG176C  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, male
SG176B  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, male
SG176A  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, male
SG1769  2    human, sneeze, sneeze, male
SG1767  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, male



SG1768  1    human, sneeze, sneeze, male
SG1754  1    human, sniffle, sniffle, female
SG1755  1    human, sniffle, sniffle, female
SG1753  1    human, sniffle, sniffle, male
SG1752  1    human, sniffle, sniffle, male
SG1773  28   human, snore, snore, loud
SG1772  35   human, snore, snore, quiet
SG1774  1    human, spit, spit
SG1775  1    human, spit, spit
SG1776  2    human, spit, spit
SG1777  2    human, swallow, swallow, liquid
SG1778  2    human, swallow, swallow, liquid
SG177C  2    human, throat, cLear throat, female
SG177B  1    human, throat, cLear throat, female
SG1779  2    human, throat, cLear throat, male
SG177A  3    human, throat, cLear throat, male
SG178A  2    human, voice, voice, "all aboard", male
SG1781  1    human, voice, voice, "ball", male
SG1787  2    human, voice, voice, "fore", female
SG1786  2    human, voice, voice, "fore", male
SG1782  1    human, voice, voice, "out", male
SG1783  2    human, voice, voice, "out", male
SG177D  2    human, voice, voice, "play ball", male
SG1784  1    human, voice, voice, "safe", male
SG1785  2    human, voice, voice, "safe", male
SG1780  2    human, voice, voice, "strike three you're out", male
SG177E  2    human, voice, voice, "strike", male
SG177F  2    human, voice, voice, "strike", male
SG1789  1    human, voice, voice, "taxi", female
SG1788  1    human, voice, voice, "taxi", male
SG178D  8    human, yawn, yawn, female
SG178E  6    human, yawn, yawn, female
SG178B  3    human, yawn, yawn, male
SG178C  2    human, yawn, yawn, male
SG178F  3    human, yell, yell, male
SG1790  2    human, yell, yell, male
HE054C  1    ice clinks in glass without liquid #1.,----demo1ice2,dds,00:00:01
HE0555  3    ice clinks in glass without liquid #10.,-----,demo1ice2,dds,00:00:03
HE054D  1    ice clinks in glass without liquid #2.,----demo1ice1,dds,00:00:01
HE054E  1    ice clinks in glass without liquid #3.,-----,demo1ice1,dds,00:00:01
HE054F  1    ice clinks in glass without liquid #4.,-----,demo1ice2,dds,00:00:01
HE0550  1    ice clinks in glass without liquid #5.,-----,demo1ice2,dds,00:00:01
HE0551  2    ice clinks in glass without liquid #6.,-----,demo1ice2,dds,00:00:02
HE0552  2    ice clinks in glass without liquid #7.,-----,demo1ice2,dds,00:00:02
HE0553  2    ice clinks in glass without liquid #8.,-----,demo1ice1,dds,00:00:02
HE0554  3    ice clinks in glass without liquid #9.,-----,demo1ice1,dds,00:00:03
HE0662  7    ice creaks and groans, some natural reverb, good,for wood and floor creaks.,29
HE0560  12   ice drop into glass, chugging soda pouring into,glass with fizz.,-----,demo1po
HE0556  10   ice dropping into glass of water #1.,-----,demo1ice3,dds,00:00:10
HE0558  17   ice dropping into glass, with can open,and pour carbonated beverage into glass
HE0557  19   ice swirling in full glass of liquid.,-----,demo1ice4a,dds,00:00:19
SG1CEF  5    ice, chop, chopping large block of ice
SG1CF1  1    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF0  1    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF2  2    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF8  1    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF3  1    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF4  1    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF5  1    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF6  1    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF7  1    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CFA  2    ice, chop, single chop
SG1CF9  1    ice, chop, single chop



SG1794  23   ice, pick, ice, continuous picking
SG1792  1    ice, pick, ice, single stab with ice pick
SG1793  1    ice, pick, ice, single stab with ice pick
SG1791  1    ice, pick, ice, single stab with ice pick
SG1798  36   ice, scrape, ice, continuous scraping
SG1796  2    ice, scrape, ice, single scrape
SG1795  2    ice, scrape, ice, single scrape
SG1797  1    ice, scrape, ice, single scrape
HE07F3  35   ice; (1) 1 ice cube into glass; (2) 1 ice cube into glass; (3) 4 ice cubes int
HE082F  4    impacts, (1-2) large wood & metal hits.
SG1017  32   indian, drum, ceremonial drums
SG1015  152  indian, music, apache ceremonial song
SG1014  128  indian, music, apache ceremonial song
SG1016  72   indian, music, apache dance song
HE013E  31   industrial ambience, interior or exterior.  loud,airy roar with hum.  matched
HE0140  153  industrial ambience, interior.  airy hum with,distant metal movement, light cl
HE013F  62   industrial ambience, interior.  deeper roar and,hum, wider perspective than tr
HE00A7  129  industrial ambience: truck loading bay.  close to,distant truck idles, movemen
HE063E  12   industrial door, huge electric metal, with,solenoid clicks on and off as door
HE06C4  17   industrial plant ambience, low frequency, steady.,00848,ind bg 1,ads,00:00:17
HE06A2  9    industrial saw, large: cutting through wood.,60512,toolsaw2,ads,00:00:09
HE06A5  10   industrial saw, large: cutting wood.,60514,toolsaw3,ads,00:00:10
HE06A4  16   industrial saw, large: motor with blower, start,up and off.,60514,toolsaw5,ads
SG1003  120  industry, ambience, auto plant, all machinery idle
SG1004  104  industry, ambience, auto plant, ambience with some announcements
SG1002  120  industry, ambience, auto plant, heavy work
SG1007  120  industry, ambience, bottling plant, general ambience
SG1000  120  industry, ambience, carpet factory
SG1001  120  industry, ambience, fabric factory
SG1005  98   industry, ambience, metal plant
SG1006  69   industry, ambience, small metal workshop
SG0FD2  53   industry, binder, running
SG0FD1  98   industry, binder, running
SG1008  62   industry, bottle, bottling plant, bottles being packaged
SG0FD0  95   industry, box maker, large box manufacturing machine, running
SG0FCF  97   industry, box maker, small box manufacturing machine, running
SG100A  31   industry, clothes, clothes cleaning plant, ambience
SG1009  67   industry, clothes, clothes cleaning plant, ambience
SG100B  15   industry, clothes, clothes cleaning plant, steam release
SG100C  54   industry, clothes, clothes plant, steam supply generator, start, stop
SG0FD4  60   industry, compressor, industry, air compressor, start, run
SG0FD3  39   industry, compressor, industry, running
SG0FD6  64   industry, conveyor, conveyor belt, running
SG0FD5  92   industry, conveyor, conveyor belt, running
SG0FD7  54   industry, conveyor, conveyor belt, start, run
SG0FDB  96   industry, cutter, guillotine trimmer, cutting paper
SG0FDA  90   industry, cutter, guillotine trimmer, start, run, no paper feed
SG0FD9  105  industry, cutter, wahlenberg cutter, running
SG0FD8  88   industry, cutter, wahlenberg cutter, running
SG0FDC  103  industry, folder, automatic folding machine, running
SG0FDD  62   industry, folder, automatic folding machine, start, run, stop
SG0FDF  91   industry, generator, large generating room ambience
SG0FDE  30   industry, generator, running
SG0FE1  8    industry, hydraulic, electric hydraulic machine, down full
SG0FE3  5    industry, hydraulic, electric hydraulic machine, down half way
SG0FE0  8    industry, hydraulic, electric hydraulic machine, up full
SG0FE2  5    industry, hydraulic, electric hydraulic machine, up half way
SG1B65  25   industry, hydraulic, hydraulic activator, three start ups
SG1B66  46   industry, hydraulic, hydraulic activator, two start ups
SG0FE4  63   industry, laminator, spot laminator, running
SG0FE5  52   industry, lathe, steel lathe, start, run, stop
SG0FE6  32   industry, milling, milling machine, running with some idle
SG100D  120  industry, plane mill, large planer, running



SG100E  60   industry, plane mill, large planer, running
SG100F  63   industry, plane mill, planer blade sharpener
SG0FE7  102  industry, press, book press, running
SG0FE8  98   industry, press, glass community press, running
SG0FEF  75   industry, press, heidelberg sort printer, start, run, stop
SG0FED  72   industry, press, large newspaper press, stacking finished newspaper
SG0FEC  197  industry, press, large newspaper press, start, run
SG0FEB  129  industry, press, letter press, start, run, stop
SG0FEE  66   industry, press, printing press, set, start, run, stop
SG0FEA  137  industry, press, printing press, start, run, stop, fast speed
SG0FE9  127  industry, press, printing press, start, run, stop, normal speed
SG0FF0  93   industry, press, sheet fed lithography press, feed, run, shut off
SG0FF1  97   industry, press, sheet fed printing press, idle, run, slow to idle
SG0FF7  90   industry, puncher, 300 ton punch press, start, run, stop
SG0FF8  64   industry, puncher, 400 ton punch press, start, run
SG0FF2  83   industry, puncher, auto plant punch press, running
SG0FF3  80   industry, puncher, auto plant punch press, running
SG0FF6  106  industry, puncher, metal punch press, running
SG0FF4  56   industry, puncher, metal punch press, running
SG0FF5  52   industry, puncher, metal punch press, running
SG1012  131  industry, saw mill, saw mill, ambience
SG1011  121  industry, saw mill, saw mill, ambience with large saw
SG1013  83   industry, saw mill, saw mill, debarker
SG1010  63   industry, saw mill, small saw cutting wood
SG0FF9  63   industry, scoring, stamping creases into cardboard, running
SG0FFA  72   industry, spinner, yarn spinner, running
SG0FFB  82   industry, stitcher, box assembly stitcher, running, various starts, stops
SG0FFC  79   industry, tufter, carpet stitcher, start, run, stop
SG0FFD  37   industry, tufter, carpet stitcher, start, run, stop
SG0FFE  85   industry, weaver, yarn weaver, running
SG0FFF  48   industry, welding, robotic welder, start, run, stop
HE057D  4    inflating large balloon.,-----,demo1baln,dds,00:00:04
HE057C  5    inflating small balloon.,-----,demo1baln,dds,00:00:05
HE0319  4    insert magazine into ak-47.,plton,ak mag io,ads,00:00:04
HE05ED  3    instamatic flash bulb, thin click and sizzle.,93422,flash sm1,st,00:00:03
HE05F6  4    instamatic shutter clicks and wind, cheap and,plastic.,93420,insta 1,ddm,00:00
HE0816  17   institutional shower.
HE00E8  160  interior bus idle, back of bus, with window,partially open.  airy idle; some p
HE00E7  198  interior bus ride, back of bus, with window,partially open.  heavy roar of eng
HE00E6  114  interior bus ride, back of bus.  heavy engine,revs with interior rattles and c
HE00E4  126  interior bus ride, front of bus.  close up doors,open and close, turn signal c
HE00E5  150  interior bus ride, middle of bus.  tires over,metal plates at head, medium per
HE009B  120  interior car closed windows, driving on bridge,over patches of metal road surf
HE009A  72   interior car closed windows, driving on rough,road with many potholes.  interi
HE0099  182  interior car closed windows, driving on wet road.,quiet road with some suspens
HE0098  107  interior car driving fast on wet road, two lanes,in one direction, window open
HE00F2  63   interior commuter train idle with conductor,punching tickets medium perspectiv
HE00F4  161  interior commuter train near open door.  starts,medium fast with low end rail
HE00F5  180  interior commuter train with passenger walla:,five young adults medium perspec
HE00F6  118  interior commuter train, pulls into station,between cars perspective.  rail cl
HE00E9  132  interior empty bus, riding in front.  heavy,rattles and vibration, stop and go
HE0647  63   interior freight elevator: two door elevator with,pneumatic door in front.  co
HE00F8  153  interior huge train station.  reverberated footsteps, sneaker chirps, movement
HE064E  150  interior industrial elevator shaft: constant loud,metal clicks of servo switch
HE011A  29   interior modern new york subway train, close,male p.a. announcer, "watch your
HE0112  157  interior modern subway train squeaks and groans,slow to stop.  door open, clos
HE0118  156  interior modern subway train, close chinese women,walla.  starts with long bra
HE0119  147  interior modern subway train, various p.a.,announcements male and female, clos
HE0116  173  interior modern subway train.  quiet hum with,walla close to medium perspectiv
HE0113  168  interior modern subway train: doors close, air,hiss, pull out.  smooth, rumbli
HE0115  161  interior old subway train, open windows.  slow,to stop, announcer, "thirty-fou
HE0114  163  interior old subway train: pull out and move with,smooth rail clicks, interior
HE064C  18   interior old type elevator: steps on wood floor,and automatic gate type door c



HE00F9  105  interior train station, smaller than track,1007-27.  male p.a. announcer mediu
HE0648  32   interior warehouse elevator: two door elevator,with manual metal slide gate in
HE0537  182  intermission in hallway: large crowd young adults,busy chatter with light back
HE0121  74   jack hammer, close perspective with city reverberation.  traffic with honks me
HE0125  129  jack hammer, interior closed window point of view,medium distant.  long steady
HE0123  51   jack hammer, medium distant perspective with,bouncy, slightly confined sound l
HE0124  100  jack hammer, medium perspective on a bridge above,with deeper knocking vibrati
HE0122  182  jack hammer, medium perspective with city reverberation.  traffic with a few h
HE06B4  25   jackhammer #1: interior or underground, close,perspective.,58713,jackhmr1,ads,
HE06B5  94   jackhammer #2: on bridge above with deep knocking,vibrations.  medium perspect
SG0190  4    jaguar, baby, roar
SG018F  38   jaguar, growling, snarls
SG018E  13   jaguar, growling, snarls
SG0191  34   jaguar, two babies, playing
SG018D  4    jaguar, two jaguars, angry
HE07A8  19   jail door; (1-2) large metal door slides closed, reverberant, short; (3) large
HE000D  227  jamaican males street walla medium perspective.,more active, excited walla and
SG0F10  2    jar, juice, large juice jar, screw lid on
SG0F12  1    jar, juice, large juice jar, screw lid on, jar empty
SG0F11  1    jar, juice, large juice jar, screw lid on, jar empty
SG0F0E  1    jar, juice, large juice jar, unscrew lid
SG0F0D  1    jar, juice, large juice jar, unscrew lid with pop
SG0F0F  1    jar, juice, large juice jar, unscrew lid, jar empty
SG0F13  13   jar, juice, pour into glass
SG0F16  3    jar, preserving, replace lid
SG0F15  3    jar, preserving, unscrew and remove lid
SG0F14  4    jar, preserving, unscrew ring, pop off seal
HE0289  63   jeep:  start and idle, close perspective. off at,end.,579-23j,dds,00:01:03
SG119F  13   jet blast deflector, aircraft carrier jet blast deflector, lowering
SG119E  13   jet blast deflector, aircraft carrier jet blast deflector, lowering
HE071D  61   jet by, large commercial, long approach &long away.
HE071E  60   jet interior in flight, large commercial,no talking or movement, recorded from
HE024A  32   jet landing, exterior perspective: jet in and,land close with tire skids, by l
SG106F  58   jet ski, approach, shut off
SG1070  31   jet ski, pass by
SG106D  77   jet ski, rapid driving, from shore
SG106C  68   jet ski, start, drive, shut off, on board
SG106E  47   jet ski, start, pull away
HE071C  85   jet take off & by, large commercial; (1),take off, by , long away; (2) take of
HE0249  53   jet, 727, landing, interior perspective:  engine,roar, deceleration, thump on
HE0247  70   jet, 727, take off, interior perspective: roar,with engine whine and accelerat
HE024D  28   jet, large, by: jet long in and by close, right,to left, then long away.,80435
HE0246  42   jet, large, exterior perspective: take off and,away.,80613,jet off 1,dds,00:00
HE024C  82   jet, large, exterior perspective: taxi and stop,close, bell rings, wind down t
HE0248  30   jet, large, interior perspective: steady roar,near engine.,80214,jet int,dds,0
HE0046  97   joggers by on asphalt medium close, some walla,key jingle on bys.  mostly sing
HE0045  169  joggers by right to left close on dirt or track.,singles and small groups.  so
HE043B  25   jogging in snow, crunchy footsteps.,82607,jogsnowjh,ads,00:00:25
HE0874  29   joiner ( wood ), turn on, steady & off w/wind down.
SG0711  12   jointer, plate, cut slot in hard wood
SG0710  9    jointer, plate, cut slot in soft wood
SG0712  24   jointer, plate, pass narrow piece through
SG0713  40   jointer, plate, pass wide piece through
SG070F  9    jointer, plate, turn on, off
SG0714  35   jointer, table, several narrow passes
SG0715  48   jointer, table, several wide passes
SG0F17  13   juicer, citrus, juicing orange
SG0F19  57   juicer, vegetable, grinding vegetables
SG0F18  71   juicer, vegetable, start, run, switch off, wind down
HE0392  1    juicy impact #1.,07907,jcy imp03,dds,00:00:01
HE0393  1    juicy impact #2.,07907,jcy imp04,dds,00:00:01
HE0394  1    juicy impact #3.,50526,jcy imp07,dds,00:00:01
HE0395  1    juicy impact #4.,50526,jcy imp08,dds,00:00:01



HE0396  1    juicy impact #5.,50531,jcy imp09,dds,00:00:01
HE0397  1    juicy impact #6.,07907,jcy imp02,dds,00:00:01
HE0398  1    juicy impact #7.,07907,jcy imp03,dds,00:00:01
SG179A  9    jukebox, jukebox, change record
SG1799  22   jukebox, jukebox, select record and play
SG179B  5    jukebox, jukebox, stop
HE08D5  75   Jungle ambience #1
HE08D6  42   Jungle ambience #2
HE016F  240  jungle ambience [special mix]: exotic bird,background with calls, monkey screa
SG1018  120  jungle, africa, africa, morning ambience, birds
SG1019  121  jungle, africa, africa, morning ambience, birds
SG101A  123  jungle, africa, africa, morning ambience, birds
SG101B  120  jungle, africa, africa, morning ambience, birds
SG101D  120  jungle, south america, south america, daytime ambience, birds, close up
SG101E  121  jungle, south america, south america, daytime ambience, birds, close up
SG1020  120  jungle, south america, south america, daytime ambience, birds, crickets
SG101F  121  jungle, south america, south america, daytime ambience, birds, crickets
SG1021  121  jungle, south america, south america, daytime ambience, crickets, some birds
SG1022  119  jungle, south america, south america, evening ambience, birds, crickets
SG1023  121  jungle, south america, south america, evening ambience, birds, crickets, flys
SG101C  121  jungle, south america, south america, morning ambience, birds, insects
SG1657  32   karate, fight
SG1655  16   karate, movement exercise
SG1656  15   karate, movement exercise
SG0F1A  57   kettle, electric, heat water in electric kettle, boil, switch off
SG0F1B  60   kettle, electric, water boiling in electric kettle, switch off
SG0F1C  97   kettle, stove top, heat water, boil, steam whistle in stove top kettle
HE02B2  8    keys into and out of ignition, then buzzer.  also,useful for door buzzer.  clo
HE02C6  4    keys into and out of ignition.,74105,keys eqd,adm,00:00:04
SG0F1F  5    keys, long jingle
SG0F20  6    keys, long jingle
SG0F1D  3    keys, short jingle
SG0F1E  2    keys, short jingle
SG0F21  2    keys, toss up and catch
HE03E9  1    kick in medium sized wooden door.,ygb/u,wood ip06,adm,00:00:01
HE0373  1    kick, body hit #1: with sharp thud.,----kickj b01,dds,00:00:01
HE0374  1    kick, body hit #2: with thud.,----kickj b02,dds,00:00:01
HE0375  1    kick, body hit #3: with thud.,----kickj b03,dds,00:00:01
HE0376  1    kick, body hit #4: with thud and crunch.,----kickj b04,dds,00:00:01
HE081E  9    kissing, (1-3) various kisses.
SG1B95  6    klunk, metal, loud reverberant, metal klunk
HE078A  6    knife hits into wood & vibrates; (1) hit into wood; (2) vibrate only.
SG117F  3    knife, army, remove from sheath
SG1180  3    knife, army, replace into sheath
SG1181  2    knife, army, replace into sheath
SG0F28  34   knife, sharpener, electric, draw knife through sharpener
SG0F26  1    knife, sharpener, self-sharpening knife, remove knife from sheath
SG0F27  1    knife, sharpener, self-sharpening knife, replace knife in sheath
SG0F25  8    knife, sharpener, sharpening steel, fast strokes
SG0F22  1    knife, sharpener, sharpening steel, single stroke
SG0F23  1    knife, sharpener, sharpening steel, single stroke
SG0F24  10   knife, sharpener, sharpening steel, slow strokes
SG117E  1    knife, switch-blade, switch-blade close
SG117D  1    knife, switch-blade, switch-blade open
SG1C5E  2    knife, throw, knife throw and hit
SG1C5F  2    knife, throw, knife throw and hit
SG179F  10   ladder, extension ladder, climb down
SG179E  9    ladder, extension ladder, climb up
SG179C  5    ladder, extension ladder, extend up
SG179D  5    ladder, extension ladder, lower down
SG17A3  3    ladder, step ladder, climb down
SG17A2  3    ladder, step ladder, climb up
SG17A1  2    ladder, step ladder, close



SG17A0  2    ladder, step ladder, open
HE0049  156  lake ambience in a city park.  close rowboat paddles by with oar clunks and sp
HE015B  104  large bank or government building interior,next to service counter.  close com
HE0143  164  large bus station interior.  mostly distant walla,and movement, some close, re
HE079A  5    large ceramic pot breaks.
HE003D  81   large city park ambience, close perspective.,sparse walla and footsteps close
HE003F  165  large city park ambience, wide perspective.  similar to track 1003-04 but with
HE003E  174  large city park ambience, wide perspective.,large open space.  distant siren a
HE0765  28   large crowd chants " we want more ".
HE001A  171  large crowd of pedestrians by, steady stream,towards mic.  exterior but enclos
HE04F1  8    large crowd reacts disappointed: "oohs" and,"boos!",90947,lg oohs 2,adm,00:00:
HE0153  223  large department store ambience with medium to,close salespeople walla: female
HE0152  136  large department store ambience, not busy.,medium distant walla, footsteps by,
HE0150  167  large department store ambience, very busy.,mostly female walla close to dista
HE0151  153  large department store ambience, very busy.,mostly medium to distant walla, le
HE04EB  46   large exterior crowd applause, with cheers, hoots,and chants.,90907,apls lg1,a
HE04E0  143  large exterior crowd idle ambience or grandstand:,busy voices, activity; mediu
HE05F2  2    large flash bulb, glassy crack and,pop with sizzle.  can be used for bug squis
HE05EF  2    large flash bulb, low and mid-range pops with,slight crackle.  can be used for
HE04FC  133  large group of kids on playground: basketball,playing in background with cheer
HE07DD  3    large gun fires single shot.
HE07DC  8    large guns fire, (1-2) close perspective.
HE069A  15   large industrial grinder: two long runs.,60513,toolgrind1,ads,00:00:15
HE04F3  4    large interior audience reactions, laughing and,chuckling.  heavier reaction.,
HE04F2  4    large interior audience reactions, laughing and,chuckling.,33921,laffs 2,adm,0
HE04F4  7    large interior audience reactions, laughing.,heavier reaction.,33920,laffs 5,a
HE04E8  35   large interior crowd (auditorium).  applause,only.,----kj apls 2,dds,00:00:35
HE04E7  55   large interior crowd applause of about 50-100,people, with cheers and whistles
HE04F6  16   large interior crowd, loud murmur, close to,distant perspective.,90939,mrmr 1,
HE0764  60   large mardi gras crowd walla, yells  & whistles.
HE07AA  8    large metal door opens w/ chain then slams shut.
HE07AC  10   large metal sliding door; (1) open; (2)close.
HE053A  69   large modern office, light activity: workers,chatter, doors open and close, no
HE015A  181  large office or government building interior.,close computer printer, loud rev
HE0539  187  large older office or newsroom: busy voices,manual typewriter, old type desk p
HE046F  120  large power yacht steady.,----yachtjh 1,dds,00:02:00
HE053D  164  large rowdy teen crowd, exterior: enthused,talking, shrieking and laughter; cl
HE0462  5    large splash or dive into water #1.,twb/u,splash1jh,dds,00:00:05
HE0463  5    large splash or dive into water #2.,twb/u,splash2jh,dds,00:00:05
HE0464  6    large splash or dive into water #3.,twb/u,splash3jh,dds,00:00:06
HE0465  4    large splash or dive into water #4.,twb/u,splash4jh,dds,00:00:04
HE0466  5    large splash or dive into water #5.,twb/u,splash5jh,dds,00:00:05
HE0467  5    large splash or dive into water #6.,twb/u,splash6jh,dds,00:00:05
HE00FD  161  large subway platform: train in to medium perspective, stop with loud brake sq
HE00FE  165  large subway platform: train in wide perspective,with brake groan, air hiss.
HE0716  18   large synth motor rapidly oscillating: rhythmic,low frequency with sporadic hi
HE009F  33   large truck by close and slow with shifts and,deep low end.,012,dds,00:00:33
HE00A0  20   large truck by medium perspective.  some engine,whine, medium distant honk.,40
HE066A  2    large, high-pitched bell struck: for boxing or,carnival bell.,88817,boxbell2,a
HE066B  4    large, low-pitched bell struck: for boxing or,carnival bell.,88817,boxbell1,ad
HE06C6  23   laser #1: 9 short blasts of various lengths,textures, and frequencies.,-----,v
HE06C7  20   laser #2: long, oscillating blast.,twb/u,oscil 02,adm,00:00:20
HE06C8  63   laser #3: high-pitched, very fast oscillation,constant, with high intensity.
HE06C9  17   laser #4: medium-pitched blast.,twb/u,oscil 03,adm,00:00:17
SG0768  87   lathe, metal, finish turn of metal stock
SG0767  53   lathe, metal, rough turn of metal stock
HE0875  37   lathe, motorized, turn on, wind up, steady w/ metallic rattling, off w/ short
SG0719  92   lathe, wood, auto lathe, start, turn, several spindles, stop
SG0716  52   lathe, wood, rough turning of wood
SG0718  46   lathe, wood, sanding finished product
SG0717  44   lathe, wood, various rough and finish turning
HE0489  14   laugh, evil; very low-pitched "devil laugh",reverberant, close perspective.,vo
HE048A  1    laugh, mischievous; high-pitched.,voxlafa1a,ads,00:00:01



HE0483  2    laugh, short manic burst; male, close,perspective.,voxlaffa1,dds,00:00:02
HE0482  2    laugh, silly; male, close perspective.,vox laff7,ddm,00:00:02
HE0484  4    laugh; female, close perspective.,voxflaff2,adm,00:00:04
HE0488  3    laugh; low-pitched fat man laugh #2, evil or,mischievous, close perspective.,v
HE0487  17   laugh; low-pitched hearty fat man laugh #1, evil,or mischievous, close perspec
HE0481  6    laugh; male, close perspective.,lb72 laff,dds,00:00:06
HE081F  17   laughs; (1) child; (2) very fast; (3) evil toy.
SG081B  7    laughter, applause, indoor, medium crowd in concert club
SG0819  8    laughter, applause, indoor, medium crowd in concert club
SG081A  12   laughter, applause, indoor, medium crowd in concert club
SG081C  12   laughter, applause, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG081E  10   laughter, applause, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG081D  10   laughter, applause, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0817  9    laughter, applause, indoor, small crowd in large room
SG0818  17   laughter, applause, indoor, small crowd in large room
SG0816  12   laughter, applause, indoor, small studio audience
SG0815  5    laughter, applause, indoor, small studio audience
SG0814  4    laughter, applause, indoor, small studio audience
SG07FF  13   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in night club
SG0800  11   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in night club
SG0801  13   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in night club
SG0802  12   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in night club
SG07FE  8    laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in night club
SG080D  12   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG080E  3    laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG0809  7    laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG080A  3    laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG080C  10   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG0810  14   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG0811  17   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG0812  3    laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG080B  15   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG080F  12   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in school auditorium
SG0808  4    laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0807  14   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0806  10   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0805  10   laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0804  7    laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG0803  5    laughter, crowd, indoor, medium crowd in theater
SG07F3  6    laughter, crowd, indoor, small crowd
SG07FC  15   laughter, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room
SG07FB  8    laughter, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room
SG07FD  12   laughter, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room
SG07F9  4    laughter, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room, chuckling
SG07FA  5    laughter, crowd, indoor, small crowd in large room, chuckling
SG07F4  5    laughter, crowd, indoor, small studio audience
SG07F8  15   laughter, crowd, indoor, small studio audience
SG07F7  11   laughter, crowd, indoor, small studio audience
SG07F6  13   laughter, crowd, indoor, small studio audience
SG07F5  5    laughter, crowd, indoor, small studio audience
SG0813  7    laughter, crowd, outdoor, small crowd
HE0159  149  laundromat ambience: hum and whirr of washers and,dryers.  medium walla light
SG17AE  60   laundromat, ambience, laundromat, general ambience
SG17AC  2    laundromat, dryer, dryer, close door
SG17AD  60   laundromat, dryer, dryer, coins, beeps, start, run, stop
SG17AB  1    laundromat, dryer, dryer, open door
SG17A4  3    laundromat, washer, coin slot, insert coins
SG17A5  2    laundromat, washer, coin slot, push in
SG17A7  2    laundromat, washer, washer, close door
SG17A6  1    laundromat, washer, washer, open door
SG17A9  51   laundromat, washer, washer, run
SG17AA  34   laundromat, washer, washer, spin cycle
SG17A8  30   laundromat, washer, washer, start and fill



SG0FCA  101  lawn mower, gas, start up, mow lawn, shut off;distant
SG0FC9  60   lawn mower, gas, start up, run, shut off;close up
SG17B2  68   lawn mower, lawn tractor, start, cut grass, shut off;close up
SG17B1  119  lawn mower, lawn tractor, start, run;distant
SG17B0  85   lawn mower, reel mower, cutting;close up
SG17AF  64   lawn mower, reel mower, cutting;distant
HE02EE  93   lawnmower engine idle, slow stutter with lots of,pops.,67909,679 09,dds,00:01:
HE02F3  89   lawnmower engine steady, 8 horsepower briggs and,stratton, with medium fast r.
HE030B  33   lawnmower engine steady, 9 horse power wisconsin,motor, slow idle.,67903,679 0
HE02F1  33   lawnmower engine steady, 9 horse power wisconsin,motor, slow idle.,67903,679 0
HE02F4  33   lawnmower engine steady, 9 horsepower wisconsin,motor, with slow idle.,67904,6
HE02F2  46   lawnmower engine, 3 1/2 horsepower with low,r.p.m.'s, medium perspective, stea
SG17B4  20   leaves, leaves, rustling
SG17B3  4    leaves, leaves, rustling
HE0104  43   leaving subway platform: distant train arrival,bell (electronic beeps), approa
SG0194  7    leopard, black leopard, snarl
SG0193  12   leopard, black leopard, snarl
SG0192  4    leopard, black leopard, snarl
HE01BD  58   leopard; roars and growls in cage, medium,perspective, with movement.,40512,lp
SG14B6  3    letter, opener, open envelope by hand
SG14B4  7    letter, opener, open envelope by hand
SG14B5  5    letter, opener, open envelope by hand
SG14B7  2    letter, opener, open envelope with electric letter opener
HE061C  7    light and squeaky old wood screen door opens and,closes with a bounce.,72815,-
HE006D  95   light city traffic ambience.  cars by medium,nearby wood clunks, movement, spa
HE0129  208  light construction, distant:  busy hammering,power saw, wood movement, and spa
HE012A  130  light construction, interior closed window point,of view from tenth floor.  ga
HE0688  13   light metal wind chimes brushed through once.,51414,windchm1,ads,00:00:13
HE006C  45   light steady traffic over manhole cover, close.,quiet cars by, loud metal clun
HE006B  141  light traffic by close over metal grate.  single,and double cars and trucks by
HE0088  155  light traffic, interior point of view, closed,window, streetside building.  mu
HE007D  179  light traffic: single bys on wet cobblestone,street, slow to medium speed.  de
HE0073  132  light wet traffic close bys.  car door close,car start medium (index 02 @ :28)
HE01CD  126  light wind #1; steady, wispy with constant breeze,through trees.,?----,?,dds,0
HE01CE  170  light wind #2: steady, wispy with some larger,gusts than 2003-01.  similar lea
HE01CF  55   light wind #3: steady, airy and slightly stronger,than 2003-02, with similar l
HE01D0  133  light wind #4: steady in trees, cold and desolate,with sparse distant bird chi
HE01D1  117  light wind #5: steady through trees, mostly leaf,rustle, with busy birds close
SG0F29  25   light, fluorescent, switch on, hum, switch off
SG0F2A  32   light, fluorescent, switch on, hum, switch off
SG08C8  4    lighter, disposable lighter, light, burn, release
SG08C9  4    lighter, disposable lighter, light, crackle, burn, release
SG08CA  1    lighter, electronic lighter, does not light
SG08CC  1    lighter, electronic lighter, lighting
SG08CB  2    lighter, electronic lighter, lighting
SG08CD  1    lighter, electronic lighter, release button
SG08CF  1    lighter, zippo lighter, close top
SG08D0  1    lighter, zippo lighter, close top, fast
SG08D1  1    lighter, zippo lighter, does not light
SG08D2  1    lighter, zippo lighter, does not light
SG08D3  1    lighter, zippo lighter, light
SG08D4  3    lighter, zippo lighter, light, unsteady flame
SG08CE  1    lighter, zippo lighter, open top
HE029A  5    lincoln town car: in and skid to stop on pavement,with small tire screech, #2.
HE0299  8    lincoln town car: in and skid to stop on pavement,with tire screech, #1.,87262
HE0295  64   lincoln town car: long in medium speed and stop,with small dirt skid, close pe
HE0293  35   lincoln town car: performing manuevers on gritty,asphalt or dirt with fast awa
HE01C0  34   lion cubs, two; small growls, close,perspective.,77515,lion cubs,adm,00:00:34
HE075D  30   lion growls & snarls.
HE08D8  38   Lion growls and snarls
SG019A  13   lion, growl close up
SG0198  3    lion, growling
SG019B  5    lion, moaning



SG0196  3    lion, roaring
SG0197  9    lion, snarls, growls
SG0199  3    lion, three snarls
SG0195  7    lion, two lions roaring
HE01BE  12   lion; growls, close perspective.,09840,lion roar,adm,00:00:12
HE01BF  43   lions, several; growling softly, medium to close, perspective. ,77519,lionsgrl
HE0562  11   liquid pouring over ice into glass , fills up #1.,-----,demo1por1,dds,00:00:11
HE0563  8    liquid pouring over ice into glass, fill up #2.,-----,demo1por1,dds,00:00:08
HE0564  7    liquid pouring over ice into glass, swish cubes,in glass, and continue pouring
HE0317  2    load and cock m-14 rifle, gun.,plton,ldm1401jh,adm,00:00:02
HE0318  2    load and cock m-16 rifle, gun.,plton,ld m16 02,ads,00:00:02
SG0F2B  4    lock, bicycle, key in, turn, remove shackle
SG0F2C  4    lock, bicycle, replace shackle, turn key and remove
SG0F31  1    lock, padlock, close shackle
SG0F2F  1    lock, padlock, close shackle
SG0F2E  1    lock, padlock, insert key, open, fast
SG0F2D  2    lock, padlock, insert key, open, slow
SG0F30  1    lock, padlock, open shackle
SG16D0  60   locker room, electric hand dryer
SG16D3  30   locker room, shower, single shower dripping
SG16D4  60   locker room, shower, single shower, on, run, off
SG16D5  60   locker room, showers, several running
SG16D2  23   locker room, sink, run fast
SG16D1  16   locker room, sink, run slow
SG16D7  26   locker room, toilet, flush, inside stall
SG16D8  15   locker room, toilet, flush, outside stall
SG16DA  9    locker room, urinal, flush
SG16D9  7    locker room, urinal, flush
SG16D6  60   locker room, whirlpool, start, run, stop
HE08F3  9    Locks (x2)
HE06FB  7    long synth zap and whoosh with decay.,twb/u,zap 1,dds,00:00:07
SG17B5  62   loom, antique loom, in use
HE054B  26   loudspeaker truck in and by with mexican man's,voice on megaphone, echoing off
HE0003  170  low angle crowd footsteps and walla in congested,exterior walkway.  walla roar
HE001C  160  low angle next to large stairway as steady stream,of pedestrians walk down.  v
HE001B  162  low angle version of track 1002-05: large crowd,of pedestrians in exterior but
HE0690  48   low frequency earthquake rumble with stereo,motion.,dm1bu,rumble,dds,00:00:48
HE06E2  16   low frequency pulsating tone speeds up and,slows down.,twb/u,pulsate01,dds,00:
HE06E1  22   low frequency synth hum with force field or,electric energy radiation sound, p
HE0717  36   low frequency synth tone pulsating.,14115,scifamb5,dds,00:00:36
HE0708  1    low frequency, fast synth whoosh.,01412,scifwhsh4,dds,00:00:01
HE06E0  13   low frequency, oscillating tone.,twb/u,mx stdy2,dds,00:00:13
HE0654  39   low hinge creaks on secretary desk, predominantly,wooden sounding.,amtrk,j hng
HE06E3  30   low-pitched synth tone, eerie, slow and,fluctuating in tone and frequency.,404
HE07D5  22   m-1 automatic weapon, (1-3) single &multiple bursts.
HE033A  3    m-1 rifle: single shot with casings drop on,cement and movement.,paton,3006 ss
HE033B  4    m-1 semi-automatic rifle: fire, multiple shots.,bullet shell casings drop on h
HE0338  1    m-14 automatic rifle: single shot with clear,distinctive bolt action.,paton,gn
HE0339  5    m-14 full automatic rifle: shot burst with,casings drop on cement.,paton,gn m1
HE0336  3    m-16 automatic machine gun: fire, short.,paton,gn m16 20,ads,00:00:03
HE0337  2    m-16 automatic machine gun: fire, single shot,with bolt action.,paton,gn m16 0
HE033C  8    m-60 automatic machine gun bursts #1: good,distinctive bolt action #1.,paton,m
HE033D  9    m-60 automatic machine gun bursts #2: medium,perspective.,paton,m-60-09,ads,00
HE06C3  18   machine hum with very low frequency.,01027,hum-mach,dds,00:00:18
SG074D  120  machine shop, ambience, machinery
SG074E  120  machine shop, ambience, machinery and hand tools
SG14B9  2    magazine, close
SG14BB  2    magazine, flip through pages
SG14BA  5    magazine, leaf through pages
SG14B8  2    magazine, open
SG14BC  2    magazine, toss on table
SG0F33  4    mail box, metal, close lid
SG0F32  2    mail box, metal, open lid



SG0F34  2    mail slot, mail slot in door, open and close
HE0825  7    male & female moaning.
HE081B  6    male coughs.
HE081D  4    male gargling.
HE0004  145  male group walla with street ambience: blue collar workers, close to medium pe
HE0828  60   male snoring #1.
HE0829  96   male snoring #2.
HE0022  152  male street preacher repeats, "jesus is knocking,on the door of your heart tod
HE0023  186  male street preacher, more conversational than,track 1002-13, discusses religi
HE0820  32   male urinating; (1) in toilet; (2) on grass.
HE0028  46   man asks for donations: "help the homeless..." in,front of a store or on the s
HE002A  4    man whistles and yells for a taxi, close.,"taxi!  taxi, yo!"  medium traffic r
HE0606  121  mantle clock ticks slowly #1.,11544,mantl 1 jh,dds,00:02:01
HE0607  121  mantle clock ticks slowly #2.,11449,mantl2 jh,dds,00:02:01
HE0792  49   mantle clock, medium perspective.
HE0091  50   many car horns honk close simultaneously.,various horns and lengths: traffic j
HE0092  24   many car horns honk close; sparse, shorter honks,than track 1005-26. traffic j
HE0182  191  marsh ambience: large bed of high-pitched insect,hum, medium close perspective
SG1577  120  marsh, day, crickets, birds
SG1576  120  marsh, day, crickets, birds, ducks, insects
SG1578  120  marsh, night, crickets, frogs
SG1579  120  marsh, night, frogs croaking at night
HE056C  10   match strike and ignite #1.,-----,demo1mch1,dds,00:00:10
HE056D  4    match strike and ignite #2.,-----,demo1mch1,dds,00:00:04
HE056E  3    match strike and ignite #3.,-----,demo1mch2,dds,00:00:03
HE0806  20   match strikes, (1-5) various match strikes.
SG08E0  1    match, blowing match out
SG08DE  2    match, from match book, strike and light
SG08DF  2    match, from match book, strike and light
SG08DD  2    match, from match book, strike, does not light
SG08D6  8    match, safety match, quick strike, burn
SG08D9  10   match, safety match, quick strike, light and burn
SG08DA  9    match, safety match, quick strike, light and burn
SG08D8  7    match, safety match, slow strike, light and burn
SG08D7  10   match, safety match, slow strike, light and burn
SG08D5  10   match, safety match, strike, burn, sizzle
SG08DB  11   match, wooden "light anywhere" match, strike and burn
SG08DC  7    match, wooden "light anywhere" match, strike and burn
HE005D  143  medium busy intersection, close, with variety of,car bys, close car door open
HE006A  179  medium busy traffic bys on fast two-lane road or,highway.  (no walla or backgr
HE0503  31   medium crowd of adults laugh.  some footsteps.,close to distant perspective.,4
HE04FB  17   medium crowd of adults yell, shout, scream,and laugh.,77314,voxgroup1,ads,00:0
HE04F0  5    medium crowd reacts disappointed: "ooh!",90946,mdohhs,adm,00:00:05
HE04E3  5    medium exterior crowd applause of about 30-40,people, with cheers and hoots.
HE04E2  19   medium exterior crowd applause of about 30-40,people, with cheers and hoots.,9
HE04ED  24   medium exterior crowd applause with boos, cheers,and yells; close to distant p
HE04EC  12   medium exterior crowd cheer and yell surge with,light applause.,82903,cheers l
HE04DF  109  medium interior crowd (intermission): busy,murmur, some pointed lines, occassi
HE04EF  14   medium interior crowd with boos, hisses and,very few light claps.,82906,cheer
HE03BB  2    medium piece of wood cracks as it is broken.,06505,woodcrak3,dds,00:00:02
HE0780  31   medium pitched buzz, close perspective,long constant.
HE04FF  176  medium teenage crowd, excited, busy voices.,[party].  close perspective.,----k
HE0500  108  medium teenage crowd, excited, busy voices.,[rowdy party].  close perspective.
HE01E1  173  medium to heavy wind, howling and rumbling with,ascending and descending low-e
HE007C  134  medium traffic close bys on two-lane cobblestone,street.  three close bus bys
HE01D2  89   medium wind #1: steady, heavier gusts than,previous, blowing leaves on trees.,
HE01D3  125  medium wind #2: steady, sounds cold with light,gusts and leaves in trees.,wind
HE01D4  87   medium wind #3: steady, airy and desolate,blowing through trees; very distant
HE01D5  99   medium wind #4: eerie wind gusting with a deeper,roar than tracks 2001-08.,win
HE01D6  128  medium wind #5: gusting mid-range, could be,eerie; similar to track 2003-09.,w
HE01E2  124  medium wind gusting mid-range with eerie shutter,bangs distant.,wind m 10,ads,
HE029D  19   mercedes: start close perspective, in gear, and,peel out on pavement with tire
HE0651  39   metal boat slowly rocking, with anchor chain,creaks and light movement.,77903,



HE0798  26   metal crashes; (1-5) various large metallic crashes.
HE0631  1    metal door close with slight rattle.,-----,75727jb,ads,00:00:01
HE065B  21   metal door creaks, multiple opens and closes.,54538,mtl crks1,adm,00:00:21
HE07AE  20   metal door open & closed & shaken, in large reverberant room.
HE062D  4    metal door open and close #2.,08128,--------,ads,00:00:04
HE062C  7    metal door open and slam #1.,08128,--------,ads,00:00:07
HE063B  12   metal door open and slam hard in reverberant,hall.,-----,35513aja,dds,00:00:12
HE0649  3    metal gate roll/slide close #1.,-----,07022a,adm,00:00:03
HE064A  3    metal gate roll/slide close #2, with slight,reverb.,-----,07022a,adm,00:00:03
HE064B  3    metal gate roll/slide close #3, with slight,reverb.,-----,07022a,adm,00:00:03
HE0699  39   metal grinder: very long single run with metallic,buzzing.,84632,toolgrind3,dd
HE08A6  16   Metal Impacts (x5)
HE08A7  6    Metal Impacts Body (x5)
HE082C  18   metal impacts, (1-3) heavy, very reverberant.
HE082D  9    metal impacts, (1-3) short thuds w/ little ring-off.
HE082E  14   metal impacts, (1-4) anvil hits.
HE0627  4    metal latch clicks #1.,35123,-------,adm,00:00:04
HE0628  6    metal latch clicks #2.,35123,-------,adm,00:00:06
HE0629  4    metal latch clicks #3.,35123,--------,adm,00:00:04
HE062A  4    metal latch clicks #4.,35123,--------,adm,00:00:04
HE062B  28   metal locker door opens and closes several times,with bangs and rattles.,65720
HE0639  4    metal safe door shut with latch.,-----,07714,dds,00:00:04
HE08A4  10   Metal Scrapes (x3)
HE0656  3    metal screen door squeaks #1.,74810,scrn dr1,dds,00:00:03
HE0657  4    metal screen door squeaks #2.,74810,scrn dr2,dds,00:00:04
HE0624  4    metal trailer door slam with slight bounce #1.,38709,----------,ads,00:00:04
HE0625  4    metal trailer door slam with slight bounce #2.,38709,----------,ads,00:00:04
SG1C06  60   metal, fantasy, ringing metal
SG1C05  17   metal, fantasy, ringing metal
SG1CFD  7    metal, squeak, large ship listing
SG1CFC  6    metal, squeak, large ship listing
SG1CFB  4    metal, squeak, large ship listing
SG17B6  26   metal, squeak, metal movement and squeaks
SG17B7  25   metal, squeak, metal scrapes
SG1CFE  20   metal, squeal, metal dragging on metal
SG019C  25   mice, small group, squeaking
SG17BB  1    microphone, microphone, double blow
SG17B9  1    microphone, microphone, double tap
SG17BA  1    microphone, microphone, single blow
SG17B8  1    microphone, microphone, single tap
SG0F36  5    microwave oven, large, close door
SG0F35  1    microwave oven, large, open door
SG0F37  1    microwave oven, large, single beep
SG0F38  66   microwave oven, large, start, run, stop
SG0F3A  1    microwave oven, small, door close
SG0F39  2    microwave oven, small, door open
SG0F3C  66   microwave oven, small, on, run, stop
SG0F3B  1    microwave oven, small, single beep
SG1B8D  3    military, tank, gun, single firing of tank gun
SG1B8E  3    military, tank, gun, single firing of tank gun
SG1B8B  45   military, tank, m-1 tank, close up of treads rolling
SG1B8A  61   military, tank, m-1 tank, close up of treads rolling
SG1B89  61   military, tank, m-1 tank, close up of treads rolling
SG1B8C  34   military, tank, m-1 tank, roll by
SG0769  58   milling machine, adjust work surface
SG076A  66   milling machine, surface milling metal stock
SG0F3E  2    mixer, food processor, close lid
SG0F42  2    mixer, food processor, long pulse
SG0F3D  2    mixer, food processor, open lid
SG0F40  1    mixer, food processor, short pulse
SG0F41  1    mixer, food processor, short pulse
SG0F3F  31   mixer, food processor, start, mix, shut off
SG0F4C  31   mixer, hand, electric, mix in bowl, high speed



SG0F4B  30   mixer, hand, electric, mix in bowl, low speed
SG0F4A  31   mixer, hand, electric, start, run, stop, high speed
SG0F49  31   mixer, hand, electric, start, run, stop, low speed
SG0F44  30   mixer, hand, manual, mix in bowl
SG0F43  24   mixer, hand, manual, turn handle
SG0F48  32   mixer, hand, old electric, mix in bowl, high speed
SG0F47  31   mixer, hand, old electric, mix in bowl, low speed
SG0F46  32   mixer, hand, old electric, start, run, stop, high speed
SG0F45  32   mixer, hand, old electric, start, run, stop, low speed
HE04AB  50   moans and groans; sexy female moans, groans and,deep breathing, close perspect
HE0269  53   model airplane, close to medium perspective:,start and run with movement, off
HE02A3  103  model t ford: in and by, driven in circles,several times.,54129,541a28 29,dds,
HE0296  40   model t ford: in slow, stop, and off.  start,close perspective, slow away.,541
HE0284  232  model t: start, variable slow steady.  suspension,rattles over bumps and at sl
HE02BA  6    modern car hood open and close, close,perspective.,74050,md cr hd2,adm,00:00:0
HE083C  61   modern electric typewriter #1, c/u load paper, fast typing.
HE083D  62   modern electric typewriter #2, c/u, power on, medium speed typing.
HE083E  62   modern electric typewriter #3, c/u, fast typing, selectric.
HE0666  2    modern phone machine beep.,81626,phone beep,dds,00:00:02
HE078F  7    money movement; (1) dropping handful of change into cash register drawer; (2)
SG019D  8    monkey, spider, vocal
HE01C2  8    moose; calls and raspy honks, close perspective.,53118,moose,adm,00:00:08
HE016C  150  morning park birds medium distant, with one bird,chirping, close perspective;
SG17BC  31   morse code, morse code, receive
SG17BD  30   morse code, morse code, receive
SG17BE  15   morse code, morse code, transmit
SG0F4D  19   mortar and pestle, grinding spices with mortar and pestle
HE075B  15   mosquito buzzes, c/u.
HE0308  62   motor #1: turn on with wind up, steady with,rhythmic hum, and off with wind do
HE0309  45   motor #2: running steady.,1622,01622,dds,00:00:45
HE030A  37   motor #3: running steady ,with metal rattles and ratchet-like metal,movement a
SG1B75  75   motor, boat, speedboat motor, driving
SG1CFF  30   motor, comical, small electric motor, clicking
SG1D02  74   motor, electric industrial motor
SG1D00  86   motor, electric industrial motor
SG1D01  73   motor, electric industrial motor
SG17BF  60   motor, electric motor, running
SG17C0  36   motor, electric motor, start, run, stop
SG17C2  60   motor, electric motor, start, run, stop
SG17C1  9    motor, electric motor, start, run, stop
SG1B5D  39   motor, printer, no text computer printer motor
SG1B69  56   motor, submarine, submarine motor start, wind down
SG1B68  38   motor, submarine, submarine motor start, wind down
SG1B67  42   motor, submarine, submarine turbo start motor, wind up
SG1B6E  13   motor, water, motor, start up and wind down, in water
SG1B6D  6    motor, water, motor, start up and wind down, in water
SG1B6B  5    motor, water, motor, start up and wind down, in water
SG1B6C  5    motor, water, motor, start up and wind down, in water
SG1B6F  11   motor, water, motor, start up and wind down, in water
SG1B6A  8    motor, water, motor, start up and wind down, in water
SG1B71  6    motor, water, motor, start up and wind down, in water
SG1B70  8    motor, water, motor, start up and wind down, in water
SG1B74  5    motor, water, motor, start up three times, wind down, in water
SG1B73  7    motor, water, motor, start up three times, wind down, in water
SG1B72  5    motor, water, motor, start up two times, wind down, in water
SG1B76  20   motorcycle race, single bike, fast pass by
SG1B77  19   motorcycle race, single bike, fast pass by
SG1244  14   motorcycle, drag race, begin race, p.a. announcement in b/g
SG1248  14   motorcycle, drag race, begin race, revs, race away, p.a. in b/g
SG124B  18   motorcycle, drag race, begin race, revs, race away, p.a. in b/g
SG1249  20   motorcycle, drag race, begin race, revs, race away, p.a. in b/g
SG1247  30   motorcycle, drag race, begin race, revs, race away, p.a. in b/g
SG1246  16   motorcycle, drag race, begin race, revs, race away, p.a. in b/g



SG1245  37   motorcycle, drag race, begin race, revs, race away, p.a. in b/g
SG124A  22   motorcycle, drag race, begin race, revs, race away, p.a. in b/g
SG124C  11   motorcycle, drag race, begin race;approach, pass by
SG124F  12   motorcycle, drag race, begin race;approach, pass by
SG124D  15   motorcycle, drag race, begin race;approach, pass by
SG124E  19   motorcycle, drag race, begin race;approach, pass by
SG1250  11   motorcycle, drag race, finish line;pass by, slow down
SG1254  12   motorcycle, drag race, finish line;pass by, slow down
SG1253  8    motorcycle, drag race, finish line;pass by, slow down
SG1252  10   motorcycle, drag race, finish line;pass by, slow down
SG1251  10   motorcycle, drag race, finish line;pass by, slow down
SG1243  15   motorcycle, drag race, single bike, pass by
SG1242  12   motorcycle, drag race, single bike, pass by
SG1241  9    motorcycle, drag race, single bike, race away
SG1240  5    motorcycle, drag race, tire burn out, p.a. announcement in b/g
SG123F  6    motorcycle, drag race, tire burn out, p.a. announcement in b/g
SG1223  34   motorcycle, harley, pull up from left, fast speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG1222  44   motorcycle, harley, pull up from left, slow speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG1225  32   motorcycle, harley, pull up head on, fast speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG1224  51   motorcycle, harley, pull up head on, slow speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG1227  92   motorcycle, harley, start, idle, drive at fast speed
SG1226  57   motorcycle, harley, start, idle, drive at slow speed
SG121F  37   motorcycle, harley, start, idle, pull away fast speed, exit right
SG1221  34   motorcycle, harley, start, idle, pull away fast speed, from rear
SG121E  43   motorcycle, harley, start, idle, pull away slow speed, exit right
SG1220  50   motorcycle, harley, start, idle, pull away slow speed, from rear
SG121D  58   motorcycle, harley, start, idle, shut off from rear
SG121C  42   motorcycle, harley, start, idle, shut off from side
SG11E7  13   motorcycle, Honda 125, approach, pass by, fast speed
SG11E6  13   motorcycle, Honda 125, approach, pass by, medium speed
SG11E8  43   motorcycle, Honda 125, approach, pass by, very fast speed
SG11E5  15   motorcycle, Honda 125, pull up, fast speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG11E4  18   motorcycle, Honda 125, pull up, medium speed
SG11E3  58   motorcycle, Honda 125, start, idle, drive on course, stop, shut off
SG11E2  10   motorcycle, Honda 125, start, idle, pull away, fast speed
SG11E1  14   motorcycle, Honda 125, start, idle, pull away, medium speed
SG11E0  18   motorcycle, Honda 125, start, idle, pull away, slow
SG11DE  51   motorcycle, Honda 125, start, idle, shut off from side
SG11DF  35   motorcycle, Honda 125, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, side
SG11F5  31   motorcycle, Honda 650, approach, pass by, fast speed
SG11F4  37   motorcycle, Honda 650, approach, pass by, medium speed
SG11F3  46   motorcycle, Honda 650, approach, pass by, slow speed
SG11F2  29   motorcycle, Honda 650, pull up, fast speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG11F1  24   motorcycle, Honda 650, pull up, medium speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG11F0  27   motorcycle, Honda 650, pull up, slow speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG11EF  85   motorcycle, Honda 650, start, idle, drive, stop, shut off
SG11ED  34   motorcycle, Honda 650, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, exit right
SG11EC  41   motorcycle, Honda 650, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, exit right
SG11EB  38   motorcycle, Honda 650, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, exit right
SG11EE  20   motorcycle, Honda 650, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, exit right
SG11E9  43   motorcycle, Honda 650, start, idle, shut off from side
SG11EA  37   motorcycle, Honda 650, stationary revs;short, long, group of four, side
SG1258  25   motorcycle, motocross, pass bys, many bikes
SG1256  81   motorcycle, motocross, start of race
SG1257  19   motorcycle, motocross, start of race
SG1255  16   motorcycle, motocross, tire burn out
SG1236  31   motorcycle, race, 250, finish line, large groups pass by, slow down
SG1232  13   motorcycle, race, 250, large group moving around corner
SG1234  17   motorcycle, race, 250, large group out of corner, pass by, closely spaced
SG1235  25   motorcycle, race, 250, large group out of corner, pass by, spaced apart
SG122F  18   motorcycle, race, 250, many bikes pass by, closely spaced
SG1230  21   motorcycle, race, 250, many bikes pass by, spaced apart
SG1233  8    motorcycle, race, 250, single bike out of corner, pass by



SG1228  6    motorcycle, race, 250, single pass by
SG1229  8    motorcycle, race, 250, single pass by, p.a. announcement in b/g
SG122A  8    motorcycle, race, 250, single pass by, p.a. announcement in b/g
SG1231  16   motorcycle, race, 250, small group moving around corner
SG122B  11   motorcycle, race, 250, two bikes pass by
SG122E  11   motorcycle, race, 250, two bikes pass by, closely spaced
SG122D  10   motorcycle, race, 250, two bikes pass by, closely spaced
SG122C  8    motorcycle, race, 250, two bikes pass by, closely spaced
SG123C  29   motorcycle, race, 750, large group out of corner, pass by, closely spaced
SG123D  38   motorcycle, race, 750, large group out of corner, pass by, spaced apart
SG123A  26   motorcycle, race, 750, large group, into corner, closely spaced
SG123B  32   motorcycle, race, 750, large group, pass by, into corner, closely spaced
SG123E  101  motorcycle, race, 750, practice ambience, pass bys, into corner
SG1239  12   motorcycle, race, 750, single bike, pass by
SG1237  37   motorcycle, race, 750, start of race, idle, revs, begin race
SG1238  75   motorcycle, race, 750, start of race, revs, race, p.a. in b/g
SG1210  45   motorcycle, suz.1100, approach, pass by left to right, fast speed
SG120F  57   motorcycle, suz.1100, approach, pass by left to right, medium speed
SG120E  94   motorcycle, suz.1100, approach, pass by left to right, slow speed
SG1211  45   motorcycle, suz.1100, approach, pass by left to right, very fast speed
SG1216  8    motorcycle, suz.1100, centre kickstand, down
SG1217  7    motorcycle, suz.1100, centre kickstand, up
SG1212  3    motorcycle, suz.1100, gas cap remove
SG1213  4    motorcycle, suz.1100, gas cap replace
SG121A  2    motorcycle, suz.1100, horn, double blast, close up
SG121B  7    motorcycle, suz.1100, horn, long blast, close up
SG1219  1    motorcycle, suz.1100, horn, short blast, close up
SG1209  38   motorcycle, suz.1100, pull up from left, fast speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG1208  46   motorcycle, suz.1100, pull up from left, medium speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG1207  41   motorcycle, suz.1100, pull up from left, slow speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG120D  46   motorcycle, suz.1100, pull up head on, fast speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG120C  47   motorcycle, suz.1100, pull up head on, med speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG120B  57   motorcycle, suz.1100, pull up head on, slow speed, stop, idle, shut off
SG1214  3    motorcycle, suz.1100, side kickstand, down
SG1215  3    motorcycle, suz.1100, side kickstand, up
SG120A  43   motorcycle, suz.1100, start in dist., pull up head on, idle, shut off
SG1206  44   motorcycle, suz.1100, start in distance, pull up from left, idle, shut off
SG1205  127  motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, drive at fast speed, stop, shut off
SG1204  120  motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, drive at med speed, stop, shut off
SG1203  120  motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, drive at slow speed, stop, shut off
SG11FD  49   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, exit right
SG1201  76   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, pull away, fast speed, from rear
SG11FC  56   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, exit right
SG1200  81   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, pull away, medium speed, from rear
SG11FB  61   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, exit right
SG11FF  79   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, pull away, slow speed, from rear
SG11FE  55   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, exit right
SG1202  59   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, pull away, very fast speed, from rear
SG11F8  78   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, shut off, from distance
SG11F7  69   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, shut off, from rear
SG11F6  70   motorcycle, suz.1100, start, idle, shut off, from side
SG11FA  55   motorcycle, suz.1100, stationary revs;short, long group of four, rear
SG11F9  54   motorcycle, suz.1100, stationary revs;short, long group of four, side
SG1218  29   motorcycle, suz.1100, turn signal, switch on, run, switch off
SG1B78  13   motorcycle, yam.650, approach and pass by close
SG1B79  8    motorcycle, yam.650, close pass by
HE0891  93   motorcycles; (1) Honda drag bike #1,start, medium length revs; (2) Honda drag
HE02F8  16   motorized shop tool, compressor motor #1: turn,on, steady and off.,07245,072 4
HE02F9  31   motorized shop tool, compressor motor #2: turn,on, steady chugging motor, and
HE02FA  18   motorized shop tool, compressor motor #3: turn,on, steady chugging motor, and
HE02FB  14   motorized shop tool, compressor motor #4: turn,on, steady chugging motor, and
HE02FC  15   motorized shop tool, compressor motor #5: turn,on, steady chugging motor, and
HE02FD  17   motorized shop tool, drill press motor: turn on,steady motor with rattles.,jhd



HE02FE  68   motorized shop tool, grinder (metal): turn on,and wind up to smooth steady wit
HE02FF  47   motorized shop tool, joiner (wood): turn on,steady, and off with wind down.,jh
HE0300  40   motorized shop tool, lathe: turn on, steady,and off with wind down.,jhdat,medm
HE0301  26   motorized shop tool, sander (belt): turn on,steady, and off with short wind do
HE0302  38   motorized shop tool, saw (band): turn on,steady, and off with wind down.,jhdat
HE0303  47   motorized shop tool, saw (radial arm): turn on,steady, and off with long wind
HE0304  38   motorized shop tool, saw (table) #1: turn on,steady, and off with long wind do
HE0305  17   motorized shop tool, saw (table) #2: turn on,steady, and off with short wind d
HE0306  92   motorized shop tool, shaper: turn on, steady,with intermittent whines, off wit
HE016E  222  mountain ambience: insects in close perspective.,coyote, dog, frog and cricket
SG17C6  1    mouse trap, plastic trap, release
SG17C4  1    mouse trap, wooden trap, release
SG17C5  1    mouse trap, wooden trap, release
SG17C3  1    mouse trap, wooden trap, release
HE0709  3    multi-pitched synth laser burst, descending.,01429,sciflazr3,dds,00:00:03
HE070A  31   multi-pitched, high frequency transformation,sequence: multiple tones and bell
HE06BF  10   multi-pitched, oscillating buzzes: low-pitched,buzz with varying higher-pitche
HE047C  13   multiple ferry boat ship horn blasts, [note: this,effect has a lot of out of p
HE044D  23   multiple raquetball racket swishes.,097-racket 12,ads,00:00:23
HE0448  6    multiple sneaker squeaks on raquetball court,floor #1.,097-racket11h,ads,00:00
HE0449  21   multiple sneaker squeaks on raquetball court,floor #2, with reverberant ring o
HE058E  15   multiple water cooler glubs.,-----,appcoolr1,dds,00:00:15
HE015F  116  museum interior, medium perspective art tour,lecture (female).  distant walla
SG17CA  38   music, bugle, american taps
SG17CE  20   music, bugle, bull fight
SG17C8  6    music, bugle, cavalry call
SG17C7  2    music, bugle, charge
SG17CC  13   music, bugle, fall in
SG17CD  6    music, bugle, first call
SG17CB  17   music, bugle, generals salute
SG17C9  19   music, bugle, reveille
SG17D0  5    music, bugle, wah wah blues
SG17CF  5    music, bugle, wah wah blues
HE027A  116  mustang 5.0 v-8: short idle then medium,acceleration (stick shift) to moderate
HE029E  44   mustang 5.0 v-8: start close perspective, long,idle, put in gear, short rev an
SG17D1  1    nail clippers, clip nail
SG17D2  1    nail clippers, clip nail
SG17D3  1    nail clippers, clip nail
SG071C  6    nailer, air, air brad nailer, several nails into wood
SG071B  1    nailer, air, air brad nailer, single nail into wood
SG071A  1    nailer, air, air brad nailer, single nail into wood
HE0021  178  new york street vendor sells cheap jewelry, close,perspective.  humorous patte
HE0509  32   newborn babies crying in hospital nursury.,75824,babies 1,adm,00:00:32
SG14C3  5    newspaper, close and fold up
SG14C2  6    newspaper, fold up
SG14C6  2    newspaper, pick up
SG14C4  2    newspaper, set down on table
SG14BF  3    newspaper, snap pages
SG14C5  2    newspaper, throw down
SG14C7  2    newspaper, throw on concrete
SG14C8  2    newspaper, throw on wood floor
SG14C9  2    newspaper, throw on wood floor
SG14BE  3    newspaper, turn single page
SG14BD  4    newspaper, turn single page
SG14C0  3    newspaper, unfold
SG14C1  6    newspaper, unfold and open
HE0176  122  night ambience #1: light, high-pitched crickets,rhythmic chirps and occassiona
HE0177  79   night ambience #2: heavy bed of mid-range and,high-pitched crickets hum and ch
HE0178  101  night ambience #3: light and calm mid-range,crickets rhythmic chirps, close to
HE0179  210  night ambience #4: calm, distant bed of,high-pitched crickets hum and buzz, wi
HE017A  206  night ambience #5: large bed of high-pitched,and mid-range crickets and insect
HE0172  116  night jungle ambience #1: unusual bird calls,medium and distant perspectives.
HE0173  182  night jungle ambience #2: distant, high-pitched,insects and crickets; calm.,51



HE0174  140  night jungle ambience #3: heavy bed of medium,distant, high-pitched insects an
HE0175  151  night jungle ambience #4: heavy, distant, high-,pitched insects and steady cic
HE071B  54   no parking  announcements, airport exterior; (1) female; (2) male; (3) spanish
SG17D5  22   noise, pink, pink noise
SG17D4  22   noise, white, white noise
SG17D8  2    noisemaker, horn, toot
SG17DA  6    noisemaker, metallic spinner, fast
SG17D9  5    noisemaker, metallic spinner, slow
SG17D6  1    noisemaker, paper blowout
SG17D7  2    noisemaker, paper blowout with horn
HE04B5  1    nose blow, comical #1; short, medium perspective.,voxsnez19,dds,00:00:01
HE04B6  1    nose blow, comical #2; close,perspective.,voxsnez10,dds,00:00:01
HE039C  1    object being dropped and smashed on hard surface.,50525,glopdrop2,dds,00:00:01
HE0399  1    object being squashed #1.,94843,goo,adm,00:00:01
HE039A  1    object being squashed #2.,94843,goo,adm,00:00:01
HE039B  1    object being squashed #3.,94843,goo,adm,00:00:01
HE03D7  9    object crashing through wood and glass.,mix,debrismix,dds,00:00:09
HE0833  60   office interior, machines & voices in distance, c/u modern telephone ring, som
HE0593  67   office machine, fax, recieving document.,-----,applfax 1,dds,00:01:07
HE0592  28   office machine, xerox copier reproducing a,document.,-----,applxerox,dds,00:00
SG139E  90   office, ambience, computer and printer noise, phone, ventilation hum
SG139F  90   office, ambience, data entry office, computer keyboards
SG13A2  90   office, ambience, phone operators office, voices, computer keyboard
SG13A1  90   office, ambience, phone pool, voices, walla
SG13A0  90   office, ambience, publishing office, computers, voices
SG13A3  90   office, computer, mainframe computer room, computer & ventilation hum
HE062F  5    old freezer door opens and closes, with metal,latch.,73363,--------,ads,00:00:
HE064D  21   old manual metal gate rolls slowly open and close,with thumps and rattles.,---
HE083B  61   old manual typewriter, c/u medium speed typing.
HE02B6  15   old truck: idles with gear grinds.,81016,grindtruk,dds,00:00:15
HE02C7  12   older car seat adjust forward and back with,clunks and vinyl seat creaks.,0880
HE00CE  2    one short siren bleep close.,227,dds,00:00:02
HE0067  116  one way street traffic bys, medium busy.  sound,bounces off buildings.  cars a
HE07F4  66   opens; (1) open jar lid; (2) twist open small jar; (3) open small jar; (4) twi
SG1302  10   orchestra bells, "good morning kiddies"
SG12FF  6    orchestra bells, arpeggio
SG12FE  6    orchestra bells, arpeggio
SG12FD  7    orchestra bells, arpeggio
SG12F7  6    orchestra bells, doorbell
SG12F8  7    orchestra bells, doorbell, network
SG1301  8    orchestra bells, dreaming, long
SG1300  12   orchestra bells, dreaming, short
SG130C  4    orchestra bells, gliss, down
SG130B  4    orchestra bells, gliss, up
SG130E  12   orchestra bells, march, long
SG130F  12   orchestra bells, march, long
SG130D  7    orchestra bells, march, short
SG1308  20   orchestra bells, music box, long
SG130A  15   orchestra bells, music box, muted, long
SG1309  5    orchestra bells, music box, muted, short
SG1307  6    orchestra bells, music box, short
SG1304  9    orchestra bells, musical statement, long
SG1306  23   orchestra bells, musical statement, long
SG1303  6    orchestra bells, musical statement, short
SG1305  10   orchestra bells, musical statement, short
SG12F6  5    orchestra bells, network doorbell
SG12F9  4    orchestra bells, trill
SG12FC  5    orchestra bells, trill
SG12FB  5    orchestra bells, trill
SG12FA  5    orchestra bells, trill
SG1311  11   orchestra bells, winter bells, long
SG1310  8    orchestra bells, winter bells, short
SG17DC  70   orchestra, tuning up before concert



SG17DB  89   orchestra, warming up in concert hall
HE06DF  49   oscillating, high frequency, multi-pitched tones,rise and fall #2.,1520a,hi sp
HE06DE  10   oscillating, multi-pitched tones rise,and fall #1.,twb/u,oscil 084,dds,00:00:1
HE0535  142  outdoor market or fair, busy: people mill around,and talk with general movemen
SG0F4F  4    oven, door, large oven door, close
SG0F4E  4    oven, door, large oven door, open
SG0F51  5    oven, drawer, lower oven storage drawer, close
SG0F50  4    oven, drawer, lower oven storage drawer, open
SG0F52  15   oven, timer, stove top timer buzzer
HE073A  8    owl hoot, classic.
HE0255  39   p-47 mustang prop plane taxi in to close and off.,84817,prop taxi1,dds,00:00:3
HE0253  55   p-51 mustang prop plane start and sputtering,idle, rev.,84866,prpst+id2,dds,00
HE0810  3    pad lock, open & close.
SG17DD  49   paint, mixer, paint shaker, mix up paint
SG17E0  2    paint, spray, spray painterior, attach lid
SG17E1  1    paint, spray, spray painterior, remove lid
SG17DE  3    paint, spray, spray painterior, shake can, 1/4 full
SG17DF  3    paint, spray, spray painterior, shake can, 3/4 full
SG17E2  3    paint, spray, spray painterior, spray
SG17E3  2    paint, spray, spray painterior, spray
SG17E4  8    paint, spray, spray painterior, spray
SG17E5  9    paint, spray, spray painterior, spray, run out
HE0837  5    paper hole punch, (1-2) punching holes in paper.
SG0F54  2    paper towel, roll, pull paper towel from holder and tear, fast
SG0F53  3    paper towel, roll, pull paper towel from holder and tear, slow
SG0F55  4    paper towel, roll, yank paper towel from holder and tear off
SG14CE  3    paper, can, throw ball of paper into can
SG14CA  3    paper, crumple, crumple paper into ball
SG14CB  5    paper, crumple, crumple paper into ball
SG14CC  3    paper, crumple, crumple paper into ball
SG14CD  5    paper, crumpled, open up crumpled paper
SG14D8  1    paper, cutter, chop several sheets
SG14D7  1    paper, cutter, chop single sheet
SG14D6  1    paper, cutter, cut several sheets, fast
SG14D4  1    paper, cutter, cut several sheets, medium
SG14D2  2    paper, cutter, cut several sheets, slow
SG14D5  1    paper, cutter, cut single sheet, fast
SG14D3  1    paper, cutter, cut single sheet, medium
SG14D1  2    paper, cutter, cut single sheet, slow
SG14D0  2    paper, cutter, lift blade and bring down, fast
SG14CF  4    paper, cutter, lift blade and bring down, slow
SG14D9  9    paper, rustle, rustling through many papers
SG14DB  47   paper, shredder, start, run, shred many bunches quickly, stop
SG14DA  88   paper, shredder, start, run, shred single sheets and bunches, stop
SG14DC  2    paper, tear, tear sheet of paper
SG14DD  4    paper, tear, tear sheet of paper
SG14DE  2    paper, tear, tear sheet of paper
SG14E1  2    paper, tear, tear sheet of paper along perforation
SG14E0  4    paper, tear, tear sheet of paper along perforation
SG14DF  3    paper, tear, tear sheet of paper along perforation
SG14E2  2    paper, tear, tear sheet of paper along perforation
HE0017  124  parade ambience.  approaching marching drums, by,close, with distant fife musi
HE0016  126  parade crowd ambience.  close to medium distant,crowd yells, surges of applaus
SG17E7  40   parade, marching band
SG17E6  22   parade, marching band
SG1567  120  park, city, birds, breeze through trees, city rumble in b/g
SG1568  120  park, city, children playing in park, city rumble in b/g
HE08DB  9    Parrot talks (X4)
HE073B  52   parrot; (1) squawks, interior; (2) eats seeds, very close perspective.
HE026A  179  passenger train, interior perspective: steady,with rail clicks and metal squea
HE05E3  1    pay phone receiver hang-up #1.,09203,fonpayhu2,dds,00:00:01
HE05E4  1    pay phone receiver hang-up #2.,09203,fonpayhu3,dds,00:00:01
HE05E5  1    pay phone receiver hang-up #3.,14229,fonrechu3,dds,00:00:01



HE05D7  1    pay phone receiver pick-up #1.,09203,fonpaypu2,ads,00:00:01
HE05D8  1    pay phone receiver pick-up #2.,09203,fonpaypu1,dds,00:00:01
HE0775  30   pentatonic chimes ring.
HE068A  46   pentatonic wind chimes melodic, with long,ring-off.,40801,pentchm,dds,00:00:46
HE0430  87   person shooting baskets and dribbling basketball,on cement.,08610,basket 04,ad
HE02E7  15   phaser siren: close perspective.,jhdat,firetkjh6,dds,00:00:15
HE05EA  1    phone dropped on carpeted surface.,56620,fondrop a,ads,00:00:01
HE08ED  56   Phone FX (X4)
HE05DE  1    phone receiver hang-up #1.,45334,fonrechu1,dds,00:00:01
HE05DF  1    phone receiver hang-up #2.,56616,fonhandl1,dds,00:00:01
HE05E0  1    phone receiver hang-up #3.,56616,fonhandl1,dds,00:00:01
HE05E1  2    phone receiver hang-up, with bell ring.,45334,fonrechu2,dds,00:00:02
HE05D4  1    phone receiver pick-up #1.,56616,fonhandl1,dds,00:00:01
HE05D5  1    phone receiver pick-up #2.,45334,fonrecpu2,dds,00:00:01
HE05D6  1    phone receiver pick-up #3.,45334,fonrecpu1,adm,00:00:01
HE05E2  1    phone receiver slams down.,56625,fonslam 1,dds,00:00:01
SG14E8  109  photocopier, large, copy at high speed;staple, sort in finish bin
SG14E9  94   photocopier, large, high speed copy, staple, sort;finish bin
SG14E7  79   photocopier, med, four originals, six copies each, sort in trays
SG14E5  27   photocopier, medium, single quick copy
SG14E6  48   photocopier, medium, ten copies
SG14E3  17   photocopier, small, single copy
SG14E4  40   photocopier, small, six copies
SG1316  7    piano, glissando, high, fast
SG1315  9    piano, glissando, high, slow
SG1312  18   piano, glissando, low, slow
SG1313  17   piano, glissando, mid-range, fast
SG1314  15   piano, glissando, mid-range, slow
HE075E  34   pig grunts & squeals; (1) calm pigs; (2)excited pig.
SG01A3  28   pig, ambience, large group in pen
SG01A4  38   pig, ambience, small group in pen
SG01A0  28   pig, baby pig, squealing
SG019E  7    pig, snorting
SG01A1  26   pig, squealing
SG01A2  23   pig, vietnamese pot belly, squealing
SG019F  20   pig, vocal
HE01C5  44   pig; squeal altered, medium to close perspective.,-----,pig monst,dds,00:00:44
HE01C3  11   pig; squeals and grunts, medium perspective.,53117,pig grnts,adm,00:00:11
HE01C4  13   pig; squeals,, medium perspective.,-----,pig sq 3c,dds,00:00:13
HE004D  144  pigeons feeding, close group wing flutters in,city park.  most pigeon activity
HE01C6  58   pigs, several; snorting and squealing, close,perspective.,13013,pig grp,ads,00
HE06B6  49   pile driver #1: rhythmic impacts medium,perspective with slapback echo off of
HE06B7  110  pile driver #2: start up then rhythmic impacts.,close perspective with slapbac
HE0126  109  pile driver close with slapback echo off tall,buildings.  natural start and st
HE0127  87   pile driver wide perspective, medium distant.,slapback echo reflects off build
SG17E8  3    pinball, pinball machine, insert quarter
SG17EC  43   pinball, pinball machine, long play
SG17ED  4    pinball, pinball machine, reset
SG17EB  15   pinball, pinball machine, short play
SG17EA  1    pinball, pinball machine, single flipper
SG17E9  1    pinball, pinball machine, single flipper
HE043C  32   ping pong volley #1, ball is hit off table at,tail.,todat,pngpngfas,dds,00:00:
HE043D  23   ping pong volley #2.,09621,pingpong1,ads,00:00:23
HE043E  10   ping pong volley #3.,09621,pingpong2,ads,00:00:10
SG1659  6    ping pong, multiple ball bounce
SG165F  7    ping pong, rally, two players
SG165E  3    ping pong, rally, two players
SG1660  9    ping pong, rally, two players
SG1662  15   ping pong, rally, two players
SG1661  27   ping pong, rally, two players
SG165B  2    ping pong, shot, hit table
SG165D  4    ping pong, shot, into net
SG165C  1    ping pong, shot, miss table



SG1658  1    ping pong, single ball bounce
SG165A  1    ping pong, toss mallet on table
HE0252  48   piper arrow prop plane start and idle close.,84828,prpst+id1,dds,00:00:48
HE0316  2    pistol dry fire, multiple.,ygb/u,gun df 03,ddm,00:00:02
HE0315  1    pistol dry fire, single.,ygb/u,gun df 01,ddm,00:00:01
HE0347  2    pistol or rifle shot #1: sharp.  [special mix],ygb/u,shot ch 14,dds,00:00:02
HE0348  2    pistol or rifle shot #2: sharp, with,ring off.  [special mix],ygb/u,shot ch 16
SG06C2  30   plane, hand, hand plane, long pass over wood
SG06C1  15   plane, hand, hand plane, short pass over wood
SG06BF  1    plane, hand, hand plane, single pass over wood
SG06C0  2    plane, hand, hand plane, single pass over wood
SG071D  3    planer, hand, electric hand planer, on and off
SG071F  23   planer, hand, electric hand planer, sev. short passes
SG0720  10   planer, hand, electric hand planer, single long pass
SG071E  10   planer, hand, electric hand planer, single short pass
SG0722  47   planer, table, several boards pass through
SG0721  29   planer, table, single board pass through
SG17F0  14   plunger, plunger, continuous plunging
SG17EE  3    plunger, plunger, single plunge
SG17EF  3    plunger, plunger, single plunge
HE0632  2    pneumatic door mechanism hiss #1.,-----,81939j,dds,00:00:02
HE0633  2    pneumatic door mechanism hiss #2.,-----,81940j,dds,00:00:02
HE05F8  3    polaroid camera ejecting picture.,45464,polaroidl,adm,00:00:03
HE0540  121  police radio: calls recieved through radio from,female dispatcher with static
HE0843  103  police radio; (1) police / cb radio tuning, various voices; (2) police radio,
HE00C3  22   police siren in from distant.  starts as whooper,changes to wailer.  by fast a
HE0850  38   police siren, (1-3) yelper, in, by close perspective & away.
HE084F  18   police siren, wailer type, medium distant by.
HE053E  108  police station, busy; serious toned office with,active movement, voices, old t
HE053F  138  police station, light activity: voices quiet with,specific lines, old type des
HE00BF  18   police wailer siren by right to left, away to,distant.  bird chirps at tail.,s
HE00B8  17   police wailer siren close, on for 15 seconds and,off at tail.,srn 1,dds,00:00:
HE00B9  45   police wailer siren close, on for 45 seconds and,off at tail.,srn 3,dds,00:00:
HE00C1  22   police wailer siren in and off, then siren on,close; by and away to distant.,s
HE00C0  28   police wailer siren in from distant, by close,left to right medium speed, away
HE00C2  25   police wailer siren in from distant, by left to,right fast, and away to distan
HE02E2  24   police wailer siren: by, action left to right,fast, away to distant perspectiv
HE02E1  30   police wailer siren: long steady, close,perspective.,ctvso,srn3+109,dds,00:00:
HE00BA  23   police whooper siren close, on steady and off,at tail.,srn 4a,dds,00:00:23
HE00BB  33   police whooper siren, short bursts close.,srn 4b,6b,dds,00:00:33
SG17F1  38   polisher, floor, floor polisher, start, run, stop
HE0761  33   polite audience applauds.
SG17F2  1    popcorn, hot air popper, pour kernels in
SG17F3  93   popcorn, hot air popper, start, pop, stop
SG17F4  87   popcorn, theatre style popper, popping corn
SG01A6  4    porcupine, calling, angry
HE0283  203  porsche: start close,  accelerate to long medium,speed (45 mph) steady.  accel
SG14EB  12   postage meter, print blank stamp
SG14EE  20   postage meter, seal and stamp several letters
SG14EC  13   postage meter, seal and stamp single letter
SG14ED  13   postage meter, seal and stamp single letter
SG14EA  35   postage meter, start, run, stop
HE07F8  5    potato chip bag, (1-2) opening.
HE07FA  6    potato chips, (1-3) crunches.
HE03D8  4    pottery drop and break.,51030,pttry brk,adm,00:00:04
SG17F8  2    pottery, clay pot, break
SG17F7  2    pottery, clay pot, break
SG17F5  2    pottery, clay, rattle pieces
SG17F6  2    pottery, clay, rattle pieces
HE07ED  21   pour sequence #1, open jar / bottle, pour into glass, drop in ice cubes & stir
HE07EE  18   pour sequence #2, grab ice, drop ice cubes into glass, open jar / bottle, pour
HE07EF  6    pour sequence #3, drop ice cubes into glass, pour into glass.
HE07F0  12   pour sequence #4, open beer bottle, pour into glass, pour has fizz.



HE07F1  24   pour sequence #5, pop champagne cork, pour into glass, champagne fizz.
HE07F2  26   pour sequence #6, open soda can, pour into glass.
HE07F5  75   pours; (1) pour liquid into glass; (2)pour liquid into glass w/ ice; (3) pour
HE06A1  23   power saw: grinds in long burst through wood.,62117,toolsaw7,adm,00:00:23
HE0474  88   power yacht #1: variable steady, few,accelerations and decelerations with slig
HE0475  88   power yacht #2: idle steady, few accelerations,and decelerations, slight water
HE0476  91   power yacht #3: start, idle, and move forward,accelerate to slow cruising spee
HE0477  132  power yacht #4: cruise steady, front of boat,perspective, with bow wash.,68325
HE0478  102  power yacht #5: away, then turn back, and by.,very long in and away, with wake
HE0479  106  power yacht #6: away, then turn back, and by.,very long in and away, with wake
SG01A5  19   prairie dog, squealing
HE0541  71   prison block: large busy male crowd, voices and,milling with male pager in lar
HE0543  114  prison mess hall: large crowd busy male voices,in a large cafeteria with light
HE063D  5    prison metal bar cell door roll close with reverb.   
35502j,dds,00:00:05
HE0542  132  prison or hospital visiting area: large crowd,mixed voices with crying babies
HE06E7  4    processed air release #1: [note: this effect has,a lot of out of phase signal
HE06E8  2    processed air release #2: .,[note: this effect has a lot of out of phase,signa
HE05F9  44   projector, 16mm, start, steady and off, with wind,ups, slow downs and machine
HE05FB  25   projector, 35mm slide, steady fan noise and clicks,of slides changing.,22916,p
HE05FA  30   projector, 35mm,  start, steady and off, with wind,ups, slow downs and machine
SG1800  36   projector, film, 16 mm projector, rewind to end
SG17FF  67   projector, film, 16 mm projector, start, run, stop
SG1803  37   projector, film, 35 mm projector, rewind to end
SG1802  40   projector, film, 35 mm projector, shuttle back and forth
SG1801  77   projector, film, 35 mm projector, start, run, stop
SG1805  37   projector, film, 70 mm projector, rewind to end
SG1804  77   projector, film, 70 mm projector, start, run, stop
SG1806  52   projector, film, moviola, start, run, stop
SG1808  3    projector, screen, projection screen, close
SG1807  4    projector, screen, projection screen, open
SG17FE  2    projector, slide, slide projector, advance slide
SG17FD  2    projector, slide, slide projector, advance slide
SG17F9  1    projector, slide, slide projector, drop slide into tray
SG17FA  1    projector, slide, slide projector, pull slide out of tray
SG17FB  1    projector, slide, slide projector, slide down, manual
SG17FC  1    projector, slide, slide projector, slide up, manual
HE0724  41   prop airplane by w/ jet assist, twin engine, long approach, fast by w/ long
HE0721  26   prop airplane by, dc-3, long approach,medium by w/ short away.
HE071F  28   prop airplane by, small single engine,long approach, long by w/ long away.
HE0720  18   prop airplane by; (1) short approach,medium by w/ prop whine, short away; (2)
HE0725  71   prop airplane landing; (1) approach, touchdown; (2) approach, touch down, engi
HE0723  20   prop airplane start up & idle, twin engine c-123.
HE0722  49   prop airplane take off, c-130, long in, by on runway.
HE0258  38   prop plane exterior steady, small twin engine,with revs.  can play for interio
HE0259  18   prop plane in and by low overhead right to left.,80426,prop by,dds,00:00:18
HE004E  43   prop plane medium distant overhead, with wind in,trees and birds chirping.  in
HE0025  18   prostitute, black female, flirts from the sidewalk 12 feet away.  distant traf
SG180A  19   pulley, chain, chain pulley, long pull
SG1809  6    pulley, chain, chain pulley, short pull
HE0307  48   pump motor, small, running steady.,01710,017 10,dds,00:00:48
SG180B  32   pump, air, foot pump, blow up air mattress
SG180C  18   pump, air, hand pump, blow up bicycle tire
SG180F  3    punch clock, punch clock, card in, punch, card out
SG180E  3    punch clock, punch clock, fast punch
SG180D  3    punch clock, punch clock, slow punch
HE0821  3    punch reactions, (1-2) various reactions.
HE036E  1    punch, body hit #1: with thud.,----pnchj b02,dds,00:00:01
HE036F  1    punch, body hit #2: with thud.,----pnchj bo3,dds,00:00:01
HE0370  1    punch, body hit #3: with sharp thud.,----pnchj bo4,dds,00:00:01
HE0371  1    punch, body hit #4: with sharp thud.,----pnchj bo1,dds,00:00:01
HE0372  1    punch, body hit #5: with thud.,----pnchj bo5,dds,00:00:01
HE0367  1    punch, face hit #1: sharp impact.,----pnchj f03,dds,00:00:01



HE0368  1    punch, face hit #2: sharp impact.,----pnchj f04,dds,00:00:01
HE0369  1    punch, face hit #3: sharp impact.,----pnchj f05,dds,00:00:01
HE036A  1    punch, face hit #4: sharp impact.,----pnchj f01,dds,00:00:01
HE036B  1    punch, face hit #5: sharp impact.,----pnchj fo2,dds,00:00:01
HE036C  1    punch, face hit #6: sharp impact.,----pnchj fo6,dds,00:00:01
HE036D  1    punch, face hit #7: sharp impact.,----pnchj fo7,dds,00:00:01
SG14B1  1    punch, paper, three hole paper punch, punch fast
SG14B3  1    punch, paper, three hole paper punch, punch fast
SG14B0  1    punch, paper, three hole paper punch, punch slow
SG14B2  2    punch, paper, three hole paper punch, punch slow
HE08B1  8    Punches (X5)
HE01B0  37   puppies; high-pitched whine and whimpers, close,perspective.,90521,puppies,ads
HE0638  7    push bar door open and close in reverberant hall,#5: slow open with squeak, th
HE0634  2    push bar door open in reverberant hall #1: strong,push, classic.,-----,55120aj
HE0635  2    push bar door open in reverberant hall #2:,classic.,-----,55120ajb,dds,00:00:0
HE0636  3    push bar door open in reverberant hall #3:,abrupt.,-----,55120ajc,dds,00:00:03
HE0637  3    push bar door open in reverberant hall #4:,with slight rattle.,-----,55120bja,
HE05D2  6    push button phone dial with plastic buttons.,56619,fondial1a,dds,00:00:06
HE0310  1    quick pistol cock.,ygb/u,cock e 05,ddm,00:00:01 gun
SG01A7  69   raccoon, babies, playing
SG01A8  36   raccoon, purring
SG01A9  11   raccoon, two adults, short fight
HE08C1  80   Race car bys (X2)
HE043F  4    racquetball serve #1: hard hit with long,reverberant ring out.,097-racket 01,a
HE0440  4    racquetball serve #2: hard hit with long,reverberant ring out.,097-racket 02,a
HE0282  184  racy foreign car: fast accels and decels with,downshifting, variable steadys.,
SG11A1  92   radar room, aircraft carrier, air traffic control
SG11A0  119  radar room, communications, detection and tracking
HE0841  49   radio tuning, (1-2) tuning radio, various stations, mostly static & voices.
HE0842  32   radio tuning, tuning shortwave radio through various frequencies, no stations,
SG1810  39   radio, ham, ham radio, tuning
SG1B97  11   radio, police, police radio call
SG1B96  5    radio, police, police radio call
HE0772  40   railroad crossing bell, close perspective.
SG1925  90   rain, heavy rain on cement
SG1926  90   rain, heavy rain on grass and roof
SG1927  90   rain, heavy rain on umbrella
SG1924  90   rain, heavy rain on water
HE0846  60   rain, heavy steady, on metal car roof,light thunder in the background.
HE0848  60   rain, heavy, echoey, from open door of house.
HE084B  60   rain, light & drizzly, w/ some thunder in the background .
SG191F  90   rain, light rain on grass with trickle from downspout
SG1920  90   rain, light rain on roof
HE0844  61   rain, light rain w/ medium & close birds chirping in the background, very peac
HE084C  37   rain, light, on metal car roof w/ thunder in the background.
HE0849  60   rain, medium heavy, falling onto porch awning & ground.
HE084D  60   rain, medium heavy, falls onto cement porch, thunder in the background.
HE084E  68   rain, medium heavy, from porch, heavy rolling thunder.
SG1922  90   rain, medium rain on cement with splash from roof
SG1921  90   rain, medium rain on grass and cement
SG1923  90   rain, medium rain on roof
HE0847  60   rain, running out of drainage pipe into gutter.
HE0845  60   rain, steady medium heavy rainfall w/ some birds in background.
SG1931  90   rain, thunder, heavy rain on skylight, thunder rumble and wind
SG192D  90   rain, thunder, heavy rain with thunder rumble and claps
SG192E  90   rain, thunder, heavy rain with thunder rumble and wind
SG1929  90   rain, thunder, light rain with constant thunder
SG192A  90   rain, thunder, light rain with thunder rumble
SG1928  90   rain, thunder, light rain with thunder rumble
SG1930  90   rain, thunder, medium rain on skylight, thunder rumble and claps
SG192F  90   rain, thunder, medium rain on window, thunder rumble and claps
SG192B  90   rain, thunder, medium rain with thunder rumble
SG192C  90   rain, thunder, medium rain with thunder rumble



SG1B2F  70   rain, thunder, soft rain with distant thunder rumble
HE084A  60   rain, very heavy, steady downpour.
HE0230  179  rain; heavy, on glass window in roof.,56108,rainwndw1,dds,00:02:59
HE0228  115  rain; heavy, with fast, splatty drops on asphalt.,20306,raindrip1,dds,00:01:55
HE0223  176  rain; light drizzle, or a hard mist, with some,splatty drops on asphalt.,20308
HE0231  177  rain; light to medium, on car roof with faint,thunder.,born,raincar1,dds,00:02
HE0224  170  rain; light, with distant traffic.,born6,rainnoeq1,dds,00:02:50
HE0222  114  rain; light, with some splatty drops on,asphalt.,born6,rain eq1a,dds,00:01:54
HE0227  123  rain; medium, on porch and plants, with distant,traffic.,20304,rainplnt1,dds,0
HE0226  184  rain; medium, splatty, fall on asphalt from roof,of house.,jhdat,ohiorain3,dds
HE0225  180  rain; medium, with distant traffic.,born6,rainmed1j,dds,00:03:00
HE0232  114  rain; splattering in gutter.,20809,raingutr1,dds,00:01:54
HE0233  180  rain; splattering in puddle.,20305,rainpudl1,dds,00:03:00
HE022F  176  rain; splatty, falls with some swells on a tin,roof.,jhdat,ohiorain1,dds,00:02
HE0229  167  rain; very heavy, a full force downpour.,09608,rainhvy 3,dds,00:02:47
SG1811  15   rake, rake gravel, rigid rake
SG1812  22   rake, rake leaves, fan rake
HE0663  6    rapid mid-range electronic beeps.,amsbu,alarm02,adm,00:00:06
HE0442  23   raquetball being hit against the court wall,several times, with long reverbera
HE0441  23   raquetball being hit against the court wall,several times, with long reverbera
HE044A  6    raquetball court door opens and closes.,097-racket 09,ads,00:00:06
HE044B  19   raquetball volley, with reverberant ball hits,some foot movement, and sneaker
HE044C  10   raquetball volley, with reverberant ball hits,some foot movement, and sneaker
SG06D0  23   ratchet, hand, loosen nut
SG06D1  25   ratchet, hand, tighten nut
SG1D03  2    ratchet, large metal ratchet, fast
SG1D05  4    ratchet, large metal ratchet, slow
SG1D04  3    ratchet, large metal ratchet, slow
HE01C7  21   rattlesnake tail rattle #1, close perspective.,[real],53204,rattlsnk1,adm,00:0
HE01C8  39   rattlesnake tail rattle #2, close perspective., [simulated],53204,rattlsnk2,ad
HE08DD  12   Record scratches (X4)
HE0589  41   refrigerator compressor motor turn on, steady and,off.,-----,apprefrg1,dds,00:
HE0588  3    refrigerator door opens and closes with latch,click., -----,apprefrg3,dds,00:0
SG0F58  3    refrigerator, door, close
SG0F5A  4    refrigerator, door, old, door close
SG0F5B  3    refrigerator, door, old, door slam close
SG0F59  4    refrigerator, door, old, pull latch handle, open
SG0F57  3    refrigerator, door, open
SG0F56  50   refrigerator, refrigerator compressor, start, run, stop
SG1564  120  residential, day, birds, breeze in trees, lawnmower & dog in distance
SG1565  120  residential, day, birds, traffic rumble
SG1566  120  residential, night, crickets, breeze through trees at night, b/g traffic
HE0835  60   restaurant ambience, very subdued feel,distant voices, medium c/u glass &
HE0146  147  restaurant walla: close adult walla in large busy,room.  hard surfaced live ro
HE0149  113  restaurant walla: coffee shop, busier and wider,than track 1010-03.  mixed wal
HE014B  166  restaurant walla: pizza parlor, relaxed medium,walla.  close to counter man it
HE0148  170  restaurant walla: small coffee shop medium busy,with two close women walla, la
HE014A  159  restaurant walla: small coffee shop, not busy.,light medium walla, cook calls
HE0147  156  restaurant walla: wide version of track 1010-01.,adult busy walla medium to di
SG15A2  120  restaurant, fast food, large crowd
SG15A1  120  restaurant, fast food, medium crowd
SG15A0  120  restaurant, fast food, small crowd
SG159F  120  restaurant, grill, open kitchen, large crowd
SG159E  120  restaurant, grill, open kitchen, medium crowd
SG159D  120  restaurant, grill, open kitchen, small crowd
SG159C  120  restaurant, large crowd
SG159B  120  restaurant, large crowd
SG159A  120  restaurant, large crowd
SG1599  120  restaurant, medium crowd
SG1598  120  restaurant, medium crowd
SG1597  120  restaurant, medium crowd
SG1595  120  restaurant, small crowd
SG1596  120  restaurant, small crowd



HE0545  89   restaurant: busy crowd general conversation in,large dining area with intermit
HE0703  3    reverse ricochet #1: strange high speed by.,ygb/u,ric rev 3,adm,00:00:03
HE0704  3    reverse ricochet #2: strange high speed by.,ygb/u,ric rev 3,adm,00:00:03
HE0705  3    reverse ricochet #3: strange high speed by.,higher pitched approach.,ygb/u,ric
HE0706  9    reverse ricochet #4: two short, strange high,speed bys; the second one is high
HE0162  51   revolving door, walking through.  whoosh and rub,sound with rubbery thunks.  s
HE07DF  13   ricochets, (1-5) various, close perspective.
HE0349  3    rifle shot #3: boomy, with ring off.,[special mix],ygb/u,shot ch 06,dds,00:00:
HE034A  2    rifle shot #4: boomy, with casings drop.,[special mix],ygb/u,shot rk 21,dds,00
HE034B  3    rifle shot #5: midrange, with echo.,[special mix],ygb/u,shot ws 08,dds,00:00:0
HE032A  3    rifle shot with echo.,ygb/u,shot r 06,ads,00:00:03
HE0549  73   riot backround, exterior: large crowd shouting in,extreme anger; close to dist
SG1814  1    rip, cloth, rip cloth
SG1813  1    rip, cloth, rip cloth
HE06D3  23   rising multi-pitched soundwave #1: oscillating,tones ascending and descending.
HE06D4  6    rising multi-pitched soundwave #2: tones,ascending in frequency quickly.,twb/u
HE06D5  10   rising multi-pitched soundwave #3: smooth tones,ascend to high frequency.,0152
HE06D6  14   rising soundwaves: 4 various oscillating,ascending tones to high frequency.,tw
HE0213  102  river, large #1: fast running with wide ambient,feel, deep roar.,-----,riverjh
HE0214  136  river, large #2: fast running with wide ambient,feel,.,-----,riverjhg3,dds,00:
HE0211  154  river, medium #1: medium-fast running with roar.,-----,rivrjhg01,dds,00:02:34
HE0212  133  river, medium #2: fast running with roar.,-----,riverjhg5,dds,00:02:13
HE020F  228  river, small #1: medium-fast, babbling and smooth,running.,-----,riverjhg6,dds
HE0210  208  river, small #2: babbling drips close,perspective, with smooth running roar in
HE02A0  10   roadster [special mix]: high rev and peel out,with heavy tire squeal and away
SG1BDE  9    robot, motor, robot motor, continuous
SG1BDF  7    robot, motor, robot motor, low, slows down
SG1BE0  42   robot, motor, robot motor, various bursts
SG1BCF  1    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD0  2    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD1  1    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD2  1    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BDC  7    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BDB  2    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BDD  8    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD9  4    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD3  2    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD8  3    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD7  3    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD6  1    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD5  6    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BD4  1    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1BDA  2    robot, motor, robot servo motor
SG1B38  10   rock, large rock tumbling down slope
SG1B39  8    rock, large rock tumbling down slope
SG1B3C  8    rock, large rock tumbling down slope
SG1B3B  10   rock, large rock tumbling down slope
SG1B3A  6    rock, large rock tumbling down slope
SG1B37  7    rock, medium rock tumbling down slope
SG1B36  11   rock, medium rock tumbling down slope
SG1B3E  70   rock, multiple rocks tumbling down slope
SG1B3D  43   rock, multiple rocks tumbling down slope
SG181A  3    rock, rock, fall on dirt
SG181B  2    rock, rock, fall on dirt
SG1815  5    rock, rock, hit metal sign
SG1816  9    rock, rock, hit metal sign
SG1817  3    rock, rock, splash into water
SG1818  2    rock, rock, splash into water
SG1819  2    rock, rock, splash into water
SG181E  3    rock, rocks, medium, fall on rocks
SG181D  2    rock, rocks, medium, fall on rocks
SG181C  4    rock, rocks, small, fall on rocks
SG1B34  8    rock, small rock tumbling down slope



SG1B43  11   rock, space, multiple rocks tumbling down slope, processed sound
SG1B42  9    rock, space, processed rock sound tumbling down slope
SG1B41  7    rock, space, processed rock sound tumbling down slope
SG1B40  11   rock, space, processed rock sound tumbling down slope
SG1B3F  13   rock, space, processed rock sound tumbling down slope
SG1B35  12   rock, two small rocks tumbling down slope
HE08C0  61   Rocket take off and land (X2)
HE07A9  4    roll-up door w/ lots of metal clatter.
HE08CF  94   Roller coaster bys & steady (X4)
SG181F  9    roller coaster, roller coaster, pass by
SG1820  22   roller coaster, roller coaster, pass by, screams
SG1821  11   roller coaster, roller coaster, water ride
HE0736  101  rollercoaster; (1) fast, smooth by; (2)quick, smooth by; (3) quick, whoosh by;
HE035E  4    roman candle bursts: two takes.,wdf90,romancnjh,ads,00:00:04
SG1823  30   room tone, medium room tone, light hum
SG1822  30   room tone, small room tone, fan
SG1824  30   room tone, warehouse tone, light hum
HE073C  4    rooster crows, classic single.
HE08AB  10   Rope Snap & Swish(X3)
HE0652  61   rope stretchs and creaks with metal rattles,and,creaks.  slow rocking boat.,77
SG1827  15   rope, 2" rope, creaking
SG1828  2    rope, 2" rope, knot pull
SG1826  4    rope, 2" rope, single creak
SG1825  5    rope, 2" rope, single creak
SG1829  6    rope, 2" rope, tie knot and pull
SG182B  11   rope, 2" rope, whirl around
SG182A  4    rope, 2" rope, whirl around
SG182C  2    rope, rope, drop on concrete
SG182D  2    rope, rope, drop on dirt
SG182E  3    rope, rope, drop on metal
SG182F  2    rope, rope, drop on wood
HE05D0  21   rotary pay phone dialing generic phone number.,09203,fonpaydl1,ads,00:00:21
HE05C4  1    rotary phone dial "1".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:01
HE05C5  1    rotary phone dial "2".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:01
HE05C6  1    rotary phone dial "3".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:01
HE05C7  1    rotary phone dial "4".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:01
HE05C8  2    rotary phone dial "5".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:02
HE05C9  2    rotary phone dial "6".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:02
HE05CA  2    rotary phone dial "7".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:02
HE05CB  2    rotary phone dial "8".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:02
HE05CC  2    rotary phone dial "9".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:02
HE05CD  2    rotary phone dial "o".,56622,fon dial3,dds,00:00:02
HE05CE  16   rotary phone dialing generic phone number #1.,56622,fon dial2,ads,00:00:16
HE05CF  14   rotary phone dialing generic phone number #2.,08630,fondial5a,ads,00:00:14
HE01A7  29   rottweiler; vicious barks, growls and snarls,medium to close perspective.,812-
HE01A8  47   rottweiler; vicious growls and snarls, close,perspective.,812--,rotw1,adm,00:0
HE0529  12   roulette wheel spinning, with ball dropping into,the slot.,44022,roulette,dds,
SG0724  32   router, large, 3/4" router, rout channel in wood
SG0725  85   router, large, 3/4" router, rout four edges of board
SG0723  36   router, small, 1/2" router, rout channel in wood
HE08EB  35   Runmble
SG1950  5    safe, small safe, close and latch
SG194F  1    safe, small safe, close and latch
SG1951  6    safe, small safe, close and lock
SG1953  1    safe, small safe, fast latch
SG1952  1    safe, small safe, slow latch
SG194D  2    safe, small safe, unlatch and open
SG194E  4    safe, small safe, unlatch and open
HE074E  3    saint bernard barks.
HE0801  7    salt & pepper shakers; (1) pouring salt;(2) pouring pepper.
SG0729  11   sander, electric, belt sander, on and off several times
SG072A  30   sander, electric, belt sander, sanding
SG0726  32   sander, electric, palm sander, sanding wood



SG0727  4    sander, electric, vibrating sander, on and off
SG0728  29   sander, electric, vibrating sander, sanding
HE0876  48   sander, motorized; (1) small electric sander; (2) large table belt sander.
SG06C4  30   sanding, hand, fast rough sanding
SG06C6  30   sanding, hand, fast smooth sanding
SG06C3  30   sanding, hand, slow rough sanding
SG06C5  30   sanding, hand, slow smooth sanding
HE06AF  72   saw mill ambience: power saw cuts logs, engine,noise, logs banging together.,6
SG0738  29   saw, electric, 10" mitre saw, several cuts
SG0737  12   saw, electric, 10" mitre saw, single cut
SG0739  7    saw, electric, 14" mitre saw, on and off
SG073B  21   saw, electric, 14" mitre saw, several cuts
SG073A  7    saw, electric, 14" mitre saw, single cut
SG072E  1    saw, electric, circular saw, blade guard kick back
SG072F  1    saw, electric, circular saw, blade guard kick back
SG0731  14   saw, electric, circular saw, cut 2 x 4
SG0733  16   saw, electric, circular saw, cut 2 x 4 twice, guard kick back
SG0732  13   saw, electric, circular saw, cut 2 x 4, guard kick back
SG0730  6    saw, electric, circular saw, on and off
SG0735  29   saw, electric, circular saw, rip plywood
SG0734  26   saw, electric, circular saw, several short cuts
SG072D  36   saw, electric, jigsaw, long cut
SG072B  6    saw, electric, jigsaw, on and off
SG072C  14   saw, electric, jigsaw, short cut
SG076F  86   saw, electric, metal band saw, cut steel plate
SG073C  54   saw, electric, radial arm saw, several cuts
SG0736  24   saw, electric, sawzall, cutting wood
SG0744  36   saw, electric, table saw, long rip, plywood
SG0740  45   saw, electric, table saw, several cuts, thin plywood
SG0742  22   saw, electric, table saw, several short cuts
SG0743  15   saw, electric, table saw, short rip, plywood
SG0741  14   saw, electric, table saw, single cut through plank
SG073E  17   saw, electric, table saw, single cut through plank
SG073D  28   saw, electric, table saw, single cut through plank
SG073F  16   saw, electric, table saw, single cut, thin plywood
SG0746  35   saw, electric, wood band saw, long cut
SG0745  47   saw, electric, wood band saw, several short cuts
SG06C7  5    saw, hand, coping saw, cutting moulding
SG06C8  17   saw, hand, coping saw, cutting moulding
SG06CD  44   saw, hand, cross-cut saw, sawing 2 x 4
SG06CE  24   saw, hand, cross-cut saw, sawing 2 x 4
SG06CB  20   saw, hand, cross-cut saw, sawing plank
SG06CC  15   saw, hand, cross-cut saw, sawing plank
SG06CA  3    saw, hand, cross-cut saw, single draw of blade over wood
SG06C9  4    saw, hand, cross-cut saw, single draw of blade over wood
SG076C  14   saw, hand, hack saw, cutting copper pipe
SG076B  18   saw, hand, hack saw, cutting nail
SG076E  44   saw, hand, hack saw, cutting steel pipe
SG076D  25   saw, hand, hack saw, cutting threaded rod
HE0834  60   sawmill ambience, large machine hum &buzz, occasional cutting into wood medium
HE0684  14   school bell: long ring, exterior, close,perspective.,55103,scool ext1,ads,00:0
HE0682  10   school bell: long ring, interior hall, close,perspective.,55101,school int,ads
HE0683  10   school bell: short ring, exterior, close,perspective.,55103,scool ext2,ads,00:
HE0681  4    school bell: short ring, interior hall, close,perspective.,55101,school int,ad
HE02EA  63   school bus #1: coasting with rattles on a bumpy,road.  slows to stop; interior
HE02EB  90   school bus #2: start up, emergency brake release,then steady through gears wit
HE0014  127  school playground from interior closed window,perspective.  muffled sounds of
SG14F2  8    scissor, paper, cutting paper with scissors
SG14F1  4    scissor, paper, cutting paper with scissors
SG14EF  2    scissor, paper, single cut through paper with scissors
SG14F0  1    scissor, paper, single cut through paper with scissors
HE0839  32   scissors cutting thick paper.
HE04A7  3    scream #2; man yell/screams in anger, close,perspective.,voxmyell3,adm,00:00:0



HE04A6  1    screams #1; man, pained, short yell, close,perspective.,voxmpain1,dds,00:00:01
HE049F  2    screams #1; woman, single scream, close,perspective.,voxfscrm2,ads,00:00:02
HE04A0  2    screams #2; woman, single scream, close,perspective.  terrified and piercing.,
HE04A8  5    screams #3; man, gut-wrenching scream and fall,into distance.,voxmscrm3,ads,00
HE04A1  1    screams #3; woman, single scream, close,perspective.  ,voxfscm11,ddm,00:00:01
HE04A9  6    screams #4; man, gut-wrenching scream and fall,into distance.,voxmyell2,adm,00
HE04A2  2    screams #4; woman, single scream, close,perspective.  followed by gasping brea
HE04AA  5    screams #5; man, insane tantrum, medium,perspective.,voxmscrm1,adm,00:00:05
HE04A3  1    screams #5; woman, short screech, medium,perspective.,voxfscrm5,ads,00:00:01
HE04A4  4    screams #6; woman, panicked shrieks of fear,close perspective.,voxfscm14,adm,0
HE04A5  5    screams #7; woman, three screams, exterior,close perspective.,voxfscrm8,dds,00
HE079F  22   screen door creak, wood & spring.
HE0619  5    screen door open with latch and slam/bang with a,rattle.,22304,---------,ads,0
SG0747  7    screwdriver, electric, cordless screwdriver, screw into wood
SG0748  7    screwdriver, electric, cordless screwdriver, screw out of wood
SG074A  4    screwdriver, electric, screw gun, screw into wallboard
SG0749  4    screwdriver, electric, screw gun, screw into wallboard
SG06CF  25   screwdriver, hand, screw into wood
SG01AB  7    sealion, barking
SG01AA  11   sealion, barking
HE00A2  4    semi-truck horn honk doppler by close.  lower,pitch than track 1005-42.,811 01
HE06D1  9    servo motor #4: turns on and runs at fluctuating,speeds with whining motor str
HE06D2  2    servo motor #5: quick on and off of a servo,motor.,servo 02,dds,00:00:02
HE08EC  63   Servos (X8)
HE041F  13   seven various baseball mitt impacts without,decay.,83106,bbmitthit,dds,00:00:1
SG0F5D  32   sewing machine, drop presser foot, sew, fast speed, stop, raise foot
SG0F5C  34   sewing machine, drop presser foot, sew, slow speed, stop, raise foot
SG1318  4    shaker, long shake
SG0F5E  1    shaker, salt, shake salt shaker
SG1317  3    shaker, short shake
HE0878  38   shaper ( wood ), shapes wood w/ high pitched whining, turn off w/ long wind
SG14F5  9    sharpener, pencil, electric pencil sharpener 1, long
SG14F4  4    sharpener, pencil, electric pencil sharpener 1, short
SG14F7  7    sharpener, pencil, electric pencil sharpener 2, long
SG14F6  4    sharpener, pencil, electric pencil sharpener 2, short
SG14F3  5    sharpener, pencil, manual pencil sharpener, pencil in, crank
SG0F5F  31   shaver, electric, start, run, shut off
SG0F61  31   shaver, electric, start, run, shut off
SG0F60  76   shaver, electric, start, shave, shut off
SG0F62  74   shaver, electric, start, shave, shut off
SG01AF  2    sheep, adult calling
SG01AE  4    sheep, baby calling
SG01AD  2    sheep, baby calling
SG01AC  4    sheep, baby calling
HE01CA  23   sheep, several; baas, medium perspective.,-----,sheep b01,ads,00:00:23
SG01B1  14   sheep, small group, ambience
SG01B0  30   sheep, small group, ambience, some roosters
HE01C9  2    sheep; baa, medium perspective.,-----,sheep b01,ads,00:00:02
HE051C  22   sheet movement (bed being made).,00517,hospbed1a,ads,00:00:22
HE0685  12   ship bell dings, close perspective.,51213,ship bell2,dds,00:00:12
HE0892  5    ship, huge low pitched air horn, 2 pitches, long blast .
HE0774  2    shop door bell rings.
HE0156  169  shopping mall ambience: footsteps, especially,heels by close.  walla in large
HE0538  144  shopping mall, interior: large crowd milling and,murmur in middle section of m
SG158E  120  shopping mall, large mall, large crowd
SG158D  120  shopping mall, large mall, large crowd
SG158C  120  shopping mall, large mall, medium crowd
SG158B  120  shopping mall, medium mall, large crowd
SG158A  120  shopping mall, medium mall, small crowd
SG1589  120  shopping mall, small mall, small crowd
HE06EA  1    short synth rising and falling multi-pitched,tone.,twb/u,tron 4,dds,00:00:01
HE06E9  2    short synth rising multi-pitched tone.,twb/u,tron 4,dds,00:00:02
HE00BC  19   short whooper siren bursts, moving from medium,perspective to close, with echo



SG1958  35   shovel, dirt, shoveling dirt
SG1955  2    shovel, dirt, shoveling dirt, single push
SG1956  3    shovel, dirt, shoveling dirt, single push
SG1957  2    shovel, dirt, shoveling dirt, single push
SG1954  21   shovel, dirt, shoveling gritty dirt
SG1959  57   shovel, snow, shovel snow with metal shovel
SG195A  61   shovel, snow, shovel snow with plastic shovel
HE06A8  36   shoveling dirt: light layer scrapes on asphalt.,71711,shvldrt1,ads,00:00:36
HE0622  7    shower door slide open and close.,62934,----------,ads,00:00:07
HE059B  30   shower running #1: gymnasium shower room.  shower,is running very lightly with
HE059C  95   shower running #2: lightly.,-----,showerjh2,dds,00:01:35
HE059D  97   shower running #3: lightly  with slight,reverberation.,-----,showerjh2,dds,00:
HE059E  28   shower running #4: hard with fine spray, then,turn off.,-----,showerjh5,dds,00
HE059F  81   shower running #5: fast running that turns into,slow running then off, with dr
HE04AC  3    sigh, heavy; male, inhale and exhale, close,perspective.,voxsigh1a,adm,00:00:0
HE04AD  7    sighs, heavy; exhales, close perspective.,voxsigh2a,dds,00:00:07
HE08BB  8    Silencer & gun shots (X3)
HE0803  60   silverware movement w/ dish & plate clinks, medium distant, constant like
HE0048  7    single bicycle by with man singing as he rides,by.  traffic ambience medium.,1
HE03A0  1    single body fall onto concrete.,73345,cementfal,adm,00:00:01
HE0781  20   single camera clicks; (1) modern camera w/automatic wind ; (2) konica 35mm; (3
HE0570  18   single coin drops onto hard surface, with ring,off.,-----,demo1coin,dds,00:00:
HE017B  75   single cricket, sporadic chirps; close,perspective. [note this effect has a lo
HE0383  1    single dead sword hit, with no ring out.,----swrd 4,dds,00:00:01
HE0664  1    single high-pitched electronic beep.,amsbu,beep03,dds,00:00:01
HE004B  72   single horse and buggy long in, by close and long,away.  hoof clip clops on as
HE004C  158  single horse steady close on asphalt.  clear,hoof definition, light creaks of
HE001E  36   single metallic footsteps up small exterior,stairway.  closed-in sound similar
HE03E6  1    single piece of wood falls onto other pieces of,wood #1.,ygb/u,wood wf07,adm,0
HE03E7  2    single piece of wood falls onto other pieces of,wood #2.,ygb/u,wood wf04,adm,0
HE03E8  1    single piece of wood falls onto other pieces of,wood #3.,ygb/u,wood wf14,adm,0
HE037F  1    single sword hit #1: with slight ring out.,----sword1,dds,00:00:01
HE0380  1    single sword hit #2: higher pitched,with ring out.,----swrd 2,dds,00:00:01
HE0381  2    single sword hit #3: higher pitched t,with ring out.,----swrd 5,dds,00:00:02
HE0382  2    single sword hit #4:  with,ring out.,----swrd 6,dds,00:00:02
HE070B  28   single-pitched, high frequency spinning tone,like an object whirling.  spins v
HE0817  46   sink; (1) running water into small bathroom sink, turning faucet off, water
HE00C7  36   siren close, away to distant.  in city traffic.,256,dds,00:00:36
HE00C8  51   siren in and by close, away into traffic.  both,wailer and whooper sirens.  tr
HE00CA  109  siren in heavy traffic.  starts medium distant,in and by close.  not steady: s
SG0901  25   siren, "wail" siren
SG0900  28   siren, "wail" siren
HE0852  30   siren, police wailer.
SG0903  27   siren, siren
SG0902  29   siren, siren
SG0905  21   siren, two tone siren
SG0904  22   siren, two tone siren
HE0854  2    siren, yelper, short on & off.
HE00D2  76   siren: distant whooper in, changes to wailer,by medium perspective, and away t
HE00D1  19   siren: short bursts medium perspective.,in traffic jam with car horns medium,
HE00CF  45   siren: very short bleeps, sparse.  in and by,close, away.  light traffic ambie
HE00D0  8    siren: whooper short bursts by close, in traffic,roar.,037,dds,00:00:08
HE0851  51   sirens, close perspective, federal air horn.
HE0853  35   sirens, high / low.
SG1830  6    skateboard, skateboard, pass by
SG1831  42   skateboard, skateboard, ride along
HE0862  17   skateboards; (1) skate boarder by on cement, close perspective; (2)
SG1832  7    skates, in line, in line skates, pass by
SG1834  55   skates, in line, in line skates, skating along, stop
SG1833  7    skates, in line, in line skates, stop
HE044E  101  ski chair lift #1: motor constant with squeaking.,60326,ski lift1,dds,00:01:41
HE044F  71   ski chair lift #2: cable constant with squeaking.,60327,ski lift2,dds,00:01:11
HE0450  67   ski chair lift #3: with cable peaks and valleys,low level voices, squeaks and



HE045B  4    ski in, and fall on snow, close perspective.,ttlbu,ski fall1,dds,00:00:04
HE045A  4    ski in, and jump on snow.,ttlbu,skijmp1 j,dds,00:00:04
HE0459  13   ski in, jump, and stop on snow with distant,voices.,ttlbu,skijmp3aj,dds,00:00:
SG1678  43   ski lift, board ski lift and ride
SG167A  34   ski lift, riding and disembarking ski lift
SG1679  72   ski lift, riding ski lift
HE0456  8    ski slide around in snow #1.,ttlbu,skisld1jh,dds,00:00:08
HE0457  4    ski slide around in snow #2.,ttlbu,skisld1aj,dds,00:00:04
HE0458  3    ski slide to stop in snow.,ttlbu,skijmp3 j,dds,00:00:03
HE0451  22   ski steady #1: on rough and icy snow, with stop.,ttlbu,skisdy21j,dds,00:00:22
HE0452  30   ski steady #2: with manuevers, movement and stop.,ttlbu,skisdy19j,dds,00:00:30
HE0453  23   ski steady #3: with maneuvers, movement and stop.,ttlbu,skisdy18j,dds,00:00:23
HE0454  14   ski steady #4: with maneuvers, movement and stop.,ttlbu,skisdy17j,dds,00:00:14
HE0455  30   ski steady #5: with maneuvers, movement and stop.,ttlbu,skisdy16j,dds,00:00:30
SG166A  1    ski, boot, release boot from binding
SG1669  2    ski, boot, release boot from binding
SG1667  1    ski, boot, snap boot into binding
SG1668  1    ski, boot, snap boot into binding
SG1663  2    ski, boot, snap buckle closed on boot
SG1664  2    ski, boot, snap buckle closed on boot
SG1666  4    ski, boot, unsnap boot buckle
SG1665  1    ski, boot, unsnap boot buckle
SG167B  30   ski, snow machine, snow making machine, blowing snow
SG1673  5    skiing, fall
SG1674  4    skiing, fall
SG166B  6    skiing, pull away from hilltop
SG166E  11   skiing, quick slalom past
SG1677  35   skiing, ski down hill, skiers perspective
SG1676  24   skiing, ski down hill, skiers perspective
SG1675  16   skiing, ski down hill, skiers perspective
SG166F  10   skiing, ski past, tucked position
SG1670  6    skiing, ski up and stop
SG1671  5    skiing, ski up and stop
SG166C  19   skiing, snow plow past
SG1672  2    skiing, stop
SG166D  13   skiing, wide slalom past
HE078D  8    sky rocket, loud high descending whistle.
HE0390  1    slap #1.,54512,slap  01,adm,00:00:01
HE0391  1    slap #2.,54512,slaps1,dds,00:00:01
HE0773  13   sleigh bells, close perspective; (1)rhythmic; (2) fast shaking.
HE078C  14   slide whistle; (1) warbling, ascending;(2) warbling, descending; (3) high,
HE0655  53   slow multiple hinges creak on closet door.,multiple open and closes.,jdat1,j h
HE0650  36   slow wooden boat creaks, gentle rocking motion.,77902,btwdcrk1,ads,00:00:36
HE04C5  1    slurp #1; short sip of drink, close perspective.,voxslurp2,dds,00:00:01
HE04C6  1    slurp #2; close perspective.,voxslurp3,dds,00:00:01
HE04C7  2    slurp #3; very long, close perspective.,voxslrp4a,dds,00:00:02
HE04C8  1    slurp #4; very close wet slurp.,voxslrp5a,dds,00:00:01
HE0827  7    slurping liquid, (1-2) various slurping sounds.
HE069E  28   small air sander: wavering high-pitched servo,bursts and air release.  interio
HE02EF  9    small car engine suddenly breaks and begins to,rattle loudly as it idles, clos
HE003B  176  small city park, close perspective, very busy.,walla close to medium with pare
HE07C9  60   small crackling fire.
HE0155  47   small department store ambience, lighter than,previous tracks.  walla and foot
HE001D  60   small exterior stairway off the street: footsteps close with medium traffic by
HE07CA  60   small fire w/ lots of pops & crackles.
HE05EE  3    small flash bulb, thin click and sizzle.,93424,flash sm2,dds,00:00:03
HE04FA  34   small group (10) of young kids shouting and,cheering, exterior.,89819,kidcheer
HE0502  12   small group of kids laugh, giggle.,64305,voxkidlaf,ads,00:00:12
HE04F9  14   small group of men shout angry chant.,64423,voxcheer 1,ads,00:00:14
HE063A  3    small heavy metal door open with loud squeak.,-----,37913j,ads,00:00:03
HE05F4  2    small instamatic flash bulb, eject and shatter.,93425,93425,ddm,00:00:02
HE04E1  40   small interior crowd applause of about 20 people.,close perspective.,90904,apl
HE065C  8    small metal hinge with piercing squeaks.,52138,hng sqk1,adm,00:00:08



HE03B9  1    small piece of wood cracks as it is broken.,33829,woodcrak1,dds,00:00:01
HE07CB  60   small roaring fire w/ lots of pops &crackles.
HE0612  4    small wood door open and slam.,37903,---------,ads,00:00:04
SG131E  15   snare drum, executioners roll, gallows
SG131F  28   snare drum, funeral march
SG1319  17   snare drum, roll
SG131A  15   snare drum, roll with accents
SG131D  15   snare drum, roll with accents and cymbal
SG131C  11   snare drum, roll with cymbal
SG131B  17   snare drum, roll with cymbal
HE04AE  1    sneeze #1; close and short "choo!",voxsneez3,ddm,00:00:01
HE04AF  1    sneeze #2; very wet, could play for nose blow.,voxsneez5,dds,00:00:01
HE04B0  1    sniff #1; close inhale through nose.,voxsniff2,ddm,00:00:01
HE04B1  1    sniff #2; close inhale through nose, longer than,#1.,voxsniff5,dds,00:00:01
HE04B2  1    sniff #3; close inhale through nose with snort.,voxsniff1,dds,00:00:01
HE04B3  2    sniff #4; three sniffs with a snort.,voxsniff4,dds,00:00:02
HE04B4  1    sniff #5; wet sniff.,voxsnifl1,dds,00:00:01
HE04B7  70   snore #1; close breathing with snort on inhale,quiet exhale.,voxsnore3,adm,00:
HE04B8  40   snore #2; close breathing with snorts on inhale,and exhale.,voxsnor2a,ads,00:0
HE04B9  61   snore #3; close breathing with obnoxious,snorting.,voxsnor1a,dds,00:01:01
HE04BA  11   snorting; obnoxious human snorting like a pig,close perspective.,voxsnort#,dds
SG195F  98   snow blower, start, run, shutoff, close up
SG1960  106  snow blower, start, run, shutoff, distant
SG195E  2    snowball, snowball hitting body of car
SG195D  2    snowball, snowball hitting car window
SG195C  2    snowball, snowball hitting jacket
SG195B  2    snowball, snowball hitting jacket
SG1860  24   snowmobile, polaris 440, passby left to right, fast speed
SG185F  39   snowmobile, polaris 440, passby left to right, slow speed
SG1861  8    snowmobile, polaris 440, passby left to right, very fast, short
SG185B  18   snowmobile, polaris 440, pull away from rear, fast speed
SG185A  20   snowmobile, polaris 440, pull away from side, fast speed
SG1859  26   snowmobile, polaris 440, pull away from side, medium speed
SG185D  17   snowmobile, polaris 440, pull up to side, fast speed
SG185C  25   snowmobile, polaris 440, pull up to side, medium speed
SG185E  18   snowmobile, polaris 440, pull up, head on, medium speed, shut off
SG1858  40   snowmobile, polaris 440, start, idle, shut off
SG1856  20   snowmobile, safari 377, pull away from side, fast speed
SG1855  27   snowmobile, safari 377, pull away from side, medium speed
SG1857  25   snowmobile, safari 377, pull up to side, medium speed
SG1854  43   snowmobile, safari 377, start, idle
SG167F  1    soccer, head ball
SG167E  1    soccer, head ball
SG167D  1    soccer, kick ball
SG167C  1    soccer, kick ball
HE0559  7    soda can open, with fizz #1.,-----,demo1can,dds,00:00:07
HE055A  5    soda can open, with fizz #2.,-----,demo1cn a,dds,00:00:05
HE055B  1    soda fizz.,-----,demo1ice4,dds,00:00:01
HE055C  18   soda pouring into empty glass, with fizz #1.,-----,demo1pr2a,dds,00:00:18
HE055D  7    soda pouring into empty glass, with fizz #2.,-----,demo1pr2a,dds,00:00:07
HE055E  15   soda pouring into glass, with ice and fizz.,-----,demo1pr2a,dds,00:00:15
HE053C  59   sophisticated cocktail party: 25 mixed adult,voices chat lightheartedly; close
HE0826  13   sound effects climax mix.
SG1B4D  164  space, chimes, eerie space chimes
SG1BC9  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BC4  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BC5  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BC6  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BC8  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BCA  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BCB  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BCC  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BCD  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep



SG1BCE  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1BC7  1    space, computer, space ship console, beep
SG1964  6    space, door, space door, activate
SG1963  3    space, door, space door, activate
SG1962  5    space, door, space door, activate
SG1961  3    space, door, space door, activate
SG1965  4    space, door, space door, activate
SG1BBC  3    space, door, space ship door 1
SG1BBD  3    space, door, space ship door 2
SG1BC0  5    space, door, space ship door 3, close
SG1BBF  7    space, door, space ship door 3, close
SG1BBE  7    space, door, space ship door 3, open
SG1BC2  2    space, door, space ship hatch, close
SG1BC1  2    space, door, space ship hatch, open
SG1BE2  3    space, gun shots, laser gun shot
SG1BE3  2    space, gun shots, laser gun shot
SG1BE1  2    space, gun shots, laser gun shot
SG1BE5  3    space, gun shots, laser gun shot, large
SG1BE4  3    space, gun shots, laser gun shot, large, undulating
SG1B4B  94   space, howling, wild, howling, outer space sound
SG1BBB  23   space, jet pack, jet back pack, approach left, shut down
SG1BBA  26   space, jet pack, jet back pack, start, exit right
SG1BC3  5    space, motor, space motor, malfunctioning
SG1BA4  62   space, ship, alien control room
SG1BB6  98   space, ship, alien machine, start, run, stop
SG1BB7  65   space, ship, alien machine, throb
SG1BB8  67   space, ship, alien machine, wind down
SG1BAB  63   space, ship, alien space craft interior
SG1BA3  63   space, ship, control room
SG1BA9  69   space, ship, humming element
SG1BA7  61   space, ship, humming, throbbing
SG1BA8  64   space, ship, interior humming, whirring
SG1D07  60   space, ship, interior, engine rumble
SG1D06  60   space, ship, interior, engine rumble
SG1BA5  65   space, ship, low throb
SG1BAA  68   space, ship, low throbbing heart beat
SG1BA6  62   space, ship, medium throbbing
SG1BB0  20   space, ship, space ship crash lands
SG1BB1  4    space, ship, space ship crash lands, crash only
SG1BB4  15   space, ship, space ship fly by
SG1BB3  14   space, ship, space ship fly by
SG1BAC  70   space, ship, space ship interior
SG1BAE  56   space, ship, space ship interior
SG1BAD  61   space, ship, space ship interior, rumble
SG1BAF  27   space, ship, space ship lands
SG1BB2  91   space, ship, space ship, close hatch, take off
SG1BB5  62   space, ship, space tone
SG1B44  14   space, ship, voyager space wind
SG1B45  14   space, ship, voyager space wind
SG1967  16   space, sound, "energize"
SG196A  15   space, sound, dark drone
SG196B  15   space, sound, dark drone
SG1966  28   space, sound, pinging sounds
SG1969  9    space, sound, space alarm
SG196C  14   space, sound, space computer
SG1968  17   space, sound, warbling
SG1BB9  71   space, time machine, time machine, start, leave
SG1D0F  6    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D17  4    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D0A  1    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D0B  2    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D0C  2    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D0D  4    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by



SG1D0E  5    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D14  4    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D15  2    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D1B  8    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D1C  8    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D18  4    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D1A  6    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D16  2    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D19  4    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D13  2    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D12  3    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D11  8    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D10  8    space, whoosh, fast whoosh by
SG1D20  38   space, whoosh, multiple whoosh bys, long
SG1D1F  33   space, whoosh, multiple whoosh bys, medium
SG1D1E  16   space, whoosh, multiple whoosh bys, short
SG1D1D  8    space, whoosh, multiple whoosh bys, short
SG1D08  11   space, whoosh, rhythmic pulse
SG1D09  11   space, whoosh, rhythmic pulse
SG1D23  44   space, wind, draining suction wind
SG1D21  33   space, wind, strong gusts of eerie wind
SG1D22  67   space, wind, strong gusts of eerie wind
SG196E  5    space, zap, energy zap
SG196D  6    space, zap, high energy zap
SG1973  2    space, zap, lazer shot
SG1972  1    space, zap, lazer zap
SG1971  1    space, zap, lazer zap
SG196F  1    space, zap, short sputtering zap
SG1970  2    space, zap, thin sputtering zap
HE0268  54   spacecraft launch with futzed countdown, then,roaring lift off.,mix,rocketmix,
HE052C  57   spacious, reverberant hall with large male crowd,murmur, door open and close,
HE0002  148  sparse pedestrian bys - walla and footsteps close,on by.  medium distant traff
HE07C5  20   spear & knife into body; (1) quick knife stab; (2) spear jabs & turns in body,
HE07EC  20   spirit / ghost, heavy footsteps w/ chains,wailing.
HE04BB  1    spitting; man spits, close perspective.,voxspit##,dds,00:00:01
HE08E6  3    Splash into water
HE089C  27   splashes; (1) small plop in liquid; (2)medium size splash into water; (3) larg
HE030E  16   sponging a cannon.,bldat,canspng02,dds,00:00:16
HE04C3  18   spoon clinks and scraping bowl, for eating or,serving food, close perspective.
SG1320  10   spoons, rhythm, long
SG1321  8    spoons, rhythm, short
HE089B  30   sprinkler, automatic, fast rhythmic spraying, c/u.
SG1684  21   squash, rally, two players
SG1685  20   squash, rally, two players
SG1686  31   squash, rally, two players
SG1683  43   squash, single player warm up
SG1682  4    squash, single shot
SG1680  4    squash, single shot
SG1681  3    squash, single shot
SG198A  2    squeak, air, air and rubber squeak
SG198B  3    squeak, crank, small crank turning
SG1979  20   squeak, metal, metal pulley, turning
SG1975  17   squeak, metal, metal thread, quick rubs
SG1974  8    squeak, metal, metal thread, turning
SG197A  21   squeak, metal, metal wheels, turning
SG1976  7    squeak, metal, move side to side
SG1978  16   squeak, metal, sliding slowly
SG1977  14   squeak, metal, turning
SG197B  2    squeak, rubber, bending
SG197C  3    squeak, rubber, rubbing
SG197D  10   squeak, rubber, twisting and rubbing
SG1989  6    squeak, tension, high tension squeaking
SG197E  4    squeak, wicker, wicker creaking



SG197F  4    squeak, wicker, wicker creaking
SG1980  13   squeak, wicker, wicker creaking
SG1988  5    squeak, wood, bamboo chair, creaking
SG1987  4    squeak, wood, bamboo chair, creaking
SG1984  5    squeak, wood, short wood creak
SG1985  3    squeak, wood, short wood creak
SG1981  2    squeak, wood, single wood squeak
SG1B5A  4    squeak, wood, three wood squeaks
SG1B5B  7    squeak, wood, turning object in wood
SG1B5C  8    squeak, wood, various wood squeaks
SG1982  11   squeak, wood, various wood squeaks, light
SG1986  15   squeak, wood, wood creak, slow, heavy
SG1983  2    squeak, wood, wood squeak, turning
HE07AD  6    squeaky door knob w/ loose hinges open &close.
SG1B94  38   squish, slime, various slime squishes and oozes
HE08B3  8    Stabs (X4)
HE0763  92   stadium crowd cheers & whistles; (1)medium energy, medium size, some c/u
SG14FC  1    stamp, pad, close metal lid
SG14FD  2    stamp, pad, close plastic lid
SG14FE  1    stamp, pad, close plastic lid on desk
SG14F8  2    stamp, pad, open metal lid
SG14F9  2    stamp, pad, open plastic lid
SG14FB  1    stamp, pad, open plastic lid on desk
SG14FA  1    stamp, pad, open plastic lid on table
SG14FF  2    stamp, rubber, ink stamp on pad and stamp
SG1500  3    stamp, rubber, ink stamp on pad and stamp twice
SG1502  1    stamp, rubber, ink stamp on pad on desk
SG1503  1    stamp, rubber, ink stamp on pad on desk, two times
SG1501  2    stamp, rubber, ink stamp on pad on table
SG1509  2    stamp, rubber, large plastic stamp, single stamp
SG150C  1    stamp, rubber, peel stamp from paper, long
SG150B  1    stamp, rubber, peel stamp from paper, short
SG150A  1    stamp, rubber, small plastic stamp, single stamp
SG1508  2    stamp, rubber, small self inking stamp, stamp fast
SG1507  2    stamp, rubber, small self inking stamp, stamp medium
SG1506  2    stamp, rubber, small self inking stamp, stamp slow
SG1504  1    stamp, rubber, stamp on desk
SG1505  1    stamp, rubber, stamp on desk
SG1C67  82   stampede, cattle, hundreds of cattle stampeding
SG1C69  78   stampede, cattle, hundreds of cattle stampeding, in distance
SG1C68  91   stampede, cattle, hundreds of cattle stampeding, mooing
SG06D4  3    staple gun, hand, close
SG06D3  1    staple gun, hand, insert staples
SG06D2  1    staple gun, hand, open
SG06D8  5    staple gun, hand, several shots
SG06D6  1    staple gun, hand, single shot
SG06D7  1    staple gun, hand, single shot
SG06D5  1    staple gun, hand, single shot
SG1515  1    staple, remover, remove staple from papers, in hand
SG1514  1    staple, remover, remove staple from papers, on table
SG1510  1    stapler, staple fast on table
SG1511  1    stapler, staple fast on table
SG150F  1    stapler, staple medium on table
SG150D  1    stapler, staple slow on table
SG150E  1    stapler, staple slow on table
SG1512  1    stapler, staple, holding papers in hand
SG1513  1    stapler, staple, holding papers in hand
HE083A  3    stapler, staples some papers twice.
HE08CB  138  Steam train, on board
SG1993  20   steam, heavy steam release
SG1995  54   steam, long continuous release
SG1994  31   steam, long continuous release
SG1990  2    steam, release valve, open and close



SG198F  4    steam, release valve, open and close
SG1991  4    steam, short release
SG1992  4    steam, short release
SG198D  5    steam, single blast
SG198C  4    steam, single blast
SG198E  3    steam, valve purge
SG1997  2    stereo, cd player, close drawer
SG1996  2    stereo, cd player, open drawer
SG1998  6    stereo, cd player, open drawer, insert cd, close drawer
SG199A  16   stereo, turntable, needle continuous at the end of record, 33 1/3 rpm
SG1999  9    stereo, turntable, needle placed at beginning of record, 33 1/3 rpm
SG199B  9    stereo, turntable, needle placed at beginning of record, 45 rpm
SG199C  2    stereo, turntable, needle scratching record
SG199D  1    stereo, turntable, needle scratching record
SG199E  1    stereo, turntable, needle scratching record
SG199F  2    stereo, turntable, needle scratching record
SG19A0  1    stereo, turntable, needle scratching record
SG1581  120  store, department, large crowd
SG1583  120  store, department, large crowd, cash area
SG1580  120  store, department, medium crowd
SG157F  120  store, department, small crowd
SG1582  120  store, department, small crowd, cash area
SG1586  120  store, grocery, large crowd, cash area
SG1585  120  store, grocery, medium crowd, cash area
SG1584  120  store, grocery, small crowd, cash area
SG1588  120  store, market, large crowd
SG1587  120  store, market, small crowd
SG157D  120  store, small, small crowd
SG157E  120  store, small, small crowd, cash area
SG08E5  4    stove, wood burning, cast iron door close
SG08E6  4    stove, wood burning, cast iron door close
SG08E4  4    stove, wood burning, cast iron door close
SG08E3  3    stove, wood burning, cast iron door open
SG08E1  4    stove, wood burning, cast iron door open, squeaks
SG08E2  3    stove, wood burning, cast iron door open, squeaks
SG08EC  22   stove, wood burning, door open, fire burning, door close
SG08E9  3    stove, wood burning, double cast iron door, close
SG08E8  4    stove, wood burning, double cast iron door, open, squeaks
SG08E7  4    stove, wood burning, double cast iron door, open, squeaks
SG08EB  3    stove, wood burning, flue close
SG08EA  3    stove, wood burning, flue open
HE0893  30   stream #1, small trickling stream w/ fast running water, c/u.
HE0894  30   stream #2, medium size stream, fast running w/ lots of gurgles.
HE0895  30   stream #3, large fast rushing stream.
HE0896  30   stream #4, large very fast stream w/rapids rushing over rocks.
HE020C  172  stream, small #1: gentle and babbling with,constant tonally ascending drips, c
HE020D  210  stream, small #2: medium-fast and babbling over,rocks.,-----,stremjh03,dds,00:
HE020E  209  stream, small #3: fast, gentle and babbling over,rocks.,-----,streamjh1,dds,00
HE0059  20   street ambience, quiet morning.  distant traffic,drone.  large newspaper hits
SG1884  29   street car, exterior, approach, pass by left to right
SG1883  25   street car, exterior, approach, pass by left to right
SG1885  31   street car, interior, travelling between stops
HE001F  125  street fair ambience with vendors: medium perspective yells with whistle and w
HE005A  95   street lamp buzz, loud mid-range, close.  distant,traffic drone.  a few birds
HE0051  196  street musician plays homemade drum set:  conga,drums, cymbal, and mid-way thr
HE0052  52   street musician: close saxophonist improvises on,subway platform.  train mediu
HE0050  97   street musicians:  one playing an african gourd,shaker and another playing a w
HE00B2  28   street sweeper by and away medium (across the,street).  dry pavement.  engine
HE00B1  57   street sweeper close idle then long away on wet,street.  humming engine, wet b
HE00B0  57   street sweeper in, by close and long away on wet,street.  hissy brush movement
SG19A2  35   street sweeper, idle, exit right
SG19A4  34   street sweeper, onboard
SG19A1  35   street sweeper, passby



SG19A3  36   street sweeper, pull up from left
SG19A5  46   street sweeper, working, close up
HE0020  142  street vendor at outdoor mall: "one dollar here,one dollar..." close perspecti
HE08CC  61   Subway come in and stop then pull away
HE011C  3    subway interior door bell close, electronic dingdong.,366,dds,00:00:03
HE00FF  95   subway platform ambience with distant roar, close,walla, footsteps.  approach
HE0111  62   subway platform ambience with echoed p.a.,announcements medium distant.  some
HE0102  91   subway platform ambience, quiet.  light medium,walla and footsteps, distant ro
HE0106  89   subway platform, train in to close with rail,clicks, air hiss, stop and idle.
HE0110  140  subway platform, two-level.  distant train roar,and footsteps; diffuse, then v
HE0100  162  subway platform, wide perspective turnstile,ratchet and token booth, with subw
HE010F  80   subway platform: close train pull out, by close,with defined rail clicks, away
HE010C  60   subway platform: slow train by with close rail,clicks and hisses, away.,085,dd
HE010D  178  subway platform: train idle, medium perspective.,distant p.a. announcer, bell
HE0109  125  subway platform: train in and stop close with,clear rail clicks.  air hiss (in
HE010A  137  subway platform: train in and stop close with,heavy rail clicks, piercing brak
HE010B  32   subway platform: train in and stop close with,metal clunks, brake squeal, and
HE0108  26   subway platform: train in to medium perspective,stop with long and loud brake
HE0107  40   subway platform: train in with long brake squeals,and rail clicks, stop close.
HE010E  67   subway platform: train in, by, and away.,metallic clicks on by, slow to stop a
HE0120  31   subway train pass by from street perspective,closer than track 1008-35, with r
HE011F  29   subway train pass by from street perspective,medium wide.  rumble with muffled
HE0274  32   subway train, close perspective: in and by with,rail clicks, then long away.,8
HE0275  68   subway train, medium perspective: in, stop and,away with air brake releases.,8
HE0276  93   subway train, stairwell perspective: in and stop,with brake squeals, train doo
SG1888  14   subway, exterior, air release
SG1886  33   subway, exterior, car powering up and idling
SG1897  9    subway, exterior, door, open and close
SG188E  83   subway, exterior, driving in tunnel
SG188F  43   subway, exterior, driving in tunnel, wheels squeaking
SG1890  74   subway, exterior, driving in tunnel, wheels squeaking
SG1891  44   subway, exterior, pass by, on far side of tunnel
SG1893  33   subway, exterior, pass by, on near side of tunnel
SG1892  41   subway, exterior, pass by, on near side of tunnel
SG1894  36   subway, exterior, pass by, wheels squeaking and clacking
SG188C  65   subway, exterior, pull away, some squeak, wheel clacking
SG188B  23   subway, exterior, pull into overhead station, rumble
SG1889  102  subway, exterior, pull into station, pass by, stop, exit station
SG188A  68   subway, exterior, pull into station, stop, exit station
SG188D  31   subway, exterior, pull out of overhead station, rumble
SG189C  4    subway, exterior, track switch
SG1887  52   subway, exterior, train idling in station
SG1898  13   subway, interior, door, open and close
SG1896  79   subway, interior, travelling between stops
SG1895  73   subway, interior, travelling between stops
SG189A  103  subway, station ambience, station enclosed in tunnel
SG1899  109  subway, station ambience, station open to outside
SG189B  5    subway, token machine, buy tokens
SG1B87  86   subway, train pulling into station, p.a., train pulling out
SG19A7  1    suction cup, pull off wooden floor
SG19A6  1    suction cup, pull off wooden floor
HE02C8  46   suspension bounces: with creaks, squeaks and,movement.,10044,susp 1,dds,00:00:
HE02C4  72   suspension clunks, interior: car driving on rough,road.,cart,int bumpy,dds,00:
HE04C9  1    swallow #1; very close liquid swallow.,lb50aswl1,dds,00:00:01
HE04CA  1    swallow #2; very close liquid swallow.,lb51aswlo,dds,00:00:01
HE04CB  1    swallow #3; very close swallow, food or liquid.,lb50aswl2,dds,00:00:01
HE017F  242  swamp ambience #1: large chorus of high and low,pitched frogs croak, close per
HE0180  153  swamp ambience #2 [special mix]: light chorus of,frogs croak, distant perspect
HE0181  151  swamp ambience #3 [special mix]: light chorus of,frogs croak, close perspectiv
HE017C  18   swarm of flies, close perspective; very active.,13512,bugflies1,dds,00:00:18
SG0F63  40   sweep, broom, corn broom sweeping dirt on concrete
HE045D  14   swimming #1: under water.,73402,swim 01,ads,00:00:14
HE045E  43   swimming #2: akwardly splashing/swimming.,77909,swim 11,ads,00:00:43



HE045F  52   swimming #3: the breast stroke.,727-swim 12,ads,00:00:52
HE0460  32   swimming #4: the back stroke.,727-swim 13,ads,00:00:32
HE0461  32   swimming #5: doggie paddle.,727-swim 14,ads,00:00:32
SG1687  4    swimming, indoor, dive off side
SG1688  4    swimming, indoor, dive off side
SG1689  5    swimming, indoor, jump off side
SG168D  60   swimming, indoor, pool ambience, swimming lessons
SG168C  16   swimming, indoor, single person swim along
SG168A  16   swimming, indoor, single person swim past
SG168B  15   swimming, indoor, single person swim past
SG1694  8    swimming, outdoor, cannon ball off board
SG168E  8    swimming, outdoor, dive off board
SG168F  6    swimming, outdoor, dive off board
SG1690  8    swimming, outdoor, dive off side
SG1691  6    swimming, outdoor, dive off side
SG1692  14   swimming, outdoor, dive off side and swim
SG1693  21   swimming, outdoor, single person swim past
SG1695  10   swimming, outdoor, slide down slide
HE07A7  5    swinging door.
HE03FC  1    swish #1, single.,lakta,swishkota,adm,00:00:01
HE0405  1    swish #10, electronic swish.,tron,tron4,dds,00:00:01
HE0406  2    swish #11, double swish.,lakta,swishkota,ads,00:00:02
HE0407  1    swish #12, single.,ygb/u,swish  16,adm,00:00:01
HE0408  1    swish #13, single.,838-whip838 a,dds,00:00:01
HE0409  1    swish #14, single.,838-whip838 a,dds,00:00:01
HE040A  1    swish #15, single.,838-whip838 a,dds,00:00:01
HE040B  1    swish #16, double swish.,ygb/u,swish  30,dds,00:00:01
HE040C  1    swish #17, multiple swish, very fast.,ygb/u,swsh spn1,adm,00:00:01
HE040D  4    swish #18, multiple swish, fast.,ygb/u,swsh spn2,adm,00:00:04
HE040E  1    swish #19, multiple swish, very fast.,ygb/u,swsh spn3,adm,00:00:01
HE03FD  1    swish #2, single.,lakta,swishkota,adm,00:00:01
HE040F  2    swish #20, multiple swish, very fast.,ygb/u,swsh spn4,adm,00:00:02
HE0410  1    swish #21, electronic swish.,----zap-woosh,dds,00:00:01
HE0411  1    swish #22, multiple electronic swish.,----tron4,dds,00:00:01
HE0412  1    swish #23, single.,ygb/u,swish  10,adm,00:00:01
HE0413  1    swish #24, single.,ygb/u,swish  12,adm,00:00:01
HE0414  1    swish #25, single.,ygb/u,swish  11,adm,00:00:01
HE0415  1    swish #26, single.,demo,mix swsh,dds,00:00:01
HE0416  1    swish #27, double swish.,ygb/u,swish  28,dds,00:00:01
HE0417  1    swish #28, single.,ygb/u,swish  28,adm,00:00:01
HE0418  1    swish #29, single.,ygb/u,swish  29,adm,00:00:01
HE03FE  1    swish #3, single.,lakta,swishkota,adm,00:00:01
HE0419  1    swish #30, single.,ygb/u,swish  33,adm,00:00:01
HE041A  1    swish #31, electronic swish.,tron,tron4,dds,00:00:01
HE041B  1    swish #32, electronic swish.,----zap-woosh,dds,00:00:01
HE03FF  1    swish #4, single.,ygb/u,swish  07,adm,00:00:01
HE0400  1    swish #5, single.,ygb/u,swish  14,adm,00:00:01
HE0401  1    swish #6, single.,ygb/u,swish  18,adm,00:00:01
HE0402  1    swish #7, single.,ygb/u,swish  20,adm,00:00:01
HE0403  1    swish #8, single.,ygb/u,swish  21,adm,00:00:01
HE0404  1    swish #9, single.,ygb/u,swish  15,adm,00:00:01
HE03DC  2    swish with small glass crash.,ygb/u,glas dt02,ddm,00:00:02
HE0548  109  swiss restaurant: medium crowd eating and talking,in a sophisticated, subdued
SG0F67  2    switch, breaker, large breaker switch
SG0F65  1    switch, breaker, small breaker switch
SG0F64  1    switch, breaker, small breaker switch
SG0F66  2    switch, breaker, small breaker switch, toggle back and forth
SG0F6A  1    switch, lamp, lamp switch
SG0F6B  1    switch, lamp, large lamp switch
SG0F69  1    switch, lamp, old desk lamp switch
SG0F68  1    switch, lamp, small desk lamp switch
SG0F70  3    switch, panel, large push button switch, push & lock, push release
SG0F6D  1    switch, panel, large toggle switch



SG0F6E  1    switch, panel, large toggle switch
SG0F71  1    switch, panel, rotary switch, turn
SG0F6F  1    switch, panel, small push button switch
SG0F6C  1    switch, panel, small toggle switch
SG0F73  1    switch, pull, switch with pull chain, fast pull
SG0F72  2    switch, pull, switch with pull chain, slow pull
SG19AC  1    switch, rotary, single turn
SG19AB  1    switch, rotary, single turn
SG19A8  2    switch, rotary, timer switch, set
SG19A9  2    switch, rotary, timer switch, set
SG19AA  3    switch, rotary, timer switch, simulated
SG1D24  1    switch, servo, switch on then off
SG0F74  31   switch, timer, rotary timer switch
SG0F76  1    switch, wall, heavy toggle switch, off
SG0F75  1    switch, wall, heavy toggle switch, on
SG0F7A  1    switch, wall, large toggle switch, off
SG0F79  1    switch, wall, large toggle switch, on
SG0F7C  1    switch, wall, push button, fast
SG0F7E  1    switch, wall, push button, fast
SG0F7D  1    switch, wall, push button, slow
SG0F7B  2    switch, wall, push button, slow
SG0F78  1    switch, wall, small toggle switch, off
SG0F77  1    switch, wall, small toggle switch, on
SG1B5E  60   switchbox, traffic switchbox, timer and switching relays
HE08EF  11   Switches (X5)
HE038F  8    sword battle, with sword hits,stab, impact, pained yell, and body fall.,----fn
HE0377  2    sword or bayonet juicy stab #1: impact with gush,and sword turn.,----stabj 02,
HE0378  2    sword or bayonet juicy stab #2: impact with gush,and sword turn.,----stabj 05h
HE0379  1    sword or bayonet juicy stab #3: with short gush,impact.,----stabj  04,dds,00:0
HE037A  1    sword or bayonet juicy stab #4: with short gush,impact.,----stabj  07,dds,00:0
HE037B  1    sword or bayonet juicy stab #5: with very short,almost dry impact.,----stab sw
HE037C  1    sword or bayonet juicy stab #6: with short gush,impact.,----stabj 01,dds,00:00
HE037D  1    sword or bayonet juicy stab #7: short gush impact,with metal hit.,----stabj 03
HE037E  1    sword or bayonet juicy stab #8: short gush impact,with metal hit.,----stabj 06
HE0387  3    sword shing #1: sword edges run against each,other.,----swrdshng4,adm,00:00:03
HE0388  2    sword shing #2: sword edges run against each,other.,----swrdshng1,dds,00:00:02
HE0389  2    sword shing #3: sword edges run against each,other.,----swrdshng2,dds,00:00:02
HE038A  2    sword shing #4: sword runs against each other.,----swrdshng3,adm,00:00:02
HE038B  4    sword twang #1: sword plucked with short ring,out.,----swrdtwng2,dds,00:00:04
HE038C  11   sword twang #2: sword plucked with long ring out.,----swrdtwng3,dds,00:00:11
HE038D  7    sword twang #3: sword plucked with long ring out.,----swrdtwng5,dds,00:00:07
HE038E  4    sword twang #4: sword plucked with long ring out.,----swrdtwng6,adm,00:00:04
SG1D26  124  sword, fight, many people fighting
SG1D25  123  sword, fight, two people fighting
SG118A  2    sword, remove from sheath
SG1D3C  1    sword, remove from sheath
SG1D3D  1    sword, remove from sheath
SG1D3A  1    sword, remove from sheath
SG1D3E  1    sword, remove from sheath
SG1D3B  1    sword, remove from sheath
SG1D39  1    sword, remove from sheath
SG118B  2    sword, replace into sheath
SG118C  2    sword, replace into sheath
SG1D41  1    sword, slide into sheath
SG1D43  1    sword, slide into sheath
SG1D40  1    sword, slide into sheath
SG1D3F  1    sword, slide into sheath
SG1D42  1    sword, slide into sheath
SG1D45  1    sword, slide into sheath
SG1D44  1    sword, slide into sheath
SG1D2A  1    sword, two swords clanking together, single hit
SG1D2E  1    sword, two swords clanking together, single hit
SG1D2D  1    sword, two swords clanking together, single hit



SG1D29  1    sword, two swords clanking together, single hit
SG1D28  1    sword, two swords clanking together, single hit
SG1D2B  1    sword, two swords clanking together, single hit
SG1D27  1    sword, two swords clanking together, single hit
SG1D2C  1    sword, two swords clanking together, single hit
SG1D32  1    sword, two swords scraping
SG1D33  2    sword, two swords scraping
SG1D34  2    sword, two swords scraping
SG1D31  1    sword, two swords scraping
SG1D2F  1    sword, two swords scraping
SG1D30  1    sword, two swords scraping
SG1D37  2    sword, two swords scraping, ring off
SG1D36  2    sword, two swords scraping, ring off
SG1D35  2    sword, two swords scraping, ring off
SG1D38  2    sword, two swords scraping, ring off
HE0710  115  synth alien breathing; very slow, low frequency.,14120,scifamb73,dds,00:01:55
HE0711  150  synth alien screams #1: multiple, high-pitched.,79717,scifpbeel,dds,00:02:30
HE0712  26   synth alien screams #2: multiple, high-pitched,and fluctuating.,78845,scifsmbg
HE06FD  6    synth bug fly bys: three short bys with,various pitches.,01014,scifbug1/2,dds,
HE06E4  1    synth comet whoosh by, left to right.,01325,whooshby,dds,00:00:01
HE06D9  2    synth door opens with a squeak; reverberant.,01012,synth 3,dds,00:00:02
HE06F8  2    synth energy zap #11: multi-pitched descending,burst.,01316,zaps 5,dds,00:00:0
HE06F9  2    synth energy zap #12: single air whoosh burst.,twb/u,mx stdy 2,dds,00:00:02
HE06F2  1    synth energy zap #5: single burst.,01365,zaps 4,dds,00:00:01
HE06F3  2    synth energy zap #6: single burst.  slower,and lower pitched.,01365,zaps 4,dds
HE06F6  1    synth energy zap #9: short burst.,01316,zaps 5,dds,00:00:01
HE06EE  3    synth energy zaps #1: tonal with a delay.,01504,energy zap,dds,00:00:03
HE06F7  3    synth energy zaps #10: four short bursts.,01316,zaps 5,dds,00:00:03
HE06EF  2    synth energy zaps #2: tonal with a delay, short.,01504,energyzap,dds,00:00:02
HE06F0  4    synth energy zaps #3: multiple bursts.,01523,zaps 2,dds,00:00:04
HE06F1  3    synth energy zaps #4: multiple bursts.  faster,and higher pitched.,01523,zaps
HE06F4  2    synth energy zaps #7: double burst.,01365,zaps 4,dds,00:00:02
HE06F5  2    synth energy zaps #8: triple burst.  higher,pitched.,01365,zaps 4,dds,00:00:02
HE0713  24   synth generated helicopter blade malfunction.,78845,scifsputr,dds,00:00:24
HE0714  27   synth generated high frequency, pulsating,bubbles, very active.,01607,scifbubl
HE06EB  1    synth gun ricochet, multi-pitched, #1.,twb/u,tron 4,dds,00:00:01
HE06EC  5    synth gun ricochet, multi-pitched, #2.,01102,zap woosh,dds,00:00:05
HE06FA  2    synth gun shot and ricochet.,twb/u,zap l  04,adm,00:00:02
HE06ED  2    synth high-pitched tone by with echo.,twb/u,mxstbeep1,dds,00:00:02
HE06FC  12   synth martian voice.,01225,scifimartn,dds,00:00:12
HE06CC  21   synth radio #1: oscillating square wave pattern,with white noise background.,0
HE06CD  10   synth radio #2: tuning and shifting through,frequencies.,twb/u,radio mix,ads,0
HE0701  2    synth spaceship approach, in and by #1.,01006,scifcomt4,dds,00:00:02
HE0702  3    synth spaceship approach, in and by #2.  more,dynamic by.,01006,scifcomt5,dds,
HE06FE  1    synth spaceship by #1: fast, with action panning,right to left.,66513,scifcomt
HE06FF  2    synth spaceship by #2: action panning from right,to left.  longer and lower pi
HE0700  1    synth spaceship by #3: fast, with action,panning from left to right.,01325,sci
HE0718  43   synth spaceship interior #1: reverberant, low,frequency rumble.,00848,scifamb9
HE0719  55   synth spaceship interior #2: higher pitched and,with more airy texture.,00848,
HE071A  43   synth submarine interior;  reverberant, very low,frequency rumble.,73521,scifa
HE06C5  45   synthesized jungle background: high frequency,bird beeps and low frequency rob
HE06DC  5    synthesized whoosh sweetener.,twb/u,shimmer05,dds,00:00:05
SG132B  9    tambourine, latin rhythm
SG1329  9    tambourine, rhythm
SG132A  15   tambourine, rhythm
SG1325  14   tambourine, rhythm, long
SG1326  5    tambourine, shake, long
SG1327  4    tambourine, shake, long
SG1328  4    tambourine, short shake
SG1322  3    tambourine, single hit
SG1324  3    tambourine, single shake
SG1323  3    tambourine, single shake
SG11D9  32   tank, exterior, passby



SG11D8  51   tank, exterior, passby
SG11D7  41   tank, exterior, passby
SG11D6  53   tank, exterior, passby
SG11DD  2    tank, gun breech, close
SG11DC  1    tank, gun breech, open
SG11DA  6    tank, interior, aiming howitzer
SG11DB  6    tank, interior, aiming howitzer
SG11D4  55   tank, interior, driving
SG11D5  161  tank, interior, driving various speeds
SG11D3  52   tank, interior, idle
SG19B6  9    tap dance, "wings"
SG19B5  8    tap dance, "wings"
SG19B7  17   tap dance, bad tap dancing
SG19AE  42   tap dance, generic tapping
SG19AD  20   tap dance, generic tapping
SG19B2  5    tap dance, introduction steps
SG19B3  6    tap dance, introduction steps
SG19B4  6    tap dance, introduction steps
SG19AF  13   tap dance, soft shoe tap
SG19B1  10   tap dance, time steps
SG19B0  21   tap dance, waltz tap
SG1518  3    tape dispenser, pull tape from dispenser, long
SG1519  4    tape dispenser, pull tape from dispenser, long
SG1516  2    tape dispenser, pull tape from dispenser, short
SG1517  2    tape dispenser, pull tape from dispenser, short
SG151C  4    tape gun, pull packing tape from gun, long
SG151B  4    tape gun, pull packing tape from gun, medium
SG151A  2    tape gun, pull packing tape from gun, short
SG151F  2    tape gun, tape down box top with tape gun
SG151E  2    tape gun, tape down box top with tape gun
SG151D  2    tape gun, tape down box top with tape gun
SG06DB  4    tape measure, feed out tape
SG06DC  4    tape measure, feed out tape and lock down
SG06DD  1    tape measure, recoil into housing
SG06DE  1    tape measure, recoil into housing
SG06E0  2    tape measure, recoil into housing
SG06DF  1    tape measure, unlock, recoil into housing
SG06DA  1    tape measure, withdraw tape
SG06D9  1    tape measure, withdraw tape
SG19C0  1    tape recorder, cassette machine, close cover
SG19C2  1    tape recorder, cassette machine, eject
SG19C3  1    tape recorder, cassette machine, eject
SG19C1  2    tape recorder, cassette machine, insert tape and close
SG19BF  1    tape recorder, cassette machine, open cover
SG19C4  18   tape recorder, cassette machine, start, play, stop
SG19C5  26   tape recorder, cassette machine, start, wind, stop
SG19C7  3    tape recorder, portable cassette, eject, remove cassette, close
SG19C8  1    tape recorder, portable cassette, insert cassette
SG19C6  2    tape recorder, portable cassette, insert cassette, close
SG19C9  1    tape recorder, portable cassette, remove cassette
SG19CA  1    tape recorder, portable cassette, start button
SG19CC  14   tape recorder, portable cassette, start, wind, stop
SG19CB  1    tape recorder, portable cassette, stop button
SG19B8  3    tape, cueing, music, cueing on professional recorder
SG19B9  4    tape, cueing, music, cueing on professional recorder
SG19BA  13   tape, cueing, music, rewind on professional recorder
SG19BB  14   tape, cueing, music, rewind on professional recorder
SG19BD  5    tape, cueing, voice, cueing on professional recorder
SG19BC  4    tape, cueing, voice, cueing on professional recorder
SG19BE  5    tape, cueing, voice, rewind on professional recorder
HE05B6  32   telephone rings, bell-type antique phone #1.,08007,fonring12,ads,00:00:32
HE05B7  14   telephone rings, bell-type antique phone #2.  one,long ring.,08631,fonring13,a
HE05B8  11   telephone rings, bell-type antique phone #3.,a few short rings.,08631,fonring1



HE05B3  16   telephone rings, bell-type desk phone #1.,71140,fonringa9,ads,00:00:16
HE05B4  35   telephone rings, bell-type desk phone #2.,08629,fonring16,ads,00:00:35
HE05AB  31   telephone rings, bell-type ring #1, standard.,56628,fonringa3,adm,00:00:31
HE05AC  28   telephone rings, bell-type ring #2, muted ring,off.,56629,fonringa4,ads,00:00:
HE05AD  26   telephone rings, bell-type ring #3, trimline.,71112,fon ring7,dds,00:00:26
HE05AE  30   telephone rings, bell-type ring #4, standard.,71129,fon ring8,dds,00:00:30
HE05AA  26   telephone rings, cricket like electronic pulses.,71158,fonring11,ads,00:00:26
HE05B5  12   telephone rings, double bell-type pay phone.,71628,fonring20,ads,00:00:12
HE05A8  26   telephone rings, electronic dual tone "princess",phone ring.,-----,fonringa5,a
HE05B1  28   telephone rings, foreign bell-type ring #1.,49847,fonrng21j,ads,00:00:28
HE05B2  31   telephone rings, foreign bell-type ring #2.,49847,fonring22,ads,00:00:31
HE05AF  27   telephone rings, old style bell-type ring #1.,56623,fonrnga23,ads,00:00:27
HE05B0  36   telephone rings, old style bell-type ring #2.,49844,fonrnga15,ads,00:00:36
HE05A6  23   telephone rings, rapid electronic pulses, loud,ring setting.,-----,fonringa2,d
HE05A7  27   telephone rings, rapid electronic pulses, soft,ring setting.,56626,fonringa1,a
HE05A9  17   telephone rings, wireless phone with short, rapid,beeps.,71141,fonrnga10,ads,0
HE0866  21   telephone, (1-3) futzed dial tones.
HE086B  10   telephone, (1-3) telephone receiver pick-up then hang-up .
SG19CE  15   telephone, antique, crank with bell, long
SG19CD  16   telephone, antique, crank with bell, short
SG19D0  10   telephone, antique, crank, one short, one long
SG19CF  3    telephone, antique, crank, short
SG19D2  4    telephone, antique, hang up receiver
SG19D1  4    telephone, antique, pick up receiver
SG1A11  1    telephone, cellular, number button, beep
SG1A13  1    telephone, cellular, number button, beep
SG1A12  1    telephone, cellular, number button, beep
SG1A15  1    telephone, cellular, pick up receiver
SG1A10  1    telephone, cellular, power on
SG1A16  2    telephone, cellular, replace receiver
SG1A14  15   telephone, cellular, ringing
SG1A08  1    telephone, cordless, cordless 1, antenna down
SG1A09  1    telephone, cordless, cordless 1, antenna up
SG1A0B  3    telephone, cordless, cordless 1, intercom, beeping
SG1A0A  6    telephone, cordless, cordless 1, intercom, beeping
SG1A0C  1    telephone, cordless, cordless 1, intercom, hang up
SG1A07  21   telephone, cordless, cordless 1, ringing
SG1A0E  21   telephone, cordless, cordless 2, base ringing
SG1A0F  1    telephone, cordless, cordless 2, function button beep
SG1A0D  21   telephone, cordless, cordless 2, handset ringing
SG19F0  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 0
SG19E7  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 1
SG19E8  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 2
SG19E9  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 3
SG19EA  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 4
SG19EB  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 5
SG19EC  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 6
SG19ED  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 7
SG19EE  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 8
SG19EF  2    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial 9
SG19F1  13   telephone, domestic, decorator phone, dial seven digit number
SG19F3  1    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, hang up receiver
SG19F2  1    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, pick up receiver
SG19E6  20   telephone, domestic, decorator phone, ringing
SG19F4  1    telephone, domestic, decorator phone, slam receiver
SG19E2  25   telephone, domestic, dial phone, bell ringing
SG19E4  1    telephone, domestic, dial phone, hang up receiver
SG19E3  1    telephone, domestic, dial phone, pick up receiver
SG19E5  1    telephone, domestic, dial phone, slam down receiver
SG19D3  29   telephone, domestic, old dial phone, bell ringing
SG19DD  2    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 0
SG19D4  1    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 1
SG19D5  1    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 2



SG19D6  1    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 3
SG19D7  2    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 4
SG19D8  2    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 5
SG19D9  2    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 6
SG19DA  2    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 7
SG19DB  2    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 8
SG19DC  2    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial 9
SG19DE  10   telephone, domestic, old dial phone, dial seven digit number
SG19E0  1    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, hang up receiver
SG19DF  1    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, pick up receiver
SG19E1  2    telephone, domestic, old dial phone, slam down receiver
SG1A56  4    telephone, drop, dropping telephone to ground
SG19FC  2    telephone, electronic, electronic 1, dial seven digit number
SG19F8  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 1, hang up receiver
SG19F6  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 1, pick up receiver
SG19F7  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 1, pick up receiver, fast
SG19FA  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 1, press button
SG19FB  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 1, press button
SG19F5  21   telephone, electronic, electronic 1, ringing
SG19F9  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 1, slam down receiver
SG1A01  2    telephone, electronic, electronic 2, hang up receiver
SG19FD  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 2, intercom, beeping
SG19FE  9    telephone, electronic, electronic 2, intercom, busy
SG1A00  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 2, pick up receiver
SG19FF  13   telephone, electronic, electronic 2, ringing
SG1A02  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 2, slam down receiver
SG1A05  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 3, hang up receiver
SG1A04  1    telephone, electronic, electronic 3, pick up receiver
SG1A03  21   telephone, electronic, electronic 3, ringing
SG1A06  2    telephone, electronic, electronic 3, slam down receiver
HE086E  59   telephone, fast forwarding answering machine, sped up messages & part of
HE0869  25   telephone, futzed busy signal.
HE086C  2    telephone, futzed telephone pick-up &hang-up.
SG1A54  10   telephone, internal, "call cannot be completed..."
SG1A55  11   telephone, internal, "number not in service..."
SG1A52  4    telephone, internal, "operator"
SG1A53  8    telephone, internal, "please hang up...."
SG1A37  15   telephone, internal, busy signal, fast
SG1A36  16   telephone, internal, busy signal, slow
SG1A47  2    telephone, internal, dial seven digit number, fast, beep
SG1A46  5    telephone, internal, dial seven digit number, slow, beep
SG1A33  16   telephone, internal, dial tone
SG1A3B  15   telephone, internal, hang up signal alert
SG1A45  2    telephone, internal, press 0, beep
SG1A51  2    telephone, internal, press 0, pulse
SG1A3C  1    telephone, internal, press 1, beep
SG1A48  1    telephone, internal, press 1, pulse
SG1A3D  1    telephone, internal, press 2, beep
SG1A49  1    telephone, internal, press 2, pulse
SG1A3E  1    telephone, internal, press 3, beep
SG1A4A  1    telephone, internal, press 3, pulse
SG1A3F  1    telephone, internal, press 4, beep
SG1A4B  1    telephone, internal, press 4, pulse
SG1A40  1    telephone, internal, press 5, beep
SG1A4C  2    telephone, internal, press 5, pulse
SG1A41  1    telephone, internal, press 6, beep
SG1A4D  2    telephone, internal, press 6, pulse
SG1A42  1    telephone, internal, press 7, beep
SG1A4E  2    telephone, internal, press 7, pulse
SG1A43  1    telephone, internal, press 8, beep
SG1A4F  2    telephone, internal, press 8, pulse
SG1A44  1    telephone, internal, press 9, beep
SG1A50  2    telephone, internal, press 9, pulse



SG1A3A  1    telephone, internal, receiver being hung up
SG1A39  1    telephone, internal, receiver being hung up
SG1A38  1    telephone, internal, receiver being hung up
SG1A35  1    telephone, internal, receiver being picked up
SG1A34  1    telephone, internal, receiver being picked up
SG1A32  33   telephone, internal, ringing
SG1A57  2    telephone, pager, pager beeping
SG1A1D  3    telephone, pay, coin return
SG1A31  2    telephone, pay, dial 0
SG1A28  1    telephone, pay, dial 1
SG1A29  1    telephone, pay, dial 2
SG1A2A  1    telephone, pay, dial 3
SG1A2B  1    telephone, pay, dial 4
SG1A2C  2    telephone, pay, dial 5
SG1A2D  2    telephone, pay, dial 6
SG1A2E  2    telephone, pay, dial 7
SG1A2F  2    telephone, pay, dial 8
SG1A30  2    telephone, pay, dial 9
SG1A25  1    telephone, pay, hang up receiver
SG1A24  3    telephone, pay, hang up receiver
SG1A22  3    telephone, pay, hang up receiver, coin accepted
SG1A23  4    telephone, pay, hang up receiver, coin returned
SG1A26  1    telephone, pay, hang up receiver, old pay phone
SG1A18  6    telephone, pay, insert coin in old pay phone
SG1A17  6    telephone, pay, insert coin, bell ring
SG1A1A  5    telephone, pay, insert coin, coin returned
SG1A19  6    telephone, pay, insert coin, coin returned, old pay phone
SG1A1B  5    telephone, pay, open coin return, remove coin, old pay phone
SG1A1F  4    telephone, pay, pick up receiver
SG1A21  1    telephone, pay, pick up receiver on old pay phone
SG1A20  3    telephone, pay, pick up receiver, fast
SG1A1E  6    telephone, pay, pick up receiver, insert coin, bell ring
SG1A1C  3    telephone, pay, remove coin from coin return
SG1A27  3    telephone, pay, slam down receiver
HE086D  28   telephone, rings, answering machine picks up, no message, waits then beeps & c
HE0865  56   telephone; (1) futzed low telephone ring;(2) futzed higher pitched bell - type
HE086A  12   telephone; (1) futzed push button telephone dials generic number ( redial ); (
HE0868  16   telephone; (1) push button telephone dials" 1 "; (2) dials " 2 "; (3) dials "
HE0867  20   telephone; (1) rotary telephone dials " 1"; (2) dials " 2 "; (3) dials " 3 ";
HE0863  24   telephones, electronic telephone rings,rapid electronic pulses.
HE0864  36   telephones, rings, standard old bell -type rings.
SG1520  33   teletype, teletype, printing out report
HE046A  7    tennis ball machine shoots out tennis ball.,733-tennis 05,ads,00:00:07
HE0469  12   tennis ball machine steady.,733-tennis 05,ads,00:00:12
SG169F  1    tennis, indoor, ball bounce past
SG16A4  30   tennis, indoor, rally, two players
SG16A0  6    tennis, indoor, rally, two players
SG16A1  6    tennis, indoor, rally, two players
SG16A2  9    tennis, indoor, rally, two players
SG16A3  30   tennis, indoor, rally, two players
SG169D  1    tennis, indoor, return ball
SG169E  2    tennis, indoor, return ball
SG1699  1    tennis, indoor, serve
SG169A  2    tennis, indoor, serve
SG169B  3    tennis, indoor, serve into net
SG169C  2    tennis, indoor, serve into net
SG16A5  90   tennis, indoor, several games in progress
SG1697  1    tennis, indoor, single ball bounce
SG1698  2    tennis, indoor, triple ball bounce
SG16B1  1    tennis, outdoor, ball bounce past
SG16A7  2    tennis, outdoor, double ball bounce
SG16A8  3    tennis, outdoor, quadruple ball bounce
SG16B5  26   tennis, outdoor, rally, two players



SG16B4  16   tennis, outdoor, rally, two players
SG16B3  8    tennis, outdoor, rally, two players
SG16B2  4    tennis, outdoor, rally, two players
SG16AF  2    tennis, outdoor, return ball
SG16B0  2    tennis, outdoor, return ball
SG16AE  1    tennis, outdoor, return ball
SG16AB  2    tennis, outdoor, serve
SG16AA  1    tennis, outdoor, serve
SG16A9  2    tennis, outdoor, serve
SG16AD  2    tennis, outdoor, serve into net
SG16AC  2    tennis, outdoor, serve into net
SG16A6  1    tennis, outdoor, single ball bounce
SG1696  4    tennis, remove lid from tennis ball can
SG1A5A  3    tent, tent flap, close
SG1A5B  2    tent, tent flap, close
SG1A5C  22   tent, tent flap, flapping in wind
SG1A58  2    tent, tent flap, open
SG1A59  2    tent, tent flap, open
HE065F  8    thick rope stretch with twisting creak, low,pitched.,77924,rope crk,adm,00:00:
HE03BC  2    thin wooden door is kicked in.,45837,woodcrak2,dds,00:00:02
HE043A  5    three golf swings with impacts.,45138,golfswing,ads,00:00:05
HE039F  7    three various body falls onto carpeted floor.,43845,rugfals a,adm,00:00:07
HE0433  4    throw bowling ball, with roll down alley and hit,pins #1.,728-bowling02,adm,00
HE0434  7    throw bowling ball, with roll down alley and hit,pins #2.,728-bowling03,adm,00
HE0435  6    throw bowling ball, with roll down alley and hit,pins #3.,728-bowling07,adm,00
HE0436  5    throw bowling ball, with roll down alley and hit,pins #4.,728-bowling09,adm,00
HE0438  6    throw bowling ball, with roll down alley and into,gutter.,728-bowling06,adm,00
HE08EA  129  Thunder
SG1919  19   thunder, rain, thunder clap with heavy rain
SG1918  14   thunder, rain, thunder clap with heavy rain
SG1915  19   thunder, rain, thunder clap with light rain
SG1914  8    thunder, rain, thunder clap with light rain
SG1917  18   thunder, rain, thunder clap with medium rain
SG1916  15   thunder, rain, thunder clap with medium rain
SG191E  10   thunder, rain, thunder rumble with heavy rain
SG191A  19   thunder, rain, thunder rumble with light rain
SG191B  36   thunder, rain, thunder rumble with light rain
SG191C  18   thunder, rain, thunder rumble with medium rain
SG191D  15   thunder, rain, thunder rumble with medium rain
SG1C3E  10   thunder, thunder clap
SG1910  18   thunder, thunder clap and rumble
SG190C  9    thunder, thunder clap and rumble
SG190D  10   thunder, thunder clap and rumble
SG190F  21   thunder, thunder clap and rumble
SG190B  12   thunder, thunder clap and rumble
SG190E  22   thunder, thunder clap and rumble
SG1C3D  9    thunder, thunder clap with rumble
SG1C3F  13   thunder, thunder clap, lots of crackle
SG1911  16   thunder, thunder roll and rumble
SG1912  11   thunder, thunder roll and rumble
SG1913  14   thunder, thunder roll and rumble
HE022A  119  thunder; dry, rumbles and cracks in the distance,without rain.,69605,rainth a,
HE022C  252  thunder; rumbles and cracks in the distance with,drizzle swells and very light
HE022B  230  thunder; rumbles and cracks in the distance with,light rain swells and some wh
HE022D  146  thunder; rumbles and cracks in the distance with,medium, splatty rain that inc
HE022E  36   thunder; with heavy rain.,mix,thndrhyrn,dds,00:00:36
HE013A  206  thunderstorm, exterior.  thunder rolls medium to,distant with close rain on pa
SG1A5D  2    ticket dispenser, push button, dispense ticket
HE08D9  50   Tiger growls and snarls
SG01B3  14   tiger, siberian tiger, growls, snarls
SG01B2  18   tiger, siberian tigers, calls of affection
SG074C  36   tile cutter, electric, cut several pieces of marble
SG074B  54   tile cutter, electric, cut several pieces of tile



HE0794  2    time clock punch.
SG1A60  19   timer, dark room timer
SG1A5F  37   timer, plastic timer with bell end
SG1A5E  24   timer, small timer with bell end
SG134B  2    timpani, accent - a and d
SG134C  2    timpani, accent - d
SG1347  16   timpani, fanfare
SG1343  13   timpani, fanfare
SG1342  17   timpani, fanfare
SG1345  20   timpani, fanfare
SG1346  16   timpani, fanfare
SG1344  17   timpani, fanfare
SG1341  13   timpani, fanfare
SG1349  17   timpani, fanfare, hannable
SG134A  11   timpani, fanfare, hannable
SG1348  20   timpani, fanfare, timpani frenzy
SG134D  14   timpani, heart beat
SG133D  23   timpani, indian dance
SG134E  24   timpani, jungle beat
SG133B  12   timpani, march
SG133C  24   timpani, rhythm
SG1340  23   timpani, rhythm, low
SG133F  32   timpani, rhythm, low
SG133E  14   timpani, rhythm, low
SG132D  29   timpani, roll - a
SG132E  14   timpani, roll - c
SG132F  22   timpani, roll - d
SG1330  16   timpani, roll - e
SG1334  15   timpani, roll - fast, a
SG1333  19   timpani, roll - fast, g
SG132C  12   timpani, roll - g
SG1332  22   timpani, roll - medium, g
SG1331  22   timpani, roll - slow, g
SG1335  32   timpani, roll with accents - a
SG1338  26   timpani, roll with accents - e
SG1337  25   timpani, roll with accents - g
SG133A  12   timpani, roll with crescendo - d flat
SG1339  14   timpani, roll with crescendo - g
SG1336  22   timpani, roll, accelerating - a and e
HE024B  7    tire skids for plane landing, four options.,82217,lnd vari,adm,00:00:07
HE08C8  12   Tire squeals (X3)
SG1A61  1    tissue, pull one tissue from box
SG1A62  2    tissue, pull two tissues from box
HE075F  23   toad croaks, strange night sound.
SG0F86  4    toaster oven, door close
SG0F85  3    toaster oven, door open
SG0F84  3    toaster, pop up
SG0F82  2    toaster, pop up
SG0F80  3    toaster, pop up
SG0F83  1    toaster, push down
SG0F81  3    toaster, push down
SG0F7F  4    toaster, push down
SG16B6  11   toboggan, pass by
SG16B7  29   toboggan, ride down hill
HE0594  13   toilet flush #1, modern type.,-----,toilmod1a,dds,00:00:13
HE0595  11   toilet flush #2, old type.,-----,toilold 1,dds,00:00:11
HE0596  76   toilet flush #3: old type with long flush and,tank fill up.,-----,toilet 2,dds
HE0597  13   toilet flush #4, public toilet.,-----,toilpubc1,dds,00:00:13
HE0598  14   toilet flush #5, urinal toilet.,-----,toilurn1a,dds,00:00:14
HE0813  60   toilet flush; (1) public restroom, large interior sound ; (2) home bathroom,
SG0F88  76   toilet, domestic, flush and tank fill
SG0F89  62   toilet, domestic, flush and tank fill
SG0F87  67   toilet, domestic, flush and tank fill



SG1D4A  2    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D46  1    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D47  1    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D48  2    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D49  2    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D4B  2    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D4C  2    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D4D  2    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D4E  2    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D53  4    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D52  4    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D51  4    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D4F  2    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1D50  4    tombstone, stone dragging on stone
SG1A65  2    tool belt, drop tool belt on floor
SG1A63  2    tool belt, drop tool belt on ground
SG1A64  2    tool belt, drop tool belt on ground
SG06E9  1    tool box, close lid
SG06E8  1    tool box, close lid
SG06E1  2    tool box, handle squeak
SG06E2  1    tool box, handle squeak
SG06EC  2    tool box, install tray
SG06EE  6    tool box, install tray, close lid, lock
SG06E5  2    tool box, lock latch
SG06E6  2    tool box, lock latch
SG06E7  1    tool box, open lid
SG06EA  3    tool box, remove tray
SG06EB  2    tool box, remove tray
SG06E4  2    tool box, unlock latch
SG06E3  1    tool box, unlock latch
SG06ED  5    tool box, unlock, open lid, remove tray
HE0877  180  tools; (1) band saw, steady; (2) circular saw; (3) chain saw, short revs, some
SG1A67  33   toothbrush, electric, start, clean teeth, stop
SG1A66  17   toothbrush, electric, start, run, stop
SG0756  1    torch, igniter, strike spark
SG0757  1    torch, igniter, strike spark
SG0759  30   torch, oxy-acetylene, light, burn, shut off
SG075B  85   torch, oxy-acetylene, light, cut metal panel, shut off
SG075A  22   torch, oxy-acetylene, light, several oxygen injections, shut off
SG0758  30   torch, propane, light, burn, shut off
SG1A68  2    towel dispenser, single pull
SG1A69  4    towel dispenser, two pulls
SG1A6B  1    toy, animal toy, single squeak
SG1A6A  1    toy, animal toy, single squeak
SG1A6C  2    toy, animal toy, single squeak
SG1A79  1    toy, cap gun, dry fire
SG1A7B  2    toy, cap gun, exterior, single shot
SG1A7A  1    toy, cap gun, interior, single shot
SG1A6E  2    toy, car 1, hood close
SG1A6D  2    toy, car 1, hood open
SG1A6F  18   toy, car 1, motor running
SG1A70  8    toy, car 1, pass by on floor
SG1A71  19   toy, car 1, pass by on floor, uneven
SG1A73  17   toy, car 2, pass by
SG1A72  13   toy, car 2, pull away
SG1A7C  2    toy, dart gun 1, load
SG1A7D  2    toy, dart gun 1, load
SG1A7E  1    toy, dart gun 1, shoot
SG1A7F  2    toy, dart gun 2, load
SG1A80  2    toy, dart gun 2, load
SG1A81  1    toy, dart gun 2, shoot
SG1A87  2    toy, horn, four squeaks
SG1A85  1    toy, horn, single squeak



SG1A86  2    toy, horn, two squeaks
SG1A84  8    toy, lazer, motorized, several short bursts
SG1A83  3    toy, lazer, motorized, single shot
SG1A75  5    toy, plastic drill 1, drilling
SG1A74  5    toy, plastic drill 1, drilling
SG1A77  10   toy, plastic drill 2, drilling, long drill
SG1A78  11   toy, plastic drill 2, drilling, short drills
SG1A76  35   toy, plastic drill 2, pull, wind down
SG1A88  1    toy, pop open
SG1A8A  6    toy, pull toy away
SG1A8B  6    toy, pull toy up
SG1A8C  6    toy, pull toy, left to right
SG1A89  1    toy, push down
SG1A8F  1    toy, ratchet, turn
SG1A8D  1    toy, ratchet, turn
SG1A8E  2    toy, ratchet, turn
SG1A90  6    toy, rattle, shaking hard
SG1A91  4    toy, rattle, shaking light
SG1A92  3    toy, rattle, single shake
SG1A9F  6    toy, shaker, long shake
SG1A9E  2    toy, shaker, medium shake
SG1A9D  2    toy, shaker, short shake
SG1A93  2    toy, slinky, recoiling
SG1A96  2    toy, squeeze toy, several squeezes
SG1A95  1    toy, squeeze toy, single squeeze
SG1A94  1    toy, squeeze toy, single squeeze
SG1A82  2    toy, toy gun, rapid fire
SG1A97  10   toy, truck, fire engine, motor running
SG1A98  34   toy, truck, fire engine, motor running with bell
SG1A9C  22   toy, truck, motor running, close up
SG1A9B  11   toy, truck, pass by, left to right
SG1A99  10   toy, truck, pull away
SG1A9A  9    toy, truck, pull up
SG1AA0  13   toy, winding up toy
HE008F  40   toyota truck horn close. long and short honks,high and nasal single-pitch.  pi
SG1B7F  30   tractor pull, competition tractor pulling
SG1B7E  39   tractor pull, competition tractor;idle with revs
SG1866  84   tractor, steam, approach, pass by, slow
SG1868  39   tractor, steam, driving, riding onboard
SG1863  32   tractor, steam, idling at normal speed
SG1864  61   tractor, steam, pull away, from side
SG1867  37   tractor, steam, pull into barn
SG1865  46   tractor, steam, pull up to side
SG1862  37   tractor, steam, start, idle
SG186A  3    tractor, steam, steam whistle, long
SG1869  2    tractor, steam, steam whistle, short
HE0068  161  traffic bys close over large metal plates, medium,busy.  muffled clunks over m
HE0077  16   traffic cop whistle close, two short blows;,directing traffic.  light traffic
HE0889  15   traffic jam, group of cars honk their horns simultaneously, various pitches &
HE02C2  50   traffic jam: many car horns sound.,67620,crhrnsjam,dds,00:00:50
HE02DC  176  traffic, city street, with footsteps and voices,on sidewalk.,82308,trafres1a,d
SG18C8  144  traffic, city, heavy city traffic, busy intersection
SG18C4  118  traffic, city, heavy city traffic, dry road
SG18C5  126  traffic, city, heavy city traffic, horns, pedestrians
SG18C9  148  traffic, city, heavy city traffic, intersection, mainly trucks
SG18C6  128  traffic, city, heavy city traffic, mainly horns, angry drivers
SG18C7  118  traffic, city, heavy city traffic, under long bridge
SG18CA  123  traffic, city, heavy city traffic, wet road
SG18CB  124  traffic, city, heavy city traffic, wet road
SG18BE  102  traffic, city, light city traffic, dry road
SG18BD  123  traffic, city, light city traffic, dry road
SG18BF  128  traffic, city, light city traffic, wet road
SG18C0  114  traffic, city, light city traffic, wet road



SG18C1  107  traffic, city, medium city traffic, dry road
SG18C3  124  traffic, city, medium city traffic, wet road
SG18C2  117  traffic, city, medium city traffic, wet road
SG18D6  124  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, dry road
SG18D5  125  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, dry road
SG18D4  122  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, dry road
SG18D3  127  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, dry road
SG18DA  123  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, from overpass, dry road
SG18D8  114  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, mainly cars, in distance
SG18D9  114  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, mainly trucks, in distance
SG18D7  133  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, under bridge
SG18DB  133  traffic, highway, heavy highway traffic, wet road
SG18CC  107  traffic, highway, light highway traffic, dry road
SG18CD  128  traffic, highway, light highway traffic, dry road
SG18CF  127  traffic, highway, light highway traffic, from overpass
SG18CE  129  traffic, highway, light highway traffic, wet road
SG18D0  123  traffic, highway, medium highway traffic, dry road
SG18D1  121  traffic, highway, medium highway traffic, dry road
SG18D2  127  traffic, highway, medium highway traffic, wet road
HE008A  124  traffic, interior point of view, closed window.,very high perspective.  heavy
HE0089  146  traffic, interior point of view, open window a few floors above the street.  m
HE008B  178  traffic, interior point of view, open window.,very high perspective.  heavy tr
HE02DD  166  traffic, residential or light city, medium close,to distant perspective.  dist
SG18DC  117  traffic, residential, light residential traffic, dry road
SG18DE  120  traffic, residential, light residential traffic, wet road
SG18DD  123  traffic, residential, medium residential traffic, dry road
SG18DF  111  traffic, residential, medium residential traffic, wet road
SG18E0  140  traffic, residential, medium residential traffic, wet road
HE02DE  192  traffic, wet highway, light to medium busy.,81314,trafwet2,dds,00:03:12
HE0623  4    trailer door open and close.,02206,----------,ads,00:00:04
HE026F  193  train by, close perspective: slowly, left to,right.,96202,trn slowby,ads,00:03
HE00EA  59   train crossing bell close.  two bells: one fast,medium pitch and one slow high
HE0687  60   train crossing bell: two bells ringing at the,same time with different pitch a
HE00F7  8    train door clicks open/close.  train idle background.,078,dds,00:00:08
HE0272  3    train horn blow, medium perspective.,92803,trn horn 2,dds,00:00:03
HE087C  66   train horn; (1) loud, echoey blasts,medium c/u; (2) freight train, loud
HE026E  240  train long in from distant with echoed horn blows,to very close by; left to ri
HE026D  106  train through tunnel medium speed, exterior side,of train perspective.,96020,t
HE00EB  8    train whistle blast three times medium perspective with train idle.  sound bou
HE026C  139  train, exterior perspective: air release close,slow pull out with metal groans
HE0271  58   train, exterior perspective: idle medium close.,horn blow close at head.,96201
HE026B  182  train, exterior perspective: steady, with,constant rail clicks and metal rattl
SG18BB  48   train, freight, approach, pass by, very bumpy, loud crashes
SG18B7  56   train, freight, crossing bells, pass by with horn
SG18B8  91   train, freight, fast pass by, large train
SG18BA  29   train, freight, pass by, rumble, squeaky wheels
SG18BC  69   train, freight, pass by, smooth, no bumps
SG18B9  16   train, freight, pass by, very squeaky wheels
SG1AA1  30   train, hand car, driving onboard
SG1AA2  24   train, hand car, driving onboard
SG1AA3  14   train, hand car, pass by
HE087B  40   train, interior, passengers conversing,some rail clicks & squeaks in backgroun
HE087D  7    train, loud long steam release, w/ low engine hum.
SG18AB  42   train, passenger, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, fast speed
SG18AC  14   train, passenger, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, very fast
SG18AA  50   train, passenger, exterior, diesel engine, idle
SG18AD  53   train, passenger, idle, pull away from side
SG18B0  46   train, passenger, interior, between cars, normal speed
SG18B1  16   train, passenger, interior, between cars, over bumpy viaduct
SG18AF  56   train, passenger, interior, passenger car, normal speed
SG18B3  6    train, passenger, interior, washroom door, close
SG18B4  1    train, passenger, interior, washroom door, lock
SG18B2  3    train, passenger, interior, washroom door, open



SG18B5  2    train, passenger, interior, washroom door, unlock
SG18B6  15   train, passenger, interior, washroom, toilet flush
SG18AE  33   train, passenger, pull up to side
SG1B88  41   train, station, grand central station, p.a.announcement, crowd
SG1871  33   train, steam, exterior, accelerating, chugging and clacking
SG1870  45   train, steam, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, fast speed
SG186F  86   train, steam, exterior, approach, pass by left to right, slow speed
SG186B  52   train, steam, exterior, idle
SG186C  25   train, steam, exterior, idle, bell ringing
SG186D  55   train, steam, exterior, idle, pull away from side
SG186E  63   train, steam, exterior, pull up to side
SG1877  43   train, steam, exterior, pumping fuel, large pump
SG1876  37   train, steam, exterior, pumping fuel, small pump
SG1875  33   train, steam, exterior, steam being vented
SG1873  62   train, steam, exterior, travelling at fast speed, wheels clacking
SG1872  55   train, steam, exterior, travelling at medium speed, wheels clacking
SG1874  68   train, steam, exterior, travelling through long mountain tunnel
SG187E  7    train, steam, whistle, distant, four short blasts, crickets in b/g
SG187F  9    train, steam, whistle, distant, long blast
SG1880  11   train, steam, whistle, distant, long blast
SG187D  8    train, steam, whistle, many blasts, close up
SG1881  18   train, steam, whistle, on board moving train, many blasts
SG1882  20   train, steam, whistle, on board moving train, many blasts
SG1878  2    train, steam, whistle, single, close up
SG1879  3    train, steam, whistle, single, close up
SG187A  3    train, steam, whistle, single, close up
SG187B  4    train, steam, whistle, single, distant
SG187C  8    train, steam, whistle, three short blasts, bell in background
HE087A  130  train; (1) on board perspective w/ lots ofr ail clicks & clanks, railroad cros
HE0879  123  train; (1) short in w/ horn blows,railroad crossing bells, by w/ rail        c
HE02B5  20   transmission gear grinds.,04015,grindgear,ads,00:00:20
HE08A5  25   Trash Can Falls wi lid Spin (x3)
HE03B8  26   tree cracks and splinters as it falls, heavy,leaf rustles as it is falling and
SG1AA4  7    tree falling, creaking, hit ground heavily
SG1AA5  9    tree falling, creaking, hit ground softly
SG1AA6  4    tree falling, heavy creaking
SG1C40  13   tree falling, tree falling in forest
SG1C41  12   tree falling, tree falling on house
SG0FCC  73   trimmer, hedge, electric hedge trimmer, start, trim hedge, stop
SG0FCB  72   trimmer, hedge, gas hedge trimmer, start, trim hedge, shut off
SG0FCE  68   trimmer, lawn, gas lawn trimmer, start, run, stop;close up on cutter
SG0FCD  88   trimmer, lawn, gas lawn trimmer, start, trim, shut off
HE009D  13   truck by close with loud metal clunk over bump on,away.,168,dds,00:00:13
HE088C  65   truck by; (1) long in, medium speed,medium c/u by, long away; (2) long in,
HE08CA  77   Truck bys - fast
HE02D9  11   truck door open and close, close perspective.,71715,truk dr 1,ads,00:00:11
HE00A6  13   truck gate open; metal clunks, metal rolling.,distant traffic roar, honk.,190,
HE00A1  3    truck horn honk close with engine idle.  one,medium blast and two short.,811 0
HE009C  38   truck in, by close and away.  shifts on away.,405a,dds,00:00:38
HE0066  159  truck loading area, street market.  busy traffic,ambience, primarily trucks cl
HE00A4  90   truck maneuvering, close.  rough, erratic revs,with brake squeaks, engine whin
HE009E  19   truck pull out close, shift on by with loud metal,clunk over bump on away.  me
HE088E  41   truck, accelerate & shift; (1) medium speed, on board, very close perspective;
HE0890  17   truck, air horn; (1) loud booming blasts,various lengths; (2) low pitched, sin
HE088F  40   truck, brakes; (1) air brake release, c/u;(2) brake squeak w/ small air releas
SG18A7  19   truck, diesel, large truck, approach and pass by left to right
SG18A8  22   truck, diesel, large truck, approach and pass by left to right
SG18A9  16   truck, diesel, large truck, approach and pass by left to right
SG18A3  2    truck, dump, exterior, air brake, release
SG18A1  34   truck, dump, exterior, approach, pass by, left to right, fast speed
SG18A0  32   truck, dump, exterior, approach, pass by, left to right, slow speed
SG18A6  70   truck, dump, exterior, back up and dump load
SG189F  24   truck, dump, exterior, pull up from left, shut off



SG189E  32   truck, dump, exterior, start, idle, pull away right
SG189D  39   truck, dump, exterior, start, idle, shut off
SG18A4  2    truck, dump, interior, air brake, release
SG18A5  7    truck, dump, interior, gear grind
SG18A2  53   truck, dump, interior, start, idle, drive
SG11C4  44   truck, military, weapons carrier, exterior, approach left, pull up, shut off
SG11C6  37   truck, military, weapons carrier, exterior, pass by, fast
SG11C5  59   truck, military, weapons carrier, exterior, pass by, slow
SG11C3  40   truck, military, weapons carrier, exterior, start, idle, exit right, fast
SG11C2  34   truck, military, weapons carrier, exterior, start, idle, exit right, slow
SG11C1  70   truck, military, weapons carrier, exterior, start, revs, shut off
SG11B6  105  truck, military, weapons carrier, interior, drive fast on rough terrain
SG11B8  87   truck, military, weapons carrier, interior, drive fast on smooth terrain
SG11B9  57   truck, military, weapons carrier, interior, drive fast, gear down to stop
SG11B5  129  truck, military, weapons carrier, interior, drive slow on rough terrain
SG11B7  87   truck, military, weapons carrier, interior, drive slow on smooth terrain
SG11B3  44   truck, military, weapons carrier, interior, start, idle, shut off
SG11B4  58   truck, military, weapons carrier, interior, start, revs, shut off
SG11BD  105  truck, military, weapons carrier, onboard, drive fast, rough terrain
SG11BF  94   truck, military, weapons carrier, onboard, drive fast, smooth terrain
SG11BC  132  truck, military, weapons carrier, onboard, drive slow, rough terrain
SG11BE  87   truck, military, weapons carrier, onboard, drive slow, smooth terrain
SG11BA  74   truck, military, weapons carrier, onboard, start, idle, shut off
SG11C0  36   truck, military, weapons carrier, onboard, start, reverse, shut off
SG11BB  62   truck, military, weapons carrier, onboard, start, revs, shut off
HE088D  20   truck, start & idle steady, c/u.
HE00A5  131  truck: interior open window point of view, in,stop and go traffic.  rattling e
SG1AA9  11   tuning, clock radio, tuning across am band, fast
SG1AA8  14   tuning, clock radio, tuning across am band, slow
SG1AAB  17   tuning, radio, tuning across fm band, fast
SG1AAA  16   tuning, radio, tuning across fm band, slow
SG1AA7  23   tuning, transistor, tuning across am band
HE05A3  68   turn on faucet, run water into sink and fill up,with turn off #2.,-----,sinkjh
HE05A2  29   turn on faucet, run water into sink, and turn,off #1.,-----,sinkjh 04,dds,00:0
HE02C9  13   turn signal on and off: volkswagen gti, close,perspective. big metal clicks, t
HE0256  30   twin-engine turbo-prop plane taxi by right to,left.,84840,prop taxi2,dds,00:00
HE031C  4    two civil war cannons shot with long ring off.,bldat,cannons02,dds,00:00:04
HE00D5  21   two distant sirens by in heavy city traffic.,246,dds,00:00:21
HE05F0  2    two large flash bulbs, low and mid-range pops wit,slight crackle.  can be used
HE05F1  4    two large flash bulbs, pops and sizzles with,glassy crackles and crunches.  ca
HE0011  172  two little boys playing on the street; yelling,laughing, and running around cl
HE039D  27   two men fight in alley way, heavy,punches and grunts, glass break.,mix25,allyf
HE03A1  5    two single body falls on bed.,80313,bed fall,adm,00:00:05
HE03A5  5    two single body falls on gravel.,43848,stone fal,adm,00:00:05
HE03A7  4    two single foot stomps or body falls into mud.,07209,mud fall,adm,00:00:04
HE03B7  1    two single knuckle cracks.,65920,knuklcrk2,dds,00:00:01
HE02DF  19   two wet car bys, with long aways. close to medium,perspective, 30 m.p.h. actio
HE0501  7    two young kids giggle.,89821,voxkidsl1,ads,00:00:07
SG1529  3    typewriter, antique, carriage return, down single line, fast
SG1528  3    typewriter, antique, carriage return, down single line, slow
SG1527  4    typewriter, antique, carriage return, fast
SG1526  4    typewriter, antique, carriage return, slow
SG152B  5    typewriter, antique, end of line bell
SG152C  5    typewriter, antique, load sheet of paper
SG152D  3    typewriter, antique, remove paper
SG152F  5    typewriter, antique, several carriage rolls
SG1524  3    typewriter, antique, shift key and single letter
SG152E  3    typewriter, antique, single carriage roll
SG1523  2    typewriter, antique, single letter, fast
SG1522  3    typewriter, antique, single letter, slow
SG1525  1    typewriter, antique, space bar
SG152A  5    typewriter, antique, tab key, carriage to end, bell ring
SG1521  65   typewriter, antique, typing



SG1548  3    typewriter, electric, automatic paper load
SG1550  1    typewriter, electric, error beep
SG1547  1    typewriter, electric, error beep
SG1551  7    typewriter, electric, load paper
SG1552  5    typewriter, electric, remove paper
SG1543  6    typewriter, electric, repeating letter
SG154C  5    typewriter, electric, repeating letter key
SG1545  4    typewriter, electric, repeating space
SG154E  7    typewriter, electric, repeating space
SG1542  1    typewriter, electric, single letter
SG154B  2    typewriter, electric, single letter key
SG1546  2    typewriter, electric, single return
SG154F  3    typewriter, electric, single return
SG154D  2    typewriter, electric, single space
SG1544  1    typewriter, electric, single space
SG154A  18   typewriter, electric, type single line, line memory mode
SG1541  23   typewriter, electric, typing from memory
SG1540  18   typewriter, electric, typing single line, line memory mode
SG1549  54   typewriter, electric, typing, normal mode
SG153F  58   typewriter, electric, typing, normal mode
SG1537  4    typewriter, manual, carriage return, fast
SG1536  4    typewriter, manual, carriage return, slow
SG153E  6    typewriter, manual, carriage roll, slow
SG1538  6    typewriter, manual, end of line bell
SG1539  7    typewriter, manual, load paper
SG153A  4    typewriter, manual, remove paper
SG153D  4    typewriter, manual, several carriage rolls
SG1533  1    typewriter, manual, shift key and single letter
SG153C  3    typewriter, manual, single carriage roll
SG1532  1    typewriter, manual, single letter
SG1531  1    typewriter, manual, single letter
SG1535  2    typewriter, manual, space bar, fast
SG1534  2    typewriter, manual, space bar, slow
SG1530  65   typewriter, manual, typing
SG153B  4    typewriter, manual, yank out paper from carriage
HE08F1  57   Typing - computer, electric, manual
SG0F8B  2    umbrella, close
SG0F8D  6    umbrella, close and fold
SG0F8F  3    umbrella, plastic, close
SG0F8E  2    umbrella, plastic, pop open
SG0F8A  2    umbrella, pop open
SG0F8C  5    umbrella, unfold and pop open
HE0079  193  under bridge point of view, heavy traffic.,steady airy rush of noise, less def
SG1B33  63   underwater, general underwater ambience
SG1B32  48   underwater, general underwater ambience with pulse
HE07B1  5    unlocking door, keys jingling.
HE0814  15   urinal; (1-2) flush, reverberant, public restroom.
HE02A4  12   v-8 car or truck: smooth, short in, by, then,short out.,00403,004a 03a,dds,00:
HE028E  47   v-8 car, large: in medium slow to stop, and idle,close perspective.  set brake
HE02A5  15   v-8 car, large: medium short in, by, then medium,short out.,75419,75419a,dds,0
HE0291  14   v-8 car: in fast and skid to stop on dirt, close,perspective, then idle and of
HE028F  31   v-8 car: in medium, stop on dirt, close,perspective, idle and off.,547-62j,ads
HE0285  219  v-8 car: start, and accelerate to high rpm.,racy steady, high speed accels, sm
HE028C  28   v-8 car: start, medium to close perspective,idle with revs, then away.,740-02,
SG0F92  79   vacuum, central, air suction through carpet beater attachment
SG0F90  49   vacuum, central, air suction through hose, constant
SG0F91  53   vacuum, central, air suction through hose, various movement
SG0F93  56   vacuum, central, carpet beater attachment, on, run, stop;constant
SG0F94  73   vacuum, central, carpet beater attachment, on, run, stop;various
SG1AAC  33   vacuum, portable, portable, start, run, stop
SG0F95  35   vacuum, shop, switch on, run, switch off
HE046B  8    various tennis shoe squeaks on court.,733-tennis 07,ads,00:00:08
HE080C  4    velcro tears; (1) fast; (2) slow.



SG1AB6  2    velcro, long strip, tear apart, fast
SG1AB5  3    velcro, long strip, tear apart, slow
SG1AB3  1    velcro, medium strip, tear apart, fast
SG1AB4  1    velcro, medium strip, tear apart, fast
SG1AB2  1    velcro, medium strip, tear apart, medium
SG1AB1  3    velcro, medium strip, tear apart, slow
SG1AB0  2    velcro, short strip, tear apart
SG1AAF  1    velcro, short strip, tear apart, fast
SG1AAE  1    velcro, short strip, tear apart, medium
SG1AAD  1    velcro, short strip, tear apart, slow
SG1AB7  2    vending machine, bottle dispenser, insert coin
SG1AB8  5    vending machine, bottle dispenser, insert coin, pull bottle out
SG1AB9  2    vending machine, bottle dispenser, person hitting machine
SG1ABA  3    vending machine, can dispenser, insert coin
SG1ABD  10   vending machine, can dispenser, insert coins, pull can out
SG1ABC  8    vending machine, can dispenser, insert three coins
SG1ABB  4    vending machine, can dispenser, insert two coins
SG1ABE  14   vending machine, can dispenser, loading cans into machine
HE0144  150  vendor in hallway at stadium event, "ice cold,beer, hot pretzels!"  large inte
HE0145  57   vendor in hallway medium perspective at stadium,event, "...three dollars..."
HE005B  177  very busy intersection, close, with traffic cop,blowing whistle.  variety of h
HE0001  147  very busy sidewalk or open street with pedestrian,walla and footsteps by close
HE0136  17   very close boat horn, three blasts.  ferry horn.,630,dds,00:00:17
HE0087  150  very distant city traffic drone.  sparse metal,movement medium perspective.  b
HE01F1  31   very heavy gusty wind with constant whistling,and some blowing leaves.,wind x
HE05F3  2    very large flash bulb, glassy crack,pop with sizzle.  can be used for bug squi
HE0692  140  very low frequency, ominous, underwater rumble.,78608,rumbsemi1,dds,00:02:20
HE0691  120  very low frequency, smooth earthquake rumble with,less stereo motion than trk.
HE030D  1    very short cannon ball whiz.,bldat,canbal 04,ads,00:00:01
HE0071  156  very wet traffic bys, sidewalk point of view.,medium speed bys close, medium b
HE0060  110  very wide perspective busy intersection.  medium,distant traffic roar with man
SG1355  9    vibraphone, "good morning", fast
SG1356  10   vibraphone, "good morning", high
SG1357  13   vibraphone, "good morning", long, fast vibrato
SG1358  12   vibraphone, "good morning", long, slow vibrato
SG134F  16   vibraphone, "i've been hypnotized!";pentatonic scale
SG1365  9    vibraphone, cadence
SG1366  9    vibraphone, cadence
SG1364  10   vibraphone, cadence
SG1363  12   vibraphone, cadence
SG1351  14   vibraphone, cascade down, single octave, slow
SG1350  14   vibraphone, cascade down, two octaves
SG1352  20   vibraphone, cascade down, whole instrument
SG1353  12   vibraphone, cascade up, single octave, slow
SG1354  14   vibraphone, cascade up, two octaves
SG1359  7    vibraphone, doorbell, high
SG135C  9    vibraphone, doorbell, long
SG135E  9    vibraphone, doorbell, long, low
SG135F  8    vibraphone, doorbell, long, low, muted
SG135D  7    vibraphone, doorbell, long, muted
SG135A  6    vibraphone, doorbell, low
SG135B  7    vibraphone, doorbell, network
SG1369  25   vibraphone, dream, long
SG136A  11   vibraphone, dream, short
SG1362  16   vibraphone, tumbling, long
SG1361  10   vibraphone, tumbling, medium
SG1360  10   vibraphone, tumbling, short
SG1367  16   vibraphone, underwater
SG1368  18   vibraphone, underwater
SG06F6  7    vice, bench, crank handle around
SG06F5  1    vice, bench, handle clink
SG06F4  1    vice, bench, handle clink
SG06F2  1    vice, hand, vice grips, close



SG06F0  1    vice, hand, vice grips, snap open
SG06EF  1    vice, hand, vice grips, snap open
SG06F1  1    vice, hand, vice grips, snap open
SG06F3  1    vice, hand, vice grips, tighten down on bolt
HE070E  25   vicious dog growls, processed; low frequency.,73524,scifdogrl,dds,00:00:25
HE0157  171  video arcade room ambience: close noisy electronic game sounds with walla roar
HE0158  101  video arcade room ambience: wide perspective,electronic game sounds with rever
SG1AC2  2    video cass.recorder, front loading, eject tape
SG1AC0  3    video cass.recorder, front loading, eject tape and remove
SG1ABF  3    video cass.recorder, front loading, insert tape and load
SG1AC1  2    video cass.recorder, front loading, load tape
SG1AC4  31   video cass.recorder, front loading, start, fast forward, stop
SG1AC3  32   video cass.recorder, front loading, start, play, stop
SG1AC5  31   video cass.recorder, front loading, start, rewind to beginning
SG1AC9  2    video cass.recorder, top loading, eject tape, pull out
SG1AC8  3    video cass.recorder, top loading, insert tape and load
SG1AC6  2    video cass.recorder, top loading, open tape compartment
SG1AC7  1    video cass.recorder, top loading, push tape compartment down
SG1ACA  52   video cass.recorder, top loading, start, play, stop
HE089D  79   video game arcade; (1) c/u beeps & tones,roar from games in background, childr
SG1B9C  4    voice, growl, low menacing growl
SG1B9E  6    voice, growl, low vocal growls
SG1B9D  2    voice, growl, menacing growl
SG1B9B  6    voice, growl, processed vocal sneeze
SG1BA0  9    voice, growl, vocal growls and snarls
SG1B9F  18   voice, growl, vocal growls and snarls
SG1BA2  7    voice, growl, vocal growls and snarls
SG1BA1  7    voice, growl, vocal growls and snarls
SG1B9A  27   voice, speech, garbled speech
SG1B99  13   voice, speech, garbled speech
SG1B98  2    voice, speech, garbled speech
SG1C8B  73   volcano, large volcano erupting, exploding, rumble
SG1C8A  112  volcano, large volcano erupting, exploding, rumble
SG1C8E  61   volcano, volcano erupting in distance
SG1C8C  70   volcano, volcano, interior, lava gurgling, bubbling
SG1C8D  80   volcano, volcano, interior, lava gurgling, bubbling
HE0288  60   volkswagen bug, interior:  idle, windows up. off,at end.,751-52,dds,00:01:00
HE0287  150  volkswagen bug, interior:  start, reverse, stop.,accelerate to 45 mph steady,
SG16BE  2    volleyball, ball bounce on floor
SG16BF  10   volleyball, ball bounce on floor
SG16BB  2    volleyball, bump ball
SG16BC  2    volleyball, bump ball
SG16C0  90   volleyball, game, in gymnasium
SG16B9  2    volleyball, serve
SG16BA  2    volleyball, serve
SG16B8  2    volleyball, serve
SG16BD  2    volleyball, volley ball
HE0217  69   wade through water #1: slow footsteps in and out,of shallow pool water, then i
HE0218  20   wade through water #2: hands splash in and out,of water, lightly.,-----,waterw
SG1AD1  14   wagon, cart, wooden cart, large, rolling
SG1AD0  18   wagon, cart, wooden cart, rolling fast
SG1ACF  26   wagon, cart, wooden cart, rolling slowly
SG1ACE  16   wagon, cart, wooden cart, rolling slowly
SG1ACD  28   wagon, metal, metal, squeaky carriage
SG1ACB  28   wagon, wooden, wooden, wagon being pulled
SG1ACC  21   wagon, wooden, wooden, wagon being pulled
HE00CD  8    wailer siren short in and stop close.,664,dds,00:00:08
HE0630  5    walk-in freezer door opens and closes, with metal,latch.,72242,--------,ads,00
HE045C  21   walking in snow with ski boots on.,ttlbu,snwfotjh1,dds,00:00:21
HE08B4  38   War background
HE063F  12   warehouse door, huge metal, rolls closed with,metal gear clicks and movement;
HE0640  10   warehouse door, huge metal, rolls closed with,metal gear clicks and movement;
HE00A8  136  warehouse exterior ambience: close generator,idle, close to medium truck idles



HE068F  28   warning buzzer, "space alarm" type: pulsing,buzzes at medium perspective with
HE068E  12   warning buzzer, industrial type: short successive,singles, then long, single b
SG1AD2  3    wash cloth, wring into bucket
SG1AD4  6    wash cloth, wring into bucket
SG1AD5  19   wash cloth, wring into bucket
SG1AD3  4    wash cloth, wring into bucket
SG1AD6  4    wash cloth, wring into sink
SG1AD7  11   wash cloth, wring into sink
SG1ADA  36   washing machine, filling with water
SG1AD9  4    washing machine, lid close
SG1AD8  4    washing machine, lid open
SG1ADC  122  washing machine, spin cycle, start, spin, shut off
SG1ADB  94   washing machine, washing
HE076C  6    watch alarm beeps; (1) single high pitched beep; (2) 4 fast high pitched beeps
HE0668  8    watch alarm with high, double-pitched beeps.,86544,watch beep,dds,00:00:08
HE077C  10   water bottle glubs. large bubbles
HE013C  26   water flowing into water with drips and splashes.,could be rain gutter overflo
HE0599  8    water going down drain #1.,-----,drainjh 1,dds,00:00:08
HE059A  15   water going down drain #2.,-----,drainjh 2,dds,00:00:15
HE0205  53   water laps #1: small size laps against a small,boat.,-----,lapping01,dds,00:00
HE0206  111  water laps #2: lake water laps by a dock with,some surging waves.,-----,lappng
HE0207  37   water laps #3: lake water laps against sailboat,cutting through water.,-----,l
HE0208  78   water laps #4: calm laps against a boat.,-----,lapping05,dds,00:01:18
HE020B  1    water plop, single: small object dropped into,water.,-----,plopsjh01,dds,00:00
HE020A  36   water plops in metal bucket.,-----,plopsjh01,dds,00:00:36
HE0215  115  water trickle #1: splashy drops on ground, close,perspective, with drizzle bac
HE0216  59   water trickle #2: light water splash and,movement.,-----,trickle01,dds,00:00:5
SG1ADD  67   water wheel, turning
SG0F9A  84   water, bathtub, drain tub, gurgling
SG0F97  103  water, bathtub, fill bathtub
SG0F99  39   water, bathtub, water running fast, tub partly filled
SG0F96  51   water, bathtub, water running in bathtub, drain open
SG0F98  41   water, bathtub, water running slow, tub partly filled
SG1B93  19   water, bubbles, medium bubbles, rapid, close up
SG1ADE  61   water, bubbles, rumble and fizz
SG1D54  72   water, bubbles, swirling bubbles
SG1C85  67   water, drip, water dripping in bathroom, single drops
SG1C81  68   water, drip, water dripping in cave
SG1C82  66   water, drip, water dripping in cave
SG1C83  56   water, drip, water dripping in cave, single drops
SG0F9B  31   water, drip, water dripping into full tub
SG0F9C  25   water, drip, water dripping into full tub
SG0F9E  31   water, drip, water dripping into metal sink, fast
SG0F9D  31   water, drip, water dripping into metal sink, slow
SG1C84  63   water, drip, water trickling in cave
SG1D56  93   water, falls, large falls
SG1D55  93   water, falls, large falls, some splashing
SG18E2  91   water, falls, medium falls
SG18E5  90   water, falls, niagara falls, heavy, from behind
SG18E4  90   water, falls, niagara falls, heavy, from bottom
SG18E6  86   water, falls, niagara falls, heavy, from inside tunnel
SG18E3  91   water, falls, niagara falls, heavy, from top
SG18E1  90   water, falls, small falls
SG1908  60   water, fountain, large indoor water fountain
SG1907  80   water, fountain, large outdoor water fountain
SG1905  74   water, geyser, underground rumble
SG1906  143  water, geyser, underground rumble, water spraying out
SG18EA  97   water, lake, water lapping on rock shore, light
SG18EB  96   water, lake, water lapping on rock shore, medium
SG18E9  120  water, lake, waves coming in, heavy
SG18E7  120  water, lake, waves coming in, light
SG18E8  120  water, lake, waves coming in, light/medium
SG18F7  65   water, ocean, surf, heavy, distant



SG18F6  12   water, ocean, wave crashing on rock, heavy
SG18F2  120  water, ocean, waves coming in, heavy
SG18F1  120  water, ocean, waves coming in, heavy
SG18EC  120  water, ocean, waves coming in, light
SG18ED  120  water, ocean, waves coming in, medium
SG18EE  121  water, ocean, waves coming in, medium
SG18EF  120  water, ocean, waves coming in, medium, heavy surf
SG18F0  120  water, ocean, waves coming in, medium, heavy surf
SG18F3  73   water, ocean, waves crashing on rocks
SG18F4  121  water, ocean, waves crashing on rocks
SG18F5  100  water, ocean, waves crashing on rocks, heavy spray
SG1D57  67   water, ocean, waves rolling by, roaring
SG18FC  120  water, river, large river, heavy flow over rocks
SG18F8  120  water, river, medium river, flowing
SG18F9  81   water, river, medium river, flowing, distant
SG18FB  120  water, river, medium river, heavy flow
SG18FA  90   water, river, medium river, heavy flow
SG1904  61   water, sewage, heavy sewage flow
SG0FA0  83   water, shower, water run, shower on, person showering, shut off
SG0F9F  96   water, shower, water run, shower on, run, shut off
SG0FA4  31   water, sink, drain metal sink
SG0FAA  16   water, sink, drain porcelain sink
SG0FAB  15   water, sink, drain porcelain sink
SG0FA3  71   water, sink, fill metal sink
SG0FA9  37   water, sink, water fill porcelain sink, fast
SG0FA8  45   water, sink, water fill porcelain sink, slow
SG0FA2  56   water, sink, water run fast in metal sink, drain open
SG0FA1  52   water, sink, water run slow in metal sink, drain open
SG0FA7  53   water, sink, water running in porcelain sink, fast, drain open
SG0FA6  54   water, sink, water running in porcelain sink, medium, drain open
SG0FA5  57   water, sink, water running in porcelain sink, slow, drain open
SG0FAC  33   water, spray, water spray in full tub
SG0FB3  3    water, stopper, place metal stopper in metal sink drain
SG0FB2  3    water, stopper, place metal stopper in metal sink drain
SG0FAD  2    water, stopper, place rubber stopper in plastic laundry tub drain
SG0FB4  3    water, stopper, remove metal stopper from metal sink drain
SG0FAE  1    water, stopper, remove rubber stopper, plastic laundry tub drain
SG0FB5  1    water, stopper, stop drain, bathtub
SG0FAF  1    water, stopper, stop drain, porcelain sink
SG0FB0  1    water, stopper, stop drain, porcelain sink
SG0FB6  1    water, stopper, unstop drain, bathtub
SG0FB1  1    water, stopper, unstop drain, porcelain sink
SG18FD  67   water, stream, babbling brook
SG1900  120  water, stream, medium stream, flowing
SG18FF  120  water, stream, medium stream, flowing
SG1902  91   water, stream, mountain stream, heavy flow
SG1903  97   water, stream, mountain stream, heavy flow
SG18FE  101  water, stream, small stream, flowing
SG1901  120  water, stream, stream flowing under bridge
SG1B2E  85   water, surf, malibu ocean surf
SG0FB9  24   water, tub, drain plastic laundry tub
SG0FB8  90   water, tub, fill plastic laundry tub
SG0FBA  62   water, tub, run water, filling large tub
SG0FB7  67   water, tub, water run in plastic laundry tub, drain open
SG0FBB  46   water, tub, water run, large tub partly filled
SG1D5F  129  water, underwater, bubbles, light turbulence
SG1D60  110  water, underwater, bubbles, light turbulence
SG190A  10   water, underwater, diver jumping into water, air release
SG1909  55   water, underwater, scuba tank, breathing underwater
SG1D58  13   water, underwater, single wave, pass by, overhead
SG1D5C  20   water, underwater, single wave, pass by, overhead
SG1D5D  24   water, underwater, single wave, pass by, overhead
SG1D5E  26   water, underwater, single wave, pass by, overhead



SG1D5A  18   water, underwater, single wave, pass by, overhead
SG1D59  15   water, underwater, single wave, pass by, overhead
SG1D5B  20   water, underwater, single wave, pass by, overhead
SG1D61  124  water, underwater, waves passing overhead
SG1D62  126  water, whirlpool, waves and wind swirling around
HE0897  27   waterfall #1, medium size waterfall, lots of spray & some water gushing.
HE0898  30   waterfall #2, large gushing waterfall w/deep roar & some spray.
HE021D  142  waterfall, large: very rapid fine mist roar.,-----,wtrfljh06,dds,00:02:22
HE021B  125  waterfall, medium #1: smooth running with,bubbling roar.,-----,wtrfljh03,dds,0
HE021C  196  waterfall, medium #2: very rapid fine mist roar.,jhdat,dist wfal,dds,00:03:16
HE0219  129  waterfall, small #1: rapid, with big splashy,drops, close perspective.,-----,w
HE021A  91   waterfall, small #2: rapid, with fine mist roar.,-----,wtrfljh02,dds,00:01:31
HE0899  60   waves #1, medium size waves crash w/ lots of foam hiss.
HE021E  223  waves #1: calm ocean or surf pounding, distant,perspective.,-----,surfajh04,dd
HE089A  60   waves #2, large crashing waves w/ foam hiss & low ocean roar.
HE021F  88   waves #2: medium size waves crash and close out,with foam hiss, medium perspec
HE0220  106  waves #3: medium-large size waves crash and close,out with foam hiss, close pe
SG1D63  5    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D69  8    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D68  7    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D67  7    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D66  6    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D64  5    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D6F  12   weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D6A  8    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D65  6    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D6C  9    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D6E  12   weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D6D  9    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D70  15   weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D71  15   weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D72  16   weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D6B  9    weather, lightning, bolt of lightning strikes close by
SG1D73  71   weather, rain, sheets of heavy rain
SG1D74  20   weather, thunder, thunder roll and rumble
SG1D75  24   weather, thunder, thunder roll and rumble
SG1D76  10   weather, thunder, thunder roll and rumble
SG1D77  21   weather, thunder, thunder roll and rumble
HE02F7  34   weed eater with fast r.p.m.'s.  few starts and,stops.,37515,375 15,dds,00:00:3
SG075C  13   welder, arc, start, fan running
SG075E  33   welder, arc, weld bead on metal plate
SG075D  32   welder, arc, weld bead on metal plate
HE07EA  8    werewolf growls, (1-2) close perspective.
HE070D  7    werewolf growls, processed; two low frequency,growls.,14714,scifhmngl,dds,00:0
HE07E9  18   werewolf howls, (1-2) distant.
HE07EB  57   werewolf, growls & inhales, spooky breathing.
HE0074  123  wet city traffic bys, wider perspective than previous wet traffic.  medium bus
HE0075  150  wet city traffic, very wide, high perspective.,medium busy traffic roar.  star
HE0076  129  wet light traffic, interior closed window point,of view.   a few brake squeaks
HE0070  147  wet one-lane road, medium busy traffic bys close.,several cars by medium fast,
HE0072  207  wet slushy traffic by close to medium.  light,traffic; a few long pauses.  tir
HE0097  147  wet traffic. interior car point of view with,window open.  driving on medium b
SG1AE1  12   wheelchair, electric, pass by
SG1ADF  14   wheelchair, electric, pull away
SG1AE0  12   wheelchair, electric, pull up
SG1AE3  19   wheelchair, electric, riding onboard
SG1AE2  22   wheelchair, electric, riding onboard
SG1AE8  5    whip, bull whip, two whips
SG1AE9  4    whip, bull whip, two whips fast
SG1AE4  2    whip, bullwhip, single crack
SG1AE5  2    whip, bullwhip, single crack
SG1AE6  2    whip, bullwhip, single crack
SG1AE7  1    whip, small whip, single hit



SG1AEC  2    whistle, long blow
HE04DE  1    whistle, medium perspective fingers-in-mouth,as when whistling for a cab.,voxw
SG1AEF  4    whistle, pea whistle, long blow
SG1AEE  2    whistle, pea whistle, medium blow
SG1AED  1    whistle, pea whistle, short blow
SG1AEB  1    whistle, short blow
SG1AEA  1    whistle, short blow
HE0573  9    whistles, multiple, short.,-----,demo1whtl,dds,00:00:09
HE089F  10   whistles; (1) hollow airy whistle; (2)police whistle, one long blast; (3) poli
HE013D  104  whistling wind through open window.  quiet wind,loudest section is at 1:00.  s
HE01E9  49   whistling wind; medium, with very steady, clear,whistle tones.,wind w 25,dds,0
HE01EC  89   whistling wind; steady, heavy, could be against,a window; sounds cold and coas
HE01EE  95   whistling wind; steady, light, with low roar an,gusts with brush movement.,win
HE01ED  47   whistling wind; steady, medium, very tonal,whistle with trees blowing; sounds
HE01EB  57   whistling wind; steady, with heavy swirling gusts,blowing through brush.,wind
HE00C5  24   whooper in from distant and by left to right,fast.  away.,srn 83,dds,00:00:24
HE00CB  36   whooper siren in and by close with short blurps.,traffic ambience: a few bys,
HE00C4  24   whooper siren in and by right to left medium slow,and away.,srn 17,dds,00:00:2
HE00CC  14   whooper siren medium perspective by in traffic.,062a,dds,00:00:14
HE005F  178  wide perspective busy intersection, different,than 1004-04.  many horn honks m
HE005E  170  wide perspective busy intersection.  traffic roar,with medium car bys, many ru
HE0015  93   wide perspective exterior high school ambience,with kids in hallways: reverber
HE006F  155  wide perspective one way street traffic, light.,sound bounces off buildings.
HE0013  149  wide perspective version of track 1001-18: many,children in school playground.
HE003C  185  wide perspective version of track 1003-01.  small,city park, very busy.  walla
HE00FB  118  wider perspective of information booth in,previous track (1007-29).  huge inte
SG1D7B  67   winch, chain pulled by winch
SG1D7A  32   winch, chain pulled by winch
SG1AF3  13   winch, manual, hoisting down
SG1AF1  15   winch, manual, hoisting up
SG1AF7  4    winch, manual, pull cable through winch
SG1AF4  1    winch, manual, pull cable through winch
SG1AF5  3    winch, manual, pull cable through winch
SG1AF6  3    winch, manual, pull cable through winch
SG1AF2  2    winch, manual, single hoist down
SG1AF0  2    winch, manual, single hoist up
SG1AF9  1    winch, manual, toggle switch
SG1AF8  1    winch, manual, toggle switch
HE0314  1    winchester rifle cock.,ygb/u,cock w 04,adm,00:00:01
SG1AFC  32   wind chimes, bamboo
SG1AFA  37   wind chimes, brass
SG1AFB  39   wind chimes, ceramic
HE004F  123  wind in trees, high leaf rustle, with birds,chirping medium.  sparse light wal
HE01D7  24   wind rumble #1: eerie, with ascending and,descending low-end.,wind e 37,ads,00
HE01D9  68   wind rumble #2: eerie, with ascending and,descending low-end.,wind e45j,adm,00
SG1932  90   wind, aspen wind, close
SG1933  90   wind, aspen wind, distant
SG1934  90   wind, barn wind
SG1B29  32   wind, blowing through big trees
SG1B2A  34   wind, blowing through big trees
SG1936  90   wind, canyon wind, distant
SG1937  90   wind, desert wind
SG1D78  120  wind, desolite, gentle desolate wind
SG1938  90   wind, eerie wind
SG1C07  60   wind, fantasy, eerie, ghost like
SG1C0A  11   wind, fantasy, magic whirlwind
SG1C0B  59   wind, fantasy, swirling vortex
SG193A  90   wind, ghost town wind
SG193B  90   wind, ghost town wind
SG193C  90   wind, hangar wind
SG193D  90   wind, hangar wind
SG1D79  140  wind, hurricane, swirling storm wind
SG1940  90   wind, monotone wind



SG1941  90   wind, playground wind
SG1B2D  59   wind, space, processed space wind
SG1B2C  55   wind, space, processed space wind
SG1944  90   wind, storm wind
SG1947  90   wind, storm wind
SG1946  90   wind, storm wind
SG1945  90   wind, storm wind, debris
SG1B2B  196  wind, synthetic, synthetic wind blowing
SG1935  90   wind, underground bunker wind
SG194C  90   wind, whistling wind
SG1949  90   wind, wind through big trees
SG1948  90   wind, wind through big trees, creeking
SG1939  90   wind, wind through grass
SG194B  90   wind, wind through heavy vegetation
SG194A  90   wind, wind through heavy vegetation, steady
SG193E  90   wind, wind through leaves
SG1942  90   wind, wind through rigging
SG1943  90   wind, wind through rigging
SG193F  90   wind, wind with metal banging
HE0608  120  wind-up alarm clock, with room tone.,72227,mantl2 jh,dds,00:02:00
HE0793  55   wind-up antique clock, c/u perspective,very clean.
SG1D7C  5    windmill, single blade whoosh-by
SG0FBD  3    window, aluminium, slide closed
SG0FBC  3    window, aluminium, slide open
SG0FBF  2    window, plastic, lock
SG0FC1  3    window, plastic, slide closed
SG0FC0  3    window, plastic, slide open
SG0FBE  2    window, plastic, unlock
SG0FC3  3    window, wood, lock
SG0FC5  3    window, wood, slide closed
SG0FC4  3    window, wood, slide open
SG0FC6  3    window, wood, swing open
SG0FC7  4    window, wood, swing open
SG0FC2  1    window, wood, unlock
HE088A  30   windshield wipers, medium speed, steady,c/u w/ high servo whine & light thumps
HE02CF  12   windshield wipers: bmw exterior, modulating,servo whine light thumps and soft
HE02CE  12   windshield wipers: bmw exterior, modulating,servo whine with light thumps and
HE02D0  22   windshield wipers: heavy truck,slow speed. close,perspective.,81725,wipers 1,a
HE08DC  13   Wing flaps (X4)
SG1AFE  1    wire cutters, single cut
SG1AFD  1    wire cutters, single cut
HE0760  30   wolf howls, multiple.
HE01CC  19   wolf; howls, close perspective.,-----,dog howl1,dds,00:00:19
HE01CB  48   wolf; vicious growls and snarls, close,perspective.,14715,wolf grwl,ddm,00:00:
SG01B6  6    wolves, timber-wolf, one wolf howling
SG01B4  10   wolves, timber-wolves, howling
SG01B5  7    wolves, timber-wolves, howling
HE054A  34   women's dressing room: 10 women general chatter,and movement in a small tiled
HE03DE  2    wood and glass crash.,ygb/u,wo gl c01,adm,00:00:02
SG137A  9    wood blocks, chinese
SG1379  9    wood blocks, chinese
SG1378  8    wood blocks, chinese
SG136C  18   wood blocks, clock
SG1373  13   wood blocks, coffee perking, long
SG1374  4    wood blocks, coffee perking, short
SG136B  7    wood blocks, dance
SG1375  6    wood blocks, dripping
SG1377  8    wood blocks, dripping
SG1376  4    wood blocks, dripping
SG136E  4    wood blocks, gallop
SG136F  8    wood blocks, gallop
SG136D  9    wood blocks, gallop
SG1370  5    wood blocks, gallop



SG137C  9    wood blocks, lee's palace, long
SG137B  21   wood blocks, lee's palace, short
SG137D  24   wood blocks, newsroom
SG1372  10   wood blocks, trot
SG1371  10   wood blocks, trot
HE03E2  2    wood break or shatter.,ygb/u,wood s 04,ads,00:00:02
HE03E3  3    wood crash, large.,ygb/u,wood ip07,adm,00:00:03
HE0799  26   wood crashes; (1) large tree creaking &falling to ground ; (2) long continuous
HE0660  23   wood creaks, very close perspective rocking chair,creaks.  great creaking brid
HE0609  4    wood door #1: open and close with metal latch,knob.,75724,------,ads,00:00:04
HE060A  4    wood door #2: open and close with metal latch,knob, slight rattle.,75724,-----
HE060B  4    wood door #3: open and slam with metal latch,knob.,75724,------,ads,00:00:04
HE060C  6    wood door #4: open and close with squeak.,54008,------,dds,00:00:06
HE060D  5    wood door #5: open with squeak and close with,bounce.,54008,------,dds,00:00:0
HE060E  5    wood door #6: open and slam.,37901,------,dds,00:00:05
HE060F  4    wood door #7: open and close.,37927,------,adm,00:00:04
HE0610  4    wood door #8: open and close.,37927,--------,adm,00:00:04
HE0611  4    wood door #9: open and slam.,37927,---------,adm,00:00:04
HE07A4  13   wood door open & close; (1) high pitched squeak, fast; (2) long low creak.
HE07A5  22   wood doors, (1-6) various wooden doors open & close.
HE0658  16   wood floor creaks #1.,amtrk,j flrcrk--,dds,00:00:16
HE0659  24   wood floor creaks #2.,73246,flr crk4,adm,00:00:24
HE065A  17   wood floor creaks #3.,54520,flr crk1,adm,00:00:17
HE03E4  2    wood impact with debris fall.,ygb/u,wood ip12,adm,00:00:02
HE0830  8    wood impacts, (1-4) various wood impacts.
HE06B8  48   wood shop ambience: heavy machine and generator,airy noise with medium perspec
HE08AC  9    Wood Squeaks (X3)
SG1AFF  6    wood, barrel, fall on dirt
SG1B09  3    wood, board, board breaking
SG1B06  3    wood, board, board breaking
SG1B08  2    wood, board, board breaking
SG1B07  4    wood, board, board breaking
SG1B01  1    wood, branch, branch snap
SG1B02  1    wood, branch, branch snap
SG1B03  1    wood, branch, branch snap
SG1B04  1    wood, branch, branch snap
SG1B05  1    wood, branch, branch snap
SG1B00  1    wood, branch, branch snap
SG1B0A  4    wood, drop, wood dropped on concrete surface
SG1B0B  5    wood, drop, wood dropped on concrete surface
SG1B0C  5    wood, drop, wood dropped on concrete surface
SG1B0D  3    wood, drop, wood dropped on dirt surface
SG1B0E  5    wood, drop, wood dropped on dirt surface
SG1B0F  4    wood, drop, wood dropped on wood surface
SG1B10  6    wood, drop, wood dropped on wood surface
HE03E5  1    wood, single piece falls onto hard surface.,ygb/u,wood wf02,adm,00:00:01
HE03E0  1    wood, small piece, crunched.  by little,(non-affiliated) elves.,ygb/u,wood ip0
SG1C43  7    wood, splinter, plywood, tearing
SG1C44  11   wood, splinter, plywood, tearing
SG1C45  10   wood, splinter, plywood, tearing
SG1C46  8    wood, splinter, plywood, tearing
SG1C47  10   wood, splinter, plywood, tearing
SG1C42  10   wood, splinter, plywood, tearing
SG1C48  5    wood, splinter, wood floor opening up
HE042A  1    wooden bat drops onto dirt surface #1.,830-wdbat  01,dds,00:00:01
HE042B  1    wooden bat drops onto dirt surface #2.,830-wdbat  01,dds,00:00:01
HE042C  2    wooden bat drops onto dirt surface #3.,830-wdbat  01,dds,00:00:02
HE042D  1    wooden bat drops onto dirt surface #4.,830-wdbat  01,dds,00:00:01
HE042E  2    wooden bat drops onto dirt surface #5.,830-wdbat  01,dds,00:00:02
HE042F  1    wooden bat drops onto dirt surface #6.,830-wdbat  01,dds,00:00:01
HE0424  2    wooden bat hits baseball with natural decay #1.,83130,wodbat 01,dds,00:00:02
HE0425  2    wooden bat hits baseball with natural decay #2.,83130,wodbat 03,dds,00:00:02
HE0426  2    wooden bat hits baseball with natural decay #3.,83127,wodbat 03,dds,00:00:02



HE0427  2    wooden bat hits baseball with natural decay #4.,83127,wodbat 03,dds,00:00:02
HE064F  49   wooden bed creaks.,jdat1,j bedcrk,dds,00:00:49
HE061F  4    wooden cabinet door closes against wood, with a,bounce #3.,76715,----------,ad
HE061D  4    wooden cabinet door closes against wood, with,bounce #1.,76715,---------,ads,0
HE061E  4    wooden cabinet door closes against wood, with,bounce #2.,76715,---------,ads,0
HE03BA  2    wooden crate is ripped open.,79503,woodcrak4,dds,00:00:02
HE0620  4    wooden drawer slide open and close.,41252,----------,adm,00:00:04
HE0653  11   wooden gate slowly creaks open and close.,78508,wd crks 3,adm,00:00:11
HE0804  9    wooden match strike sequence.
SG069C  120  woodworking shop, ambience, hand and power tools
SG069D  120  woodworking shop, ambience, hand and power tools
HE030F  6    worming a cannon.,bldat,canworm01,dds,00:00:06
SG1556  9    writing, pen, writing with ballpoint pen
SG1555  6    writing, pen, writing with fountain pen
SG1554  10   writing, pencil, writing with pencil, long
SG1553  1    writing, pencil, writing with pencil, short
HE083F  10   xerox machine copying document.
SG139C  5    xylophone, "dem bones"
SG1399  4    xylophone, accent
SG1394  2    xylophone, accent
SG1398  3    xylophone, accent
SG1396  3    xylophone, accent
SG1395  1    xylophone, accent
SG1397  4    xylophone, accent
SG138B  3    xylophone, ascending chromatic scale, one octave
SG138C  4    xylophone, ascending chromatic scale, two octaves
SG139B  13   xylophone, clock
SG138D  2    xylophone, descending chromatic scale, one octave
SG138E  4    xylophone, descending chromatic scale, two octaves
SG1388  2    xylophone, gliss down, long
SG138A  2    xylophone, gliss down, long, quick
SG1387  1    xylophone, gliss down, short
SG1389  1    xylophone, gliss down, short, quick
SG1386  2    xylophone, gliss up, long, quick
SG1384  2    xylophone, gliss up, short
SG1385  1    xylophone, gliss up, short, quick
SG1393  2    xylophone, sneaky
SG1392  5    xylophone, sneaky
SG1391  6    xylophone, sneaky
SG139A  11   xylophone, time passing
SG137E  4    xylophone, trill
SG137F  5    xylophone, trill
SG1380  4    xylophone, trill
SG1381  3    xylophone, trill
SG1382  3    xylophone, trill
SG1383  4    xylophone, trill
SG139D  2    xylophone, tumble down
SG1390  7    xylophone, up and down stairs, fast
SG138F  15   xylophone, up and down stairs, slow
HE02E3  46   yelper siren: close perspective.,jhdat,firtkjh4a,dds,00:00:46
HE02E4  19   yelper siren: multiple short ons and offs, close,perspective.,ctvso,srn6b-92,d
HE08A0  16   zaps #1, medium pitched crackling zaps,medium - short lengths.
HE08A1  30   zaps #2, small crackling sizzling zaps,intermittent, like bug zapper.
HE08AD  4    Zip bys #1 (X2)
HE08AE  10   Zip bys #2 (X4)
HE08AF  18   Zip bys #3 (X4)
HE08B0  14   Zip bys #4 (X5)
HE0574  2    zipper #1.,-----,demo1zip,dds,00:00:02
HE0575  1    zipper #2.,-----,demo1zip,dds,00:00:01
HE0576  1    zipper #3.,-----,demo1zip,dds,00:00:01
HE0577  1    zipper #4.,-----,demo1zip,dds,00:00:01
HE0578  1    zipper #5.,-----,demo1zip,dds,00:00:01
HE0579  1    zipper #6. action pans from left to right.,-----,demo1zip,dds,00:00:01



HE057A  2    zipper #7,-----,demo1zip,dds,00:00:02
SG1B16  1    zipper, clothes, unzip dress
SG1B18  2    zipper, clothes, unzip jacket
SG1B13  2    zipper, clothes, unzip pants
SG1B14  2    zipper, clothes, unzip pants
SG1B15  1    zipper, clothes, zip up dress
SG1B17  2    zipper, clothes, zip up jacket
SG1B12  1    zipper, clothes, zip up pants
SG1B11  1    zipper, clothes, zip up pants
SG1B19  1    zipper, luggage, long zipper, fast
SG1B1A  2    zipper, luggage, long zipper, slow
SG1B1B  1    zipper, luggage, medium zipper, fast
SG1B1C  2    zipper, luggage, medium zipper, slow
HE080D  11   zippers, (1-5) various zippers zipping &unzipping.
HE0808  17   zippo lighter sequence; (1-3) lid open /close & flint rubs.


